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Study Objective and Research Approach

The United States today faces a number of actors who employ a wide range of political, informational, military, and economic measures to influence, coerce, intimidate, or undermine U.S. interests or those of friends and allies. The objective of this study is to provide a clearer view of these adversarial measures short of conventional warfare and to derive implications and recommendations for the U.S. government and U.S. military. Toward this end, RAND conducted a yearlong examination of the historical and current practices that fall into this realm of conflict short of conventional war. The starting point for this examination is the term “political warfare,” as defined in 1948 at the outset of the Cold War by U.S. diplomat George Kennan:

Political warfare is the logical application of Clausewitz’s doctrine in time of peace. In broadest definition, political warfare is the employment of all the means at a nation’s command, short of war, to achieve its national objectives. Such operations are both overt and covert. They range from such overt actions as political alliances, economic measures (as ERP—the Marshall Plan), and “white” propaganda to such covert operations as clandestine support of “friendly” foreign elements, “black” psychological warfare and even encouragement of underground resistance in hostile states.

Political warfare is but one term among many that describes the arena of conflict short of conventional warfare. Chinese analysts have employed
the term “unrestricted warfare,” Russian officials have used “soft power” and “new generation warfare,” and a variety of terms are in use by U.S. officials, including “gray zone conflicts,” “hybrid warfare,” “asymmetric warfare,” and “irregular warfare.” The latter term has been officially defined in U.S. military doctrine and Department of Defense (DoD) directives, but one impetus for a new nomenclature is to place emphasis on the nonmilitary and nonlethal elements of this form of warfare. Those elements may be readily combined with conventional warfare, but the focus of this examination is on the less obvious, more ambiguous forms of conflict that may catch policymakers unaware if they are insufficiently attuned to these methods and their abilities to sow conflict, weaken, destabilize, disrupt, and, in some cases, create more dramatic consequences, as seen in Russia’s rapid annexation of the Crimea without resorting to all-out warfare. This examination of political warfare does not presuppose that this term is necessarily the most apt appellation for current nonconventional contests of power, but it employs the term as a matter of historical record and convenience to bound the study to the nonmilitary and nonlethal military methods used. By the same token, measures short of war may be usefully employed to deter conflict or prevent it from escalating or worsening.

The research approach for this study includes a review of historical accounts and documents that reflect the U.S. experience with political warfare, an investigation of primary sources to assess the current practices of political warfare employed in three case studies, and extensive semi-structured interviews with practitioners and experts. We supplement this research with official documents and other source material to evaluate U.S. and Allied responses, capability gaps, and possible remedies for meeting these challenges short of war.

**Organization of Study**

The study opens with a historical chapter that examines the U.S. experience and use of political warfare methods, which were developed and employed most fully during the Cold War. To consider and characterize modern-day strategies and practices that might qualify as political
warfare, as conducted by state and nonstate actors alike, the research team’s subject matter experts consider four cases studies. Two cases examine current strategies and practices by state actors — Russia and Iran — and one case examines practices of a nonstate actor — the Islamic State in Syria and the Levant (ISIL). While China is also considered a prominent example of many of these practices, the scope of the study limited the number of case studies to two state actors and one nonstate actor. Selected references are included for China, and the study team recommends that an in-depth study of its current practices be conducted to supplement this work.

These detailed case studies provide the basis for a synthesis chapter that identifies the principal characteristics or attributes of modern political warfare. This synthesis, in turn, provides the basis for considering (a) information operations currently in use to respond to this form of warfare, (b) gaps in current U.S. governmental practices or capabilities to respond to this form of warfare, and (c) recommendations for more effective employment of all of the national elements of power in a coordinated, “whole-of-government” manner.

**U.S. Historical Use of Political Warfare**

While U.S. political warfare came into vogue during the Cold War, such practices were employed early in the country’s history, even before its founding. During the Cold War, a wide variety of political, cultural, informational, and economic measures were employed through institutions such as the United States Information Agency (USIA), the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID), the Department of State (DoS), and the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). Among the measures that helped repudiate Communist ideology were material efforts to support authors, artists, and magazines as well as Voice of America broadcasts. Economic measures included long-term secret assistance to countries, political parties, and unions or other movements. Covert and clandestine measures included assassinations and other “dirty tricks,” which were restricted following the Church and Pike Committee investigations. These hearings led President Gerald
Ford to issue Executive Order 11905 in 1976, explicitly banning political assassination. Subsequent executive orders restated this prohibition, effectively bounding the types of activities that U.S. entities were permitted to legally conduct. After the Cold War, many institutions such as USIA were dismantled, its public diplomacy officers were folded into the State Department, and funding and personnel in both USAID and DoS were dramatically reduced. In the 1990s, some effort was made to revive certain capabilities. In addition to retaining overseas radio and television broadcasting stations, for example, the U.S. government developed new democracy promotion and economic programs through the National Endowment for Democracy and the Millennium Challenge Corporation.

**Russia Case Study**

This case study examines contemporary Russian thought and tactics in the realm of political warfare, as practiced primarily against the Baltic states. The Estonian “Bronze Soldier” incident of 2007 is analyzed in depth, using primary sources. The case study introduces a schema for understanding Russia’s employment of nonstate entities in a more or less concerted approach to political warfare. It also finds that the effectiveness of the tactics vary greatly depending on the environment in which they are applied.

Specific findings include the following:

• Russia views its activities as defensive in reaction to the United States. Russia considers U.S. democracy promotion, support for civil society, and its open media environment as highly threatening political warfare tools wielded by the state.

• In Estonia, Russia demonstrated an opportunistic rather than deliberate approach to what it calls “new generation warfare.” In other words, Russia used political warfare by capitalizing on crises. Russian shaping operations (e.g., propaganda directed at Russian speakers) prepared the ground, followed by more overt tools of political warfare applied at opportune moments.
• Innovations in Russian “new generation warfare” are economic leverage, social proxies, and media penetration.
• Russia has invested heavily in propaganda, but the principal effect of its extensive media operations may be to obfuscate through disinformation rather than to gain converts through persuasion.

Iran Case Study

Iran employs a wide suite of measures short of conventional war to advance its regional aims. Much of the official guidance concerning these practices can be documented in senior officials’ speeches. While a great deal of extant literature focuses on the Iranian Republican Guard Corps-Qods Force (IRGC-QF), this case study details the extensive political, cultural, informational, and economic programs that extend Iran’s influence and partnerships around the world. The study conducts a detailed examination of Iran’s development and use of militias in Iraq and Syria, which employ Arab forces to reach Arab audiences and serve as conduits for religious and political influence as well as military effects.

Specific findings include the following:

• Iran “soft power” strategy is heavily based on cultural, political, and religious influence as primary and powerful levers. Iran employs a targeted, differentiated approach to Shi’a, pan-Arab, and pan-Islamic audiences.
• Iran utilizes a worldwide network of cultural, informational, and influence organizations, backed by material support. The IRGC-QF is only one element of that support.
• Iran offers political and economic support to foreign political parties and leaders to install and influence governments.
• Iranian religious tactics include funding of junior clerics and mass pilgrimages.
• Iran employs a two-stage use of militias: Many Iranian proxy forces mature into political actors, requiring a continual regeneration of proxy forces.
The use of Arab proxies in Syria (including Iraqi militias and Lebanese Hezbollah paramilitaries) is as important to Iran as direct intervention.

Islamic State Case Study

ISIL has gained notoriety for its brutal practices and ability to conduct maneuver warfare with equipment seized from Iraqi and Syrian forces. However, it has also distinguished itself by an astute and innovative use of measures other than military might, including social media (to recruit fighters and promote its vision) and an array of political and economic tactics that extend its control and intimidate populations. This case study surveys ISIL’s foundational documents and its suite of nonlethal tactics. It also conducts a lexical analysis of its social media content on Twitter to discern key differences in its Arabic- and English-language approaches to information operations.

Specific findings include the following:

• ISIL announced a “Caliphate” primarily to unify fighters under a single banner and to enhance recruitment.
• ISIL systematically indoctrinates new recruits to strip them of their old identities and to prevent them from straying.
• ISIL media adaptations have limited the damage posed by its suspension from Twitter; ISIL has moved away from a broadcast model to a dispersed and resilient form of communication that relies on peer-to-peer sharing and redundancy across platforms.
• ISIL targets different audiences with different messages; ISIL employs violence and emotive language liberally in Arabic-media productions to mobilize rank-and-file members, while English-language channels are more restrained and “international” in focus.
Characteristics of Modern Political Warfare

The research team’s synthesis of the political warfare practices identified in the case studies above produced a list of key attributes that broadly describe how this form of warfare is conducted today. This analysis also suggests the limits of this form of warfare; that is, it is not effective in all environments, particularly where the adversary lacks credibility or leverage with key audiences and where a society is politically, economically, and socially resilient.

In summary form, these attributes are the following:

• Nonstate actors can conduct political warfare with unprecedented reach.
• Political warfare employs all the elements of national power.
• Political warfare relies heavily on unattributed forces and means.
• The information arena is an increasingly important battleground, where perceptions of success can be determinative.
• Information warfare works in various ways by amplifying, obfuscating, and, at times, persuading. Compelling evidence supplied in a timely manner is the best antidote to disinformation.
• Detecting early-stage political warfare requires a heavy investment of intelligence resources.
• Political warfare can generate unintended consequences.
• Economic leverage is increasingly the preferred tool of the strong.
• Political warfare often exploits shared ethnic or religious bonds or other internal seams.
• Political warfare extends, rather than replaces, traditional conflict and can achieve effects at lower cost.

Furthermore, in considering the utility of the term “political warfare” to describe a U.S. policy approach, the research team interviewed over 40 practitioners and experts and found that the term was not considered ideal for a wide variety of reasons. Chief among them were the objections that many government entities do not, as a matter of rule, conduct warfare, and that their efforts would be less effective if branded as such. Another objection held that informational campaigns...
in particular would carry less weight with intended audiences if branded as warfare. Yet another detractor noted that the global information space today is characterized primarily by peer-to-peer platforms and conversation, debate, and dialogue rather than one-way exhortations and messaging resonant of wartime communications or propaganda. While political warfare has a historical pedigree and descriptive value, the overwhelming judgment of those consulted led the research team to recommend against employing the term as a description of what the United States does or should do. Rather, a concluding chapter refers instead to “effective statecraft” and, in particular, to an “integration of measures short of war” as necessary aspects of the U.S. arsenal. The final chapter refers to efforts to deter, disrupt, and defeat this type of intervention as “countering political warfare.” An additional category of action is steps taken to reduce vulnerabilities and increase resilience.

**Influence Communications**

This chapter considers the information activities of the State Department and the U.S. military, particularly psychological operations or what are now called Military Information Support Operations (MISO). The importance of the information space—and the ability to operate effectively within that space—stands out as a major feature of conflicts short of war. This area must therefore be considered and managed at the highest levels of government, given its ability to profoundly affect all other lines of effort. Moreover, the revolution in communications and information technology has transformed the information space, necessitating new models and new capabilities to compete effectively in this arena.

The research findings identified several gaps in information capabilities and practices in the U.S. government. The gaps include the following:

- Strategic-level communications are high-profile and bureaucratically risky, characteristics that militate against speed and initiative.
• The new Global Engagement Center (GEC), established by presidential executive order and located at the DoS, focuses on third-party validators or influencers from the bottom up, whereas MISO within DoD remains more focused on government top-down communications.

• MISO is challenged by significant manpower shortages and limited new media training.

• U.S. Central Command (CENTCOM), with the aid of contractors, is at the forefront of DoD social media communications; other combatant commands (COCOMS) are lagging.

• Interagency coordination and National Security Council (NSC) guidance pertaining to message themes remains lacking.

Several implications for U.S. policymakers, and for the U.S. special operations community in particular, flow from these findings:

• Leadership must empower communicators to quicken response times and take risks.

• Unattributed communications may have counterproductive effects that should be anticipated and mitigated.

• The use of third parties is a critical requirement for both the GEC and MISO.

• MISO requires both increased manpower and new media training.

• GEC and DoS must improve relations.

• Interagency coordination remains a fundamental challenge.

Effective Statecraft and Integration of Measures Short of War

An integrated response to threats short of conventional war include (1) the need for strategy, (2) the need for a whole-of-government approach to statecraft led by an appropriately enabled State Department, (3) the formulation and coordination of responses with and through other sovereign governments, allies, and partners, and (4) recommendations
for the improvement of military contributions to such an integrated approach.

It is beyond the scope of the study to define current U.S. strategic interests in detail, but the general requirement for a cost-effective approach to national defense suggests that early and effective nonmilitary responses, and nonlethal uses of its military element of national power, may provide the U.S. government with valuable tools to deter adversaries, prevent conflicts from escalating, or mitigate their effects. In some cases, these approaches may effectively reduce or remove the incipient threats. A positive formulation for U.S. strategy can also increase the deterrent effect imposed on aggressive or revisionist actors and attract greater support among those who stand to benefit. Thus, rather than a purely reactive stance, the U.S. strategy can be formulated as promoting and defending a rules-based international order (including measures to reform and enhance those rules for the benefit of all) while defending U.S. interests and values.

The State Department is the designated lead for the conduct of U.S. foreign policy and the representation of its interests abroad. As such, it is the logical entity to lead a whole-of-government response in a realm that is primarily political and diplomatic, and to coordinate other agencies if given such policy guidance from the President. The in-depth knowledge of career Foreign Service officers regarding the history and current dynamics of specific countries and regions is unmatched in the U.S. government. In contrast, the NSC staff, which has grown enormously in the past two decades, still lacks the depth and experience of the State Department, since the NSC is staffed by appointees and rotating personnel from the departments and agencies. Despite the deep country and regional expertise resident at the State Department, an in-depth series of interviews with current and retired senior diplomats and other experts, supplemented by recent studies by the American Foreign Service Association and the American Academy of Diplomacy, highlight significant gaps in organizational and operational capabilities and practices that should be remedied to enable the State Department to effectively plan, coordinate, and execute interagency responses in a continuous manner, if so directed by the President.
The study also considers the ability of the U.S. government to work effectively with other countries in addressing these challenges. U.S. plans and activities must necessarily be coordinated with the governments of those countries where the aggression, subversion, coercion, or destabilization is occurring, along with other partners or allies who are willing and able to contribute their resources and efforts in a common effort. The examples of Estonia and NATO are explored as mini-cases to illustrate requirements and general principles for effective response. The example of Great Britain is also presented to derive lessons regarding further adaptation of policy, military doctrine, military organization, and personnel solutions for responding to asymmetric and hybrid threats. In particular, the UK army has initiated novel ways to develop nonlethal and nonmilitary capabilities that draw together military and civilian expertise.

Finally, the study concludes with eight recommendations for improving the practices and capabilities of the U.S. military and of U.S. special operations forces (SOF) in particular to combat nonconventional warfare through expanded deterrence, enhanced resilience, and preparations for national resistance, among other means. In some cases, the U.S. Army Special Operations Command and its higher headquarters, U.S. Special Operations Command, may be able to make adaptations deemed beneficial; in other cases, such decisions would rest with the Department of Defense.

**Recommendations**

**Recommendation 1:** To improve whole-of-government synergy, U.S. military commands, to include deployed headquarters, should as a matter of course include civilian departmental representatives in order to understand, coordinate with, and support U.S. State Department and other civilian program execution.

**Recommendation 2:** The Defense Department, and special operations forces in particular, should incentivize and improve selection and training for military advisers serving at State Department headquarters, U.S. embassies, and other diplomatic posts in order to increase their effectiveness.
Recommendation 3: The Defense Department, and special operations forces, should offer military planners to the State Department as the latter builds its own cadre of planners and integrates regional and functional bureau plans, to enable State to play a lead role in responses to political warfare.

Recommendation 4: Military commanders should develop and maintain collaborative relationships with their civilian counterparts through regular visits and frequent communications to develop common understanding of and approaches to political-military conflict.

Recommendation 5: DoD should routinely seek to incorporate State Department knowledge and the current insights of the U.S. country team into military plans in order to develop effective responses to political-military threats.

Recommendation 6: The special operations community should make it a high priority to improve and implement fully resourced, innovative, and collaborative information operations.

Recommendation 7: Military commanders and the State Department should identify critical information requirements for gray zone threats, and the intelligence community should increase collection and analysis capabilities that are dedicated to detecting incipient subversion, coercion, and other emerging threats short of conventional warfare.

Recommendation 8: DoD and State should support deployment of special operations forces as an early and persistent presence to provide assessments and develop timely and viable options for countering measures short of conventional war. Consideration should be given to likelihood of exposure of sensitive, clandestine, or covert activities.
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<td>Distributed Denial of Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIME</td>
<td>Diplomatic, Informational, Military, and Economic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNS</td>
<td>Domain Name System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoD</td>
<td>Department of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoS</td>
<td>Department of State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDL</td>
<td>Estonian Defense League</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEU</td>
<td>Eurasian Economic Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERP</td>
<td>European Recovery Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUCOM</td>
<td>European Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAPSI</td>
<td>Federal Agency of Government Communication and Information (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FARC</td>
<td>Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FNLA</td>
<td>Front for the Liberation of Angola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSB</td>
<td>Federal Security Service (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSO</td>
<td>Federal Protection Service (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEC</td>
<td>Global Engagement Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPD/LD</td>
<td>General Political Department Liaison Department (China)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRU</td>
<td>Main Intelligence Directorate of the General Staff (Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICA</td>
<td>Islamic Cyber Army</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICC</td>
<td>Iranian Cultural Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICRO</td>
<td>Islamic Culture and Relations Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICSR</td>
<td>International Centre for the Study of Radicalisation and Political Violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDC</td>
<td>Institute for Democracy and Cooperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIA</td>
<td>Information and Influence Activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRGC</td>
<td>Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRGC-QF</td>
<td>Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps-Qods Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRIB</td>
<td>Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISC</td>
<td>Islamic State Caliphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISCI</td>
<td>Islamic Supreme Council in Iraq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISI</td>
<td>Islamic State of Iraq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIL</td>
<td>Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAM</td>
<td>Jaish al-Mahdi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIATF</td>
<td>Joint Interagency Task Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JTAC</td>
<td>Joint Terminal Air Controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAPO</td>
<td>Kaitsepolitsei (Estonia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KGB</td>
<td>Komitet gosudarstvennoy bezopasnosti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KH</td>
<td>Kata’ib Hezbollah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIA</td>
<td>Katabi al-Imam Ali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAFA</td>
<td>Liwa Abu Fadl al-Abbas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LH</td>
<td>Lebanese Hezbollah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Full Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LICHR</td>
<td>Legal Information Center for Human Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTTE</td>
<td>Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>military assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANPAD</td>
<td>Man-Portable Air Defense System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBN</td>
<td>Mir Bez Nazisma (World Without Nazism)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISO</td>
<td>Military Information Support Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIST</td>
<td>Military Information Support Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOOTW</td>
<td>Military Operations Other Than War</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATO</td>
<td>North Atlantic Treaty Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCL</td>
<td>Non-Communist Left</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDF</td>
<td>National Defense Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>Nongovernmental Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSC</td>
<td>National Security Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OIF</td>
<td>Operation Iraqi Freedom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPC</td>
<td>Office of Policy Coordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSS</td>
<td>Office of Strategic Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWI</td>
<td>Office of War Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD</td>
<td>public diplomacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMU</td>
<td>popular mobilization unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLWAR</td>
<td>political warfare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSYOPS</td>
<td>psychological operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUK</td>
<td>Patriotic Union of Kurdistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFE</td>
<td>Radio Free Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFE/RL</td>
<td>Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RL</td>
<td>Radio Liberty</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RT       Russia Today
SACEUR   Supreme Allied Commander Europe
SCIRI    Supreme Council for the Islamic Revolution in Iraq
SOCOM    Special Operations Command
SOF      Special Operations Forces
SOFLE    Special Operations Forces Liaison Element
SOST     Special Operations Support Team
SOUTHCOM Southern Command
SSA      Security Sector Assistance
SVR      Foreign Intelligence Service (Russia)
UAE      United Arab Emirates
UIA      United Iraqi Alliance
UK       United Kingdom
UNITA    National Union for the Total Independence of Angola
USAID    United States Agency for International Development
USASOC   U.S. Army Special Operations Command
USIA     United States Information Agency
UW       unconventional warfare
VBIED    vehicle-borne improvised explosive device
VDV      Vozdushno-desantnye voiska
VOA      Voice of America
Political warfare is the logical application of Clausewitz’s doctrine in time of peace. In broadest definition, political warfare is the employment of all the means at a nation’s command, short of war, to achieve its national objectives. Such operations are both overt and covert. They range from such overt actions as political alliances, economic measures (as ERP—the Marshall Plan), and “white” propaganda to such covert operations as clandestine support of “friendly” foreign elements, “black” psychological warfare and even encouragement of underground resistance in hostile states.

— George F. Kennan, U.S. diplomat and historian, May 4, 1948

Purpose of Study

Gray zone conflicts, hybrid warfare, irregular warfare, and other similar terms have been applied to a dizzying array of old and new asymmetric tactics in contests for power that are roiling many regions. This study examines this phenomenon through the lens of a somewhat antiquated term—“political warfare”—as defined above by former U.S. diplomat George Kennan to focus squarely on measures short of conventional combat, how they are employed today, and what responses might be effective for the United States and its allies to apply.

Two rationales motivate this approach to exploring contemporary conflict and the means that democratic states may use to address it. The first rationale is that the United States may have devoted too little
attention of late to understanding the ways in which actors are employing a host of nonkinetic tactics and how they form part of the spectrum of conflict, giving these actors a relative advantage in their expansive approach to competition for power and influence. The second rationale follows from this, which is to explore whether the United States might leverage all its national (and other) sources of power and influence more effectively to protect and advance its interests.

What Is “Political Warfare”?  

The term “political warfare” is often attributed to famed American diplomat George Kennan, who wrote about the phenomenon at the early stages of the Cold War. In a May 4, 1948, policy memorandum, Kennan – then head of the State Department’s policy planning staff – drafted the statement cited at the forefront of this chapter.

Kennan, whose career straddled the diplomatic and intelligence worlds, envisioned a far-reaching battle for influence — waged below the threshold of traditional state-on-state conflict — using all the levers of national power (Corke, 2006, p. 105). Kennan viewed the struggle between the United States and the Soviet Union as not simply a matter of state competition, but a battle of ideologies between liberal democracy and Communism, and political warfare became one of the primary means to conduct this new form of war (Kennan to the Secretary of State, 1946).1

Political warfare never fit neatly in American strategic dialogue, however. Many American military officers originally dismissed the term because it sounded too British (Corke, 2006, p. 109). In fact, Kennan’s original policy memorandum specifically notes political warfare’s Anglophone roots: “The creation, success, and survival of the British Empire has been due in part to the British understanding and application of the principles of political warfare” (“On the Inauguration of Organized Political Warfare,” 1948, para. 2).

1 For Kennan’s depiction of the ideological war against the Soviet Union, see his “long telegram.”
Commentators have also raised at least three substantive objections to the term. First, some have objected to the word “political” (Hoffman, 2014). As Clausewitz famously remarked, “war is the continuation of politics by other means,” which implies that all wars—not just some subgroup—are political wars (Clausewitz, 1984, p. 87). Second, others have flinched at applying the term “warfare” to behavior done without a formal declaration of hostilities, against both friends and adversaries, where physical violence is often not employed (Hoffman, 2014). Finally, Kennan’s definition can include practically every form of state interaction—short of full-on state-on-state conventional war—and since the latter is a historically rare phenomenon, the term is not particularly useful. Some historians suggest that Kennan chose the term “political warfare” only so that the State Department—not the military or the intelligence community—was responsible for this arena (Corke, 2006, p. 109). In his original 1948 memorandum, Kennan boldly stakes his claim: “Both [overt and covert political warfare], from their basic nature, should be directed and coordinated by the Department of State” (“On the Inauguration of Organized Political Warfare,” 1948, para. 4).

Thanks to these definitional problems, many strategists have discarded “political warfare” entirely in favor of other terms. As Professor Carnes Lord remarked, “The problem is indicated by the general tendency to use the terms psychological warfare and political warfare interchangeably to designate the overall phenomenon, not to mention a variety of similar terms—ideological warfare, the war of ideas, political communication and more” (Lord, 1989, p. 16). French lieutenant colonel and counterinsurgency strategist David Galula explicitly equated the two terms, “revolutionary war is a political war,” and argued that in both, “politics becomes an active instrument of operation” (Galula, 1964, pp. 6–7). Similarly, French colonel Roger Trinquier used the term “subversive warfare” in almost the same manner as Kennan used “political warfare”: to describe “an interlocking system of actions political, economic, psychological, military—that aims at the overthrow of the established authority in a country and its replacement by another regime” (Trinquier, 1964, p. 6). A Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) doctrinal manual from the 1980s proclaimed that “guerilla warfare
is essentially a political war” (“Tayacán,” 1985, p. 33). More recently, senior defense officials and experts including National Defense University’s Frank Hoffman have suggested that “hybrid warfare” may be a better term than political warfare (Hoffman, 2014). However, as commonly used, hybrid warfare connotes a combination of nonkinetic or irregular military tactics with conventional military means, rather than a combination of military and civilian tools to achieve effects. The preponderance of tools in political warfare are nonkinetic in nature, and their combination with conventional military means constitutes the “hybrid” aspect. While hybrid warfare is certainly a phenomenon of current war, this study is focused on the political warfare aspect rather than the admixture.

Other strategists have tried to give “political warfare” more precision than Kennan’s original definition. Historian Paul Smith, for example, tries to tie the term to psychological warfare:

Political war is the use of political means to compel an opponent to do one’s will, political being understood to describe purposeful intercourse between peoples and governments affecting national survival. Political war may be combined with violence, economic pressure, subversion, and diplomacy, but its chief aspect is the use of words, images, and ideas, commonly known, according to context, as propaganda and psychological warfare. (Smith, 1989, p. 3)

Angelo Codevilla takes Smith’s argument that political warfare is largely about psychological warfare and gives it a more succinct definition, similar to that of political action. “Political warfare is the marshaling of human support, or opposition, in order to achieve victory in a war or in unbloody conflicts as serious as war” (Codevilla, 1989, p. 77).

And yet, while there is widespread agreement that psychological warfare is an aspect of political warfare, most view political warfare as a broader, more encompassing term (Lucas and Mistry, 2009, p. 40). Carnes Lord and Frank Barnett concluded in their edited volume on the subject, “Political warfare is a term that is less well established in usage and doctrine, but one that seems useful for describing a spectrum of overt and covert activities designed to support national political-military objectives” (Barnett and Lord, 1989, p. xi). In Lord and
Barnett’s definition, political warfare represents a basket of tactics—not just propaganda—and while certainly not as simple and probably less intellectually satisfying, their definition is, perhaps, more in keeping with Kennan’s original conception, which combined psychological warfare with other tools that are used to achieve political ends (Lucas and Mistry, 2009, p. 48). The question, then, is what tactics belong under political warfare’s umbrella.

Lord provides a partial answer: “Political warfare is a general category of activities that includes political action, coercive diplomacy, and covert political warfare” (Lord, 1989, p. 18). He then defines political action as support for foreign political parties, coercive diplomacy as diplomacy backed up by the threat of military force, and covert political warfare as the aid of guerilla movements, black propaganda, and influence operations (Lord, 1989, p. 18).

More recently, the United States Army Special Operations Command’s March 2015 white paper asserts that “Political Warfare encompasses a spectrum of activities associated with diplomatic and economic engagement, Security Sector Assistance (SSA), novel forms of Unconventional Warfare (UW), and Information and Influence Activities (IIA)” (United States Army Special Operations Command, 2015, p. 2). Like Lord’s definition, the white paper’s definition emphasizes influence operations and unconventional warfare. Unlike Lord’s definition (and perhaps unsurprisingly, given its audiences), the Army white paper focuses more on military tools—less on diplomacy and political tools.

Based on the manifold reactions to the term, we can begin to sketch out what political warfare is and is not. On the one hand, political warfare includes all the tools of national power: diplomatic, informational, military, and economic. Depending on the case, some of these tools may have greater or lesser relevance, but all of them are possible tools of political warfare.

On the other hand, just as importantly, the reactions hint at what political warfare is not—namely, neither regular diplomatic and economic interactions nor full-on-conventional war between states. Political warfare exists in a gray zone between these two ends of the spectrum, although drawing the line between the two can also prove difficult. For example, while Lord seemingly includes overt political
assistance and messaging as part of political warfare, others counter that such public diplomacy—overt attempts by sovereign states to sway foreign public opinion—lacks a coercive element to it and so should not be considered political warfare (Smith, 1989, p. 7). Conversely, historian Anne Karalekas defines political warfare precisely as “direct intervention in the electoral process of sovereign governments, rather than attempts to influence public opinion through the activities of the media” (Corke, 2006, p. 109).

Given the contrasting yet overlapping definitions of the term, it is best to view “political warfare” as a series of concentric circles with certain tactics falling more or less neatly under the overall rubric (see Figure 1.1).

Underlying all of the definitions is the presumption that “political warfare” is a deliberate tool of statecraft. Trade between nations may ebb and flow; information may cross borders; diplomatic ties may go up and down for a variety of reasons apart from deliberate policy choices. These shifts may, in turn, have political second-order effects. And yet, political warfare involves a deliberate policy choice to undermine a rival or achieve other explicitly political objectives by means other than routine diplomacy or all-out war. With this definition in mind, we turn, in the subsequent four chapters, to how the United States, Russia, Iran, and ISIL have practiced this form of warfare. We examine how these actors practice political warfare, with each chapter examining the specific contributions from the diplomatic/political, informational, military, and economic realms shown in Figure 1.1.

Research Approach and Organization of Study

The research team set out to answer three questions:

- What is political warfare?
- How is it (or an appropriate analogous term) waged today?
- How might the U.S. government and its allies and partners most effectively respond to or engage in this type of conflict to achieve their ends and protect their interests?
NOTE: Political warfare consists of the intentional use of one or more of the implements of power (diplomatic, information, military, and economic) to affect the political composition or decision-making within a state. Political warfare is often—but not necessarily—carried out covertly, but must be carried out outside the context of traditional war. Caveat: All activities here are meant to be illustrative, rather than an exhaustive list of possible actions.

The research approach included a deeply researched historical chapter (Chapter Two) examining how the United States practiced political warfare in the past, particularly during the Cold War, followed by four case studies examining the conduct of what might be deemed modern political warfare. Using primary sources, the research team identified the doctrinal or theoretical basis for political warfare.
and its dominant measures or means used by Russia, Iran, and the Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant (ISIL), as well as corporate practices today that might be deemed an analogous form of corporate warfare. This research also explored the ability of nonstate actors to conduct this form of warfare. The case studies on Russia, Iran, and ISIL all considered the tools available to those actors under the commonly employed Diplomatic, Informational, Military, and Economic (DIME) construct, with additional attention paid to such areas as cyber and intelligence services insofar as they were used to carry out activities to gain influence and leverage or weaken, destabilize, subvert, or overthrow governments without resorting to war.

The case selection criteria included the selection of two state actors and two nonstate actors. The decision to focus on Russia and Iran, both prominent practitioners of the activities discussed here, meant that another prominent candidate, China, could not be included. While China is also considered a prominent example of many of these practices, the scope of the study limited the number of cases to two state and one nonstate cases. Selected references are included for China, and the study team recommends that an in-depth study of its current practices be conducted to supplement this work. The decision to focus on nonstate actors as part of this study corrects a tendency to view political warfare as solely the province of state actors. In the current era, empowered nonstate actors have the ability to employ many of the tools and tactics once reserved to states. Thus, the study team, with the support of the sponsor, chose to devote significant time to investigating current nonstate practices. These judgments do not diminish the importance of China as a prominent state actor deserving of in-depth study. The one-year parameter of this study dictated that only four in-depth cases could be conducted as part of the overall project.

The three case studies and additional research provided the baseline for a synthesis chapter (Chapter Seven) that identifies prominent attributes of modern political warfare and refines the understanding of how state and nonstate actors function in this spectrum of conflict and competition. The term “political warfare” is also evaluated for its utility and appropriateness in the current context. The final two chapters consider how the United States might grapple with this type of low-grade
but persistent and pernicious form of conflict. Chapter Eight is devoted entirely to the realm of influence, information, and communications, given the prominence of these activities and the enormous changes in tactics due to the ongoing information technology revolution.

Chapter Nine evaluates the strategic, organizational, and other resources required by the U.S. government today to respond effectively to political warfare and similar challenges. The U.S. State Department, as the U.S. entity charged with representing and advancing U.S. foreign policy interests abroad, receives particular attention. The roles of the host countries, U.S. allies, and U.S. military, particularly the special operations forces (SOF), are also considered in evaluating the requisite coordination in planning and execution of nonmilitary activities. The particular focus on SOF, specifically their desired roles and needed capabilities, not only addresses the sponsor’s requirement for such an evaluation but takes into account the wide range of SOF capabilities that can be brought to bear in nonwar environments. The perennial, and neuralgic, question of who does what and how everyone can best operate together is answered through the team’s analysis of extensive interviews with a wide range of governmental actors. Chapter Ten offers final, overarching conclusions.
On October 26, 1775, more than six months before the signing of the Declaration of Independence, the U.S. Continental Congress wrote to the people of Quebec, the French-speaking province of Canada. The pamphlet—later translated into French, printed in a pamphlet, and distributed among the population—aimed to convince them to join the colonies in revolt against the British crown and “complete the bright and strong chain of union” stretching from Nova Scotia to Georgia (Cohen, 2011, p. 134). The pamphlet praised Québécois military prowess for resisting British domination when Quebec was still a French colony. It highlighted the benefits and rights guaranteed under the new American union: freedom of religion, habeas corpus, property rights, and the like. Finally, it threatened, “You have been conquered into liberty, if you act as you ought. This work is not of man. You are a small people, compared to those who with arms invite you to fellowship. A moment’s reflection should convince you which will be most for your interest and happiness, to have all the rest of North-America your unalterable friends, or your inveterate enemies” (Cohen, 2011, p. 134). Ultimately, the pamphlet failed to incite the French Canadians to join the colonies’ cause. Still, it illustrated an early propensity to employ nonmilitary means to pursue objectives against a more powerful adversary.

The account above indicates that the American tradition of political warfare began long before the phrase itself was ever coined. In fact, political warfare is as old as recorded war itself. In this chapter, we first explore both the development of the term “political warfare” and its
traditions specifically in American strategic thinking and practice. The remainder of this chapter is divided into three sections. The first section briefly describes how the United States conducted political warfare long before the term was ever coined, from the very beginning of the republic. The second section examines American political warfare’s coming of age during the Cold War and depicts how the United States wielded diplomatic, information, military, and economic tactics as part of political warfare. The third section describes more recent American uses of political warfare.

**American Political Warfare’s Early History**

Although it has not always been labeled as such, political warfare has been a part of American strategy since the very beginning. As mentioned previously, the United States encouraged French Canadians to revolt against the British Crown even before the United States itself became independent. This attempt at political warfare did not end with the American Revolution. In fact, the Articles of Confederation — the early document governing the United States — included an overt diplomatic overture to Canada to join the union. Article XI stated, “Canada acceding to this confederation, and joining in the measures of the united states, shall be admitted into, and entitled to all the advantages of this union: but no other colony shall be admitted into the same, unless such admission be agreed to by nine states” (“Transcript of Articles of Confederation [1777],” n.d.).

Economic subversion also proved a key element of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century American military history. Depending on how loose a definition of political warfare one adopts, the American boycott of British goods and the Boston Tea Party — where American revolutionaries famously threw British tea into Boston harbor — could count as political warfare during the American Revolution. Similarly, American patriot seizures of loyalist property (and vice versa) during the war itself would also fall into this basket of economic political warfare.

One of the most important tools of economic political warfare through the first half of the nineteenth century, however, revolved
around the slave trade. Abolishing slavery threatened to upend the social order in Southern states and proved a powerful political tool. Even the British tried to leverage this weakness. As early as November 14, 1775, John Murray, Earl of Dunmore and royal governor of Virginia, offered freedom to any slave belonging to an American revolutionary in exchange for fighting with the loyalist forces. Some 800 former slaves joined Murray, while an estimated 10,000 are believed to have tried (PBS, “Proclamation of Earl Dunmore, 1775,” n.d.). And while it was likely driven more from moral conviction, Abraham Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation almost ninety years later, arguably, served a similar purpose of undermining the political order in the South.

Later in the nineteenth century, as the United States developed into a regional economic power, it began to use multinational corporations as means of political power. The classic example here is the United Fruit Company in Latin America. One historian recounts that “the United Fruit Company virtually ran Central America. In 1870, ‘the octopus,’ as Central Americans called it, was a fine cover for U.S. intelligence work. Its buyers, overseers, agents, and managers were all over the area by 1910, interested without apology in everything from local soil conditions to the president’s latest mistress” (Omand, 1985, p. 5).

The twentieth century saw new advances in political warfare techniques employed as part of conventional conflicts, driven by both world wars. On the information front, President Woodrow Wilson created the Committee on Public Information in August 1917 under George Creel—with support of the Army, Navy and State Department—as a means to build American support for the war and counter enemy subversion at home (Barnett, 1989, p. 202). The United States took to political action abroad as well. Given the multiethnic composition of the Ottoman and Austro-Hungarian empires, backing local ethnic nationalism under these regimes became an attractive method to undermine both. In this light, some argue that American and British support for Czechoslovak nationalism during World War I constituted a form of political warfare to undermine the Austro-Hungarian Empire (Smith, 1989, p. 117). Backing nationalist movements could also have second-order international political benefits. Indeed, one of the reasons given for why Great Britain issued the Balfour declaration in 1917—backing
a Jewish homeland in what was then Palestine — was to encourage Zionist movements in the United States and Russia to pressure their governments to back Zionist war aims (Vereté, 1970, pp. 55–57).

World War II presented an even greater arena for American political warfare. Arguably, the American entry into the war was itself brought on by a failed attempt at political warfare. In response to Japanese military aggression in China and Southeast Asia, the United States had imposed a full embargo against Japan, restricting its access to militarily vital oil, iron, and steel supplies; had frozen Japanese assets in American banks; and had ramped up military aid to Chinese forces fighting against Japanese troops. Economicallycornered, Japan then attacked the American naval base in Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941 (Office of the Historian, n.d.).

During the war, the United States embraced political warfare in all its forms. On June 13, 1942, the United States stood up the Office of Strategic Services (OSS) under the leadership of Major General William Donovan. Viewed as the forerunner to the Central Intelligence Agency, the OSS eventually numbered 14,000 employees with a budget of $45 million. It performed intelligence gathering as well as covert action tasks, including political warfare (“What Was OSS?,” 2008). Together with the other Allied forces, the OSS sent “Jedburgh” teams — typically, three-man teams dropped behind enemy lines — to train the French, Belgian, and Dutch resistance (“Jedburghs,” n.d.). The OSS also sent “Detachment 101” to Burma to organize the Kachin tribes and to Thailand to organize the “Free Thai” movement to fight against the Japanese. The OSS also sent “operational groups” — commando units — to France, Italy, Greece, Yugoslavia, Burma, Malaya, and China to fight with local partisans (“The Office of Strategic Services” 2012; Paddock, 2002, pp. 26–29). The OSS did not limit itself to kinetic action. It also conducted “morale operations” to promote resistance to the Axis and undermine enemy morale (Godson, 2008, p. 28).

The conduct of political warfare during World War II was not limited to the OSS. The Army conducted one of the largest and most successful guerilla operations of the war — training some 37,000 Filipino guerillas on the island of Mindanao (Paddock, 2002, p. 30–31). The Army also stood up the Psychological Warfare Branch in 1942—
renamed the Psychological Warfare Division in February 1944— to conduct “the dissemination of propaganda designed to undermine the enemy’s will to resist, demoralize his force and sustain the morale of our supporters” (Paddock, 1989, p. 46). By the end of the war, the Psychological Warfare Division grew to impressive proportions, publishing eight newspapers with circulations of 1 million in Germany and another 2 million to displaced persons (Paddock, 2002, p. 41).

The United States stood up the Office of War Information (OWI) to aid its propaganda effort. According to the Report on the Activities of the Office of War Information in the European Theater of Operations During Calendar Year 1944, OWI “does not try” to “persuade people to like the United States; it tried to help people understand the United States, on the assumption that the more the truth about America is known, the more the nature of American civilization is understood, the better for all concerned” (quoted in Speier, 1948, p. 7). In truth, OWI tried to influence audiences both in the United States and abroad.

Importantly, during the World Wars, the United States viewed political warfare as a component of what were largely conventional wars, not as an independent type of warfare. Even on this model, however, political warfare is used as means to achieve ends without resorting to conventional methods. Nonetheless, at the end of World War II, the United States dismantled many of its instruments of political warfare, along with the general demobilization of its conventional forces. The OWI and the OSS were disbanded in 1945 (“What Was OSS?,” 2008). The Psychological Warfare Division was renamed the Information Control Division and focused primarily on denazification (Paddock, 2002, p. 41). Still, by the end of World War II, the United States had gained the knowledge and capacity to conduct large-scale political warfare. It was not long after the war’s end that the United States would once again employ these capabilities.

The Cold War and Political Warfare’s Coming of Age

During the Cold War, political warfare came into its own as a tool of American statecraft, not just as the political, economic, and intelligence
aspects of conventional war but as a separate domain in its own right. Given the prospect that conventional war could escalate into nuclear conflict, the premium increased on furthering aims without use of conventional force and often in a clandestine or covert manner. The set of DIME measures could be—and were—undertaken in any of three manners: overt, clandestine, or covert, depending on the choices of policymakers. The following sections address the overt information activities of the U.S. Information Agency and its component broadcasting entities, as well as overt political and economic measures.

Faced with the prospect of confronting the Soviet Union, the United States identified in political warfare a way to combat the ideological threat of Communism while staying below the threshold of full-scale war. Consequently, on June 18, 1948, President Harry Truman signed NSC 10/2 and created the CIA’s Office of Special Projects, later the Office of Policy Coordination (OPC), to oversee the “conduct of secret political, psychological and economic warfare together with preventative direct action (paramilitary activities)—within the policy direction of the Departments of State and Defense” (Lynn, 2013, p. 20). From 1949 until 1952 (when it was folded back into the directorate of operations), OPC grew tenfold in personnel, from 302 to 3,142, and almost twenty-fold in terms of budget, from $4.7 million in 1949 to $82 million in 1952 (Saunders, 2013, p. 34).

Political warfare later made it into NSC 68 as one of the key tools—along with conventional forces—that the United States should employ in fighting the Cold War (Lucas and Mistry, 2009, p. 63). NSC 68 called for the “intensification of affirmative and timely measures and operations by covert means in the fields of economic warfare and political and psychological warfare with a view to fomenting and supporting unrest and revolt in selected strategic satellite countries” (“NSC 68,” n.d. [1950]). NSC 68 helped lead to the quadrupling of the $34 million 1950 psychological warfare budget over the next two years (Saunders, 2013, p. 82). For the first half of the Cold War in particular, American policymakers were enthralled with the idea of covert action: in the mid-1950s, covert action consumed almost 50 percent of the CIA’s budget (Woodward, 1987, p. 51).
The Vietnam War, Watergate scandals, and Church and Pike Committee investigations into the intelligence community’s practices dulled some of the appeal of covert action (Turner, 1985, p. 83). During the 1976 investigations into the intelligence community’s abuses of authority, Senator Frank Church argued that Congress never intended to give the CIA authority to conduct covert political warfare abroad (Final Report of the Select Committee, 1976, p. 563). By the mid-1970s, covert action was estimated at only 4 percent of the CIA’s budget, and by 1990, it was estimated at a mere 1 percent (Woodward, 1987, p. 51; Daugherty, 2006, p. 34). While the Church Committee’s report marked an inflection point, it did not bring an end to American political warfare. The use of covert action figured at the forefront of President Ronald Reagan’s war against the “evil empire” (Reagan, 1983). Political warfare also continued in overt forms. Even in the waning days of the Cold War, the National Defense University published two book-length monographs on the subject of “political warfare,” highlighting the continued academic interest in this subject (Smith, 1989; Barnett and Lord, 1989).

Throughout the Cold War, America’s exercise of political warfare continued to span all four sides of the concentric circles constituting the “contours of political warfare,” as illustrated in Figure 1.1 and as outlined below: diplomatic/political, information, military, and economic.

**Diplomatic/Political**

America’s use of political aid proved remarkably successful during the Cold War. Two cases stand out in particular: one to aid anti-Communist groups in Western Europe soon after World War II, the other to aid the Solidarity movement in Poland decades later.

In the wake of the devastation of World War II, Communist parties in Western Europe flourished. In response, the United States began a covert program to aid anti-Communist labor unions, political parties, student groups, and media, particularly in France and Italy (Turner, 1985, p. 76). Starting with NSC 4/A, President Harry Truman approved up to $20 million to undermine “Soviet and Soviet-inspired activities which constitute a threat to world peace and security”
The logic was that by creating a viable left wing, but not Communist alternatives, one could sap political support from Communism. By 1967, the CIA spent approximately $10 million on such aid to foreign “friendly groups,” often funneled through U.S. labor unions and student groups who acted as “cut outs” for the aid (Turner, 1985, p. 76).

This aid produced mixed results. During the 1948 elections, the CIA helped fund the Italian Christian Democrats’ campaign. The mission was successful insofar as the Christian Democrats were elected, but once in office, they broke with the United States on policy. Consequently, some American policymakers wanted to kick these parties off the dole. U.S. ambassador to Italy Clare Booth Luce argued that “after five years and half billion dollars in overt aid and large amounts of covert aid, the leaders of the ‘democratic parties’ are telling us today, just as they told us in 1948, the only alternative to the Communist victory at the polls is for us to keep them and their parties on a permanent handout basis” (Mistry, 2006, p. 319). Despite Luce’s frustration, the Italian Communist party failed to win elections from 1948 through the termination of the covert aid program in 1967 (Daugherty, 2006, p. 83, 160). More importantly, Western Europe remained in the Western orbit.

A relatively proactive example of political warfare came toward the end of the Cold War with U.S. support to the Polish labor union and political party, Solidarity. Run covertly by the CIA, with the help of the National Endowment for Democracy, the American Federation of Labor-Congress of Industrial Organization, the Polish American Congress, and others, the United States funneled between $10 and $50 million to the Solidarity movement during the 1980s (Fischer, 2012, pp. 429, 431). The money underwrote propaganda for the movement and supplied Solidarity with printers, copiers, and even an underground television broadcasting capability (Fischer, 2012, p. 432).

The operation proved successful. Despite the fact that the Soviet-backed regime declared martial law, some 300 book titles and 800 periodicals, mostly associated with Solidarity, began to circulate in Poland during the first year alone (Fischer, 2012, p. 437). The program only grew from there. To give some sense of the scale, Polish customs
officials on November 29, 1986, found hidden in a truck, on a ferry from Sweden, 23 modern Western duplicator machines, 16 fax machines, 49 photocopiers, 420 cans of ink, 5,000 pamphlets and other books, IBM and Tandy computers, radio scanners, and radio transmitters (Fischer, 2012, p. 449).\(^1\) The effort eventually contributed to Solidarity’s electoral success as well. In the 1989 Polish elections, Solidarity won 160 of 161 seats in the lower chamber (the Sejm) and 92 of 100 seats in the upper chamber (the Senate) that were allowed to be contested (Fischer, 2012, p. 450).\(^2\) Solidarity’s cofounder Lech Wałęsa later went on to become Poland’s second president, and Solidarity’s victory in Poland played a significant role in hastening the collapse of the Soviet empire (Fischer, 2012, p. 455).

**Informational**

Information, propaganda, and psychological warfare efforts also figured prominently during the Cold War. The United States sponsored a series of studies to look at psychological warfare. In October 1950, the State Department asked the Massachusetts Institute of Technology to solve the problem of “getting truth behind the Iron Curtain” (Needell, 1993, p. 400).\(^3\) Called Project Troy, the idea was to build on the propaganda efforts of World War II and the Office of War Information (Needell, 1993, p. 401). The study looked primarily at radio broadcasts and balloons, but also at mail, journals, student exchanges, travelers, and movies to get U.S. information to Central and Eastern Europe (Needell, 1993, p. 409).

The United States, ultimately, tried many of these means of propaganda. Between October 1951 and November 1956, some 350,000 balloons carried an estimated 300 million “friendship” leaflets, posters,\(^1\) Importantly, while the CIA did not acknowledge whether this shipment specifically came from them per se, it did acknowledge some of its shipments in 1986 were seized by Polish officials (ibid.).

\(^2\) The Communist regime reserved 65 percent of the seats in the Sejm for Communist candidates.

\(^3\) In this sense, it was similar to an earlier President’s Advisory Commission on Universal Training report of May 29, 1947, which concluded that “truth is our greatest ally” in curbing the spread of Communism (quoted in Speier, 1948, p. 10).
and books to Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary. According to one 1957 survey of Hungarian defectors, 15 percent of them relied on these leaflets for news (Lynn, 2013, p. 42). Refugees in the West formed another tie to countries behind the Iron Curtain, forming a more informal network to funnel information back to their home countries (Lynn, 2013, p. 60).

One of the more creative means of Cold War propaganda came in the form of culture. Especially in the early period, the CIA funded cultural activities to the tune of tens of millions of dollars a year, “in effect acting as America’s Ministry of Culture” (Saunders, 2013, p. 108). The CIA bankrolled the Congress for Cultural Freedom, an organization that funded authors and artists around the world to promote “the fundamental ideals governing cultural (and political) action in the Western world and the repudiation of all totalitarian challenges” (Center for the Study of Intelligence, 2008). The organization owed its name to a congress convened in West Berlin’s Titania Palace on June 26, 1950 (by happenstance the day after North Korea invaded the South), with some 4,000 cultural representatives present, including prominent Americans such as the playwright Tennessee Williams and the historian Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. (Center for the Study of Intelligence, 2008). After the meeting, the congress later lived on as a grant-making organization. The CIA also funneled money through 170 different foundations (Saunders, 2013, p. 113). One study of 164 charitable foundations found that, of the 700 grants over $10,000 made between 1963 and 1966, 108 were partially or wholly funded by the CIA (Saunders, 2013, p. 112).

The cultural endeavors funded through these efforts ran the gamut. The CIA promoted displays of abstract expressionist art to counter Soviet realism. As one account described, abstract expressionism “spoke to a specifically anti-Communist ideology, the ideology of freedom, of free enterprise. Nonfigurative and politically silent, it was the very antithesis to socialist realism” (Saunders, 2013, p. 213). Perhaps most significantly, the CIA also backed a series of magazines—Der Monat for German speakers (Smith, 1989, p. 202), Perspectives, and, most notably, Encounter (Saunders, 2013, pp. 117, 147). As Perspectives founder James Laughlin said, the magazines aimed “not so much
to defeat the leftist intellectuals in dialectical combat as to lure them away from their positions by aesthetic and rational persuasion” (Saunders, 2013, p. 117 [emphasis in original]). Encounter became particularly successful. It featured some of the best-known authors of the day, including Julian Huxley, W. H. Auden, Thornton Wilder, Robert Penn Warren, and others (Saunders, 2013, p. 179). Encounter also attracted a wide readership for its day: the first 10,000 copies of its first issue sold out quickly, and it eventually rose to become the CIA’s “flagship” journal of this kind (Saunders, 2013, p. 155, 185).

The United States military also developed a psychological operations capability during the Cold War. At the end of World War II, much of the Army’s psychological warfare capability disbanded, only to be reconstituted during the Korean War to perform both tactical and strategic missions (Paddock, 1989, p. 47). Over the next several decades, the fortunes of the military’s psychological operations community ebbed and flowed with strategic conditions, downsizing in the early 1960s, then ramping up during Vietnam, only to decline again in subsequent years (Paddock, 1989, pp. 48–49). By the mid-1980s, in response to a presidential directive, the military increased the attention paid to enhancing its ability to conduct psychological operations both for large-scale wars and in more limited interventions (Paddock, 1989, p. 50).

Perhaps the centerpiece of the U.S. information effort, however, was more overt in nature. In 1953, the United States founded the United States Information Agency (USIA). Its mission was to

- explain and advocate U.S. policies in terms that are credible and meaningful in foreign cultures;
- provide information about the official policies of the United States, and about the people, values, and institutions that influence those policies;
- bring the benefits of international engagement to American citizens and institutions by helping them build strong long-term relationships with their counterparts overseas; and
- advise the President and U.S. government policymakers on the ways in which foreign attitudes will have a direct bearing on the effectiveness of U.S. policies. (Nakamura and Weed, 2009, p. 10)
In its heyday, USIA sponsored publications in 30 languages, sent hundreds of speakers abroad, and administered a variety of cultural and professional exchanges (Nakamura and Weed, 2009, p. 10). USIA administered Voice of America (VOA), which grew out of the Office of War Information and served as “the official overseas broadcast arm of the United States” (Nakamura and Weed, 2009, p. 9; “VOA History,” n.d.). In 1999, USIA ran 190 USIS posts, staffed by 520 USIA Foreign Service Officers and augmented by 2,521 locally hired Foreign Service Nationals, spread across 142 countries (Nakamura and Weed, 2009, p. 12).

Other parts of America’s information effort were Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty, which came directly under USIA’s purview later in its existence. On August 26, 1948, CIA, OPC, State and Defense Department officials met to discuss a radio broadcasting service for Eastern Europe (Lynn, 2013, p. 22). This led to the creation of two organizations, Radio Free Europe (RFE), broadcasting to Central and Eastern Europe; and Radio Liberty (RL), targeting the Soviet Union itself. While often lumped together, RFE and RL were separate operations. RFE was a network of organizations, each with its own director, research unit, and programming staff, composed mostly of émigrés. RL, by contrast, was smaller, a single station, and focused mainly on broadcasting in Russian with smaller minority-language desks (Smith, 1989, p. 199). Both RFE and RL became large-scale efforts. Of the $356.9 million that the United States gave to Free Europe, Inc. — the umbrella organization that supported European émigré activities — from May 1949 to June 30, 1971, about 70 percent went to fund Radio Free Europe (Lynn, 2013, p. 27).

Whether RFE/RL should count as propaganda is debatable. Some argue that, unlike their Soviet counterpart Radio Moscow, RFE/RL adhered to journalistic standards of “objectivity and balance” (Lord, 1989, p. 26). Still, RFE/RL played a key role in broadcasting “truth” behind the Iron Curtain. According to some accounts, RFE/RL helped inspire an uprising of German workers in 1953 and both Polish unrest

---

4 According to some experts, this also was about the time when RFE/RL reached their peak as tools of political warfare (see Smith, 1989, p. 198).
and a Hungarian revolt in 1956 (Rowen, 1989, p. 184). Unfortunately, the broadcasts may have also created the false expectation of U.S. support for these uprisings. One International Research Associates study of Hungarian refugees in 1957 found that 96 percent of them had expected Western aid and 77 percent of them had expected military aid in 1956 (Lynn, 2013, p. 46). Still, RFE/RL continued to serve as an alternate source of news, particularly for events downplayed or ignored by official Soviet news sources. For example, RFE/RL became an important source of information for Ukraine on the Chernobyl nuclear disaster (Rowen, 1989, p. 184). By the end of the Cold War, an estimated 60 percent of the Soviet population listened to Western radio, many of this segment under the age of 30 (Alexiev, 1989, p. 201).

Military

Perhaps the most dramatic, if controversial, examples of American political warfare during the Cold War were more kinetic actions — where the United States assisted in the overthrow of left-wing regimes suspected of collaborating with the Soviet Union or aiding insurgent forces. Importantly, while the military aspects often overshadowed the nonlethal dimensions, these operations were often combined with substantial nonlethal components, including the use of some of the information and political tools described above. And while many of these operations were tactically quite successful, they tended to leave checkered legacies over the long term.

During the early Cold War in particular, the CIA played key roles in the overthrow of several political leaders whom the United States feared were too close to the Soviet Union. In Operation TPAJAX in 1953, the CIA overthrew the left-wing Iranian prime minister Mohammed Mossadegh and restored the pro-Western shah to power (Daugherty, 2006, p. 137). The CIA’s success came partially from political action — backing anti-Mossadegh elements in the military, clergy, and merchant class — which laid the groundwork for the coups. In the aftermath of the operation, CIA officer in charge Kermitt Roosevelt stated that if “we, the CIA, are ever going to try something like this again, we must be absolutely sure that the people and the army want what we want. If not, you’d better give the jobs to the Marines” (Daugherty,
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2006, p. 138). Former director of Central Intelligence Stanfield Turner offered a similar assessment: “The Mossadegh government’s political base was weak and susceptible to being toppled. The CIA simply gave it the final push” (Turner, 1985, p. 78).

Similarly, during Operation PBSUCCESS, the CIA helped remove leftwing Guatemalan leader Jacobo Árbenz through military pressure and psychological warfare. On June 18, 1954, the CIA broadcasted false rebel messages that Honduran Colonel Armas, at the helm of a 5,000-man force, was invading the country and heading toward Guatemala City. The radio messages—combined with overt pressure from the United States and limited military actions—proved sufficient to push Árbenz to resign (Turner, 1985, p. 79; Daugherty, 2006, p. 138). Turner noted that “this favorable political outcome required only a small effort, and again the government that was overthrown was so weak that only a little push was needed” (Turner, 1985, p. 79).

The September 11, 1973, overthrow of Salvador Allende’s regime in Chile followed a similar pattern. In 1969, the United States received intelligence that the Soviet Union was trying to influence the Chilean election and help the Socialists win power (Daugherty, 2006, p. 171). In response, the United States began a large-scale campaign to prevent Allende’s election as president, sponsoring some 726 articles, editorials, and broadcasts (Turner, 1985, p. 80). Despite these efforts, Allende was elected president of Chile in 1970. After increasing tension between Allende and the political right, the Chilean military toppled his government, and Allende died in the process. Ultimately, most of the CIA’s campaign against Allende was, in fact, nonlethal: it spent $8 million on election campaign material for anti-Allende parties; $4.3 million on media and propaganda; $900,000 influencing a range of Chilean institutions, from unions to student groups; and $200,000 to support the coup itself (Daugherty, 2006, p. 172; Turner, 1985, pp. 80–81).

All three cases—Iran, Guatemala, and Chile—were only ambiguously successful. While Mossadegh was removed in Iran, the shah was eventually later overthrown—a quarter of a century later—by the radical Shi’ite cleric the Ayatollah Ruhollah Moosavi Khomeini, whose regime still undermines American Middle East policy to this
day. Árbenz’s ouster in Guatemala led to four decades of military rule that resulted in the deaths hundreds of thousands of Guatemalans (Daugherty, 2006, p. 139). In Chile, a similar story played out. While the CIA was eventually cleared of being directly involved in Allende’s death or assisting with military strongman Augusto Pinochet’s rise to power, the CIA’s Chilean contacts were involved in human rights abuses — albeit over the admonitions of CIA officers (Daugherty, 2006, p. 173).

The U.S. support for guerilla movements has produced, if anything, even more ambiguous outcomes. Perhaps the three most famous examples of this type of political warfare came mostly during the Reagan period: the American support for two rebel factions in the Angolan civil war, for the Contra rebels in Nicaragua, and for the mujahedeen in Afghanistan.

Beginning in January 1975, the Ford administration authorized covert funding to Holden Roberto’s Front for the Liberation of Angola (FNLA) and Jonas Savimbi’s National Union for Total Independence of Angola (UNITA) in their fight against the Marxist Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola, which was backed by the Soviet Union and Cuba (Daugherty, 2006, pp. 178–79). Congress banned the assistance in December 1975, only to reinstate it a decade later in 1985 (Daugherty, 2006, p. 180, 210). Despite the fact that the Reagan administration provided approximately $50 million a year in funding and even met with UNITA leadership at the White House, the covert action campaign did not produce decisive results (Daugherty, 2006 p. 210). Rather, Angola became the scene of one of the longest-running civil wars of the twentieth century, and it persisted into the twenty-first century (Daugherty, 2006, p. 180, 210).

American support to the Contra rebels in Nicaragua proved even more controversial. The Carter administration supported these groups, which had formed in opposition to Nicaragua’s Marxist Sandinista government, and secured congressional approval for $75 million in aid (Woodward, 1987, p. 111). The Reagan administration expanded these efforts. On December 1, 1981, Ronald Reagan authorized $19 million to the Contras for the purpose of training a 500-man force (Woodward,
Ultimately, the program grew to almost $100 million a year, backing thousands of rebels (Daugherty, 2006, p. 204).

As with the previous coups d’états, American support to the Contras—although primarily a military action— included a substantial psychological warfare dimension. The CIA allegedly produced a doctrinal manual on behalf of the Contras (Omag, 1985, p. 5), instructing would-be guerrillas to undertake a far-reaching psychological campaign— “the target, then is the minds of the population, all the population: our troops, the enemy and the civilian population” (“Tayacán,” 1985, p. 33).

Ultimately, American political warfare was enough to fuel a bloody civil war in Nicaragua but insufficient to overthrow the Sandinista regime. The Sandinistas were voted out of office in the 1990 elections, but only after the Cold War had ended (BBC, 2004). As progress slowed and the casualties mounted, Congress grew increasingly disillusioned with the covert action. In 1982 and then again in 1984, the Democratic-controlled Congress tried to block funding for the Contras through the Boland Amendment. Some in the Reagan administration were unwilling to give up on the program and continued to fund the Contras through covert arms sales to the Islamic Republic of Iran. The scandal ultimately led to the resignation of Reagan’s National Security Adviser Admiral John Poindexter and the firing and later prosecution of National Security Council staffer Marine lieutenant colonel Oliver North (PBS, “General Article,” n.d.).

The funding of mujahedeen in Afghanistan is yet another example of the law of unintended consequences. After the Soviet Union invaded Afghanistan in 1979 at the request of its left-wing government, the Carter administration began funding the Islamic-inspired rebels known as the mujahedeen. Carter’s National Security Adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski gave one reason: “We now have an opportunity of giving to the USSR its Vietnam” (Daugherty, 2006, p. 189). Thanks to well-positioned backers, like Congressmen Charlie Wilson, military support to the mujahedeen grew dramatically under the Reagan administration, from $100 million in 1981 to $120 million in 1983, $250
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5 Some sources give a slightly larger $20 million figure (see Daugherty, 2006, p. 204).
million in 1984 to eventually $700 million in 1988 (Daugherty, 2006, p. 206; for the popularized account, see Crile, 2004). All in all, more than $2 billion went to the anti-Soviet rebels, forcing the Soviets to withdraw from Afghanistan, and “it in no small amount contributed to the final downfall of the Soviet Union” (Daugherty, 2006, p. 189).

The holy war against the Soviet Union in Afghanistan, however, also attracted volunteers from across the Arab world, including Osama bin Laden, then a wealthy young Saudi Arabian sheik and the future founder of al Qaeda, who got his first taste of jihad there (Coll, 2004, pp. 155–64). By the end of the conflict, Afghanistan was awash in weapons – by some estimates, it had more antipersonnel weapons in 1992 than India and Pakistan combined (Coll, 2004, p. 238). Worse yet, after the collapse of the Soviet-backed regime, Afghanistan was plunged into a civil war that eventually brought the Islamic fundamentalist Taliban to power and ultimately created a safe haven for bin Laden and terrorism that would pave the way for the 9/11 terrorist attacks.

**Economic**

Economic tools of political warfare also came of age during the Cold War. Perhaps the most famous use of American economic might to serve political ends was the Marshall Plan. Named for the general turned Secretary of State George Marshall, the initiative started in 1947, with the United States stepping in to bail out Turkey and Greece. In subsequent years, the American aid program expanded. From 1948 to 1951, the United States provided over $13.3 billion to 16 Western European countries to help them recover from the devastation of World War II. The aid served both a humanitarian and a political purpose: By strengthening the economies of Western Europe, the United States believed it could check the spread of Communism. The approach worked: Western Europe recovered and remained firmly democratic. Later on in the Cold War, the United States would use foreign aid as a tool to fight the spread of Communism in Central America, Southeast Asia, and elsewhere (Epstein and Weed, 2009, p. 1).

Ultimately, the Marshall Plan led to more institutionalized efforts to incorporate development into American foreign policy. In 1961, by
executive order, President John F. Kennedy created the United States Agency for International Development ("USAID History," 2015). The Kennedy and Johnson administrations saw foreign aid as an important tool in the battle against Communism. After the Cuban revolution, the United States increased American aid to Latin America from $157 million in 1960 to $989 million in 1965 (Lancaster, 2007, p. 69). In the latter half of the 1960s and early 1970s, USAID’s priorities changed with America’s strategic focus to combat the rise of Communism in Southeast Asia. Thus, South Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos became prime recipients (Lancaster, 2007, p. 75). Under the Ford and Carter administrations, the United States used foreign aid to incentivize an Egyptian and Israeli ceasefire and peace accord (Lancaster, 2007, pp. 78–79). Even the Reagan administration, which came into office initially skeptical of foreign aid, increased it to Central America from $250 million to $1 billion over the course of the 1980s, largely to help stave off leftist challenges in places like Nicaragua (Lancaster, 2007, p. 80). While the United States used foreign aid for humanitarian purposes as well, foreign aid during the Cold War in particular was seen as a carrot and a method to wield political influence.

On the coercive end, the United States employed economic sanctions to shift politics within the targeted states. It targeted Cuba in 1960 (in response to the Communist takeover) and Iran in 1979 (first in response to the Iran hostage crisis and later in response to the Iranian-backed Hezbollah’s bombing of the U.S. Marine barracks in Lebanon) with comprehensive sanctions (Masters, 2015; Laub, 2015). The United States joined multilateral sanctions as well. In two of the rare uses of United Nations sanctions during the Cold War, the Security Council passed sanctions against Rhodesia in response to its unilateral declaration of independence and against South Africa in an effort to force an end to apartheid (Masters, 2015).

The United States employed more covert economic tools against the Soviet Union. In NSDD 54, United States Policy Towards Eastern Europe, signed on September 2, 1982, Reagan directed the U.S. government to promote economic liberalization in Eastern Europe as a means to break the Soviet bloc (Daugherty, 2006, p. 198). NSDD 54 was followed by NSDD 66, Protracted Economic Warfare Against
the USSR, which established “new strategies for increasing economic hardship in the Soviet Union by coopting European governments as partners” (Daugherty, 2006, p. 199). To this end, the United States developed a covert program of sabotage. It sent doctored blueprints, defective equipment, and computer chips with embedded flaws in them—all in an effort to deny the Soviets the use of American technology (Daugherty, 2006, p. 200).

**U.S. Political Warfare after the Cold War**

After the Cold War ended, the United States found itself without a major ideological rival, and its interest in political warfare waned. While the United States still employed some of the same tools of political warfare—propaganda, aid to opposition groups, economic subversion, and the like—many commentators argue that the United States grew rusty in this domain (for examples, see Jenkins, 2005; Gaffney, 2005). After the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, USIA became viewed as a Cold War relic, and Congress abolished the agency in 1999, folding its remaining functions into the State Department (Nakamura and Weed, 2009, pp. 15–16). Foreign aid was also cut in half during this period, from approximately 4.5 percent of discretionary spending in 1984 to a mere 2 percent in 2002 (Tarnoff and Lawson, 2011, p. 17). The 9/11 attacks and the subsequent wars in Iraq and Afghanistan sparked only partial interest in American policy circles in political warfare. In a RAND report published shortly after 9/11, Brian Michael Jenkins argued that political warfare—and influence operations more broadly—needed to be part of any strategy to combat al Qaeda (Jenkins, 2002, p. 24). And yet, the extent to which the military and American policy community embraced the subject remains debatable.

On the information warfare front, while the United States abolished USIA in 1999, Voice of America and RFE/RL continue on. Propaganda and psychological warfare still figure in the War on Terrorism. Some analyses even suggest that the United States should employ arts and literature in ways similar to what was done during the Cold War to help influence the Arab world (Schwartz et al., 2009). The United
States has an active community engagement program as part of its counter-radicalization campaign to try to steer at-risk individuals away from becoming terrorists, although the United States still struggles to counter online terrorist propaganda (see Bjelopera, 2014, pp. 18–19).

The United States has used psychological warfare in a more tactical sense as well. Early on in the Iraq War, the United States released photographs of the disheveled Saddam Hussein soon after he was pulled from his hiding place and later when he underwent a medical examination (Dreazen et al., 2003). The idea was partially to lend veracity to the coalition claims that they had captured him and partially to undermine his support — and with it, the growing insurgency — in Iraq. Later, in 2006, the United States publicized a video of then al Qaeda in Iraq leader Abu Musab al Zarqawi fumbling to fire an M-249 light machine gun, as part of an effort to undermine his authority in the organization. As coalition spokesperson Major General Rick Lynch said, “And his close associates around him . . . do things like grab the hot barrel of the machine gun and burn themselves. It makes you wonder” (Hernandez, 2006).

The United States has taken political action in the post–Cold War era as well. While its efforts may not be as focused as they were under the Cold War, the United States has retained democracy promotion as a stated policy objective (Department of State, n.d.). It has politically backed a series of pro-democracy advocates in authoritarian countries, from Aung San Suu Kyi in Burma to the Dalai Lama in Tibet to democratic reformers in the former Soviet republics in Eastern Europe.

Occasionally, the United States has also employed more militarized forms of political warfare and overtly supported rebel groups. In Iraq, the United States has supported Kurdish groups, first against the Hussein regime and more recently as a proxy against the Islamic State. In Afghanistan, the United States effectively provided military support to the Northern Alliance, leading to the downfall of the Taliban regime. Importantly, though, this same aid proved insufficient to stabilize the country after the regime’s collapse, requiring a large conventional American presence that has remained there until today.

The United States has tried to repeat this model elsewhere, with varying degrees of success. It provided about $1 billion in intelligence
and air support—as part of a NATO intervention—on behalf of the Libyan rebels fighting the Muammar Gaddafi regime (Barry, 2011). While the support helped the rebels overthrow Gaddafi, this intervention—like its Cold War predecessors—fell victim to unintended consequences, as Libya collapsed into chaos and became a safe haven for the Islamic State (Cruickshank et al., 2014). Even more recently, the United States tried to train Syrian rebels to fight against both the Assad regime and the Islamic State in Iraq. Despite spending approximately $500 million, the program produced only a handful of rebels—most of whom were killed, captured, or defected—and was subsequently terminated (Starr, Kopan, and Acosta, 2015).

Finally, without the same pressing need to stem the rise of Communism, foreign aid has declined dramatically after the Cold War as a percentage of national income (Epstein and Weed, 2009, p. 1). Nonetheless, in the 2002 National Security Strategy of the United States, the Bush administration publically committed to “use our foreign aid to promote freedom and support those who struggle non-violently for it, ensuring that nations moving toward democracy are rewarded for the steps they take” (“The National Security Strategy of the United States of America,” 2002, p. 4). While it is debatable how much the Bush administration actually used foreign aid to advance democracy (authoritarian regimes in Egypt, Jordan, and Pakistan remained near the top of the list of recipients through 2008), the Bush administration clearly intended to try to use economic power as a means to coerce internal political changes in foreign governments (“Top Ten Foreign Aid Recipients, 2008 and 2012,” n.d.). President Barack Obama, likewise, called for placing foreign aid at the heart of his strategy to counter the rise of the Islamic State, arguing that development helps undermine a root cause of terrorism (Kamisar, 2015).

The United States has also embraced the use of sanctions to coerce political behavior, although with mixed success. After the Cold War, the United States—and the world community, through bodies such as the United Nations—turned to sanctions far more frequently as a tool of statecraft to shape an adversary’s domestic behavior (see Masters, 2015). The United States—in conjunction with its allies—imposed a series of sanctions against Saddam Hussein’s Iraq in an attempt to force him to
comply with United Nations weapons inspections after Desert Storm. More recently, the United States has employed multilateral sanctions to pressure Iran to give up its nuclear ambitions and to force Russia to cease its aggression in Ukraine. With the possible exception of the Iran sanctions, these efforts have often failed to produce their desired effects.

Summary

As the foregoing history attests, political warfare is as old and as “American” as the United States itself (Boot and Doran, 2013). While the United States often views itself as the target of political warfare — and, indeed, the other chapters in this volume attempt to identify and guard against potential adversaries’ use of political warfare — it is equally important to recognize that the United States has practiced this form of warfare since its founding (see Table 2.1). All major tools of political warfare have deep historical roots in American foreign policy, dating back to the attempts by the American colonists to stir up rebellion in their northern neighbor. Before formulating responses to the political warfare activities of U.S. adversaries and competitors today, therefore, it behooves U.S. strategists to first evaluate the lessons suggested by America’s own historical experience with these activities.

It is worthwhile to start with a cautionary, if obvious, point: Political warfare in the twenty-first century is different than it was in the twentieth century. Today’s political warfare has to adapt not only to a variety of new technologies — from the Internet to social media — but also to a fundamentally different strategic problem represented by those technologies. Throughout much of the Cold War, the challenge was how to influence closed societies behind the Iron Curtain. At that time, with only a handful of major media outlets, a state could plausibly control the public message. Covert operations could also remain secret, at least in theory.

By contrast, the challenge today is different. With a handful of exceptions such as North Korea, many potential American adversaries are more open than the Soviet Union was, and their citizens have access to more information from a wider range of sources than ever
Table 2.1
The United States and Political Warfare Tactics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diplomacy/Political</td>
<td>• Abolition of slavery</td>
<td>• Aid to democratic Western European political parties</td>
<td>• Recognition of pro-democracy movements and leaders (e.g., Dalai Lama, Aung San Suu Kyi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Recognition of Czechoslovak nationalism, Jews in Palestine in WWI</td>
<td>• Aid to Solidarity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information/Cyber</td>
<td>• Propaganda to encourage Canada to revolt against Great Britain</td>
<td>• Congress for Cultural Freedom</td>
<td>• Public diplomacy to the Arab World, post 9/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• RFE/RL</td>
<td>• Tactical propaganda to undermine individual leaders (Saddam Hussein, Abu Musab al Zarqawi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military</td>
<td>• OSS training of resistance movements in France, Burma, and Thailand</td>
<td>• Coups d’états (Iran, Guatemala, Chile)</td>
<td>• Aid to the Northern Alliance (Afghanistan), Kurds in Iraq, Libyan and Syrian rebels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic (Aid, Coercion,</td>
<td>• Sanctions against Japan on oil</td>
<td>• Support for the Contras, mujahedeen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subversion)</td>
<td>• U.S. Fruit Company’s influence on Central American governments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Marshall Plan</td>
<td>• Economic aid for democracy promotion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Economic sabotage against Soviet Union</td>
<td>• Sanctions against Iraq, Iran, and Syria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: This is an illustrative, rather than comprehensive, list of examples.

before. Russia, China, and other states are using tools to continue to monitor and restrict their citizens’ access to information and communications, and the U.S. government has devoted some efforts to defend freedom of speech. However, the United States faces another problem beyond the ability to communicate with citizens in closed societies: developing a message that will resonate among a target audience who can tap into an increasingly wide variety of alternative information sources. Yet another difficulty is that, in an age of ubiquitous communications and dissemination platforms such as Wikileaks, the ability
of the United States to conduct operations that remain covert, such as it conducted during the Cold War, is much diminished. While these trends do not wholly invalidate the American experience with political warfare during the Cold War, they should force a recognition that political warfare has changed since Kennan’s day.
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This chapter examines Russia’s understanding, practice, and potential for using political warfare in the future. Russia has repeatedly used proxies, propaganda, and covert action, among other tactics, to undermine European security, most recently in Ukraine. There is good reason to expect that Russia will continue to use these tactics in the future in ways that will threaten core U.S. interests in Europe and around the world.

To understand the nature, limits, and capabilities of Russian political warfare, this chapter proceeds in three parts. First, we summarize the political and academic discourse around political warfare in Russia, highlighting the growth of the Russian concept of “new generation warfare,” which sees nonmilitary elements playing an increasing role in warfare. We trace the origins of this concept to Russian interpretations of U.S. activities, Soviet and Russian foreign policy, and domestic political trends in Russia. Second, we catalog and characterize Russian capabilities to undertake different elements of political warfare. We categorize these elements as diplomatic and proxy, information, cyber, military, intelligence, and economic. We also discuss the development of coordination across the Russian government. Finally, we use a case study on Russian political warfare in Estonia to develop new insights into how Russia undertakes political warfare in practice. The case study emphasizes that Russia tends not to fully orchestrate political warfare from beginning to end, but instead acts to increase tension to make confrontation more likely, and then takes advantage of crises when they arise.
This chapter draws on a number of sources, including official documents, commentary and analysis in the Russian and Western policy and academic literature, interviews and discussions with subject matter experts and officials, and the recent use of political warfare in countries including Estonia, Georgia, Ukraine, and Moldova.

**Russian Understanding of Political Warfare**

In the past few years, a significant development within the Russian military establishment has been the new concept of “new generation warfare,” which roughly aligns with Western understandings of political warfare. U.S. analysts have emphasized that Russian activities in Ukraine appear to reflect this new line of thinking, and point to an increased threat of Russian political warfare. Russian officials and analysts see “new generation warfare” as a description of how warfare has evolved in general, implying an intent both to understand the threat to Russia and also to adapt and utilize the Russian state to achieve its political objectives in the future.

The essence of “new generation warfare” is the growing use of nonmilitary means in combination with military tools to achieve political ends. One of the clearest and most commonly cited depictions of the changing nature of warfare comes from the Russian Chief of

---

1. An account of the Ukraine crisis published by USASOC notes, “Gerasimov’s model for modern conflict is a theoretical adaptation of emerging ideas about warfare, but elements of these ideas clearly pertain to Russia’s unconventional warfare in Ukraine and Crimea in 2013–2014” and directly links the theoretical model to events in Ukraine. (“‘Little Green Men’: A Primer on Modern Russian Unconventional Warfare,” n.d.; Dickey et al., 2015, p. 221).

2. A USASOC white paper notes, “Russian UW is thus the central, most game-changing component of a Hybrid Warfare effort involving conventional forces, economic intimidation of regional countries, influence operations, force-posturing all along NATO borders, and diplomatic intervention. . . . Russia’s current military operations in Ukraine and recent operations in the region provide examples of Russia’s New Generation Warfare” (USASOC, 2014, p. 4, 29).

3. Dima Ademsky writes, “To Gerasimov and other experts, NGW [new generation warfare] is an amalgamation of hard and soft power across various domains, through skillful
In the 21st century we have seen a tendency toward blurring the lines between the states of war and peace. Wars are no longer declared and, having begun, proceed according to an unfamiliar template.

The role of non-military means of achieving political and strategic goals has grown, and, in many cases, they have exceeded the power of force of weapons in their effectiveness. The focus of applied methods of conflict has altered in the direction of the broad use of political, economic, informational, humanitarian, and other non-military measures — applied in coordination with the protest potential of the population.

All this is supplemented by military means of a concealed character, including carrying out actions of informational conflict and the actions of special operations forces. The open use of forces — often under the guise of peacekeeping and crisis regulation — is resorted to only at a certain stage, primarily for the achievement of final success in the conflict. (Gerasimov, 2013)

Gerasimov draws from extensive discussion in Russian military journals about the changing nature of warfare. In 2003, the president of the Russian Academy of Military Sciences, Makhmut Gareyev, wrote, “The point is that in recent decades we have become witnesses to how entire nations and coalitions of nations have come to be destroyed in the course of confrontation in the international arena without the direct use of armed force…. The correlation of political, diplomatic, economic, information, psychological, and military means of fighting in the international arena have changed markedly in contemporary times. The significance and proportionate share of nonmilitary means have increased significantly” (Gareyev, 2003). In 2010, Sergei Chekinov and Sergei Bogdanov similarly observed that improving technology
has made conventional weapons more effective and full-scale war more catastrophic, implying that “the role and significance of [nonmilitary measures of interstate confrontation] continues to rise” (Chekinov and Bogdanov, 2010).

A 2013 article by the same authors summarizes the developing literature on new generation warfare. They highlight how technological advances make it more possible for countries to undermine the political and military leadership of their adversaries, both through information operations (including not only propaganda but also bribery, cyber attacks, etc.) and high-precision long-range strikes. Analysts have used their article to identify discrete stages of a new generation war, implying a concrete plan (Berzins, 2014, p. 6). Instead, their writing emphasizes the new possibilities emerging from technological and social trends, rather than a specific plan of attack. Before the beginning of a war, for example, “heavy propaganda” may be used to “depress the moral and psychological feelings of the civilian population and armed forces.” During the opening period of the war, electronic warfare, high-precision weaponry, and other kinetic means could be used to “destroy critical government and military command centers,” and thereby undermine the basic system of government. During the closing period, ground forces (which they note are a critical component of new generation warfare), will “roll over the remaining points of resistance” (Chekinov and Bogdanov, 2010, p. 22). Though the effectiveness of new generation warfare involves the combination of military and nonmilitary measures, nonmilitary measures are believed to be more important; indeed, the literature suggests an ideal ratio of 4 to 1 for nonmilitary to military measures (Ademsky, 2015, p. 23).

“Information warfare” occupies a central position in this discussion, and in the Russian context includes a wide range of activities designed to influence the gathering of information, cognition, decisionmaking, coordination, and the transfer of information. Dima Ademsky writes, “Since, according to [new generation warfare], the main battlefield is consciousness, perception, and strategic calculus of the adversary, the main operational tool is information struggle, aimed at imposing one’s strategic will on the other side” (Ademsky, 2015, p. 26). Similarly, Chekinov and Bogdanov observe that “no goal will
be achieved in future wars unless one belligerent gains information superiority over the other” (Chekinov and Bogdanov, 2010, p. 13).4

Discussion of information warfare is also linked to a belief that Russia is engaged in a civilizational struggle with the West.5 Russia sees itself as a great power with a rich culture and as a conservative bulwark in the face of encroaching liberalization (Van Herpen, 2016, pp. 28–29). Some within Russia see the Western media, support for civil society, and other efforts intended to support democracy and free exchange as instead intended to undermine the Russian state.6 In this context, part of the responsibility of the state is seen as defending the information space of its citizens — i.e., their ideas and perspectives — from foreign influence. Defense of Russia’s information sphere, from this point of view, also involves control of the information reaching its near-abroad, as well as conducting offensive information warfare in the West to counter Western dominance of information (Darczewska, 2015, p. 30).

Russia’s military and civilian strategy documents also emphasize the changing threat to Russia of combined nonmilitary and military means, and the need to respond in kind. The December 2015 National Security Strategy observes that Russia faces “opposition from the United States and its allies,” who are containing Russia through “the

---

4 Russian military writing has examined information warfare for decades, for example identifying the concept of “reflexive control,” which involves leading “the adversary to act according to a false picture of reality in a predictable way” (Ademsky, 2015, pp. 26–27; Berezins, 2014).

5 E.g., the Foreign Policy Concept notes, “For the first time in modern history, global competition takes place on a civilizational level, whereby various values and models of development based on the universal principles of democracy and market economy start to clash and compete against each other. Cultural and civilizational diversity of the world becomes more and more manifest.” Timothy Thomas writes, “Some still blame the fall of communism on what many Russians term the ‘information-psychological’ assault from the West sometimes referred to as the so-called Third World War” (Thomas, 2014, p. 123).

6 Putin, for example, explained in July 2012: “Russia’s image abroad is formed not by us and as a result is often distorted and does not reflect the real situation in our country or Russia’s contribution to global civilization, science and culture. . . . Our country’s policies often suffer from a one-sided portrayal. . . . But our fault lies in our failure to adequately explain our position” (Van Herpen, 2016, p. 29).
exertion of political, economic, military, and informational pressure on it.” To respond, the strategy notes that Russia is developing and implementing “[i]nterrelated political, military, military-technical, diplomatic, economic, informational, and other measures…to ensure strategic deterrence and the prevention of armed conflicts” (“On the Russian Federation’s National Security Strategy,” 2015, para. 36). Similarly, the 2014 Military Doctrine notes that the characteristics of current military contingencies include the “integrated employment of military force and political, economic, informational or other non-military measures implemented with a wide use of the protest potential of the population and of special operations forces” (“Russian Military Doctrine 2014,” 2014, para. 15a). Russia also has a stated doctrine on “information security,” which discusses the imperative of protecting the Russian information sphere from the involvement of foreign actors. The information security doctrine identifies a threat from coordinated “information weapons” from foreign entities, noting, for example, the threat of “the ousting of Russian news agencies and media from the national information market, and an increase in dependence on the spiritual, economic, and political areas of public life in Russia on foreign information entities.”

Russian strategic documents, as well as analysts of Russian behavior, also use the term “soft power” to understand the threat and use of

---

7 The doctrine also identifies information activities aimed at “influencing the Russian population in order to sabotage its historical, spiritual and patriotic traditions,” as well as at the “incitement of cross-ethnic and social tensions, extremism, and ethnic and religious animosity” among the primary threats to the state’s stability. The doctrine emphasizes the Internet as a potential tool of “influence in the global information space, able to penetrate to the adversary’s entire territory” (Military Doctrine of the Russian Federation, 2014).

8 Information Security Doctrine of the Russian Federation (2008). Similarly, the Concept of the Foreign Policy of the Russian Federation, (2013) notes, “Russia will take necessary measures to ensure national and international information security, prevent political, economic and social threats to the state’s security that emerge in information space in order to combat terrorism and other criminal threats in the area of application of information and communication technologies, prevent them from being used for military and political purposes that run counter to international law, including actions aimed at interference in the internal affairs and constituting a threat to international peace, security and stability.”
integrated nonmilitary tactics to achieve political ends. The 2013 Foreign Policy Concept defines “soft power” as a “comprehensive toolkit for achieving foreign policy objectives building on civil society potential, information, cultural and other methods and technologies alternative to traditional diplomacy.” It sees soft power as “an indispensable component of modern international relations” (“Russian Foreign Policy Concept,” 2013) and observes the threat, presumably from the West, of “destructive and unlawful use of ‘soft power’ and human rights concepts to exert political pressure on sovereign states . . . including under the pretext of financing cultural and human rights projects abroad” (“Russian Foreign Policy Concept,” 2013). Putin also offered a speech in 2012 highlighting the importance of strengthening Russia’s soft power techniques, and some analysts prefer the term “soft power” to “political warfare” as a rubric to understand Russian activities (Putin, 2012; Sergunin and Karabeshkin, 2015, p. 352; Van Herpen, 2016, p. 27).

Beyond the official perspective, more extreme views about the need to engage in political warfare can be found, especially from scholars of “geopolitics.” Igor Panarin, dean of the academy for Russia’s Foreign Ministry, attributes the widespread recent political changes in the Arab Spring, color revolutions, and Maidan protests to “social control technology and information aggression” from the United States. Aleksandr Dugin, a former professor at the Moscow State University, draws from the term “net-centric warfare” to identify a Western campaign of “netwar,” meaning “artificial processes plotted in the West aimed at destabilizing entire regions in the post-Soviet area” (Darczewska, 2014, p. 10).

---

9 Martin Van Herpen also describes a three-part Russian strategy of “soft power”: “mimesis,” which involves copying Western methods of influence; “rollback,” “a logical consequence of the Kremlin’s vision that the soft power game in an integral part of a zero-sum hard-power game . . . means curtailing, opposing, and possibly forbidding the activities of Western soft-power in states inside Russia;” and “invention,” in which Russia uses the open character of Western societies and past KGB-style techniques to enhance Russia’s influence abroad (Van Herpen, 2016, pp. 33–34).

10 “The directors of the information war against the USSR (A. Dulles, G. Kennan, D. Rockefeller, H. Kissinger, Z. Brzezinski, R. Reagan) were able to implement a strategic operation in order to promote the ascension on the USSR of the Trotskyites-globalists N.S. Khrushchev and M.S. Gorbachev.” Hence, the U.S. led a conspiracy to achieve the fall of the Soviet Union and subsequent weakness of the Russian state (Van Herpen, 2016, p. 8).
To counter the West’s efforts, both Dugin and Panarin urge Russia to adopt a more organized, centralized, and concerted means for countering Western information war, and they call for unity and coordination among Russia’s intelligence services, government, intelligentsia, and all other social strata. They see justification for this approach in Russia’s historical mission to protect the global good and to contain the United States’ global encroachment (Darczewska, 2014, pp. 14–18, 23–32). Though Dugin and Panarin’s views do seem more influential than one might expect given their extreme positions, their influence on policy is probably limited. Dugin, for example, was removed from his position at Moscow State University after calling for the killing of Ukrainian nationalists (Fitzpatrick, 2014; Laruelle, 2012).

The ideas outlined above offer a framework for understanding how Russian officials and analysts understand the growing use of nonmilitary tactics, in coordination with conventional military tools, to achieve political objectives. In many cases, Russian analysis on these subjects may be disconnected from or more advanced than its actual practice. Whatever the practical limitations of Russian capabilities, it does appear that military and civilian officials are increasingly trying to develop Russia’s ability to conduct effective political warfare.

**Sources of Russian Views of Political Warfare**

Russian analysis of the changing nature of warfare and interpretations of political warfare draw from at least three sources. First, Russian observers have carefully analyzed U.S. activities for signs of the changing nature of warfare and the potential Western threat to Russia. For example, Russian officials highlight the threat of U.S.-backed color revolutions, which in their view demonstrate how the United States has utilized nonmilitary tactics, sometimes backed by military force, to achieve its objectives of regime change. Dmitry Gorenberg paraphrases

---


12 One article noted, “In the area of politics, the military actions carried out by the United States have asserted its right to use force against any state, and so launched the shaping of a new world order. The role of the United Nations and its Security Council in addressing major
Gerasimov, arguing that “the U.S. can’t deal with more equal relations among states, so it is using new tactics to assure its supremacy . . . the United States has developed a new method of warfare, beginning with using non-military tactics to change opposing governments through colored revolutions that utilize the protest potential of the population to engineer peaceful regime change” (Gorenburg, 2014). Similarly, Yuri Baluyevskiy, former Chief of the General Staff, writes:

For the first time in the history of warfare, relying on information as the fundamental element in the conduct of armed conflict, the collective West managed to imbed in the consciousness of the population of the majority of countries around the world the idea that the United States had the exclusive right to world governance. . . . In Europe, NATO has actively expanded to the east, drawing into its orbit of influence CIS republics. The reconstruction of the consciousness of the population and the

---

1 In interviews with foreign media, a former head of the Russian domestic security agency (FSB) Nikolai Patrushev similarly described Russian motives in Ukraine: “For the last quarter of a century, these actions were designed to wrest Ukraine and other former Soviet republics away from Russia and to redesign the post-Soviet space in America’s interests. The US created the conditions and pretexts for the coloured revolutions and financed them lavishly . . . . Victoria Nuland, the US assistant secretary of state for European and Eurasian affairs, has said that her country spent $5bn between 1991 and 2013 “supporting the aspirations of the people of Ukraine for a stronger, more democratic government.” Even open sources, such as congressional documents, show that government spent no less than $2.4bn on various American “aid” programmes to Ukraine between 2001 and 2012 . . . . The coup in Kiev, which was clearly carried out with the help of the US, conformed to a classical model worked out in Latin America, Africa and the Middle East. But never before had such a coup impinged on Russia’s interests so directly” (Egorov and Patrushev, 2014). A recent article assessing threats to Russia similarly notes, “The situation is complicated by the fact that the United States and its allies, above all those in NATO, take advantage of controlled chaos technologies and actively intervene in all spheres of vital activities, not even drawing the line at covert use of force. Such actions broaden the spectrum of threats and become the main method of achieving military (and in the final account political) goals by nonmilitary means” (Podgornykh and Dolgov, 2014).
targeted formation of a pseudo-elite in these states allowed the West, at relatively little financial and material cost, to obtain loyal allies on our borders that are more than happy to kill their former compatriots. The apotheosis of this was the Georgian attack on South Ossetia in August of 2008. (Baluyevskiy and Khamzatov, 2014)

While this view of Western tactics may appear paranoid to Western audiences, Ademsky emphasizes that the Kremlin and those around it “genuinely perceive Russia as operating under a long-lasting encirclement which aims to undermine and ultimately destroy it in geopolitical terms. Its current behavior, in its eyes, is a defensive counter attack following a Western aggression across various domains—in international, military, economic-energy, and internal affairs.”

Some analysts have noted that Gerasimov’s discussion appears to describe Russia’s actions in the Crimea and eastern Ukraine and, implicitly, future Russian activity. Robert Coalson (2014), for example, sees Russia putting in place tactics implied by Gerasimov’s writings in Ukraine: “it became clear very quickly that Russian politicians, journalists, purportedly nongovernmental organizations, state companies, think tanks, the military, the courts, government agencies and the Duma were all working from the same instructions for the same goals.” Other analysts claim Gerasimov is describing U.S. activities, rather than expressing any intention for how Russian forces will develop or behave. Samuel Charap writes, for example, “Gerasimov is

---

14 Ademsky goes on to note, “With few exceptions, Western experts utilize the term [hybrid warfare] to describe Russian military theory and practice, particularly regarding the crisis in Ukraine and the potential future standoff on its European periphery – especially in the Baltic area. This categorization may be inaccurate. The current Russian thinking and waging of war is different from HW, as perceived in the West…. Before the 2014 events in Ukraine, the term appeared in the professional discourse either in reference to the U.S. Threat perception or to categorize one of the recent trends in the U.S. Way of war” (Ademsky, 2015, pp. 21–23).

15 Coalson further observes, “The view of global affairs presented in this article, I think, accurately reflects an important strain of Kremlin thinking. After all, it is presented in an obscure publication and its exposure to foreign audiences could not have been foreseen” (Coalson, 2014; Galeotti, 2014a).
actually describing what he sees as the new US way of war, not Russian doctrine” (Charap, 2015, p. 53). Charap also notes the inconsistent success of Russian irregular warfare in Ukraine, as well as the fact that Russia needed to use conventional warfare to prevent a separatist defeat in eastern Ukraine in August 2014, as evidence against the likely use of irregular or proxy warfare by Russia in the future. But inconsistent success does not necessarily mean that Russia did not attempt to adopt lessons from new generation warfare into its activities in Ukraine (both in Crimea and eastern Ukraine) or that it will not continue to adapt its forces with new generation warfare in mind in the future.

Second, Russia’s thinking about political warfare draws from past Russian and Soviet foreign policy. Russian analyst Fyodor Lukyanov, for example, summarizes Russia’s soft power strategy as a plan “to revive Soviet-era practices that were quite effective” (“Why Russia’s Soft Power Is Too Soft,” n.d.). Polish analyst Jolanta Darczewska argues that Russia’s adoption of information warfare concepts represents an attachment “to old methods (sabotage, diversionary tactics, disinformation, state terror, manipulation, aggressive propaganda, exploiting the potential for protest among the local population)” (Darczewska, 2014, p. 7). Archived KGB documents depict exactly the measures that Russian ideologues, politicians, and doctrinal documents attribute to the Western actors (“Actions to Promote Discord,” 2007). For example, these documents describe KGB’s efforts to destabilize Turkey in the 1950s and draw cleavages between Turkey and the United States using deception, fabricated letters to Turkish officials, strategic content placement in Turkish newspapers, and creation of false opposition groups. The documents further describe means of manipulation of public opinion abroad (“On Human Rights,” 2007), use of psychological operations (“KGB Practices,” 2007), and other approaches to undermining the power and credibility of individuals, organizations, and countries that stood in opposition to the

---

16 Several Western analysts of Russia emphasized that there was nothing new in the adoption of political warfare tactics by Russia (discussions with U.S. and European analysts, November 2015–February 2016; Russian Measures Short of War Conference, 2016; Wilson, 2005, Chapter One).
Soviet ideology (see, e.g., “Association of the United Postwar Immigrants,” 2007). Analysts point to Soviet-era terminology such as “active measures” and *maskirovka* (deception) to explain Russia’s behavior (Berzins, 2014, p. 7; Heickerö, 2010, pp. 21-23; Blank, 2013, pp. 31–44).

Third, Russian political warfare draws from its own domestic politics. Russia’s political system is perhaps best understood as “competitive authoritarianism,” in which there is some form of democratic competition, but the regime is able to unfairly skew the vote in its favor (Levitsky and Way, 2010). The techniques of political manipulation are often referred to as “political technologies,” and in general the term “technology” is used to describe a technique of nefarious or unfair manipulation. Common examples of political technologies include covert support for nongovernmental organizations, the creation of fake organizations as a means of infiltration or redirection of sentiment, manipulation of media, and misuse of the justice system to attack opponents (“legal technology”). Peter Pomerantsev writes that Vladislav Surkov, “the political technologist of all Rus” and a senior advisor to Putin, “directed Russian society like one great reality show. He claps once and a new political party appears. He claps again and creates Nashi, the Russian equivalent of the Hitler Youth” (Pomerantsev, 2015, p. 65). In Pomerantsev’s account, Surkov and others have a philosophy of government in which “everything is PR” — the regime has no connection to any particular ideology, and instead seamlessly shifts between narratives and controls opposition groups voicing apparently contradictory messages (Pomerantsev, 2015, pp. 65–74). The use of political technology appears fundamental to the regime — indeed, Andrew Wilson describes Russia under Putin as a “virtual democracy,” in which “politics should only exist as a series of designer projects, rather than as a real pattern of representation and accountability” (Wilson, 2005, p. 39).18

---

17 I.e., the Russian ethnic group.

18 Putin’s strategy for governing Russia is also described in a strategy document published in *Kommersant* on May 5, 2000; for an English translation, see Podkopaev, Dawisha, and Nealy, n.d. See also Dawisha, 2014.
It is natural for Putin’s regime to draw on these techniques to create political change abroad. Indeed, Wilson highlights how “political technology” used in Russia has been exported and used in the rest of the post-Soviet world, including media manipulation, the setup of manufactured groups to disrupt opponents’ campaigns, the creation of fake political parties to distract from the real candidates, and “black PR” or “Kompromat” — “the use of compromising material, real or imagined (financial details, lurid videos, simple slander), against opponents” (Wilson, 2005, p. 47).

Not all of these tactics can be used in an unlimited way in the post-Soviet world. In Ukraine, for example, Wilson observes, “The opportunities for direct ballot stuffing were limited, so the authorities used ‘legal technologies’ to prevent the opposition [from] registering in many localities and [set] up fake ‘clone’ branches instead” (Wilson, 2011). In the Baltic states, though Wilson observes “covert action, subterranean party finance and the persistent use of kompromat,” he emphasizes that “wholly fake parties don’t really exist in the Baltic States: they are too small and their media markets are too free” (Wilson, 2011). Wilson claims that political technology depends on “a powerful but amoral elite; a passive electorate; a culture of information control; and the lack of an external counterpoint, i.e., foreign intervention” (Wilson, 2005, p. 41). Similarly, Steve Levitsky and Lucan Way theorize that competitive authoritarianism can persist only in the absence of Western leverage and of local linkages to Western countries, implying limits on Russia’s ability to influence many Eastern European countries (Levitsky and Way, 2010, Chapter Two).

Wilson notes, “Russia doesn’t have many export industries. . . . Now Russia has political technology. . . . Russian political technologists were not just in Ukraine and elsewhere to make money, although there was plenty of that around. According to Volodymyr Polokhalo, ‘they aren’t just making money, but serving as Russian agents of influence, “distributors” of Russian interests’” (Wilson, 2005, pp. 57–58).

Examples include “organized evening canvassing by company employees claiming to work for opponents, issued invitation to opponents’ rallies in bad weather or rallies that simply failed to happen, handed out free but shoddy goods from opponents” (Wilson, 2005, p. 66).
Thus, there is a rich and evolving discourse within the Russian military and foreign policy establishment on political warfare. Senior leaders take seriously the growing importance of nonmilitary tactics for achieving political objectives. In addition to drawing from views of the changing nature of warfare, Russian thinking about political warfare takes into account long-standing analysis of information warfare, Soviet-era tactics of political warfare, and the use of political-warfare-style tactics in Russian domestic politics. Nevertheless, there may be a substantial gap between the way that Russia thinks about political warfare and the way it actually practices these tactics. Hence, the next section examines in detail the state establishment that actually performs political warfare.

**Russian Organizations That Pursue “Political Warfare”**

This section surveys the elements of Russian state power that are used to achieve its objectives without the use of military force. The section emphasizes the covert, nefarious, and deniable tools, rather than the overt and official ones. Nonmilitary tactics are also used in kinetic military operations, but the use of these tactics in such operations has a different character than political warfare.

Western officials and analysts have highlighted Russia’s capabilities to use political warfare to achieve their objectives. U.S. Director of National Intelligence James Clapper, for example, noted in February 2016 that Russia would likely continue to “covertly use military and paramilitary forces in a neighboring state” and to “take information warfare to a new level” (Clapper, 2016, p. 18). The context of Russian activities in Georgia, Crimea, and eastern Ukraine has increased Western attention on new generation warfare, as discussed in the previous chapter. Similarly, Oscar Jonsson and Robert Seeley highlight Russian use of “full-spectrum conflict,” including “subversion, physical and information provocation, economic threats, posturing with regular forces, the use of special forces, and the military intelligence coordinating paramilitary groups and political front[s].” They note that these tools “have been part of the Russian/Soviet lexicon of conflict for
generations,” and have been used recently in Crimea, Georgia, Moldova, and elsewhere (Jonsson and Seeley, 2015).

Russia’s nonmilitary tactics can be understood as operating in a range of geographic concentric circles. Its interests, resources, and ability to deploy tools of foreign policy are reduced, though remain significant, in the outer circles.21 In the first circle are countries directly within Russia’s sphere of influence, including the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS).22 Analysts emphasize that Russia sees itself as a regional great power, and that this leads it to “influence the domestic politics of the surrounding states” (Saivetz, 2012, p. 402). Countries in Russia’s immediate region, including Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan, have continuing close economic ties with Russia, membership in Russian-controlled treaty organizations, and in some cases significant numbers of Russians or Russian speakers. With many former Soviet citizens and a parallel experience of post-Communism, they are also likely more receptive to Russian media. In the second circle are former Soviet or Warsaw pact countries, some with significant numbers of Russian speakers, who are no longer under Russia’s influence but over which Russia retains interests (Estonia, Latvia, Georgia, Ukraine). This group is more exposed to the West and Western media, and generally far less receptive to Russian influence. A third circle includes the West and the rest of the world, especially countries that are perceived as threatening Russia or influencing its neighborhood.23

The typology in Figure 3.1 is one way to conceptualize Russia’s influence over organizations in foreign countries. It suggests a five-category schema that categorizes entities ranging from those that are
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21 See the “Regional Priorities” section of the 2013 Foreign Policy Concept, for example, which discusses “priority areas” as “the development of bilateral and multilateral cooperation with the CIS Member States,” and then goes on to discuss its relations with Georgia, the Black Sea and Caspian regions, and then the European Union, NATO and the rest of the world (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation, 2013).

22 The Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) includes Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Moldova, Russia, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan.

23 One metric of which sphere countries fall into is the price they pay for Russian gas (Abdelal, 2013, pp. 421–56).
transparently part of the Russian state to those over which the Russian state exerts no influence. Given the extensive influence of the Russian regime in its neighborhood, it is difficult to definitively assign groups to these categories, but this typology offers a first cut at highlighting the different means and approaches of Russian influence.

Still, there is some risk of exaggerating Russian influence and capabilities. Despite claims that political technologists such as Surkov direct NGOs, for example, groups whose agendas align with Russia’s goals could be legitimate and independent political organizations. Indeed, not everything that happens in Russia’s favor is necessarily initiated by Russia, just as the United States is not responsible for everything that happens in its favor.

**Diplomatic and Proxy**

Russia uses formal (diplomatic) and informal (proxy) ties with a wide range of foreign organizations as key means of influence in foreign countries, especially in its near abroad, meaning Russia’s perceived sphere of influence.

Russia has official relations with former Soviet republics through several formal institutions, including the CIS, the Collective Security and Treaty Organization (CSTO), and the Eurasian Economic Union (EEU). These institutions were created to manage the breakup or “divorce” of the Soviet Union, to compete with and counterbalance
Western institutions such as the EU and NATO, as well as to secure Russia’s influence within its region. Analysts and observers have consistently questioned the ability of these organizations to achieve their declared goals of economic and political integration, and emphasized that Russia has extensive means of influence outside of these organizations. Nevertheless, these organizations retain a role in Russian foreign policy and a means of coordination and influence with its neighbors (Saivet, 2015).

Russia’s Compatriot Policy is a principal tool of its foreign policy in its near abroad. The policy was ostensibly developed as a means for Russia to protect and maintain a connection with its “compatriots,” meaning Russians, former Soviet citizens, and their descendants living outside of Russia. The Compatriot Policy was developed following the color revolutions in the early 2000s, in which governments friendly to Russia were forced from power in favor of Western-leaning governments. Marlene Laruelle observes that the regime believed that it was losing relative to the West, and took action accordingly to strengthen its influence within its near abroad through the justification of protecting compatriots. Indeed, the Compatriot Policy has become more of a tool through which Russia can use Russian-speakers, former Soviet citizens, and affiliated groups to influence the politics of its neighbors, rather than a means to protect the interests of these individuals.

---

24 The Compatriot Policy applies to four categories: Russian citizens living abroad, individuals who used to hold Soviet citizenship, individuals who migrated from the Soviet Union or Russian Federation, and descendants of the three previous categories except those who identify with their new home country.

25 Laruelle explains, “The Kremlin’s perception that it was defeated in its neighborhood had serious repercussions and revived Moscow’s will to invest into soft power and image-making. The Presidential Directorate for Interregional and Cultural Relations (Upravlenie Prezidenta Rossii po mezhrional’nym i kul’turnym sviaziam) was put in charge of conceptualizing Russia’s new policy toward the Near Abroad. This directorate was led by another influential ‘polit-technologist,’ Modest Kolerov, who was dismissed after the 2007 Bronze Soldier scandal in Estonia” (Laruelle, 2015, pp. 9-10).

26 One report observes, “The so-called Russian compatriots, or Russians who live outside the territory of the Russian Federation, are becoming one of the most important Russian foreign policy tools to exert leverage on their host countries. ... Russian foreign policy makers officially use the notion of protecting compatriots for purely decorative purposes” (Pelnens, 2009, p. 63).
Official government organizations, category 1 in figure 3.1, play a major role in the Compatriot Policy. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs has a Department for Cooperation with Compatriots. This department leads the Compatriot Policy in collaboration with Rossotrudnichestvo, a separate agency under the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Rossotrudnichestvo’s full title is the “Federal Agency for the Commonwealth of Independent States, Compatriots Living Abroad, and International Cultural Cooperation,” and it appears designed to mirror the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID). As its full name implies, Rossotrudnichestvo’s apparent mission is to expand Russia’s influence abroad, with a focus on the CIS countries (Van Herpen, 2016, p. 36).

These agencies work in close coordination with category 2 organizations, which are formally nongovernmental but are state-funded and/or transparently work in close coordination with the state. The most prominent is Russkiy Mir, which was created by a presidential decree in 2007 with the goal of promoting the Russian language, culture, and education abroad (Sergunin and Karabeshkin, 2015, p. 352). Rather than an organization simply supporting cultural exchange, Russkiy Mir may instead be a key link between the Russian government and groups pursuing Russia’s interests. Another example is the Institute for Democracy and Cooperation (IDC), with offices in Paris and New York, which acts as a Kremlin-funded think tank, focusing on “human rights based on traditional values” (Braw, 2015; Van Herpen, 2016, p. 34). Unlike the Western foreign aid organizations that the Russian organizations are claiming to emulate, the funding by Russian government actors remains confidential. In Latvia, for example, Re:Baltica identified 20 organizations that secretly received funding from Russkiy Mir, contrary to local laws that require NGOs to list the name of their funders (Sprīņģe, Motuzaite, and Gailāne, 2012).

The regime often seeks influence through other organizations. Some of these are in category 3, formally independent organizations with no official ties but that are believed to be closely controlled proxies of the state. Perhaps the best example of a category 3 organization is the Night Wolves, a Russian biker gang with ties to Putin. Mark Galleotti

---

writes that “the 5,000-strong Night Wolves are best thought of as auxiliaries of the state,” noting that they have received significant amounts of money from the Russian government. He explains that Putin’s support of the biker gangs reflects the Kremlin’s broader strategy of co-opting potentially opposing groups: “they occupy the cultural niche that the real outlaws would otherwise colonize, and deny it to groups that would be rather less congenial for the Kremlin” (Galeotti, 2015). The Night Wolves have appeared in Crimea and elsewhere to voice their support for expanding Russian influence (one slogan of the gang is “wherever the Night Wolves are, that should be considered Russia”) (Galeotti, 2015; Walker, 2015). There are also likely other organizations in this category in which the state’s influence remains unknown or secret.

The Russian regime has a more complex relationship with category 4 organizations, which are fully independent but have an agenda that is somewhat in parallel with the regime. These organizations may receive some funding or have formal ties with the government or regime, but the regime’s influence over their decisions is more limited. For example, political parties in the region — including Yanukovych’s Party of Regions in Ukraine (“Party of Regions Hopes for Strengthening Collaboration with ‘United Russia’ Party,” 2009), Harmony Centre in Latvia, and the Centre Party in Estonia — have ties with United Russia, the governing party in Russia (Milne, 2015; “How to Deal with Harmony,” 2014). Similarly, a Russian bank has provided a large loan to the National Front in France, and Viktor Orban, the prime minister of Hungary, is reported to have links with Putin (Chazan, 2015; “The Viktor and Vladimir Show,” 2015). Despite these ties, these parties are not necessarily under the thumb of the Russian government.

The Russian Orthodox Church, also arguably in category 4, serves as an example of the Russian culture that the soft power policy is intended to defend. The Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Church have a joint commission, Putin commonly speaks supportively of the Church, and some oligarchs close to Putin fund and have close ties with the Church. Priests from the Russian Orthodox Church have also been active with the separatists in Ukraine, while the separatists have attacked non-Orthodox believers within their territory. Though the Church is generally supportive of Putin, it has not
marched in lockstep with the regime’s policy, such as by not voicing strong support for the annexation of Crimea. The Church appears to be concerned especially with avoiding alienating believers in Russia’s near abroad, and appearing too obviously as a direct proxy of the regime (Coyer, 2015).

A final group in category 4 are organizations led by wealthy individuals, often referred to as oligarchs. Though oligarchs may sometimes act as agents of the regime, they may sometimes seek to influence the regime or even act contrary to the regime’s preferences. For example, Konstantin Malofeev, a Russian billionaire who supports many Orthodox Christian causes, is believed to have been instrumental in supporting Igor Strelkov and Aleksandr Borodai in creating a separatist movement in eastern Ukraine only initially (Weaver, 2014; Luhn, 2014). Indeed, the movement in eastern Ukraine did not appear explicitly to seek the goal of separatism until Strelkov and Borodai took over control (Weaver, 2014; Luhn, 2014). Later, however, Strelkov and Borodai left their positions in the leadership of the separatist movement, likely involuntarily, and were returned to Moscow, where Strelkov has become a more active critic of the regime (Kravchenko, 2015; Roth, 2015). While Russia has clearly offered support and at times encouragement to like-minded organizations, the regime faces principal-agent problems with groups that it supports.

Russia’s influence over independent organizations is limited and specific to each context. For example, while Russia was able to nurture a separatist movement in eastern Ukraine, separatism did not spread to other cities in Ukraine, such as Odessa and Kharkiv, despite large numbers of individuals sympathetic with Russia (Pifer and Thoburn, 2014). Also, heavy-handed enforcement of Russian leadership over the separatists, including assassinations of separatist leaders, has been reported.28 It should not be assumed that an organization is controlled by the regime simply because it has links with it; rather, assessing Russian influence over a given organization requires a case-specific assessment of the relationship and political context.

Informational

The Russian government considers mass communication a vital battleground of international politics and has developed an extensive, well-funded media arsenal to facilitate its foreign and domestic objectives. Two major agencies that work for audiences outside of Russia spearhead this work: Rossiya Segodnya and RT (see Figure 3.2). It is alleged that these agencies are separate entities, though there is overlapping leadership, including the same editor-in-chief, Margarita Simonyan.

Rossiya Segodnya is part of the Russian government, a category 1 organization, intended to act as an official international information agency. The agency’s website states that its mission is to provide timely, balanced, and objective information of world events and share a variety of views on key events, including views not covered by other entities (Новости, “История агентства”). The President of Russia appoints and fires the director-general of the agency, currently Dmitriy Kiselev. Kiselev is a popular Russian anchor known abroad for his radical anti-Western views. In his own words, he aims for the agency to “restore fair attitudes toward Russia, as an important global actor with good intentions” (Vesti.ru [News.ru], 2013).

Based in Russia, Rossiya Segodnya combines radio broadcasting, news feeds, information platforms, multimedia international press centers, production and transmission of photo content and infographics, social media platforms, and content for mobile devices. While no official financial information is provided on the agency’s website, other

---

29 Accordingly, in its Foreign Policy Concept of 2013, Russia declared that it must “create instruments for influencing how it is perceived in the world,” “develop its own effective means of information influence on public opinion abroad,” and “counteract information threats to its sovereignty and security” (Russian Foreign Ministry, 2013).

30 Most Russian government-funded platforms existed before the onset of the Ukraine crisis, but Russia’s actions in Ukraine and the role attributed to Russian propaganda in the annexation of Crimea (see, for example, NATO Strategic Communication Center of Excellence, 2014) have brought to the forefront concerns about the potentially insidious influence of Russian media on international audiences.

31 Rossiya Segodnya was established on December 9, 2013, by President Putin’s decree on “Measures to increase effectiveness of state media” (see Ria Novosti, n.d.).
resources indicate that its annual funding reaches about $170 million (Tétrault-Farber, 2014).

Sputnik, an online and radio platform launched by Rossiya Segodnya in November 2014 to replace the Voice of Russia, broadcasts exclusively to foreign audiences. Sputnik claims to “point the way to a multipolar world that respects every country’s national interests, culture, history and traditions” (Sputnik International, “About Us,” n.d.). Sputnik includes websites, analogue and digital radio broadcasting, mobile applications, and social media pages; publishes materials in about 30 languages; and broadcasts news around the clock in English, Arabic, Spanish, and Chinese.

The Russian government created RT in December 2005 as a public relations instrument for promoting Russia’s positive image abroad. Unlike Rossiya Segodnya, RT is a category 2 organization: It
is registered as a nonprofit organization (TV-Novosti) and is funded through the Federal Agency for Press and Mass Communications. The organization was originally called Russia Today, and it focused mostly on cultural and news programming about Russia. Gaining little success abroad, in 2009 the network adopted a new name and refocused its coverage away from events inside Russia to delivering stories on global topics. Since then, RT’s declared objective has been to “provide an alternative perspective on major global events and acquaint international audiences with the Russian viewpoint (RT.com, “About Us,” n.d.).

RT has significantly expanded since its creation. Today, it has 22 bureaus in 19 countries and territories and employs over 1,000 media professionals (RT.com, “About Us,” n.d.). It currently broadcasts through RT International (flagship channel in English), RT America (English), Rusiya Al-Yaum (Arabic), Actualidad RT (Spanish), and the documentary channel RTDoc. In 2013, RT added a Berlin-based, full-service video agency, Ruptly, which delivers news footage from global hotspots. RT also hosts InoTV, a channel that broadcasts in Russian the news coverage of Russia from other agencies and countries. The sharp decline of the ruble at the end of 2014 forced RT to postpone its opening of new channels in German and French (Shuster, 2015, pp. 44–51), although RT now operates news websites in German and French. All RT channels present around-the-clock news bulletins, documentaries, talk shows, and debates, as well as some programming about Russia’s culture and sports. RT also boasts the popularity of its YouTube channel, where it is the number one TV news network, with over 2.5 billion views and nearly 3 million subscribers. RT sees its YouTube platform as “the core element of the network’s emphasis on multi-media news delivery” and “high engagement with the audience” (RT.com, “About Us,” n.d.). According to RT, its annual funding in 2015 was $225 million (RT.com, 2015). Other sources give much higher estimates (RT.com, “Facts vs Fiction,” n.d.).

Besides these operations, Russian-language programming created for domestic Russian audiences is made available to the public across Russia’s near abroad, where a good portion of the population understands Russian. Russian state-controlled platforms, such as Russia 24, NTV, Channel One, and RTR (Russia-1), as well as Russia’s most
popular social media platform, VKontakte, dominate the information space in the Commonwealth of Independent States and enjoy a nearly complete monopoly on Russian-language coverage in the Baltic States (NATO STRATCOM Center of Excellence, 2015).Russian media in the near abroad has maintained its attractiveness to local audiences through diverse entertainment programming, interspersed with news. The Russian government also appears to be sponsoring an intensive effort to influence social media through “troll farms.” These groups regularly post information to websites in Russia and abroad to reflect the regime’s point of view, cast doubt on Western narratives, or otherwise influence public opinion (Volchek and Sindelar, 2015). While conclusive links between the “troll farms” and the Russian government have not been established, these groups are likely separate organizations funded by the state—i.e., category 3 organizations.

**Russia’s Media Messages and Target Audiences**

Russia explains its media messaging as communication of its own legitimate viewpoint—it claims its messages counter the “Anglo-Saxon monopoly of information streams” (“Visit to ‘Russia Today,’” 2013), as well as “restore fair attitudes toward Russia, as an important global actor with good intentions” and “provide a picture that is closer to reality” (Vesti.ru, 2013). To this end, RT and other news sources emphasize that they provide an alternate view to Western mainstream media and offer space to voices on the political and social margins, such as Julian Assange. RT has, at times, also produced high-quality and even award-nominated work (RT.com, 2012).

However, when it comes to international affairs, Russian media tends to feature mostly biased, agenda-driven programming, ridden with conspiracy theories, falsified facts, and selective, largely critical,
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32 Additionally, providers such as www.kartinausa.tv, which streams programs soon after they are available in Russia, or the Swedish Modern Times Group facilitate the channels’ penetration to Lithuania.

33 An article in the Moscow Times, for example, notes that Russian authorities first used manipulation of Internet content to influence domestic politics, and since “these tools were so effective at home . . . [first deputy chief of staff of the Kremlin Vyacheslav] Volodin’s team decided to apply them to U.S. and European audiences as well” (Klishin, 2014).
At the same time, it is mostly silent on corruption, suppression of free speech, or other negative stories from within Russia. This is why many argue that Russian media abroad has been increasingly reminiscent of the Soviet-style propaganda, and is a method by which the Russian state competes with the West over Ukraine and other issues (“RT Is Very Upset,” 2014).

Unlike its Soviet predecessors, however, Russian information efforts rarely aim to persuade or convince ideological opponents of an alternative truth. Instead, the apparent intent of Russian media seems to be to confuse narratives through the use of conspiracy theories and a barrage of alternative explanations, to undermine trust toward the established media and political institutions, and to instill a belief that the truth is unattainable, thereby making it more difficult to support or condemn actions of any particular actor (Snyder, 2014). A clear example of this was Russian media coverage of the tragedy involving flight MH17—an apparent attempt to drown the Western-proposed version of events in the cacophony of multiple unlikely possibilities (“The Kremlin’s English-Language Media,” 2014). The effects of obfuscation can be powerful even if the communications do not engender belief, and these effects can be compounded if not countered by concerted and authoritative refutation backed by evidence. When accused of biased reporting, Russian producers often point to the obsolescence of objectivity, assert that bias is inevitable in all media (especially Western),
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34 The journalistic standards of Russian government-owned media have been questioned, especially during the Ukraine crisis. Britain’s broadcasting regulator Ofcom issued a warning to RT in November, 2014 after concluding that it had “failed to preserve due impartiality” in four broadcasts about the conflict in eastern Ukraine. In another case, Ofcom sanctioned the RT program “Truthseeker” for misleading and biased programming on the conflicts in Syria and Ukraine, after which the program was canceled (Jackson, 2015; Bidder, 2015).

35 In a recent study, students at the Columbia University Graduate School of Journalism in New York spent two semesters monitoring RT. According to the project’s research supervisor, Professor Ann Cooper, “on some subjects, especially what’s happening in Ukraine, RT just completely toes the Kremlin line.” Predictably, the study also noted the lack of criticism of Putin in any of the channel’s programming. Further, the students were particularly surprised by the abundance of programming on the channel that would likely appeal to a U.S. or European audience “that doesn’t trust government, is pretty cynical about government and is open to believing in certain conspiracy theories.”
and claim that the reaction to Russian reporting is the West’s reflection on its own flaws (TV Rain, Hard Day’s Night, 2015).

Overall, Russian media mirrors the regime’s generally fluid approach to ideology, which allows for the tailoring of messages in accordance with different needs and audiences. Both in Europe and in the United States, RT appeals mostly to the audiences on different ends of the political margins, similar only in their disillusionment with their governments and skepticism toward Western media. RT viewers simultaneously encompass the German right-wing fringe, the left-leaning British, the far right in France and Austria, America’s far left, staunch conservatives, and libertarians (Shuster, 2015). As Pomerantsev and Weiss note, “European right-nationalists are seduced by the anti-EU message; members of the far left are brought in by tales of fighting U.S. hegemony; U.S. religious conservatives are convinced by the Kremlin’s stance against homosexuality” (Pomerantsev and Weiss, 2014, p. 19). Such an approach to targeting and messaging indicates that Russian media puts great emphasis on understanding the political and societal landscape of each context where it broadcasts. The strategy appears to be not to create a new sentiment but to identify and tap into existing divides and grievances of the targeted audiences (Luxmoore, 2015), and then use them to promote Russia’s views and facilitate its foreign policy objectives.36

Penetration and Impact of Russian Media

According to its website, RT has a global reach of over 644 million people in more than 100 countries and is available in more than 2.7 million hotel rooms.37 These numbers, however, refer to reach, rather than actual viewership, which appears to be significantly smaller. According to the European News Market survey in 2013, RT was one of the top five pan-European news channels in terms of international reach within Europe (33 countries) (Kevin, Pellicanò, and Schneeberger, 36 Media efforts complement Russia’s other approaches to exerting influence in Europe, e.g., through the exports of natural gas and by cultivating relations with far-left and far-right parties in Europe, and with Russian investment.

37 RT cites research by Nielsen, which RT has commissioned, but the results of which are not published anywhere.
2013). However, with respect to the actual viewership numbers, RT was lagging behind most other channels (last data available from 2012): Only about 0.5 percent of the European audience who watched news tuned in to get it from RT on a daily basis, about 3.5 percent watched it monthly, and 1.2 percent logged on to the RT website to seek news there. Further, according to the British Broadcasters Audience Research Board (BARB), in August of 2015 RT’s weekly audience did not exceed 425,000 people, or 0.8 percent of total viewers in the UK (Broadcasters’ Audience Research Board, 2016). These numbers remained largely the same since October 2014 (a month before RT launched a designated RT UK channel). These numbers are also about 100,000 fewer than in 2012, when BARB started measuring RT’s UK audiences. Globally, RT’s current viewership is only half the size of its main English-language competitor, Al-Jazeera English.\footnote{In Germany, RT Deutsch currently works only as a web platform, which features one 30-minute daily news show, focused, in large part, on conspiracy theories and their perpetrators. Since the early days of its establishment in Germany, RT has acquired a reputation of being a biased propaganda channel, which made people reluctant to give interviews and otherwise partake in the channel’s activities. RT has expressed intentions to create a full German TV channel, but so far there have been few signs that these efforts are moving forward. Sputnik does not quite have the audience in Germany, has failed to acquire a radio frequency, and currently broadcasts only in certain regions.}

RT’s popularity in social media lags far behind that of the large broadcasters, like CNN or BBC. In 2014, RT’s official Twitter account had 815,000 followers, which was barely one-tenth of BBC World News’ 8.05 million followers, and orders of magnitude below CNN’s 14.9 million followers. As of the date of writing, RT had 3,379,446 fans on Facebook, compared with BBC’s 28,193,841 and CNN’s 20,976,493.\footnote{Data assessed by the authors in March 2016.} The RT numbers are surprisingly low given the amount of effort the station has put into using the Internet to reach out to a younger, more tech-savvy audience. To increase its visibility and reach, RT tries to interconnect with other websites, particularly those on the extreme right and the extreme left (Armstrong, 2015).

While the strategy of attracting audiences on the margins of the global political spectrum may have increased overall viewership, it is
unlikely to produce a coordinated response across different groups of viewers. The audience of channels like RT may pick and choose what issues it wants to hear about, particularly when getting information online (e.g., “How Americans Access Their News,” 2014). An RT report may reach environmentalists whose opposition to fracking dovetails with the Kremlin’s, but there is no reason to assume these groups are going to be receptive to the network’s editorial line on Ukraine or other issues.

RT’s emphasis on videos as a method of distributing information may have helped cement its status as the most popular news channel on YouTube, but it also means “it is broadcasting to a number of balkanized echo chambers” (Kennedy, 2014). As much as Russia may like to argue it is breaking the Western media monopoly, it is still a long way from being able to frame the debate as successfully as it is able to do at home.

For these and other reasons, Russia appears to have thus far failed to achieve its goal to boost its own image and undermine that of the United States. A 2015 Pew Research Center survey has shown that “a median of only 30% see Russia favorably in the nations outside of Russia. Its image trails that of the United States in nearly every region of the world. At the same time, a median of only 24% in the countries surveyed have confidence in Putin to do the right thing in world affairs, and there is far less faith in the Russian leader than there is in U.S. President Barack Obama” (Stokes, 2015). Opinions of Russia are more unfavorable than favorable in 26 nations, with anti-Russian sentiment particularly strong in Israel (74 percent), Japan (73 percent), Germany (70 percent) and France (70 percent) (Stokes, 2015).

However, Russian information efforts in its near abroad appear to have been more successful and farther reaching. A great majority of Russian speakers in former Soviet republics consume Russian-produced or Russian-sponsored programming (BBC, 2015), sometimes because their countries offer few alternatives in the Russian language. Through its developed and long-standing media networks in the former republics, Russia is able to maintain strong connections with its “compatriots” and shape their daily narratives both on Russia and on the countries where they live. This established rapport and connectedness
then becomes particularly important in times of crisis, as Russia is able to use its channels to transmit the Kremlin’s line. During the 2014 Crimean crisis, for example, the Russian media used its extensive presence on the peninsula to paint its own image of the events in Kyiv to aggravate the Russian Crimeans’ existing sense of estrangement from and grievances against Ukraine, and their nostalgia for Soviet unity with Russia (“Опрос” [Survey], 2013). Similarly, in the Estonian Bronze Night crisis discussed below, Russian media had a variety of established and popular channels to promote its own take on the events.

To sum up, Russia has invested significant resources and efforts in developing a diverse and sophisticated set of information channels aimed at promoting Russia’s goals abroad: improving its image, framing discussions in a way that serves Russian interests, undermining the legitimacy of Western and Western-leaning governments and institutions, etc. The success of Russian international information efforts has varied from context to context, with greater impact achieved in Russia’s near abroad than in the West. However, given an increased emphasis within Russia on “hybrid threats” and “informational warfare” (Военная доктрина Российской Федерации [Military Doctrine of Russian Federation]), Russia will most likely continue to hone and expand its information tools of influence both close to and far beyond its borders.

**Cyber**

Russia appears to be increasingly using cyber attacks as part of its political-military campaigns. Cyber warfare can be understood as one component of Russia’s understanding of information warfare. As the Estonia case study below details, cyber attacks against the Estonian government escalated following the Bronze Night incident in 2007. In Georgia in 2008, official websites were defaced; denial-of-service attacks were launched against government, financial, and news websites; and Georgian politicians’ e-mail addresses were spammed (Tikk, Kaska, and Vihul, 2010, pp. 71–74). In Crimea in 2014, there were “low-tech cyberassaults on over a hundred government and industrial organizations in Poland and Ukraine, as well as attacks on the European Parliament and the European Commission” (Matthews 2015). Russia
also seized civilian telecommunications infrastructure to control the information entering and leaving Crimea (Gady, 2014; interview with think tank analyst, 2016). In January 2016 in eastern Ukraine, there were accounts of a cyber attack against the regional power authorities, leading to a major power outage (Goodin, 2016). In July 2016, several cyber security firms and researchers claimed that Russia was likely behind cyber attacks on the Democratic National Committee, based on identifying malware previously attributed to Russian groups and evidence of the use of the Russian language in the software used in the attacks (Alperovitch, 2016; Glaser, 2016).

Russian cyber warfare capabilities draw from organizations both within and outside of the government. The Federal Security Service (FSB), Russia’s main domestic security agency, incorporated significant electronic intelligence resources from the now-disbanded Federal Agency of Government Communication and Information (FAPSI). The FSB appears to have the means for monitoring the use of the Internet within Russia and abroad, and is believed to have other cyber warfare instruments as well (Heickerö, 2010, pp. 27–31). While there has not been fully conclusive confirmation of attribution of the groups responsible for the DNC attacks, two groups, which did not appear to coordinate their efforts, have been identified: APT 28, which appears to be associated with the GRU, and APT 29, which appears to be linked to another Russian intelligence organization. These groups are also blamed for a range of other attacks against government and civilian targets in the United States and around the world (Alperovitch 2016).

Though there is growing evidence for suspecting Russian involvement in the DNC and other attacks, in general attributing responsibility to government actors is difficult. There appear to be many civilian hackers who are employed by or controlled by the state (category 3) or who are independent but whose interests sometimes align with the state (category 4). Cyber expert Jeffrey Carr notes that “hundreds of ‘black-hat’ Russian hackers” work either “at the order of Swiss bankers or Ukrainian oligarchs.” Carr also notes that many of these hackers are coopted by the FSB: “Russian hackers who are caught are given the
choice to work for the FSB or to go to jail. The FSB also has some on contract hire” (Herzog, 2011, pp. 53–54).

Military
Russia has launched a major effort to modernize its military, estimated at $700 billion up to 2020 when first announced in 2011 (Trenin, 2014). One of the priorities of this reform appears to be developing more professional forces focused on low- and mid-intensity conflict, whose mission includes tasks under the rubric of political warfare (Bartles and McDermott, 2014). These forces appear to have been used in Crimea, eastern Ukraine, and other conflicts. Russian military activities related to political warfare also include the use of overflights, exercises, and nuclear rhetoric.

A first element of Russia’s military capacity for political warfare is its specialized light infantry and rapid response forces. These include forces from a number of different organizations. One such group of forces is the airborne Vozdushno-Desantnye Voiska (VDV), composed of approximately 35,000 personnel. The VDV is an elite, mechanized force, equipped with infantry fighting vehicles and tanks, and includes parachute and air assault units. The VDV, as Bartles and McDermott note, “also act as a reliable enforcer of politically sensitive operations” (Bartles and McDermott, 2014, p. 52), dating back to Hungary in 1956. In Crimea, the Thirty-First Air Assault Brigade, which has special training as a peacekeeping unit, was reportedly flown to Sevastopol. The VDV has a relatively higher portion of contract soldiers and has benefitted from recent equipment upgrades (Bartles and McDermott, 2014, pp. 51–52, 57).

Russia also has a number of Spetsnaz (an abbreviation of sily spetialnogo naznachenya, or “special task forces”) units under various military and law enforcement organizations.40 Russian Spetsnaz forces include those with specialized training in a particular area (e.g., engineers or communications specialists) in addition to forces that conduct clandestine or sensitive missions.

---

40 For a complete list of Spetsnaz forces, see Nikolsky, 2014.
Spetsnaz appears to have a likely significant role in future political warfare. Igor Sutyagin, an analyst at RUSI, noted, “They have a range of uses. They can fight but they are also trained for intelligence work. To establish insurgencies. To control them. To smuggle arms. To wage guerrilla wars” (Jones, 2014). Similarly, Mark Galeotti identifies future roles for Spetsnaz, including acting as the "‘tip of the spear’ ... to clear that way for less nimble forces,” counter-insurgency, and acting as a “political operator” in the “same category as the intelligence services, propaganda machine, and other agents of what the Soviets called ‘active measures,’ or political warfare” (Galeotti, 2014b, pp. 9–11).

The main military Spetsnaz forces are the seven Spetsnaz brigades, which are tasked primarily with providing special reconnaissance and intelligence. The training and doctrine of these units is under the Russian military intelligence agency, the GRU, though they are operationally subordinated to Russia’s Military Districts and Fleets.\footnote{The Spetsnaz under the GRU were extensively reorganized as part of the Russian military reform following the war in Georgia in 2008. This reorganization included reducing the number of Spetsnaz brigades from nine to seven, reducing overall size of the spetsnaz-GRU, and the operational resubordination of the spetsnaz-GRU to the military districts. Tor Bukkvoll describes the reorganization as a significant “decline” for the spetsnaz-GRU (see Bukkvoll, 2015, pp. 611–14).}

Unlike Western SOF, spetsnaz-GRU appear intended mainly to provide reconnaissance in support of Russian conventional forces,\footnote{One article notes, “In short, Russian Spetsnaz brigades are doctrinally and logistically bound to the armed forces and are not intended for the kind of independent operations that Western special operation forces conduct” (Bartles and McDermott, 2014).} as they did in Chechnya and Georgia (Bartles and McDermott, 2014, p. 50, 52–53). In 2013, a Spetsnaz Special Operations Command (Komanda Spetsial’nikh Operatsiy, or KSO) was created both as a separate command within the General Staff and as a proponent for all special operations forces (Bartles and McDermott, 2014, pp. 47–52). The apparent intent was to emulate the U.S. Special Operations Command by creating a more capable force directly under the operational control of the General Staff. Accounts of the KSO differ as to its size, ranging from 500 to 1,500 (Galeotti, 2014b; Bukkvoll, 2015, pp. 611–12).
There are detailed accounts of the role of Spetsnaz in the Russian operation in Crimea, which demonstrate some of these roles. Barles and McDermott write that Spetsnaz “almost certainly arrived well in advance to secure the local support necessary for the guise of ‘polite people.’” Mark Galeotti reports that Spetsnaz forces conducted “covert negotiations with members of the local ethnic Russian elite, who arranged for masked and armed ‘self-defence militias’ (whose numbers included both local police and criminals) to begin appearing on the streets.” Subsequently, Spetsnaz “operators from the KSO and 45th opSpN were moved into the barracks of the 810th Independent Naval Infantry Brigade at Sevastopol. On February 27, these forces seized the Crimean parliament building and began blockading Ukrainian bases in Crimea” (Galeotti, 2014b, pp. 6–8). Accounts of Crimea emphasize the professionalism of the Spetsnaz, including their ability to seize critical sites while pretending to be irregulars and avoiding harm to the local population (Bartles and McDermott, 2014, pp. 57–59).

Reports of Spetsnaz activities in eastern Ukraine are less well demonstrated. There is some evidence of the presence of GRU forces, though little evidence about their activities. Sutyagin and Galeotti offer accounts of the presence of elements from the 2nd, 10th, 22nd, and 24th Spetsnaz Brigades and from the 45th Guards Spetsnaz Regiment of the VDV (Sutyagin, “Russian Forces in Ukraine,” 2015; Galeotti, 2014b, p. 8; Bartles and McDermott, 2014, p. 57). Galeotti also reports an account of “a GRU unit that was possibly an ad hoc Spetsnaz force” being used to influence the separatist leadership (Leviev, 2015; Standish, 2015). Other analysts observe that the GRU has gained the increasing trust and respect of the regime because of its effectiveness in the war in eastern Ukraine (discussions with think tank analysts, 2016).

Bartles and McDermott highlight the role of Spetsnaz as part of a larger effort to create a 78,000-strong Russian Rapid Reaction Force comprising elements of the VDV, Spetsnaz, air, and sea forces. They
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43 They further note, “One source we interviewed believed that select elements of five of Russia’s seven GRU Spetsnaz brigades (the Second, Third, Tenth, Sixteenth, and Twenty-Second) and one GRU Spetsnaz regiment (the Twenty-Fifth) participated in the campaign” (Bartles and McDermott, 2014, p. 57).
emphasize that these forces have disproportionately benefitted from an increase in resources from the Russian military reform effort. They write that “the funding priority is smaller lighter, and more mobile forces capable of handling the threats Russia is now more likely to face: small-scale regional conflicts, terrorism, proliferation, and insurgency. . . . In short, the majority of resources is being funneled to a minority of the land fighters” (Bartles and McDermott, 2014, pp. 48–49).

A second military element of Russia’s political warfare activity has been its extensive air and naval activity in and around NATO territory. NATO fighter aircraft in the Baltics moved to intercept Russian aircraft some 130 times in 2014. In one example, Sweden deployed naval forces after reports of a Russian submarine in their territory (Kramer, 2015; Frear, Kulesa, and Kearns, 2014). Steve Covington, a political advisor to the Supreme Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR), connects these activities to a larger strategy of breakout from Western encirclement: “Russia’s strategic nuclear aviation flights and maritime deployments can be seen as the modern day versions of tactical breakout actions from World War II, designed to demonstrate the Kremlin’s resolve to not accept encirclement.”

A third critical military component of Russia’s political warfare is exercises, both scheduled and unscheduled. For example, in Zapad 2013, a large number of troops (declared at 13,000 but estimated at as many as 70,000) exercised a response to attacks by “terrorist” forces from imaginary countries to Russia’s west. In addition to conventional military forces, Zapad 2013 also involved participation of special forces from the Ministry of Internal Affairs and the FSB, implying a growing desire over previous exercises to develop coordination across the Russian government. Previous exercises included a simulated nuclear strike against Warsaw and the rapid deployment of 160,000 troops (Zdanavičius and Czekaj, 2015).

---

Covington also connects these military deployments to other political, economic, and information elements as part of a strategy to “break with the norms, rules, practices of the post–Cold War period and destabilize the current security system” (Covington, 2015, pp. 9–10).
These exercises fulfill the conventional military priorities of training and the development of new capabilities. Exercises may be especially important to Russia given that a large portion of Russia’s military is composed of one-year conscripts who are not always well integrated into their units. But these exercises also likely serve a clear political purpose. Ieva Berzina claims that Zapad 2013’s main goal was strategic deterrence. Russia simultaneously emphasized the defensive character of the exercise while demonstrating Russia’s extensive military capability. Russian leaders may have hoped that this would “convince potential aggressors that putting any form of pressure on Russia or its allies is futile” (Berzina, 2015). Nevertheless, Baltic officials saw the main purpose of Zapad 2013 as intimidation, pointing to the potential of these exercises to gain leverage over Russia’s neighbors (Berzina, 2015).

Large-scale exercises and other deployments may also act as a prelude and cover for surprise military activities, as in the case of Crimea in 2014. On February 26 and 27, President Putin announced training drills and naval exercises involving around 50,000 forces that served as cover for airborne forces, naval infantry, and spetsnaz-GRU to move into Crimea (Hurt, 2014). Russia also deployed varying numbers of forces (20,000–40,000) across the border from Ukraine as the separatist campaign developed in mid-2014 (Jones and Olearchyk, 2014). These forces may have been intended to act as a strategic deterrent to dissuade Ukraine from deploying its military to intervene in the developing conflict. If so, this effort failed. While the Ukrainian military was incapable of deploying substantial combat forces to its eastern provinces early in the summer, by August it had mobilized and began to rapidly recapture territory from the separatists. Russia was forced to deploy its own forces to prevent the defeat of the separatists in late August 2014, and as of May 2015, Ukrainian officials claimed some 55,000 Russian forces remained in the area, with 8,760 on the territory of Ukraine (discussions with Ukrainian officials, 2015; Sutyagin, 2015).
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45 One Ukrainian officer observed that the troops were unprepared to even drive over a field of newly planted wheat in the spring of 2014, much less to actually fight the separatists. Only the newly created National Guard was able to mobilize significant troops. Interviews with Ukrainian officers, Kyiv, April and May 2015. (See also Finley, 2014; Faiola, 2014.)
Intelligence

Russia’s intelligence community is a critical component of its political warfare efforts. Intelligence agencies are believed to be responsible for a range of covert activities that can be integral to Russian political objectives.

Following the dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991, Russian intelligence agencies went through a significant period of reform and reorganization. The KGB dissolved into component parts, which then went through a number of changes and reforms. Many former KGB officials took advantage of the Communist Party’s resources and rose to prominent positions in politics or business (Chrissikos, 2014). For example, Vladimir Putin was a KGB officer and maintained strong links with a number of other former KGB officials to advance his career following the end of the Soviet Union (Dawisha, 2015).

Four major organizations evolved from the Soviet era institutions. First, the FSB is Russia’s main domestic security agency, with approximately 286,000 personnel (down from 386,000 in 2010). Though the FSB operates primarily within Russia and the CIS (Dawisha, 2015), where it has extensive offices and networks, it also has some limited responsibility in the rest of the world, especially for politically sensitive operations. Analysts emphasize, for example, that the FSB is more likely to be responsible than are the other intelligence agencies for activities such as bribery or subversion (discussions with analysts, 2015).

Second, the Foreign Intelligence Service (SVR) is the successor to the KGB’s foreign intelligence organization. With around 15,000 personnel, the SVR focuses on the collection of information, with activities in Western Europe and elsewhere around the world (Jane’s Sentinel Security Assessment, 2015).

Third, the Main Intelligence Directorate of the General Staff (GRU) is Russia’s military intelligence organization. The GRU is believed to have similar size and resources as the SVR. The GRU is divided into the agentura-GRU, which includes the signals intelligence and personnel stationed at embassies, and the spetsnaz-GRU, discussed above in the military section (Bukkvoll, 2015, pp. 617–18; Jane’s Sentinel Security Assessment, 2015).
Fourth, the Federal Protection Service (FSO) is responsible for top-level communications (Heickerö, 2010, p. 28). There remains significant competition over resources, responsibilities, and influence among these agencies (see Galeotti, 2016).

Intelligence organizations are often used for covert action that may have political purposes. The activities of Russian intelligence personnel in eastern Ukraine offer an example of how covert action supports Russia’s sponsorship and control over the separatist movement. Strelkov, for example, claimed to be a reserve colonel in the FSB until March 2014, and FSB “proconsuls” are likely active in the political organization of the separatists. Analysts also note significant numbers of GRU officers in separatist controlled areas of eastern Ukraine, and speculate that the GRU is likely responsible for the murder of separatist officials, thereby maintaining Russia’s control over the movement (BBC News, 2014; discussions with analysts and former OSCE officials, 2015–2016). The recent British investigation revealing that FSB agents were responsible for poisoning Alexander Litvinenko in London in 2006 also highlights the potential involvement of Russian intelligence in violent covert activities (Litvinenko, 2016).

Intelligence agencies and functions play critical roles in several of the political warfare activities described above. The FSB appears to have a lead role in cyber warfare (discussion with think tank analyst, 2015; Heickerö, 2010, p. 4). Military activities described above, including special reconnaissance, peace support, and military assistance, also depend on the support of the intelligence services. Indeed, one can think of the spetsnaz-GRU as performing both intelligence and military functions. Furthermore, reports have been made of intelligence services working closely with proxies, influencing propaganda, and conducting other tactics of political warfare. In Crimea before the war in Ukraine, for example, Taras Kuzio reports “covert support to separatist, anti-NATO and anti-American groups in the Crimea and Odessa,” and notes reports by the Ukrainian National Security and Defence Council about Russian intelligence efforts “to discredit the Ukrainian leadership with the aim of reintegrating Ukraine into Russia’s sphere of influence” (Kuzio, 2010, p. 30). Close links between Russian-funded organizations and Russian intelligence have also been reported. For
example, Leonid Reshetnikov became the head of the Russian Institute for Strategic Studies after a three-decade career in Russian intelligence, and the Estonian Internal Security Service (Kaitsepolitsei, hereafter KAPO) reports that former Russian intelligence officials are active in the Russkiy Mir Foundation in Estonia (Braw, 2015, p. 31; Conoley and Gerber, 2011).

**Economic**

Russia has extensive economic ties in Europe and around the world, which it has repeatedly attempted to use for political influence, with mixed results.

Russia possesses a wide range of economic ties with its neighbors. For example, Russia is the world’s second largest exporter of oil and gas after Saudi Arabia, the EU’s third largest trade partner, and the dominant economic actor in the former Soviet Union (European Commission, 2016; Bordachev, 2015). Many Russian companies have substantial investments in Europe and around the world.46 The nature and strength of Russia’s economic ties, and the dependence of trade partners on Russia, vary extensively across industries and across the partners. Russia tends to have the closest economic ties with the former Soviet and Warsaw Pact countries, in part because of shared infrastructure from the Soviet period. In countries such as Bulgaria, Russian companies build on Soviet-era ties to gain control over major economic assets and expand Russian economic interests, especially through the development of energy production, processing, and distribution (Bechev, n.d., p. 5). In the early 1990s, the Baltic states also had close links with Russia and Russian organizations, including through energy imports, organized criminal networks, and shared transportation infrastructure. Indeed, some Baltic analysts highlight Russia’s economic influence as a security threat (Spruds, 2012, pp. 40–49). The Baltic states, however, have taken significant measures to reduce their dependence and connections with Russia, including targeting Russian organized crime,
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46 Ongoing research by several organizations seeks to track and highlight the activity of Russian companies around the world, given the potential for economic and political influence (see, e.g., “IntelTrak,” n.d).
diversifying energy supplies, building rail networks to European standards, and encouraging investment by Nordic banks (Hanley-Girsch, 2009; Schaefer, 2011; interviews with Baltic officials, July 2015). In Western Europe, there are some key sectors and businesses who depend on trade with Russia. For example, some agricultural businesses have significant trade with Russia, and were hit hard by Russia’s 2014 embargo. In Norway, for example, sales to Russia amounted to 11 percent of overall agricultural exports. Similarly, German automakers have significant sales in Russia (Geiger, 2014; Rapoza, 2015). However, trade with Russia made up only 6 percent of overall trade volumes within the EU in 2015 (European Commission, 2016). Russia’s economic links with European countries, and hence its potential tools of influence, thus vary extensively based on factors such as the presence of preexisting infrastructure (e.g., gas pipelines or rail networks), the pursuit of diversification, and whether there is parallel political influence present to support economic levers (see also Larrabee et al., 2017).

Variation across these factors leads to important differences in the vulnerability of countries to a cutoff of Russian gas, a scenario that is often cited as a major potential Russian means of economic warfare, especially as crude oil and refined products are far more easily fungible across different suppliers (Larrabee et al., 2017). While many European countries receive a significant portion of their energy supply from Russia, the possibility of economic harm from the cutoff depends on the availability of alternative supplies, use of alternative energy resources, and flexibility to decrease consumption. In October 2014, the European Commission released a study of how a six-month cutoff of natural gas from Russia would impact the security of supply in European countries. According to the study, as shown in Figure 3.3, Finland, Estonia, Bulgaria, and the western Balkan countries were highly vulnerable and would experience shortfalls of 80–100 percent of natural gas supply, while the supply of natural gas would largely be uninterrupted in Western Europe. The study also found that sharing of natural gas resources across European countries would significantly reduce the impact in both southern and northern European countries (European Commission, 2014). Still, Russia remains a major supplier (in particular, Russia was the source of 28 percent of Europe’s natural gas in 2015 (Eurogas,
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and the long-term reduction in supply of gas from Russia would likely have significant repercussions for European energy. The EU has sought to reduce the vulnerability of European countries to a shutoff of Russia gas through rules encouraging diversification of imports, construction of interconnectors and new pipelines, and increases in production from non-Russian producers (Simon, 2015; European Commission, 2015). Even Ukraine, which was highly vulnerable to a cutoff of Russian gas, has significantly reduced its vulnerability since 2014.\footnote{In 2015, Ukrainian gas imports from Russia went from 14.5 billion cubic meters (bcm) to 6.1, with increased imports from Europe and a decrease in consumption (Varfolomeyev, 2016).} Still, while the vulnerability of Europe to a cutoff of energy supplies from Russia is declining, Europe continues to rely heavily on energy imports and other forms of trade with Russia.

Russia’s manipulation of these economic resources is facilitated, and to some degree complicated, by the close connections between Russian economic actors and the Russian state. For example, wealthy oligarchs depend on protection from and ties with the state, and may at times act on behalf of the government, while senior officials in the Russian government may take advantage of their positions to exercise their own businesses interests (Hill and Gaddy, 2013, p. 226; Pavlovsky, 2016). Jeffrey Mankoff (2009, p. 79) notes that the existence of what some refer to as “Kremlin, Inc.” — “the nexus between wealth and power” — has significant foreign policy implications, especially creating an incentive for the Russian government to act in the interest of companies with close ties with the state. Further, some partially or fully state-owned companies — including notably the majority state-owned natural gas exporter, Gazprom — may at times act as a direct proxy of the Russian state (Abdelal, 2013).

The links between Russian companies and the state has at times facilitated Russia’s political goals. For example, following the Orange Revolution in Ukraine in 2004, Gazprom significantly raised the prices for natural gas to Ukraine (which had previously purchased gas from Gazprom at significantly lower prices than Western Europe) at the same time as Ukraine experienced declining relations with Russia.
Following the repeated failure of Ukraine’s natural gas provider to pay its bills, Gazprom has several times cut gas supplies to Ukraine, in 2006, 2009, and 2013. Since much of the gas transiting Ukraine is meant for European customers, these interruptions in supplies at times impacted the supply of gas to other European countries. Gazprom’s activities may have to some degree reflected the goal of increasing revenues from Ukraine, but they also reflected Russia’s political interests in not subsidizing Ukraine as it moved closer to the West. Indeed, Russia initially appears to have demanded that Ukraine extend the lease on the naval base in Sevastopol and hold a referendum prior to any NATO accession in return for less expensive gas. Further, at the same time as Gazprom was increasing the price paid by Ukraine, Gazprom continued to provide significantly cheaper gas to other former Soviet republics (Mankoff, 2009, pp. 230–33; Abdelal, 2013; Blackwill and Harris, 2016).

In other cases, Russian companies’ presence abroad remains substantial but the political impact is less certain. For example, in Bulgaria, the Russian oil company Lukoil owns a major refinery and controls a significant portion of the country’s liquid fuel market. Several Russian banks have also made significant investments in the country (Bechev, n.d., pp. 5, 11–19). Analysts in Bulgaria claim that these and other Russian economic levers lead to political influence through the financing of political parties and other organizations, but note that Russia’s activities in Bulgaria appear limited to continuing to extract rents and enlarging its economic presence (discussions with Bulgarian analysts, June 20–21, 2016).

Finally, in some cases the Russian state more directly sought to use its economic influence to achieve political outcomes through sanctions and other measures. Russia, for example, issued counter sanctions against European imports of agricultural products in 2014 following Europe’s Crimea-related sanctions on Russia. In 2013 and 2014 in Ukraine, Putin reportedly threatened Viktor Yanukovitch, the President of Ukraine, that if he signed an Association Agreement with Europe then Russia would cut off trade with Ukraine, with catastrophic consequences for Ukraine’s economy (“Summit of Failure,” 2013; Schenkkan, 2014). Similarly, when Moldova pursued and
eventually signed an Association Agreement with Europe in 2013 and 2014, Russia introduced sanctions on a number of Moldovan products, including wine, a major export (Herszenhorn, 2013; Calus, 2014). These examples demonstrate the willingness of Russia to adopt economic measures to achieve its goals, though not the effectiveness of these measures. In the case of the agricultural countersanctions against Europe in 2014, the sanctions against Russia remain intact, while in the cases of both Ukraine and Moldova, Russia failed to achieve its objectives of discouraging further integration with the EU.

Russia has substantial economic ties with Europe and its neighbors, and has periodically sought to use these economic ties to achieve its political goals. However, there are significant limits to Russia’s economic influence, given its economic dependence on energy exports, and the alternatives available to many of its partners. Hence, though Russia can and likely will use its economic connections as a lever in the future, the effectiveness of these measures will vary depending on the circumstances.

Coordination/Leadership
Russia’s ability to execute political warfare depends on coordination across the whole of its government. The literature on new generation warfare emphasizes the need to use a range of elements of statecraft and hence improve coordination across different agencies.48

Analysts, however, are generally skeptical about the ability of Russian organizations to easily coordinate their efforts. Russian agencies are often described as separate bureaucratic kingdoms that often compete for resources and turf within the government. These agencies can be brought together at times of national crisis, but on a day-to-day basis may have little incentive to cooperate effectively (discussions with
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48 For example, one report on information warfare explains, “It is repeatedly stressed in official documents, as well as in military theory, the resources of many different government agencies need to come together to wage successful information war,” including “the Federal Security Service (FSB), the Foreign Intelligence Service (SVR), the Armed Forces, the Military Intelligence Service (GRU), the IT and mass media supervision service Roskomnadzor, the Federal Protection Service (FSO), and the Ministry for Foreign Affairs” (Franke, 2015, p. 51).
Georgiy Filimonov, the director of the Russian Institute of Strategic Studies and Forecasts, for example, observes that Russia lacks an established mechanism of cross-institutional coordination of its soft power efforts. He writes that Russia’s public diplomacy is manually directed by the country’s leadership and administered through the president’s press services and other branches of his administration, as well as through the Foreign Ministry and Rossotrudnichestvo (Yu, 2013). The head of Rossotrudnichestvo, Konstantin Kosachev, admitted that Russia’s public diplomacy suffers because of the lack of coordination and insufficient funding (“Rossotrudnichestvo razrabotalo doktrinu ‘myagkoy sily’ ” [Rossotrudnichestvo Developed the “Soft power” Doctrine], 2014).

Signs of improving coordination, however, can be seen, especially in the operation in Crimea. The National Center for the Management of Defense of the Russian Federation was recently established under the General Staff. The center appears intended to facilitate the coordination of the military with a range of nonmilitary organizations, including the Ministry of Internal Affairs, Ministry of Emergency Situations, and others. Roger McDermott cites statements from Russian officials explaining that “the driving force in creating the new center is to achieve integration of information flows into a single channel — something unique in Russian defense and security experience” (McDermott, 2014). Similarly, Rossotrudnichestvo proposed a draft strategy document intended to improve coordination among state organizations engaged in strategic communications (“O sisteme koordinacii [On a System of Coordination], 2014). Some analysts highlight the role of Russia’s National Security Council, under the presidential administration, while others note the likely leading role of the FSB.
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Samuel Charap writes, “Most significantly, Moscow coordinated the arms of national power effectively in order to achieve its objectives. In previous military operations in the post-Soviet period, Russia was not able to do so. The operation in Ukraine included the successful use of subversion, cyber, proxies, conventional military interventions and military exercises to deter and coerce, all conducted under the cover of the nuclear umbrella, which Russian officials regularly brought to the world’s attention” (Charap, 2015, p. 53).
especially for coordinating and leading Russia’s control of information (discussions with U.S. think tank analysts, 2015).

There appear to be differing views about the precise mechanisms by which the regime executes its preferred policy decisions. Russia has a strong “power vertical,” meaning the hierarchy under the president ensures that policy follows his preferences, but some have questioned the efficiency and consistency of the Russian hierarchy. For example, in September 2014, the FSB arrested KAPO officer Eston Kohver, claiming that he was on the Russian side of the border engaging in espionage from Estonia. Estonian sources instead claim that he had been investigating organized crime involving FSB agents, and some analysts suggest that the FSB may have acted without the full authorization of the Kremlin in this case (discussions with think tank analysts, 2016).

On one hand, the centralization of Putin’s control enables rapid and effective decisionmaking by the Russian state, which is clearly beneficial for effective coordination of political warfare, among other policies. On the other hand, centralization under Putin has not been entirely effective, as the presidential administration is able to coordinate only a limited number of activities (discussions with thank tank analysts, 2016). In this sense, the more that Putin directly controls, the more difficult it is to ensure that a particular government agency is following his instructions. Hence, although Russia does have a wide range of available tactics for political warfare and is pursuing increasing efforts to improve the links among government organizations, effective coordination of political warfare will remain a significant challenge.

**Russia’s Political Warfare in Estonia**

Estonia, though small (with a population of 1.3 million), offers a useful demonstration of the capabilities and limits of Russian political warfare. Estonia borders Russia, was part of the former Soviet Union, and has a substantial Russian-speaking minority. These factors give Russia a significant incentive to seek influence in the country. Russia has opposed Estonia’s policy of Euro-Atlantic integration and increasingly has sought to undermine and delegitimize Estonia’s government.
Russian activities in Estonia have been the topic of considerable study. By examining perceived Russian aggression during the Bronze Night incident of 2007, and by surveying the threat to Estonia in light of the Russian capabilities described above, this section offers a new understanding of how Russia undertakes political warfare in practice.

**Historical Context**

Russia has continuing influence and interest in Estonia, even as the Baltic nation has sought to integrate itself into Western institutions. Estonia became a Soviet republic following a particularly traumatic experience during World War II: Estonia was occupied by the Soviet Union first in 1939 following the signing of the Molotov-Ribbentrop pact, then captured by Nazi Germany in 1941, and then captured by the Soviet army in 1944. Many Estonians perceived the Soviet period as a foreign occupation. The memory of the occupation of World War II is deeply embedded in Estonia’s national history. Estonian leaders emphasize that their history guides their desire to resist Russian aggression in the future, and the country has adopted concepts of “total defence” against a potential invasion in which the entire society will be mobilized (discussions with Estonian officials, 2015). With the fall of the Soviet Union, Estonia and the other Baltic states committed themselves to Euro-Atlantic integration, and joined the EU and NATO in 2004.

During the Soviet period, many Russian speakers, including both ethnic Russians and Russian speakers from other Soviet republics, migrated to Estonia. Indeed, in 1989, the country was only 62 percent ethnic Estonians (Kasekamp, 2010). Though many Soviet citizens left after the fall of the Soviet Union, many remained. By 2011, 25 percent of Estonians were ethnic Russians, and 30 percent identified Russian as their mother tongue.

From the early 1990s, in part with the goal of solidifying Estonia as a newly independent country linked with the Estonian people,
Estonia adopted a policy of legal continuity with pre-1940 Estonia, which meant that only individuals who could trace their ancestry to before 1940 were granted Estonian citizenship. Though there has been some liberalization of Estonia’s citizenship policy (Winnerstig, ed., 2014), and many Russian speakers were naturalized, today about half of the Russian speakers in Estonia are not Estonian citizens. In 2011, approximately 54 percent of ethnic Russians were Estonian citizens, 24 percent held Russian citizenship, while 21 percent had “undetermined” citizenship, which generally meant that they had been issued “Alien” papers that permit work and visa-free travel throughout the EU. As shown in Figure 3.4, Russian speakers in Estonia are largely concentrated in two parts of the country: the capital, Tallinn, and Ida-Viru County, next to the Russian border.

Russian speakers in Estonia have consistently voiced frustration with their situation. Despite Estonia’s advanced social welfare system, poverty and unemployment rates are higher in rural Russian majority areas (according to the 2011 census, unemployment in the country as a whole was 5.3 percent, compared with 8.3 percent in Ida-Viru County). Further, Estonia’s Russians cite their ethnic origin as a top basis for discrimination and as an impediment to their workplace advancement. Many Russian speakers see integration and language policies as forced assimilation and feel they are often viewed as “others.”

Nevertheless, for several reasons, the receptivity of Russian speakers to Russian propaganda, manipulation, and recruitment is limited. One report identifies that about 37 percent of Russian speakers are either “successfully integrated” or are “Russian speaking patriot[s]” (Kivirähk, 2014). Though lower than the rest of Estonia, average incomes in Ida-Viru are higher than in the comparable Pskov Oblast in
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52 See the results of the 2011 Census in Estonia, question PC0442 (Estonia Statistics Database, 2016).
54 One 2009 survey found that “17% of Russians in Estonia could recall an incident from the last 12 months that they considered discriminatory based on their ethnicity” (EU Fundamental Rights Agency, 2010, p. 176).
Russia.$^{55}$ Anecdotal accounts by journalists visiting Russian-majority towns consistently indicate limited risks of separatism or subversion by Russian speakers in Estonia (Balmforth, 2014; “On the Border,” 2015).

$^{55}$ GDP per capita in Ida-Viru is $12,974$ compared with $5,349$ in Pskov Oblast, though Leningrad Oblast, bordering Estonia, did have high GDP per capita at $12,163$. Russia in general also has higher inequality (see Estonia Statistics Database; Knoema, “Leningrad Region—Gross Regional Product Per Capita”; Knoema, “Pskov Region—Gross Regional Product Per Capita”; Internal Revenue Service (n.d.); for inequality data, see World Bank, “GINI Index [World Bank estimate]”).
Estonian officials and analysts argue that Russia is seeking to exploit the Russian minority’s grievances as a means of exercising influence over the country. Nevertheless, Estonian officials downplay the dissatisfaction of Russian speakers, and claim that “our Russians” are not unhappy and would not rebel against the government (interviews with Estonian officials and think tank analysts, 2015).

Accounts of Russian involvement in Estonia, especially from Estonian sources, should be seen in the context of Estonia’s nation-building efforts since (re)independence. Since 1991, Estonia, as with the other Baltic states, has sought to establish an identity as an independent country reflecting the majority Estonian ethnicity. The goal of maintaining Estonian independence and identity in the country, however, has led to two contradictory trends: on one hand, Estonia recognizes a serious threat from Russia and resents Russian manipulation; while on the other hand, Estonian officials do not want to call attention to Russian grievances and thereby throw into question Estonia’s success at integration.

The “Bronze Night” as an Example of Russian Political Warfare
The “Bronze Night” incidents offer a concrete example of Russian political warfare. The events began in April 2007 after Estonian authorities decided to move a statue commemorating the Soviet victory in World War II. Russian speakers and pro-Russian NGOs quickly organized to protest the statue’s removal, escalating into riots and leading to one death, 150 injuries, and the arrest of more than 1,000 people (Kaiser, 2012). A series of cyber attacks followed the protests. Russia is commonly viewed at minimum as the perpetrator of the cyber attacks, and in some accounts as responsible for the overall crisis (“Russia Accused of Unleashing Cyber War,” 2007). Maigre describes the “Bronze Night” as “a conflict of a hybrid nature,” including “riots in Tallinn, a siege of the Estonian Embassy in Moscow by pro-Kremlin Nashi youth organization demonstrators, strong economic measures imposed by Russia

---

56 One article argues, “Russia-based botnet controllers violated Estonia’s sovereignty by interfering with the nation’s commerce, governance, and communication; the Russian government should have been held accountable to stop the DDOS” (Carey, 2013).
against Estonia, waves of cyber-attacks against the Estonian government and banking systems, and a fiery official Russian response” (Maigre, 2015). Similarly, the Estonian think tank ICDS has outlined purported examples of Moscow’s involvement “in Tallinn’s ‘crystal night,’ ” such as the direct participation of the Russian embassy and support by Russia authorities for the protest (ICDS, 2007). The implication is that Russia has the ability and intent to use tactics across a range of domains to achieve its political objectives.

This section examines the Bronze Night incident to understand Russian political warfare in general. Contrary to the description in some Estonian sources, our analysis implies that Russia did not directly instigate the crisis. Rather, Russian political warfare activities laid the groundwork that enabled the crisis to occur, reacted in support of the protests, and likely opportunistically escalated the conflict.

What Happened?
The Bronze Soldier was a Soviet monument, erected in 1947, over the reburied remains of 12 Red Army soldiers in downtown Tallinn. World War II monuments in Estonia are highly politicized. Many Estonians view Soviet monuments as a reminder of the Soviet occupation. For Russia and many Russian speakers, though, victory over the Nazis is a central element of nationalist sentiment, and many blame Estonia for collaboration with the Nazis. Russian media coverage prior to the crisis, for example, highlighted an effort by Estonian veterans groups and nationalists to erect a statue commemorating the Estonian SS Legion, though the Estonian government quickly acted to remove that statue (Brüggemann and Kasekamp, 2008, p. 448).

The Estonian government appears to have decided to move the Bronze Soldier in late 2006 to early 2007. The Estonian think tank ICDS explains the decision as the result of increasing provocation by individuals visiting the monument, including an incident on May 9,

---

57 Karsten Brüggemann and Andres Kasekamp note that the construction of the monument was “a highly political act from the start. No fighting had taken place anywhere nearby. It was simply a prominent central location suitable for following the standard approach in other major cities of the Soviet Union of constructing a memorial with common graves that could be used for ceremonial purposes (Brüggemann and Kasekamp, 2008, p. 443).
2006, “when the police had to intervene in a conflict that arose [when] persons carrying flags of the USSR assaulted persons carrying the flag of the Republic of Estonia” (ICDS, 2007). In the run-up to elections in 2007, a number of Estonian political parties raised the issue of the presence of the Bronze Soldier in downtown Tallinn as a symbol of Soviet occupation. Robert Kaiser highlights the role of the Reform Party, led by Andrus Ansip, who “used the monument’s removal as a means of mobilizing support for itself.” With Ansip’s urging, the Estonian parliament passed two laws justifying the removal of the statue, though one law prohibiting Soviet-era symbols in public displays was eventually vetoed. Partly based on its anti-Soviet rhetoric, the Reform Party did well in the March 2007 elections, joined the new coalition, and began efforts to move the statue as promised in its campaign (see also Smith, 2008, p. 426; Brüggemann and Kasekamp, 2008, p. 435).

On April 26, 2007, the monument was fenced off and covered, so that archeologists could examine the site to determine how many bodies were present. Brüggemann and Kasekamp write, “Throughout the day a crowd of over 1,000 mainly ethnic Russians gathered. In the evening riot police managed to disperse the crowd, but the protesters now headed into central Tallinn where cars were set ablaze, windows smashed and shops looted. One young man, a Russian citizen, involved in the looting was stabbed to death” (Brüggemann and Kasekamp, 2008, p. 436). On April 27, the government decided to move the statue to a safe location, and in Moscow, the Russian nationalist youth group Nashi surrounded the Estonian embassy.

Late on April 27, a series of cyber attacks began. The first phase of cyber attacks from April 27 to 29 were relatively technologically unsophisticated, leading analysts to attribute them to Russian nationalists unconnected to the government. One report described the attacks as “emotionally motivated, as the attacks were relatively simple and any

---

38 Kaiser quotes Ansip, explaining: “I see the solution to this problem in the relocation of the monument to the cemetery. . . . It has become all the more clear that the monument cannot remain in its old place. The question rose: whose word has authority in Estonia? The word coming from the Kremlin or the word from Old Town? We cannot say to our people, that Estonia is after all only a union republic, and our word in this country is not worth a ‘brass farthing’” (Kaiser, 2012, pp. 1051–52).
coordination mainly occurred on an ad hoc basis.” During a second phase, from April 30 to May 18, the cyber attacks dramatically increased in intensity and sophistication. A large botnet of approximately 85,000 computers was used to conduct distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks, official websites (including that of the Reform Party) were hacked and defaced, and domain name system (DNS) servers were attacked, temporarily disrupting Internet service in certain parts of the country. E-banking services for two banks controlling approximately 75–80 percent of the Estonian market were temporarily shut down for a period of hours on two occasions (Tikk, Kaska, and Vihul, 2010, pp. 20–22). Though the attack was clearly significant to Estonia, one U.S. analyst observed that the attack “from a technical standpoint is not something we would consider significant in scale” (quoted in Heickerö, 2010, p. 42). Russian politicians, groups, and the government responded to the crisis with strong opposition to Estonia’s decision to move the statue (Myers, 2007). The lower house of the State Duma unanimously passed a resolution accusing the Estonian parliament of “glorifying fascism” and urging President Putin to consider imposing economic sanctions. The Duma’s Committee on Foreign Relations proposed that Russia introduce economic sanctions and highlighted Estonia’s energy dependence on Russia. Russia’s Federal Council called to sever diplomatic ties with Estonia (Рожков, 2007). Russia’s Minister of Foreign Affairs, Sergei Lavrov, called the events in Estonia “disgusting” and noted that they would have “serious consequences for our relationships with Estonia” (“Tallin,” 2007”). In retrospect, two years later, Lavrov would justify Russia’s economic response by observing that the Russian public reacted with outrage to the plan to move the memorial. “Most of our compatriots understood and supported these actions,” he said (“Lavrov,” 2009).

Russian companies followed government rhetoric by effectively sanctioning Estonia, though they generally justified their actions in

---

59 The initial attack was apparently begun when instructions for executing ping commands was posted on various Russian-language Internet sites. One paper explains, “As a generalisation, though, the initial attacks on April 27 and 28 were simple, ineptly coordinated and easily mitigated” (Tikk, Kaska, and Vihul, 2010, p. 18).
other ways. The Russian Rail Company, RZhD—which enjoys a monopoly on all rail trade with Russia—stopped oil deliveries to Estonia for several weeks following the incident, claiming the need for urgent repairs. According to Estonia’s Rail Company, freight volume decreased by 35 percent in 2007 compared with 2006, raw oil by 34 percent, petroleum by 50 percent, and coal by more than 60 percent (“Ssora s Rossiej obernulas’ dlja Estonii ogromnymi poterjami” [Fight with Russia Brought Estonia Great Losses], 2007). Further, many Russian companies refused to buy Estonian products. The North Lead Alliance delayed construction of a factory in Estonia, the Akron investment company refused to finance projects in Estonia, and a chain of stores in Bashkortostan stopped selling Estonian goods (Starikov, n.d.). Authorities in the St. Petersburg region severely limited transportation through the Narva River bridge that connects Russia and Estonia. The Russian newspaper Kommersant quoted an Estonian newspaper reflecting on the crisis: “A year after the scandalous incident with the moving of bronze Alyosha’ the government counted its losses: €450 million, or 3 percent of the GDP. The Port of Tallinn especially feels its losses. It lost 13 percent of its transit turnover” (“Tallinn,” 2008).

Analysis

Estonian accounts of the crisis highlight four reasons to attribute the crisis to Russia. First, they note Russia’s influence in sustaining a narrative opposed to Estonia’s view of World War II. Second, they claim there was direct support and communication between the Russian embassy and the “Night Watch,” a youth group (allegedly supported by Russia) that appears to have played a significant role in rallying the rioters. The Night Watch was apparently established “to protect the monument from being profaned by provocateurs and vandals,” and held a number of protests against the removal of the statue prior to the

---

60 For example, Estonia’s Kalev chocolate factory was subject to a boycott (see http://psy.rin.ru/cgi-bin/news.pl?id=124331).

61 http://www.vesti.ru/doc.html?id=114941&cid=5; Similarly, a member of the United Russia’s committee responsible for work with the displaced persons and compatriots abroad proclaimed that “boycotting Estonian products — is the least of measures that Russia should take in relation to Estonia” (http://www.niann.ru/?id=315506).
Bronze Night (“A Brief History,” 2007). Third, the protests of the Estonian embassy in Moscow, by Nashi, were said to be organized by the regime. Fourth, Russian “cyber militia” or other state-controlled actors were believed to be responsible for the cyber attacks (Carey, “Cyber Militias,” 2013).

Russia did take a number of actions to expand its influence in Estonia, which likely did contribute to the protests. Furthermore, its own narrative of World War II may have set the stage for a social clash. However, scarce evidence exists that Russia initiated and executed the entire crisis. Post-hoc Russian support for the protests is not evidence of Russia’s intention to start a crisis.

Claims of Russian responsibility appear to be based primarily on the role of the Night Watch and alleged Russian government responsibility for the cyber attacks. The riots rapidly escalated on April 26, and even if Russian officials did consult with some protestors, it is difficult to believe, given the rapid growth and large scale of the protests, that they were single-handedly coordinated by Russia. Reports at the time from an Estonian official reinforce the idea that the riots were spontaneous rather than planned or carefully organized. Similarly, it appears that the initial cyber attacks were executed by nongovernmental actors. It is theoretically possible that the Russian government decided to begin its attack by appearing unsophisticated, though this seems an overly complex explanation. Though there is extensive discussion of other elements of the Bronze Night incident in Russian media, there is virtually no talk or analysis of Russia’s role in the cyber attacks in Estonia or in mobilizing protest movements there, except for Putin’s press secretary’s denial that Russia had anything to do with the attacks.

---

62 Nevertheless, an Estonian court acquitted the Night Watch of charges of riot instigation (see Sputnik, 2009).

63 One report notes, “According to Interior Minister Juri Pihl, speaking after the second night, the rioting did not seem to reflect organized preparations, planning, or clear leadership, but for the most part a mob spirit and spontaneous dynamic” (Socor, 2007).

64 The most concrete discussion was from Sergei Markov, a State Duma deputy from United Russia, who likely speaking in jest identified his assistant as the perpetrator, “About the cyberattack on Estonia … don’t worry, that attack was carried out by my assistant. I won’t tell you his name, because then he might not be able to get visas” (Coalson, 2009).
Estonia attempted to investigate and prosecute those responsible, with little success. Analysis of the events tends to highlight the absence of concrete evidence of Russian instigation, though many U.S. and Estonian sources tend nevertheless to hold Russia responsible. It is more likely that the Russian state played a role in supporting the cyber attacks during the second wave.

This review of events suggests a more interactive and opportunistic model for Russian political warfare, with Russia sowing seeds for conflict in fertile conditions and escalating the resulting unrest. Significant opposition to Estonian activities by local Russian speakers led to protests and cyber attacks by relatively untrained individuals. The Russian authorities then capitalized on the opportunity to oppose, undermine, and attack the Estonian government by imposing sanctions

---

65 Cyrus Farivar writes, “Partly because of the evidence that he’s seen, and Moscow’s reluctance to be cooperative leads made Estonian Chief Prosecutor Margus Kurm say that he is confident that the leaders of the attacks are in Russia, despite saying: “We have no evidence and no information that this was the Russian government.” Still, Kurm is pretty hopeless of ever gaining any further information that could be legally useful for prosecuting anyone for cybercrimes against the Republic of Estonia. In an interview in July 2007, he admitted to me: “The status is that we haven’t got any information from Russia and I’m quite sure that we will not get any information” (Farivar, 2007).

66 One article observed, “The Russian government denied responsibility, and outside experts found the evidence of official government involvement weak. Mikko Hypponen, chief research officer at security company F-Secure, feels that the attacks would’ve been more effective if the Russian government had been involved. The maximum bandwidth used was roughly 90 Mbps, with 10 attacks lasting 10 hours or more . . . By comparison, in May 2006, the antispam company BlueSecurity was forced to shut down by a retaliating spammer who used tens of thousands of machines in a DDoS attack amounting to 2 to 10 Gbps of fake traffic” (Lesk, 2007).

67 A CNAS report explained: “In 2007, Estonia was deluged by cyber attacks. All signs pointed to Russian involvement: Many of the cyber attacks themselves were traced to Russia; many of the attack tools were written in Russian; many of the corrupted Estonian websites were polluted with strong nationalist Russian reactions; numerous Russian politicians openly supported the attacks; and the Russian government refused to stop or even investigate the attacks. Russian police simply remained on the sidelines.” Nevertheless, these activities could be expected if Russia supported the attacks but did not initiate them. Similarly, Stephen Herzog observed, “While we may never know the true extent of Kremlin involvement in the cyber attacks on Estonia, it is clear that Russian officials encouraged the hackers by accusing Tallinn of altering history, perpetrating human rights violations, and encouraging fascism” (Denmark and Mulvenon, 2010, p. 170; Herzog, 2011, p. 53).
against Estonia; encouraging the activities of its proxies, including the directly controlled Nashi; and escalating the cyber attacks. Estonian officials emphasize that Russia retains the ability to begin a protest through its networks in Estonian society (discussions with Estonian officials and think tank analysts, 2015). While this may be true, the size and legitimacy of protests and the severity of the unrest depends on the overall environment as much as on Russian actions.

**Current Russian Means of Influence in Estonia**

Estonian government agencies are deeply concerned with the ongoing and cumulative effects of Russia’s activities to destabilize the country, Merle Maigre, an advisor to the Estonian president, notes that there is “nothing new” in Russia’s tactics in Estonia (Maigre, 2015). KAPO compiles an extensive dossier of Russia’s subversion efforts in its annual reports. The 2013 report explained that “Russia wants to expand the Russian empire using Russian-speaking residents as one of its tools. The need to protect Russian people is used as an excuse for aggression, although it clearly ignores facts that the entire world can see and hear through the free media” (Estonian Internal Security Service [KAPO], 2013, p. 2). Perceived Russian activities in Estonia can be roughly divided into the same categories as in the previous section.

**Diplomatic and Proxy**

A wide range of pro-Russian organizations in Estonia have varied links to the Russian government. These organizations may simultaneously undertake actions with no apparent coordination.

Some category 2 organizations are formally independent but transparently funded by the Russian government, generally through Rossotrudnichestvo and the Compatriot Policy. The Russian embassy in Tallinn reportedly has led a “Coordination Council of Russian Compatriots,” which criticized Estonia during the Bronze Night incident.

---

68 Specifically, the “The Fund for the Legal Protection and Support of Russian Federation Compatriots Living Abroad” (see Winnerstig, 2014, p. 40).
for breaking up “antifascist clashes” (Winnerstig, 2014, p. 43). The Compatriot Policy also funds a “Russian Ombudsman,” who claims to represent the interests of ethnic Russians (Winnerstig, 2014, p. 41). Russian backed groups include the “MTÜ Impressum,” a “media club” hosting Russian media figures in Tallinn (Estonian Internal Security Service [Kaitsepolitsei], 2013, pp. 8–9). Russia also sponsors youth camps through Rossotrudnichestvo, which KAPO claims are closely connected to the GRU (Estonian Internal Security Service [Kaitsepolitsei], 2013, pp. 8–11).

Some category 3 organizations, while they claim to be independent, are likely proxies of the Russian regime. These include “anti-fascist” organizations in Estonia, such as Mir Bez Natsizma (World without Nazism [MBN]). An umbrella organization present throughout the post-Soviet world, MBN claims to have 14 member organizations from Estonia, including the Night Watch. These 14 organizations are likely small, with overlapping membership, perhaps indicative more of Russia’s tendency to create fake or virtual organizations than a real differentiation of opinion among Russian speakers in Estonia. The Night Wolves, the biker gang linked to Putin, also appear to be active in Estonia and seeking to expand.69 Estonian news sources noted concern about the Night Wolves’ plans and suspicion at efforts by the Night Wolves to transport embargoed supplies from Estonia to the separatists in the Donbas (“Russian Bikers Help Estonia to Send Humanitarian Aid to Donbass,” n.d.). Some representatives from Russian-speaking Estonian organizations welcomed the Night Wolves, while others expressed concern about the Night Wolves “con[spiring with authorities and scary]ng young people” and bringing unwanted hostility

---

69 Galleotti describes a potential scenario in which “the Kremlin-backed Night Wolves motorcycle gang tries to force the border into Narva, unarmed but in numbers,” complementing events such as protests by Russian speakers in Narva or bombs in Tallinn (Galleotti, 2015).

70 The leader of the volunteer group Dobrosvet near Tallinn offers a good example of the loyalty of many Russian speakers to Estonia—though her group collects humanitarian aid for Night Wolves to ship to the Donbas through Russia, her son will serve in the Estonian army—she notes, “Russians in Estonia’ already have a different mentality.” (See “On the Border,” 2015).
in Estonia (“Moscow Bikers’ Club with Links to Putin May Expand to Estonia,” 2013).

Some category 4 organizations have independent decisionmaking authority but may share an agenda with the Russian regime. These organizations tend to have constituencies and legitimate concerns for the Russian-speaking population. The Legal Information Centre for Human Rights (LICHR), for example, cooperates with Amnesty International and has criticized Estonia’s policy toward the Russian population. The KAPO has noted that funding for LICHR comes from Russia (Winnerstig, 2014, p. 47; Braw, 2015; Poleschchuk, 2014). Other groups with a similarly declared agenda include the “Russkaja Shkola Estonii” (Russian School of Estonia), which backs Russian language schools, and the Estonian Aliens Union, which seeks support from Western leaders on citizenship issues (“Union of Non-Citizens of Estonia”).

The Centre Party in Estonia, which receives most of its support from Russian speakers and was the second largest party in the last elections, also falls in category 4.71 Despite its size, the Centre Party has not been included in political coalitions, in part because of concern that it might be influenced by Russia (“On the Border,” 2015; discussions with Estonian officials and think tank analysts, 2015). Furthermore, the KAPO accused Edgar Savisaar, the leader of the Centre Party, of seeking money from Vladimir Yakunin, the head of the Russian Railway Company, to build an Orthodox cathedral, precipitating the “Eastern Money Scandal” of 2010. Vadim Poleschchuk, of the pro-Russian LICHR, countered that the KAPO appeared to have inappropriately listened in on the discussions of the leader of an opposition political party (Savisaar), the Estonian media had unfairly accused Yakunin of being a member of the KGB, and the Orthodox Church was not controlled by the regime (Poleschchuk, 2014, p. 50). Nevertheless, the Centre Party is believed to have a formal agreement with United Russia, presumably in exchange for funding. Russian media

71 According to the LICHR, in 2011 the Centre Party was “supported by 81 percent of Russian-speaking citizens and 11 percent of enfranchised Estonians,” who are generally lower-income and older Estonians (Poleschchuk, 2014, p. 14, 17; discussions with Estonian official, 2015).
also shows positive programming toward Centre Party figures (FOI, 2010, pp. 50–51; Grigas, 2012; Tagel, 2015).

**Informational**

Russian speakers are often described as living in a “different information space” from Estonians. Russian speakers watch TV stations broadcast primarily from Russia, including PBK, a Russian-language station rebroadcasting Russian media;\(^\text{72}\) Rossia/RTR, a widely watched Russian station; NTV, which is owned by Gazprom; and RTV, broadcast by RT (Kaljurand 2015; Loit, n.d). Analysts and observers explain the preferences of Russian speakers for Russian language media as being due to better content. Many of the stations have high-quality Western programs (e.g., *Game of Thrones*), occasionally interspersed with news. The news broadcasts, following the models of broadcasts within Russia, are generally subtle in promoting the regime’s messages (Kaljurand 2015; interview with think tank analyst, 2015).

**Cyber**

A major vulnerability in Estonia is cyber attacks. Estonia is one of the most networked societies in Europe—the entire government operates online, partly as preparation to move the government infrastructure abroad in case of a Russian attack. In 2014, the KAPO reported an “advanced persistent threat” that repeatedly targeted Estonian government networks (Estonian Internal Security Service [Kaitsepolitsei], 2014, p. 19). While Estonian sources highlight the role of the FSB in cyber warfare, there is little information to conclusively link ongoing cyber attacks with the Russian government (Estonian Internal Security Service [Kaitsepolitsei], 2013, p. 13). Indeed, as one cyber security official in Estonia explained,

> [Russia] does not correspond to our principle of a state with separation of powers, with a functioning civil society, where organised crime also stands separate from the state. Over there, it is all

---

\(^{72}\) BMA, which controls a variety of stations, is co-owned by “Russian-born Latvian businessman Oleg Solodov and Russian citizen Alexei Plyasunov” (Krutaine and Sytas, 2015; Springe, Motuzaitė, and Gailāne, 2012).
intertwined. Therefore, a cyber attack issued from Russia may come from a criminal organisation or a youth organisation or wherever. But even while it is often technically complicated to ascertain the source of an attack, we can always use our common sense and analytical mind: if the attack was politically motivated, there might be someone behind it with political motives (Pau, 2015).

Hence, while Estonia highlights the threat from Russia, it recognizes that it faces a wide range of potential cyber attackers with parallel agendas, even if they are not directly controlled by the Russian state.

**Intelligence**

Russian intelligence is believed to be active in Estonia, as shown by several cases of apparent Russian espionage. In December 2014, the FSB claimed it had an agent, Uno Puusepp, who had operated for 20 years in the KAPO (“FSB Reveals It Had Agent in Estonia Intel for 20 Years” 2014). As discussed above, according to Estonian authorities, the FSB also operated in Estonian territory when they seized KAPO agent Eston Kohver in September 2014 (interviews with Estonian officials, 2014). After being sentenced to 15 years’ imprisonment by a Russian court, Kohver was exchanged in September 2015 for Aleksei Dressen, a KAPO officer convicted of working with the FSB. In 2013, the KAPO announced that Vladimir Veitman, who had been working for the KAPO since 1991, in fact had been recruited by the SVR. In 2009, Estonia caught Herman Simm, an official in the Ministry of Defence, who had shared NATO classified information with Russia (Schmid and Ulrich, 2010). KAPO reports claim the SVR, FSB, and GRU are active in Estonia (Estonian Internal Security Service [Kaitsepolitsei], 2013, pp. 13–17).

**Economic**

Estonia does have significant economic relationships with Russia, and Russian actions taken after the Bronze Soldier incident cost Estonia 1.85 percent of its GDP.

A significant volume of Russian goods is transported through Estonia, especially Estonian railways. An estimated 80 percent of rail traffic in Estonia is transshipment, as Estonia shares the same rail
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gauge as Russia. Rail traffic in Estonia dropped significantly in 2007 following the Bronze Night incident, potentially pointing to Estonia’s vulnerability to Russian leverage. However, Estonian officials are actively considering changing the rail gauge to an EU standard, which would diminish Estonia’s attractiveness as a transit country. This follows a continuing trend of Estonian officials insisting that they intend to deepen ties with the West over those with Russia (Schaefer, 2011; discussions with Estonian officials, 2015).

Estonia depends on Russia for some of its energy supplies, especially natural gas, but its dependence affects a relatively small portion of energy supplies, and that portion is declining. Estonia currently receives all of its natural gas supplies from Russia, and is hence vulnerable to a cutoff in supply. However, EU estimates indicate that by sharing gas with its neighbors, Estonia could replace 40 percent of its supplies (European Commission, 2014). Furthermore, natural gas represents a relatively small portion of the Estonian energy supply — only 6.4 percent of total energy consumption in 2014 — and the opening of the Klaipeda LNG port in Lithuania in 2015 enabled Estonia to further diversify its supply (Eurostat, 2016; Rapoza, 2015). Estonia does not import electricity from Russia, but Latvia and Lithuania do, and they re-export some of this electricity to Estonia. Russia could theoretically cut off electricity supply to the Baltic countries, though not without also cutting off Kaliningrad. Overall dependence on Russia for electricity in the region is declining with new interconnections with the European electricity supply (Larrabee et al., 2017, pp. 31–33; Kropaite, 2015).

Finally, Russia has significant trade and investment with Estonia, though not to the point that a trade embargo alone would deeply undermine the Estonian economy. Exports to Russia constituted more than 10 percent of the export market share for Estonian agricultural, livestock, and fishery goods, hence pointing to Estonia’s vulnerability to ongoing Russian countersanctions against European agricultural goods. However, these goods constitute a very small portion of Estonia’s overall exports to Russia, and Estonia has been consistent in its support for sanctions against Russia (discussions with Estonian officials, 2015; Larrabee et al., 2017, pp. 31–33).
Conclusion

This chapter has examined Russian thinking and practices regarding political warfare. Russia’s political warfare activities are informed by Russian understanding of new generation warfare, by Russian and Soviet historical uses of political warfare, and by recent Russian domestic politics. While Russia has wide-ranging capabilities, including proxies, nonkinetic use of military forces, information activities, cyber warfare, and economic influence, these tools are not unlimited and are generally used in specific contexts in limited and opportunistic ways. Based on the observations above, we highlight three central observations about Russian political warfare that have important implications for defense and deterrence against Russia and for adapting U.S. and allied political warfare to be more effective.

Russian Political Warfare Is a Response to Western Political Warfare

Analysis of Russia’s understanding of contemporary political warfare indicates that Russia sees itself largely on the defensive. Many analysts have sought to demonstrate an alignment between political warfare activities in Ukraine and writings on new generation warfare, pointing to the adoption of political warfare as an offensive strategy.

However, our own analysis of primary sources, as well as observations from other close examinations of the Russian military discourse, emphasize that the Russian leadership sees a major deficit in its own ability to use and coordinate soft power and political warfare tools. Russian intelligence services and other actors compete and often collide in conducting their missions and are at times pursuing divergent agendas. Russia tends to overestimate the role of the United States in spurring democratic and liberal revolutions through the Maidan protests, color revolutions, Arab Spring, and so forth. The tendency of the Putin regime to see these events as artificial developments of aggressive Western policy is likely reinforced by Putin’s own history in Soviet intelligence and the semi-democratic character of Russia’s regime. Understanding Russia’s true motivations and mind-set is critical to developing approaches that will deter rather than galvanize aggressive behavior.
Russian Political Warfare Stokes Conflict and Capitalizes on Crises

Rather than manufacturing political crises from start to finish, Russia appears to operate by creating pressure and intensifying social divides, and then taking advantage of crises once they emerge. This tendency is clearly visible in the case of the Bronze Night. Russian propaganda and narratives directed at Russianspeakers set the stage for the denouement of the crisis, and Russia provided financial and other support to groups that played important roles, the Night Watch being the best example. But Russia does not appear to have initiated the crisis, and its activity in the crisis appears to be reactive. Similarly, in eastern Ukraine, though the entire story is not yet fully clear, it seems that Russia supported counter-Maidan protests by Yanukovich’s Party of Regions and backed propaganda claiming that the Maidan protesters were fascists (Meek, 2014). Once the protest movement grew with limited Russian support, Strelkov, Borodai, and others, possibly at the urging of the Russian leadership, encouraged the shift into a separatist movement, taking advantage of economic grievances and the close links between Russia and the Donbas (Zhukov, 2014). Again, Russia reacted to a crisis that emerged out of tension that it had helped create.

This opportunistic mode of operation is consistent with Russian descriptions of Putin’s strategic thinking. In a public lecture, Lukyanov described Putin as “not a strategic thinker” — rather, Putin is “prepared for any development” and ready for “immediate reaction” (Lukyanov, 2016). Similarly, Sergei Pugachev, a former aide, noted, “Putin is not someone who sets strategic plans; he lives today” (Bullough, 2014). Monitoring and tracing Russia’s effort to feed crises may therefore be critical for U.S. and NATO efforts to counter Russian political warfare. Understanding financial flows and the ways in which Russia’s network of loosely affiliated proxies and organizations operate is also essential.

Russian Political Warfare Depends on the Geographic and Political Context

Russia’s use of political warfare is constrained and determined in part by the geographic and political context. Its capabilities and influence appear noticeably greater within the post-Soviet world and its near
abroad. For example, the “Regional Priorities” section of Russia’s Foreign Policy Concept identifies, in decreasing specificity, goals for the CIS Member States, neighboring countries such as Georgia, the EU and NATO, the United States, the Far East, and the rest of the world. The FSB, with primary responsibility for Russia and the near abroad, has significantly greater resources than the SVR, which has greater responsibility for Western Europe and the United States. The FSB also relies on preexisting networks from the Soviet period, implying that it is more difficult, though certainly not impossible, for the FSB to operate effectively beyond the post-Soviet world. Russia’s media and information activities also seem significantly more effective in Russian-speaking areas than in Western Europe. Finally, surveys and research on Estonia, eastern Ukraine, and other parts of Russia’s near abroad emphasize that while some individuals remain close to Russia and are quite responsive to Russian propaganda, others are increasingly integrated into the West and correspondingly less responsive (Kivirähk, 2014; Pifer and Thoburn, 2014). Russia certainly can exert influence outside of its near abroad, as it has in Syria. Nevertheless, Russia’s influence and leverage are likely to be proportionately greater in its region, given factors including the presence of Russian speakers, preexisting linkages with the target society, low economic development, and a shared Soviet narrative.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Case Study: Iran

Political warfare is a central component of the Islamic Republic of Iran’s strategy to resist and defeat U.S. influence in the Middle East. Iran’s perceived military disadvantages relative to the U.S. strongly influences its use of political warfare, which includes information operations, use of media, political manipulation, and economic domination. According to Iranian officials, the Islamic Republic’s ideology of resistance and its skill in conducting political warfare allow it to offset U.S. power in the Middle East. In particular, they believe that Iran’s position as a “natural” power in the region and leadership of an “axis of resistance” — composed of Lebanese Hezbollah, the Syrian regime, pro-Iranian Palestinian groups, and several Shi’a Iraqi militias — allows it to counter American “imperialism” in the region.

Amid the transformations taking place in the Middle East in recent years, Iran has employed a robust political warfare strategy in an effort to expand its regional power. The 2003 overthrow of Saddam Hussein and the installment of Shi’a Iraqi parties in Baghdad provided Iran with unprecedented influence in Iraq. The rise of the Islamic State in Syria and the Levant has also provided Tehran with unique opportunities to wield political power in its western neighbor. In defending Syria’s Bashar al-Assad government, Iran has also engaged in political warfare, albeit in a more challenging context that lacks a significant Shi’a population and sees the Damascus regime besieged by foreign-backed militants. Nevertheless, Iran’s political warfare skills will continue to present a unique challenge to U.S. interests for the foreseeable future. Iran’s ideology of resistance may have lost much of its appeal since the Arab uprisings and the Syrian war, as Iran’s reputation in the
Arab world has declined markedly since those events started. But Iran continues to champion marginalized Shi’a groups under the threat of Sunni jihadism. This alone provides Tehran with substantial influence and leeway in the Arab world.

This chapter will first explore the philosophy underpinning Iran’s use of political warfare. The chapter will then examine the means by which the Iranian regime employs its strategy in the political, religious, cultural, economic, and military spheres, with a particular emphasis on Iranian activities in Iraq and Syria.

**Iran’s Views of Political Warfare**

Iran’s historical memory of foreign manipulation, combined with its sense of national importance, continues to shape its conduct of political warfare today. The Iranian regime believes itself to be under a permanent state of siege, while at the same time fulfilling its role as a defender of the downtrodden in the face of Western imperialism.

A one-time superpower, Persia had become a relatively weak and backward nation-state by the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. It was never colonized by Western powers, but British, Russian, and then American interference in its internal affairs was a rather common and, from an Iranian viewpoint, humiliating occurrence. Iran’s 1979 revolution, which overthrew the authoritarian U.S.-backed Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, was at its heart an anti-imperialist struggle.

Today, Iran’s current supreme leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei believes that the United States is opposed to the very “essence” of the Islamic Republic rather than simply its regional activities. In particular, Khamenei believes that Washington is seeking to foment a “velvet revolution” against the regime through the promotion of Western democracy, support for civil society, and psychological warfare. In September 2015, Khamenei warned a group of Islamic Revolutionary

---

1 Khamenei believes that the United States was behind the so-called color revolutions that occurred in several former Soviet republics, including Ukraine and Georgia (Khamenei.ir, 2016).
Guards Corps (IRGC) commanders: “Economic and security infiltration is not as important as intellectual, cultural, and political infiltration” (“Enemy’s Infiltration,” 2015). According to the supreme leader, one of the main techniques of the evil empire’s soft war is to create discord among the people of a society.²

The Islamic Republic has adopted an anti-imperialist liberation ideology as a core pillar of its foreign policy. According to the Iranian elite, the United States has replaced Great Britain as the Middle East’s chief imperial power. Having “liberated” Iran from Western imperialism, the Islamic Republic feels it must now help free its Muslim brethren across the region from the yoke of foreign control.

Iran’s political warfare is aimed at countering the United States, Saudi Arabia, Israel, and ISIL at the same time; many in Iran view each to be part of a broad conspiracy to defeat the Islamic revolution. According to Khamenei, the United States seeks to maintain instability in the Middle East in order to justify its continued presence (Khamenei, 2015). Iranian officials believe Israel to be at the forefront of Western colonialism in the Middle East. The Islamic Republic has long championed the Palestinian cause and made it a central part of its political warfare in the region. But as the region’s conflicts have increasingly broken down along the Sunni-Shi’a divide, Iranian leaders have viewed Saudi Arabia as their chief ideological rival due to the kingdom’s espousal of Wahhabism, an interpretation of Sunni Islam that considers the Shi’a to be heretics. The Iranians blame the Saudis for the rise of ISIL, whose ideology tracks closely with the Saudi official religion. Many of the Iranian elite also argue that ISIL was created, either indirectly or directly, by American actions in the region. Khamenei argues that the United States sees the spread of extremist groups such as ISIL as a means of breaking up countries into smaller, more easily controlled pieces (Khamenei, 2015). Therefore, the conflicts enveloping the region are not sectarian in nature, but “a war between those devoted to the goals of the United States and the West versus supporters of the independence of nations” (“Tahlil-e Rahbar-e,” 2014). The Chair of the Supreme Council for

² Khamenei’s sensitivity to perceived Western political warfare greatly increased after the 2009 Green Movement protests (Gholamzadeh, 2015; Wastnidge, 2014).
National Security, Ali Shamkhani, claims that the United States supports ISIL in order to “instill fear and instability” among the people of the region and to prevent them from “determining their country’s destiny” for themselves (“Firoozabadi,” 2014). And Armed Forces Chief of Staff Hassan Firoozabadi has questioned why it was so “easy” for ISIL to conquer Mosul, claiming that the capture of the key Iraqi city was planned by the United States and Israel in cooperation with former Baathist generals (Fars News Agency, 2014).

For Iran, having soft power is more important than having hard power. Shaping people’s morals and desires is a more durable form of power than simple diplomatic treaties. According to Khamenei, while countries most often seek support from others through economic, political, and military means, that is only a source of temporary influence (Haghhighatkhha, 2013). Once the treaties and contracts end, the influence ends. Rather, leveraging shared culture, religion, and civilization is longer lasting. According to Khamenei, “The principal target of the Islamic Republic are the peoples” of the region (Haghhighatkhha, 2013). Influencing hearts and minds can speed up and deepen the strategic influence of Iran, and it is less costly. Thus, among the panoply of political warfare tactics, the subset of “soft power” tactics aimed at cultural and religious influence represent the heart of the Iranian approach.

But in reality, Iran’s conduct of political warfare is also motivated by its inherent weakness in the face of U.S. power, although it is never depicted as such by Iranian officials. Iran is a developing country with limited economic and military capabilities, especially when compared to the United States and its regional allies. Therefore, it must revert to asymmetric tactics. In addition to supporting proxy groups such as Hezbollah and Iraqi Shi’a militias, Iran views political warfare to be an integral nonmilitary asymmetric capability that can offset American military, economic, and political influence.

Iranian officials are sanguine about Iran’s strength in the region, which they deem to be a result of the success of its ideology. According to the narrative, Iran’s soft power — specifically regarding the religious and cultural realm — is increasing to the point that it could become “a consequential cultural axis in the region and the world” (Hossein and Alamdari, 2008). In Khamenei’s words, “This strength, this [regional]
influence, is precisely because of the revolution. Were it not for the revolution; were it not for the revolutionary spirit; were it not for the revolutionary actions, this influence would not exist” (Khamenei, 2015). Khamenei argues that if foreign powers are removed from the region, the people—whose will is influenced by Iran’s Islamic revolution—will inevitably come to power (Abdollahian, 2013).

**Methods and Agencies of Political Warfare**

Over the past several decades, the Islamic Republic has developed a range of political warfare tactics that it employs to counter U.S. influence, the most predominant of which are using proxy militias to manipulate local politics to Tehran’s advantage; employing religious ideology to recruit and inspire militants; using economic influence as a means of political leverage; engaging in psychological warfare and propagating the Islamic revolution’s ideology through its national broadcasting network, NGOs, and loyal proxies; engaging in cultural and religious diplomacy efforts; and co-opting grassroots movements. The extent to which Iran emphasizes each tactic depends on the political and social context of each target country.

Iran’s proxy militias play a prominent role in Tehran’s political warfare strategy in ways that complement their asymmetric military capabilities. Iran’s expeditionary force, the Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps Qods Force (IRGC-QF), leads these efforts. It is responsible for training pro-Iranian militants across the Middle East and beyond. Through loyal militias, Iran intimidates political actors and manufactures political crises that it must then be called in to resolve. It has encouraged militias to establish political organizations, with Lebanese Hezbollah serving as the most successful example of this tactic. At the same time, Iran backs and often establishes competing militias in order to provide it with strategic options and to prevent any one group from becoming too powerful. A constant proliferation of new militias may also be intended to confuse the enemy as to their origins, thus providing Iran with plausible deniability for violent actions. Ambiguity regarding the level of Iranian control over the groups could also serve
to make local actors’ Islamic resistance ideology appear to be merely inspired by the Islamic Republic rather than Tehran-directed propaganda. Meanwhile, in their training camps, the IRGC-QF attempts to impart to trainees the spiritual inspiration its fighters experienced on the front lines of the Iran-Iraq War.

Iran also engages in political warfare through economic means, focusing especially on gaining market share in weak economies and using its newfound influence to pressure host governments. For instance, when Baghdad cracked down on pro-Iran militias in 2008, Tehran exploited Iraq’s dependence on Iranian electricity by cutting off power to Basra (Sullivan, 2009). In Syria, Iran has taken advantage of Assad’s isolation by stipulating that the billions of dollars in credit extended to Damascus be used mostly on purchasing Iranian goods and services (Yazigi, 2015). However, Tehran rarely exerts economic pressure in such overt ways, making it difficult to assess the extent to which economic power is being leveraged for political warfare purposes. But at the same time, the Islamic Republic’s control over so much of the Iranian economy — either through state-owned enterprises, IRGC-affiliated companies, or multibillion-dollar religious foundations (bonyads) — provides it with opportunities to incorporate its business ventures within an overall political warfare strategy.³ Often, Iran appears to have used enticements rather than threats to achieve its political objectives. Throughout the presidency of Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, Tehran sought to escape international isolation by providing economic incentives to African and Latin American countries, likely in exchange for diplomatic support of its nuclear aspirations and anti-imperialist stance. For instance, beginning in the mid-2000s, Iranian economic cooperation and investment in Mauritania increased in parallel with the African country’s diplomatic move away from Israel (Szrom, 2010). Meanwhile, Tehran rewarded Bolivian president Evo

³ Religious foundations are not subject to public financial scrutiny, and are answerable only to Supreme Leader Khamenei. The Foundation of the Oppressed and War Veterans owns hundreds of subsidiaries, through which it has invested in energy, engineering, and multiple other industries throughout the world (Thaler et al., 2010; Ilyas, 2009).
Morales’s anti-American stance with promises of a $1 billion investment in its weak industrial sector (Garcia and Hudson, 2007).

Psychological and ideological operations are integral to Iran’s foreign policy. As a government borne out of revolution, it understands the importance of propaganda (Eistenstadt, 2010). According to Michael Eisenstadt, “Whereas the United States undertakes information and psychological operations to support its military operations, Iran frequently undertakes military activities (i.e., displays of force and surrogate terrorist operations) to support its propaganda and psychological warfare operations” (Eistenstadt, 2010, p. 2). As such, it most often seeks victory through demoralizing its enemy rather than through traditional military victory—for instance, conducting a war of attrition against American troops in Iraq and Afghanistan or terrorizing enemy civilians. Iran’s depiction of the 2006 Lebanon war as a victory for Hezbollah is an example of its information operations.

The Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting (IRIB) is a central component of Iran’s information operations. IRIB controls all Iranian broadcasting, as the constitution prohibits private broadcasting networks (Pahlavi, 2012, pp. 21–33). IRIB has branches in 45 countries, and it has five foreign language news channels (Pahlavi, 2012, pp. 1–14). It also provides some programming for Hezbollah’s Al-Manar station (Wastnidge, 2014, pp. 1–14). Iran’s use of IRIB to target regional audiences became more pronounced in 2003, following the U.S. invasion of Iraq, when IRIB established the 24-hour Arabic-language channel Al-Alam. The channel has over 50 reporters in around 40 countries, with offices in Gaza and Ramallah. It broadcasted around-the-clock coverage of the 2006 Lebanon war in an attempt to enhance the “axis of resistance’s” influence throughout the Middle East.4 Iran launched its English-language channel PressTV in 2007. PressTV is dedicated to improving Iran’s international image and countering American “propaganda” across the world. The channel receives over $25 million per year from IRIB (Pahlavi, 2012, pp. 21–33). In 2011, IRIB launched its Spanish-language channel HispanTV, which airs throughout Latin

4 IRIB’s other Arabic-language channel is Al-Kowthar, which was created in 2006 and focuses on Shi’a religious programming (Harsin, Tavisarkani, and Jafari, 2009, pp. 225–69).
America. Then-IRIB head Ezatollah Zarqami claimed that HispanTV would play “a major role in reflecting the ideological legitimacy of our system to the world” (Black, 2010). Iran tailors its channels to the tastes of the intended audience. For instance, while PressTV and HispanTV feature female anchors with loose headscarves for their Western audiences, Al-Alam anchors wear a conservative style of hejab common in the Arab world (“Presidente Italiano,” 2016; Pahlavi, 2012, pp. 21–33).

Iran also engages in cultural and religious diplomacy efforts. Its diplomacy during the first decade of the Islamic Republic was marked primarily by efforts to export its religious ideology through various institutions, including the Islamic Propagation Organization. However, by the 1990s, and following the Iran-Iraq War, Iran realized that Arab publics were more interested in Arab unity than Islamic unity. Therefore, the “drive for disseminating revolutionary propaganda transformed over time into a more subtle and organized effort to introduce Iran’s culture and values abroad” (Maltzahn, 2013, p. 210). In an attempt to coordinate its cultural diplomacy efforts, Iran created the Islamic Culture and Relations Organization (ICRO) in 1995. The organization’s mission is to introduce the Islamic revolution’s values and realize “Islamic unity by strengthening cultural relations among Muslim states” (Maltzahn, 2013, p. 205). According to an article in the Iranian journal Political Science, the ICRO cultural attaché has an “important duty to [build up] public opinion and [forge relationships with] social elites and transmit Islamic-national values” in Middle Eastern countries (Harsin, Tavisarkani, and Jafari, 2009, p. 239). At the same time, the position can also provide effective cover for intelligence operatives attempting to recruit from among local populations. For instance, Iran’s former cultural attaché in Argentina, Mohsen Rabbani, is the leading suspect behind the 1994 bombing of a Jewish community center in Buenos Aires (“Iran Set Up Terrorist Networks in Latin America,” 2013). Khamenei, through his direct control of the IRIB and the ICRO, exercises strong influence over Iran’s soft power activities.5

5 The Supreme Leader appoints the head of IRIB, who also serves on the governing council of ICRO. Moreover, the ICC staffs are subordinate to the Supreme Leader’s representatives in each country (Wastnidge, 2014, pp. 1–14; Maltzahn, 2013).
Prominent in Tehran’s cultural diplomacy efforts are the approximately 70 Iranian Cultural Centers (ICCs) around the world that are run by the ICRO but often operate out of Iran’s embassies (Maltzahn, 2013). In most countries, the ICCs either run or help facilitate Persian-language training programs. They also host Iranian cultural events for the public. Each center’s ideological activities are tailored to each country’s circumstances (Maltzahn, 2013). In Shi’a-populated countries, the centers’ ideological focus tends to be on Shi’a solidarity, while in non-Shi’a Muslim countries, the centers focus instead on pan-Islamic issues. For instance, because of the lack of a sizeable Shi’a population in Syria, the ICCs there have historically focused on Persian language and culture as well as promoting Islamic unity. On the other hand, the ICC in Beirut, which is home to many Shi’a, has long held Ashura processions, commemorating the martyrdom of the Shi’a Imam Hussein. Meanwhile, in non-Muslim countries, such as those in Latin America and Africa, ICCs focus on general anti-imperialist and anti-Zionist propaganda (“Tahghighaat-e Diin,” 2010). In Sierra Leone, for example, the ICC hosts an annual Qods Day celebration to denounce Israel (“International Quds Day,” 2013).

In countries with an established Shi’a population, Tehran also recruits clerics to act as ambassadors of Islamic Republic ideology. Iran funds their training in the seminaries of Qom before returning them home to serve as religious leaders in their communities. The Ahl al-Bayt Assemblies (ABA), which are also run by the ICRO and are located throughout the world, are involved in these activities. Iran’s efforts to expand its influence over Shi’a communities have reached as far as Latin America—especially to Argentina and Brazil, which are home to sizeable Lebanese Shi’a diaspora populations. For instance, the Brazilian city of Foz do Iguaçu is home to the Ayatollah Khomeini Shrine, which is overseen by the Qom-affiliated cleric Sheikh Muhammad Khalil (Comemoração do Eid al Fiter em Foz do Iguaçu [Commemoration of Eid al-Fitr in Foz do Iguaçu], 2014).

---

6 Interestingly, the ICC in Lebanon is not as active as the Damascus one, possibly due to the fact that there is already a history of people-to-people exchange between Lebanese and Iranian Shi’a that does not require government assistance to flourish (Maltzahn, 2013).
Despite the coordinated efforts by ICRO and IRIB, several Iranian analysts have highlighted what they view to be weaknesses in Iran’s cultural diplomacy. One criticism is that Iran’s efforts are still dominated by official statements (Golshan-Pezhou and Reza, 2012). Some analysts also claim that Iranian programming lacks creativity—a significant problem in the face of what they see as the West’s patient and well-organized efforts to blacken the image of the Islamic Republic (Golshan-Pezhou, 2012). According to Mahmoud Reza Golshan-Pezhou, a foreign policy analyst at the Expediency Council’s Center for Strategic Research, Western media has been successful in making people frightened of Iranians by focusing on human rights abuses and labeling Iran a destabilizing force (Golshan-Pezhou, 2012). Golshan-Pezhou recommends that Iran look to examples from other countries that have been successful in exporting their culture. For instance, China has created over 300 Confucius Institutes around the world, which promote Chinese culture and language. It has also invested heavily in improving its English-language state media, committing to increase the number of its English-language television employees tenfold by 2016 and increasing the number of its stations, especially in the United States and Africa. Golshan-Pezhou also highlights Turkish soap operas and Bollywood films as invaluable means of gaining soft power for Turkey and India, respectively. With patience and correct management, he believes such types of cultural diplomacy will allow the Islamic Republic to expand its soft power regionally and internationally.

A new initiative undertaken by IRIB may be intended to address these weaknesses. In 2014, Iran began production on an Arabic-language film titled Songs of My Homeland, which attempts to counter ISIL’s propaganda (Scotten, 2015). The film’s plot—a love story about a Christian woman and a Muslim man living under the threat of ISIL—as well as its Arabic-language dialogue suggest that the project intends to convey to Arab audiences that Iran is concerned with the welfare of all the region’s inhabitants, and not just Shi’as. It also is a way to redirect Arab concerns about Iran onto the West; the film’s director, Abbas Rafei, said he made sure to “show ISIL’s American weapons and to say that most of their equipment was provided by the Zionists” (“Hadaf az Saakht-e,” 2015).
Amid the recent transformations taking place in the Arab world, the Islamic Republic has attempted to take credit for the grassroots mobilizations. According to Iranian officials, examples of Iran’s success abound. The Arab Spring, for instance, was depicted as part of an “Islamic Awakening” inspired by Iran’s revolution. According to Deputy Foreign Minister for Arab Affairs Hossein Amir Abdollahian, leaders of the Egyptian revolution were inspired by the Islamic revolution and the role Iran currently plays in the region (Abdollahian, 2013). Abdollahian asserts that, with access to more media, Arab youth were able to see how Iran has progressed, how it stands up to the West to safeguard its indigenous scientific achievements. They saw how Iran is an example of a government governed by the will of the people. And in September 2014, following the fall of the Yemeni capital of San’aa to Houthi rebels, prominent Iranian parliamentarian Ali Reza Zakani boasted that “three Arab capitals have today ended up in the hands of Iran and belong to the Islamic Iranian revolution,” and he expressed optimism that San’aa would become the fourth (“Sanaa Is the Fourth,” 2014). Zakani apparently was referring to Damascus, Baghdad, and Beirut, the latter of which is heavily under Hezbollah influence.

**Iran’s Political Warfare in Iraq**

Iran’s political warfare activities in Iraq following the U.S. overthrow of Saddam Hussein were driven by the concern that a strong, democratic Iraq allied with Washington, coupled with a revived center of Shi’ism in Najaf, would challenge the Islamic Republic’s survival and its attempts to become a paramount regional power. To prevent a new Iraq from posing a threat to Iran, Tehran required an Iraq that was weak and under Iranian, rather than American, influence.

In the face of overwhelming U.S. military power, Iran turned to an asymmetrical military strategy coupled with extensive political warfare, where it felt it had a relative advantage. Led by IRGC-QF commander Qassem Soleimani, Tehran has pursued a multipronged political warfare strategy: It has cultivated relationships with a variety of Shi’a and non-Shi’a political parties, exerted influence over their decisionmaking, and
played various factions against one another, thus making itself indispensable as an arbiter of political gridlock.\textsuperscript{7} Tehran has also used its substantial influence in the Iraqi economy to buy off political factions as well as counter Iraqi policies that run contrary to Iran’s interests. It has established loyal militias through which it can violently pressure politicians while simultaneously cultivating some of them to attain political office themselves. Finally, through its militias and loyal junior clerics, Iran has sought to increase its ideological and religious influence in Iraq to counter Najaf’s Grand Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani and his “quietist” school of Iraqi Shi’ism, which shuns direct clerical participation in politics. Sistani’s stance is a rebuke of Islamic Republic founder Ayatollah Khomeini’s doctrine of *velayat-e faqih*, which calls for clerics to oversee both the spiritual and political affairs of the nation.

Despite Iran’s successes in waging political warfare, attempts to dominate Iraq have nonetheless run up against Iraqi nationalist sentiment among the Shi’a and a lack of general enthusiasm for *velayat-e faqih*. At the same time, the fall of Mosul to ISIL in June 2014 forced Baghdad to rely on Iran for protection, a turn of events that has presented the Islamic Republic with an even greater opportunity to put its political warfare strategy into practice.

**Political Manipulation**

Iran has strived to become the ultimate arbitrator of Iraqi politics, capable of both creating crises and intervening to resolve them (Felter and Fishman, 2008, p. 32). Tehran has adopted a strategy of flexibility by cultivating several political groups and militias, only to encourage loyal factions to split off from the original organization once it has attempted to moderate its position or move away from Iran. Once a new militia has become established, Iran has sought to place its members within the government as an added source of influence. It has also shown an interest in having pro-Iran militias manipulate protest movements and steer them in a direction favorable to Tehran.

\textsuperscript{7} Leveraging his connections with political actors across the ethnic and religious spectrum, “Soleimani has been directly involved in nearly all major Iraqi government deliberations since the fall of Saddam” (Nader, 2015, p. 5).
Following the fall of the Baathist regime in Baghdad, Iran sought to empower the former opposition groups — including the Shi’a groups Dawa and the Supreme Council for the Islamic Revolution in Iraq (SCIRI) — that it had once harbored from Saddam. Iran, however, does not support only Shi’a parties but has also built strong ties to Kurdish leaders in northern Iraq, such as former Iraqi president Jalal Talabani and his Patriotic Union of Kurdistan (PUK), whom Tehran aided in their struggle against Saddam (Brennan et al., 2013). For over a decade, Tehran has largely succeeded in corraling its allies to run on united lists, thus forming dominant blocs in parliament (Nader, 2015). One such list was the United Iraqi Alliance (UIA) — dominated by SCIRI and Dawa — which won the majority of seats in the 2005 interim parliament tasked with drafting Iraq’s constitution. Thus, Iran was able to ensure that the constitution was favorable to its interests. Following the 2010 parliamentary election, Qassem Soleimani helped Nouri al-Maliki keep his position as prime minister by convincing Ibrahim al-Jaafari’s Iraqi National Alliance to join Maliki in opposing Ayad Allawi, despite the latter’s Al-Iraqiyya bloc having won the most seats.

Iran’s relationship with Moqtada al-Sadr serves as another example of its flexibility in working with a wide variety of actors — all with the objective of strengthening Tehran’s influence in Iraqi affairs and positioning itself as the indispensable resolver of political disputes. The son and nephew of two late grand ayatollahs, Moqtada al-Sadr has a strong popular base that, in addition to the fact that he spent the Saddam

---

8 At the beginning of the post-Saddam era, SCIRI was the closest group to Iran. SCIRI’s former armed wing, the Badr Corps, had fought alongside the IRGC during the Iran-Iraq War. Dawa also has strong connections with Iran because some of its leaders, including former Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki, spent time there during their exile. However, the party’s leadership is split over how close Dawa should be to Iran (Vaezi, 2008).

9 The Iraqi constitution allows provinces to call for a referendum on autonomy, allowing southern Shi’a provinces to fall closer into Tehran’s orbit (Nader, 2015).

10 Another means by which Iran gained influence was through the Accountability and Justice Committee, which, at least during Maliki’s administration, was led by politicians close to Tehran. In a role similar to that of Iran’s Guardian Council, the committee has disqualified many Sunni candidates with real or suspected Baathist pasts (Nader, 2015).
years in Iraq rather than in Iran, means that he has not felt it necessary to align with the Islamic Republic as closely as some of his Shi’á rivals (Vaezi, 2008). He in fact portrays himself as a fierce Iraqi nationalist and has criticized Iran’s interference in Iraqi politics (Eisenstadt, Knights, and Ali, 2011). Nonetheless, Iran played an instrumental role in establishing Sadr’s Jaish al-Mahdi (JAM) militia in 2004 (Stanford University, n.d.). Moreover, in 2008, Qassem Soleimani brokered a ceasefire between JAM and the Maliki government, and Iran allowed Sadr to move to Qom, where he studied in the seminary until 2011 (Allam, Landay, and Strobel, 2008).

Meanwhile, Iran remained supportive of Maliki’s rule, despite his increased sectarian rule, which is widely blamed for playing a role in the ISIL takeover of much of the country’s Sunni-inhabited areas.11 Today, despite Maliki’s failures, and despite having dispatched Iran’s Supreme National Security Council chair Ali Shamkhani to Najaf to help facilitate a peaceful transition of Iraqi power to Haider al-Abadi, Khamenei has not abandoned the former prime minister (Shabani, 2015). This is because Maliki still holds sway within the Dawa party leadership and among several powerful pro-Iran Shi’a militias such as Asa’ib Ahl al-Haq (AAH), and thus he is able to act as a spoiler to thwart policies counter to Iranian interests. Prime Minister al-Abadi, on the other hand, wants to maintain a balance of relations between Iran and the United States (Hiltermann, 2015; “Sistani Questions Qassem Soleimani’s Influence,” 2015). Maliki’s importance to Iran was illustrated further in the fierce opposition from pro-Iran groups to Abadi’s August 2015 announcement of reforms, one of which would eliminate the deputy prime minister post that Maliki currently holds (Malas, 2015). Abadi also called for an end to the quota system that reserves the post of prime minister for the Shi’a. AAH chief Qais al-Khazali responded by calling for an adaptation of the presidential system — one that likely would bring Maliki back to power (Habib, 2015). Moreover, shortly after Abadi’s announcement, Iran indicated its strong support for Maliki by inviting him to meet with Khamenei in Tehran (“Sistani

---

11 Maliki’s sectarian policies included purges of Sunni military officers and violent attacks on Sunni protesters (Solomon and Nissenbaum, 2014).
Questions Qassem Soleimani’s Influence,” 2015). In the face of heavy pressure from Iran’s allies in Iraq, Abadi has been unable to follow through on his promised reforms. In addition to preserving Maliki’s power, this also has benefited Iran by disillusioning Abadi’s supporters and making him appear weak (Malas, 2015).

Despite these successes, Iran has had to contend repeatedly with Iraqi nationalism, even among the Shi’a. In 2007, deciding that a close association with Iran was preventing the organization from achieving broad appeal, SCIRI’s leadership changed the party’s name to the Islamic Supreme Council in Iraq (ISCI) and replaced Iran’s Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei with Sistani as its spiritual guide (Felter and Fishman, 2008). However, in 2012, and in a move that is typical of Iran-backed organizations, the Badr Organization faction within ISCI split off as its own party — one devoted to Iran’s Supreme Leader (Habib, 2012). Meanwhile, playing on Iraqi nationalist sentiment has given Moqtada al-Sadr the political capital to remain independent of Iran.

**Economic Influence**

Since the fall of Saddam, Iraq’s economy has become more reliant on Iran, providing Tehran with additional political leverage. Iraqi dependence on Iran for cooking gas, heating oil, gasoline, and electricity has made it particularly vulnerable to pressure from Tehran (Knights, 2010). In the spring of 2008, for instance, Iran cut Basra’s electricity to retaliate against Baghdad’s crackdown on pro-Iranian militias there (Sullivan, 2009).

Moreover, in a mutually reinforcing way, Iran’s successful political warfare strategy has fed its overall economic power in Iraq. In an op-ed in *Fars News*, Hossein Tavassoli notes that Iran’s influence over Iraqi politics has led to an increase in bilateral trade (Tavasoli, 2015). Iraq is now Iran’s second-largest trading partner, and relies on the Islamic Republic for most of its cement, tiles, ceramics, dairy products, and electricity (Bozorgmehr, 2015). Iran’s Economics Minister predicts that bilateral trade will increase to $20 billion in “the near future” (including transit goods and tourism) (Bozorgmehr, 2015). To help this along, Iran plans by 2017 to create a 37,400-hectare free trade zone near the
border with Iraq, primarily for oil-related industries, steel factories, power plants, and renewable energy (Bozorgmehr, 2015).

**Support for Iraqi Militias**

 Armed Iraqi Shi’a militias are key instruments of Iran’s political warfare strategy. Iraqi Shi’a militias are often more dependent on Tehran than on Iraqi Shi’a political parties, providing Iran the opportunity to instill its revolutionary ideology and bypass the traditional centers of religious and political power in Iraq. Iran’s support for the militias originally was borne out of its desire to ensure that the Iraqi government would not become too powerful or independent. But Ayatollah Sistani’s June 2014 *fatwa* calling on all Iraqi men to join the fight against ISIL has also created a new pool of volunteer fighters that Iran can cultivate to counter the Iraqi clerical establishment.

Since the end of the Saddam era, Tehran has used militias in a variety of ways to increase its political power over Baghdad. The evolution of these militias has tended to follow a pattern by which a group emerges to pressure politicians through violence before ultimately establishing a political wing of its own that competes for political office. Once a group becomes politically entrenched to the point that it either is too powerful for Iran to control or seeks to temper its violent activities, Tehran often encourages factions to splinter off from the party to establish new, more subservient militant organizations (Eisenstadt, Knights, and Ali, 2011). The rise of multiple Shi’a militias also benefits Iran as it creates ambiguity regarding which groups are under their control. Not only does this provide plausible deniability for violent actions, but it could also allow the militias to pursue policies that further Iran’s interests without provoking an Arab nationalist backlash (Levitt and Smyth, 2015).

Today, around 50 Shi’a militias operate in Iraq (Nader, 2015). Some of these are openly loyal to the Islamic Republic, while others’ links to Iran are less clear. Since 2003, the IRGC-QF and Lebanese Hezbollah have provided training in Iran for thousands of Iraqi mili-
Religious and ideological indoctrination are a mandatory part of the courses, although the trainees apparently take these lessons with varying levels of seriousness (Felter and Fishman, 2008). It also appears that many of the militants prefer the Hezbollah trainers in Iran because they speak Arabic and do not display the Persian chauvinism of the IRGC trainers.

The most influential of the Iraqi Shi'a militias is the Badr Organization, an outgrowth of SCIRI’s Badr Corps, which fought alongside Iran during the Iran-Iraq War. The militia’s current leader, Hadi al-Amiri, served with Qassem Soleimani on the front lines (Brennan et al., 2013). The group is fiercely loyal to Supreme Leader Khamenei and, since 2004, has been operating Islamic Cultural Centers in Baghdad and other Iraqi cities to propagate the Islamic Republic’s ideology (Nader, 2015). By 2007, and in an illustration of Iran’s strategy to infiltrate the Iraqi government with loyal militia members, the Badr Organization had gained control of the Ministry of Interior’s border control and major crimes units, and was vying for control of the ministry’s intelligence office (Parker, 2007). From 2010 to 2014, al-Amiri served as Maliki’s Minister of Transportation, a post from which he facilitated Iranian flights carrying weaponry to Syria (Fulton, Holliday, and Wyer, 2013). In 2014, Badr Organization member Mohammed al-Ghabban was appointed Interior Minister (Parker, 2015).

Because Moqtada al-Sadr’s grassroots popularity has allowed him a great deal of independence from Iran, despite having benefited from IRGC-QF and Hezbollah arms and training to establish his JAM militia in 2004, Iran has cultivated splinter groups comprising former Sadrist militia members. One such group is Asa’ib Ahl al-Haq (AAH), formed in 2006 and led by Sadr rival Qais al-Khazali (Brennan et al., 2013). AAH has proven to be a valuable political warfare tool for Iran.

---

12 The courses range from 20-day basic paramilitary training to advanced paramilitary skills for those advancing to leadership positions (Felter and Fishman, 2008).

13 While studying in Qom, Sadr disbanded much of JAM, creating a social services organization, the Muhamidoon, in its place. However, following the fall of Mosul to ISIL, Sadr established the Peace Brigades. This new militia is funded directly by Sadr and does not appear to receive assistance from Iran (Brennan et al., 2013; Stanford University, n.d.; Habib, “Senior Iraq Cleric ‘Saves’ the Government”).
performing violence on behalf of Tehran, winning seats in the Iraqi parliament, and spreading the Islamic Republic’s ideology in Iraq’s seminaries. The militia, which aims to advance Iran’s Islamic revolution within Iraq, came to be known as one of several “special groups” that targeted U.S. forces in Iraq. The U.S. government considers AAH to be a “direct-action” arm of IRGC-QF (Brennan et al., 2013, p. 125). By 2011, the group was receiving upward of $5 million per month in cash and weapons from Iran (Habib, “Senior Iraq Cleric ‘Saves’ the Government”). As of 2014, there were between 1,000 and 5,000 AAH militiamen (Morris, 2014).

In December 2011, al-Khazali announced AAH’s decision to participate in Iraq’s political system (Wyer, 2012). AAH won seats in the parliament in 2014 as the Al-Sadiqun Bloc, and Maliki included it in his State of Law Coalition (Nader, 2015). AAH has also sought to manipulate popular grievances and public protests in order to further Iran’s agenda. Two days after the outbreak of anti-corruption demonstrations in Iraq at the end of July 2015, for instance, Khazali expressed his support for the protesters and announced the establishment of AAH civilian units to help facilitate reform, prompting some civil society activists to express concern that the militia sought to hijack the protest movement (Habib, 2015). The next month, following Abadi’s announcement of reforms, which AAH opposed, the militia’s leaders instructed members to participate in demonstrations without wearing their uniforms, making them appear as popular demonstrators (Habib, 2015). Some militias also put up posters in Baghdad’s Tahrir square accusing the original protesters of being former Baath party members who opposed Islam and were trying to return to power (Habib, 2015).

Kata’ib Hezbollah (KH) is another JAM splinter group established by the IRGC-QF in 2007 (Nader, 2015). KH leader Jamal al-Ibrahim (aka Abu Mahdi al-Muhandis) is a close advisor to Soleimani. As of 2014, KH had 3,000 fighters, all of whom swore an oath of loyalty to Khamenei. KH are elite fighters who eschew involvement in
overt politics and social services. In addition to targeting U.S. forces, Iran has also used KH to fight Iranian opposition groups in Iraq.\footnote{The Iranian hardline website Ya-Lesarat al-Hossein claims that KH carried out the September 2013 attack against the Mujahedin-e Khalq’s Camp Ashraf in Iraq, which killed around 50 members belonging to the Iranian dissident group (Gholipour, 2014).}

Tehran does not exert control over all of the Iraqi Shi’a fighters, however. The competition for influence over the approximately 100,000 Iraqi Shi’a recruits — known as Popular Mobilization Units (PMU), or Hashd Shaabi — should be seen as part of the broader struggle between Ayatollahs Sistani and Khamenei (Parker, 2015). Despite claims of unity, the PMU fighters are split into a variety of factions.

One group of PMU militias is referred to as Hashd Sistani due to their loyalty to Ayatollah Sistani (Hiltermann, 2015). These fighters are paid by Sistani and are not seen to have overt political ambitions (Habib, 2015). Although they are not considered to be as well trained as the Iran-backed units, they comprise around half of all PMU fighters. The three major Hashd Sistani militias were created by the chiefs of the Iraqi Shi’a shrines.\footnote{The Imam Hussein Shrine in Karbala has fielded the Ali al-Akbar Brigade. Karbala’s Abbas Shrine created the Abbas Battalion, and the Imam Ali Shrine in Najaf has established its own militia (Steele, 2015).}

The Iran-backed portion of the PMU consists of two broad groupings referred to as Hashd Soleimani and the Third-Term Hashd — the latter because of its support for a Maliki third term as prime minister (Hiltermann, 2015). These militias receive the best equipment and salaries out of all the PMU fighters (Habib, 2015). While AAH and Badr Organization spokesmen claim that all PMU fighters are under Iraqi government control and that arms are provided to them only by the Abadi government, Badr’s control over the Ministry of Interior likely provides the pro-Iran groups with a conduit to their superior weaponry. One Interior Ministry official estimates that 70 percent of the ministry employees are loyal to militias, many of which are likely Iran-affiliated groups (Parker, 2015).

Further illustrating Iranian control over its PMU fighters, one Iraqi Ministry of Defense official has complained that the Iran-affiliated militias “refuse to cooperate with the army when it comes to preparing plans and deployment” (Habib, 2015). According to U.S. military offi-
cials, even the Fifth Iraqi Army Division is under an Iran-backed militia chain of command, and rarely communicates with the Defense Ministry (Parker, 2015). Teenagers being trained in the Iran-affiliated militia camps are being indoctrinated by clerics promoting the Islamic Republic’s ideology. The training has been likened to Iran’s ideological indoctrination of its people’s militia, the Basij Resistance Force (Qaidaari, 2015). ISCI and Moqtada al-Sadr also control parts of the PMU.

Both the Sistani-aligned militias and Iran-backed groups have cultivated Sunni units. This is likely out of an understanding that ISIL can be defeated only if Sunni grievances are taken into account. On the Iranian side, the Badr Organization, KH, and AAH all have Sunni fighters (Al-Salhy, 2015). These groups have deployed Sunni battalions of 250 to 600 fighters in Diyala, Anbar, and Salah al-Din provinces (Al-Salhy, 2015). Sunni fighters (most likely those affiliated with the well-equipped pro-Iran PMUs) have lauded the arms and training they have received from the Shi’a militias compared to the long waiting period for Ministry of Defense assistance (Al-Salhy, 2015). According to one Sunni commander, not teaming up with a Shi’a militia means “[n]o weapons, no equipment and no political future” (Al-Salhy, 2015). Iran likely will attempt to corral these Sunnis into a political bloc in the future. However, Tehran does not want to see the Sunnis become too powerful; its militia and Iraqi government allies have pushed back, for example, against Ayatollah Sistani’s support for the government’s proposal to create a National Guard, which would put Sunni militias under provincial control (Habib, 2015).

Religious and Ideological Propaganda
Since the fall of the Baath regime in Baghdad, Tehran has sought to increase its economic and religious clout in Iraq’s holy cities as a means of furthering the Islamic Republic’s ideology. This was in response to the expected post-Saddam resurgence of the Najaf school of quietist Shi’ism, which Tehran viewed as a major challenge.

16 The pro-Sistani Ali Akbar Brigade claims that 16 percent of its fighters are Sunni, while its allied Abbas Battalion is thought to be 5 percent Sunni (Steele, 2015).
By 2003, Sistani had become the most revered Shi’a cleric in the world, far surpassing Ayatollah Khamenei in religious clout. Since Saddam’s removal, Sistani’s influence has only grown further with the unfettered interactions between Iranian and Iraqi Shi’a. Moreover, as the security situation in Iraq has deteriorated, Sistani has found it necessary at times to put aside his quietist tendencies and intervene in the nation’s political affairs. He has come out in strong support of Prime Minister Abadi’s reform proposals, which could counter Iranian influence in Iraq by bringing an end to the sectarian quota system that has favored Shi’a politicians close to Tehran (Hiltermann, 2015). In fact, Sistani and his fellow Najaf clerics reportedly regret their part in bringing Shi’a political parties to power following the fall of Saddam, having witnessed the role that Maliki’s sectarian governance played in driving Sunni grievances (Hiltermann, 2015; Arango, 2013). Sistani is also reported to have written a letter to Khamenei criticizing Qassem Soleimani for intervening in Iraqi political affairs (Hiltermann, 2015).

Despite Tehran’s challenges on the religious front, the Iranians have been successful in taking over a substantial share of the Najaf and Karbala economies, which has provided it with yet another avenue through which to pursue its political agenda. In 2005, Iraq signed an agreement allowing 5,000 Iranian pilgrims into the country each day. The political influence resulting from such large-scale pilgrimages is not lost on Iranian officials. A December 2015 article published in the reformist Ebtekar newspaper noted that the numerous Iranian officials accompanying Shi’a pilgrims in a Karbala Ashura procession—all protected from ISIL by Iran-backed militias—was an effective form of “Iranian-style diplomacy” (Roozbahani, 2015). In the past decade, Iranian religious foundations and government-affiliated firms have invested heavily in Najaf and Karbala; as of 2007, Iran was providing $20 million per year to improve Najaf’s tourism infrastructure

17 By 2006, an estimated 80 percent of Shi’a around the world were seeking spiritual guidance from Sistani, bringing the cleric over $700 million per year in religious taxes. This estimate comes from clerical offices in Qom as well as clerics with access to pilgrimage polling numbers (Khalaji, 2006; Slackman, 2006).

18 An average of 40,000 Iranian pilgrims visit Iraq each month, with 3 to 4 million coming during the holy month of Moharram (Dagher, 2009; Eisenstadt, Knights, and Ali, 2011).
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Moreover, Iran has benefited from its influence over the Iraqi government to obtain lucrative contracts in the holy cities. For instance, the Iranian government-owned company Setad Bazsazi Atabat Aliyat has been responsible for shrine renovations and the construction of a hospital, multiple hotels, and an Iranian seminary in Karbala (Dagher, 2009). The Iranian firm Shamsa has been said to hold a “virtual monopoly” over the multi-million-dollar Iranian pilgrim industry (Dagher, 2009). The local partners whom Shamsa chooses for the pilgrims’ transportation, protection, and accommodation are mostly affiliated with pro-Iran Shi’a political parties, effectively creating a revolving door that empowers parties loyal to Tehran.

Iran is also preparing for the death of the 85-year-old Sistani. It appears to be grooming Ayatollah Hashemi Shahroudi to be among his top successors in Najaf (Nader, 2015). The Iraqi-born Shahroudi is an original leader of SCIRI and a former chief of Iran’s judiciary. He is very loyal to Ayatollah Khamenei. In October 2011, Shahroudi opened an office in Najaf, marking an intensification of Iran’s attempts to influence the holy city’s seminary students. Shahroudi is reportedly trying to attract Sistani’s students by paying higher stipends than the senior cleric, and his followers are constructing “what could be Najaf’s largest seminary” (Al-Kifaee, 2012). However, Shahroudi will not likely be able to gain Sistani’s clout due to his espousal of the Islamic Republic’s *velayat-e faqih* spiritual-political doctrine, which does not resonate among the majority of the world’s Shi’a (Nasr, 2007).

Therefore, Iran is also cultivating junior Iraqi clerics in a potential attempt to “fragment the Iraqi Shi’ite religious network and force Najaf to become politically and economically subordinate to Qom and Iranian clerical authority” (Wyer, 2012, p. 22). One such minor cleric is Seyyed Mohammad Tabatabai, the deputy head of AAH, who propagates Iranian ideology in Iraqi seminaries and is critical of Sistani (Nader, 2015). AAH also operates a network of religious schools called “Seal of the Apostles” and has established the Department of Religious Schools in Najaf, which recruits young clerics (Nader, 2015). Sheikh Akram al-Kaabi is another junior cleric loyal to Ayatollah Khamenei (Hashem, 2015). As the head of Hezbollah al-Nujaba, a militia that
splintered off from AAH, he appears in social media in both clerical garb and military fatigues.19

Iran also is planning on opening Iranian Cultural Centers in Karbala and Najaf, which are likely to propagate Iran’s ideology alongside Persian language and culture programs ("Dafaatar-e Rayzani-ye," 2015). At the same time, Tehran is turning the Islamic Republic founder Ayatollah Khomeini’s former Najaf residence into a museum ("Ailing Ayatollah," 2015).

In addition to their attempts to influence the Iraqi religious sphere, the Iranian government and its Iraqi allies engage in propaganda efforts to spread their “resistance” ideology. IRIB’s Arabic news channel Al-Alam — accessible by antenna to all Iraqi households — serves as Iran’s primary means of spreading propaganda in Iraq (Pahlavi, 2012).

Through their various media outlets, Tehran and pro-Iran politicians and militias continue to accuse Washington of backing ISIL as an excuse to bring U.S. forces back to Iraq. Shi’a politicians in parliament are fanning this conspiracy theory through speeches and social media in a rhetorical campaign that Colonel Steve Warren, U.S. military spokesman in Baghdad, refers to as “part of the Iranian propaganda machine” (Sly, 2015). In February 2015, KH’s Al-Etejah Press website ran a story claiming that U.S. forces were air-dropping supplies to ISIL ("Babil Council Member," 2015). It is, in fact, now common among both Shi’a and Sunni Iraqis to believe that the United States is supplying ISIL with food and weaponry (Sly, 2015). Whether this is the result of Iran’s propaganda efforts or whether Iran’s rhetoric simply is attempting to tap into suspicions already in place is unclear. Regardless, these beliefs place Prime Minister Abadi in a difficult situation when accepting U.S. help.

Tehran and its allies have also used their media outlets to depict the Islamic Republic as Iraq’s most dependable ally. The narrative was helped by the fact that, while Tehran sent weapons and IRGC advisors to the beleaguered Baghdad government only 48 hours after the fall of Mosul, the U.S. air strikes did not begin until two months later (Daragahi et al., 2015). As the IRGC-QF took command of much of

19 See Al-Nujaba’s Twitter feed. As of January 19, 2017: https://twitter.com/ alnujabaq.
the fighting, even the traditionally secretive Qassem Soleimani became a viral sensation on Iranian and pro-Iranian militias’ social media (Lamothe, 2015).

**The Iraqi Nationalist Challenge**

Regardless of the level of political influence Tehran wields over Baghdad, Iran will always have to contend with Iraqi nationalism. In 2009, for instance, Karbala residents gathered in the streets to protest the award of a multimillion-dollar contract to the Iranian company Al Kawthar to renovate the city’s historic center. A Shi’a hotel owner interviewed said, “We are Arabs, we will not accept to be colonized by anyone.”

A 2010 poll found that only 18 percent of Iraqi Shi’as as held a positive view of Iran’s ties with Iraq’s political leaders (Nader, 2015). For their part, Iranian analysts are aware of the challenge posed by Iraqi nationalism. In a 2008 article, Mahmoud Vaezi, Deputy for Foreign Policy Research at the Expediency Council’s Center for Strategic Research (and current Minister of Information and Communications Technology), noted that only in times of sectarian tension could a shared Shi’a identity paper over Iraqinationalism.

In the end, the Islamic Republic’s ultimate challenge may be to maintain enough sectarian tension in Iraq that the Shi’a will be forced into Tehran’s arms, while preventing massive instability that could spill over inside Iran’s borders.

---

20 That same year, Iraq’s Interior Minister banned the use of foreign language signs in Najaf and Karbala, which was a response to concerns over the prevalence of Persian signs throughout the holy cities (Dagher, 2009).

21 Iraq affairs analyst Cyrus Barna Boldaji also made this point in an article for *Iranian Diplomacy*. According to Boldaji, in an Iraq where all factions, including Sunnis, participate in elections, one can predict that such a plurality of parties could be elected to office that they would lessen Iran’s ability to influence Baghdad. Boldaji warns that one should also prepare for the possibility that technocrats and secular politicians could emerge who would play up nationalism in order to attract votes. He concludes, “One can predict that if, in the midterm, a new Iraq is to go to war with a country, that country could once again be Iran” (Vaezi, 2008; Boldaji, 2010).
Iran’s Political Warfare in Syria

Syria serves as an integral part of the “resistance axis” in that it provides Iran with access to Lebanese Hezbollah’s stronghold in southern Lebanon. Losing Syria would hinder Iran’s ability to provide Hezbollah with weaponry, significantly undermining the Islamic Republic’s ability to deter an Israeli or U.S. attack. Moreover, the loss of Iran’s only Middle Eastern state ally would be a great blow to Iranian prestige and power throughout the Arab world.22 Therefore, Tehran prefers to keep the Damascus regime intact. However, if Assad were to fall, Iran would need loyal militias to help maintain control over at least the western portions of Syria that are contiguous with Hezbollah territory—a potentiality that Iran’s political warfare strategy likely is intended to address. Iran’s assistance to Syria comes in addition to what the Assad regime receives from Hezbollah, which has deployed around 6,000 fighters, especially to the areas around Damascus, Homs, Aleppo, and Hama (Kajjo, 2015). However, as the war has dragged on, and Hezbollah has lost upward of 1,000 fighters, it has faced trouble persuading its members to remain in Syria (Rosenfeld, 2015).

Tehran has engaged in political warfare in Syria as part of its efforts to ensure the survival of a pro-Iranian government in Damascus. To buttress its position, Iran has employed the following tactics: attempting to indoctrinate the National Defense Force (NDF) militias with Islamic revolutionary ideology, appealing to foreign Shi’a fighters’ desire to protect Syria’s holy shrines, taking advantage of Syria’s economic dependency to increase Tehran’s influence over the Damascus government, and engaging in public diplomacy to endear Syrians to the Islamic Republic. However, Iran’s successes in the political and ideological realm have been limited by the relative lack of advantages as compared to Iraq. Iran and Syria do not share a common border that has facilitated centuries of cultural exchange. Nor does Syria have a sizeable Shi’a population that could provide Iran with substantial inroads into its society. Moreover, Bashar al-Assad’s Baathist regime and his

---

22 The Baghdad government’s interest in maintaining balanced relations between the United States and Iran means that Tehran cannot count on Iraq as a true ally.
popular base are predominantly secular and unlikely to be swayed by the Islamic Republic’s appeals to pan-Islamic unity. And while Tehran benefited from the influx of thousands of Shi’a recruits heeding Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani’s call to arms against ISIL in Iraq, Sistani and the clerical establishment in Najaf have issued no such edict regarding Syria. Also dampening support for Assad among the general Iraqi Shi’a populace is the Syrian leader’s support for Sunni fighters during the Iraqi sectarian civil war following Saddam’s ouster (Ghazi and Arango, 2012).

Training the National Defense Force

The IRGC-QF has played an essential role in shaping Iran’s overall strategy in Syria, including its political warfare strategy. Led by General Soleimani, an estimated 2,000 IRGC officers have been dispatched to serve mostly as advisors to the Syrian armed forces (Daragahi, “Iran’s Intervention in Syria”). Most importantly, the Qods Force was responsible for establishing and training the NDF, the network of Syrian people’s militias that serve as the backbone of Assad’s defense against the rebels. Established in late 2012, the NDF grew out of Assad’s desire to formalize and professionalize the amalgam of local militias called the Popular Committees.  

According to IRGC commander Mohammad Ali Jafari, the late Brigadier General Hossein Hamedani was instrumental in helping the Syrians organize around 100,000 of these fighters (IR Diplomacy, 2015). Because NDF units are comprised of locals from the areas from where they are based, each unit reflects the religious makeup of its locale, meaning that the NDF is made up of Alawites, Christians, Druze, Armenians, Shi’a, and even Sunnis (Pyruz, 2016). As a result, while Iran may be able to cultivate ties with some of the units it trains, it is unlikely that the NDF as a whole would emerge as an Iranian proxy should Assad’s regime fall.

Nevertheless, Iranian officials tend to exaggerate the ideological influence the Islamic Republic has over Syrian forces. They attempt to

---

23 Syria sends many of the NDF fighters to Iran for two-week urban warfare training. The fighters are flown from Latakia air base to Tehran, and then bussed to a secret location (Fulton, Holliday, and Wyer, 2013; Solomon, 2013).
portray Assad’s successes as the result of Iran’s transfer of its Islamic resistance culture to the Syrians. For instance, according to Hamedani, it was Iran that convinced Assad to establish the Popular Committees that eventually became the NDF (“Aakharin Mosahebe-ye,” 2015). This is despite the fact that the Popular Committees already had a precedent in Syrian history; according to Middle East analyst Chris Zambelis, Bashar al-Assad’s “reliance on irregular armed citizen militias … mirrors his father’s strategy of employing irregular citizen militias as auxiliaries to the regular Syrian army and security forces in his fight against the Syrian Muslim Brotherhood” (Zambelis, 2015). Moreover, although the NDF is largely secular, Iranian officials often liken it to Iran’s religiously conservative people’s militia, the Basij Resistance Force. In Hamedani’s telling, the Syrians were originally skeptical of the benefits of a volunteer force, but after seeing their battlefield prowess, they eventually came to appreciate the Basiji spirit.  

Despite these claims, Iran’s political warfare efforts do not appear to have been successful in mobilizing a substantial number of Syrian fighters who are loyal to the Islamic Republic. Iran’s limited religious and ideological influence in Syria means that Tehran would have to rely to a large extent on foreign Shi’a fighters to further its interests if Assad were to fall.

**Religious Appeals to Shi’a Fighters**

Central to Iran’s political warfare in Syria have been efforts to portray the fight as essential to the defense of the Syrian Shi’a and their shrines in Damascus—a strategy that contradicts the Islamic Republic’s general preference to downplay the appearance of sectarian bias, and one that highlights Tehran’s need to attract foreign fighters.

In the event that the Assad regime falls, Iran will have to rely on militias to help it maintain strategic territory in western Syria. While some NDF units trained by the IRGC-QF may come to Tehran’s aid,

---

24 Hamedani also claimed that another sign of Iran’s success in Syria is the transfer of the spirit of the Sacred Defense—Iran’s term for the Iran-Iraq War—to the front lines there. According to him, whereas the Syrian military had banned praying and Quran readings at the front, now the Syrian soldiers are praying and participating in religious ceremonies (“Aakharin Mosahebe-ye,” 2015; “Tashkiil-e Goroohi,” 2015).
the Iranian regime likely realizes that it would have to rely largely on the thousands of foreign fighters, from over a dozen pro-Iranian Shi’ā militias, currently fighting in Syria (Chulov, 2014). Although these militias often appear to be operating independently, Phillip Smyth suggests that “they should be recognized as subnetworks of a broader IRGC-Qods Force network and part and parcel of a larger regional strategy” (Smyth, 2015, p. 56). Moreover, the pro-Iranian nature of the Shi’a fighters traveling to Syria is the result of the broader competition between Iran’s Ayatollah Khamenei and the Iraqi Ayatollah Sistani; while Sistani called his followers to arms in the fight against ISIL in Iraq, he has refused to authorize their travel to Syria to defend a Ba’athist dictator allied with Tehran. For its part, Iran has pursued an extensive social media recruiting campaign justifying its involvement in Syria in terms of defending the country’s minority Shi’a population and the revered Sayyeda Zainab Shrine in Damascus from destruction by Sunni extremists.

Around a third of the foreign Shi’a fighters in Syria come from Iraq, where Iran has been cultivating militias for over a decade (Daragahi, “Iran’s Intervention in Syria”). The first wave of Iraqi fighters, in the summer of 2012, came from the well-established “special groups,” including AAH and KH (Chulov, 2014). At that time, Iran also encouraged its Iraq-based militias to establish committees in southern Iraq and Diyala to recruit fighters for Syria (Ghazi and Arango, 2012). By the fall of 2012, thousands of Iraqi Shi’a militants were traveling to Iran and then being flown to Damascus (Ghazi and Arango, 2012). Others were taking pilgrimage tour buses from Iraq to Damascus. In spring 2013, Iran began its own concerted internet-based recruitment effort (Smyth, The Shiite Jihad in Syria and Its Regional Effects). Illustrating the routine way in which Iran creates new militias to fit new contexts, in the summer of 2013, KH established a Syria-based militia called Liwa Abu Fadl al-Abbas (LAFA) (Levitt and Smyth, 2015). This militia now serves as the major hub for a network of smaller Shi’a militias operating in Syria.

In early 2014, Iran showed its ability to adapt to a fluid battlefield environment in Syria when it substantially increased the deployment of Afghan Shi’a fighters to compensate for the loss of Iraqi Shi’a militants who had returned home to fight ISIL (Smyth, The Shiite Jihad in Syria
and Its Regional Effects). Iran had established the Afghan Fatemioun militia in 2011, drawing on the approximately 2,000 Hazara Afghan refugees already living in Syria as well as the hundreds of thousands of refugees in Iran (Smyth, The Shiite Jihad in Syria and Its Regional Effects). Tehran has recruited most of the Fatemioun from areas around the Iranian cities of Mashhad and Qom, attracting some with monthly salaries and promises of residency permits (Dehghan, 2015). Many other Afghan refugees have been threatened with deportation if they do not fight in Syria, with some as young as 12 years old being forced to deploy.25 As part of their training, clerics attempt to instill the importance of defending the Shi’a shrines, although Afghan fighters have been deployed throughout Syria, including near the Golan Heights. Today, the Fatemioun Division numbers around 12,000 fighters (Dehghan, 2015). As of May 2015, at least 200 Fatemioun fighters had been killed in Syria. Iran has also attracted up to 1,000 Pakistani Shi’as to Syria ostensibly in order to defend the Sayyeda Zeinab Shrine.26

Beginning in July 2015, there was a resurgence of Iran-backed Iraqi Shi’a militia recruitment efforts on social media, which may have been timed to coincide with increased Russian involvement in Syria; later that month, Qassem Soleimani was in Moscow meeting with Vladimir Putin to discuss Russia’s future role in the war (Smyth, 2015; Parker, 2015). This new round of recruitment and deployment saw a leading role by new groups, likely because the more established Iraqi groups were focused on the fight in Iraq. For instance, KH splinter group Kataib al-Imam Ali (KIA) pursued an active social media campaign and placed billboards around Najaf calling for fighters in Syria (Levitt and Smyth, 2015). Hezbollah al-Nujaba, an outgrowth of AAH, was another Iraqi Shi’a militia involved in recruiting fighters for Syria (Smyth, “Iran-Backed Iraqi Militias Are Pouring into Syria”).

In order to overcome Assad’s lack of popularity among Iraqi Shi’a, Iran and its militias have pursued an overtly sectarian recruitment

25 The majority of Afghans appear to be trained at an IRGC base in Varamin, 60 kilometers south of Tehran (“Iran Sending Thousands,” 2016).
26 The so-called Zeinabiyoun Pakistani militants were recruited through social media advertisements promising salaries of over $1,000 per month (Dehghanpisheh, 2015).
drive. In 2013, a pro-AAH and KH music video claimed, “Bashar is not our concern, it is the Shi’ites” (Smyth, The Shiite Jihad in Syria and Its Regional Effects, p. 8). Several clerics in Qom have issued fatwas urging the Shi’a to fight in Syria. In November 2013, the Iranian Aятollah Kazem Haeri became one of the first Shi’a clerics to issue a public religious edict endorsing jihad in Syria (“Why Iraq’s Shiites Are Taking Jihad to Syria and Supporting Al-Assad,” 2013). Junior Iraqi clerics cultivated by Iran, such as AAH’s Mohammad al-Tabatabai, also have endorsed the jihad and made their way to the Syrian front lines (Al-Jaffal, 2013). Meanwhile, neither Sistani nor the rest of the Najaf clerical establishment have authorized fighting in Syria (Mamouri, 2013).

Central to recruiting Shi’a fighters and justifying Iran’s presence in Syria has been the Sayyeda Zeinab shrine in Damascus. The shrine is the tomb of Zeinab, the revered daughter of Imam Ali, and is thus a sacred site for all Shi’a. The shrine’s location is also strategically critical for Assad; according to a report from the Institute for the Study of War, “Without Sayyeda Zeinab, the opposition could form a contiguous area of control encircling regime positions in western Damascus and would cut off regime access to Damascus International Airport” (Fulton, Holliday, and Wyer, 2013, p. 25). Even when fighters are killed away from Damascus, their role defending the Zeinab shrine is highlighted (“Enemy’s Infiltration,” 2015).

Economic Influence
While the Syrian conflict has been a costly endeavor for Iran, which has spent billions of dollars defending the Damascus regime, Assad’s reliance on Iran as Syria’s economic lifeline has its advantages. The Syrian market provided an outlet for Iranian goods amid crushing international sanctions against Iran. More importantly, Iran’s expanded market share is likely to grant Tehran political influence in Damascus to last long after the civil war.

Four years of international isolation has forced Syria to shift its economy fundamentally away from Turkey and Qatar, and realign

27 Dating back to the 1980s, the Zeinab shrine has also served as a gathering place for Iran-backed Shi’a militants, serving as a transfer hub for Shi’a Saudis traveling to Lebanon and Iran for training (Smyth, The Shiite Jihad in Syria and Its Regional Effects).
squarely with Iran (Yazigi, 2015). As recently as 2010, bilateral trade between Iran and Syria stood at only $320 million, while Syria-Turkey trade had reached $2.5 billion (Yazigi, 2015). In 2011, shortly before the uprising, Syria rejected an application by the IRGC-affiliated Toseye Etmaad-e Mobin, which was competing with Turkish and Arab companies for a mobile phone license in Syria (Yazigi, 2015). The Iranian company was the only foreign firm rejected by Syria, suggesting that Assad may have been concerned with providing the IRGC an expanded role in his country.28

However, as relations became strained with Turkey and Qatar over their support for anti-Assad rebels, Syria’s economy became captive to Iran. Since 2011, Iran has provided Assad with billions of dollars in loans and credit for oil and other imports (Black, 2015). These loans have come with strings attached. When in January 2013, Iran extended a $1 billion line of credit to Assad, Tehran stipulated that 60 percent of the imports paid for through the credit line had to come from Iran (Yazigi, 2015). Similarly, an August 2013 credit line of $3.6 billion was limited to oil products, most of which would come from Iran (Yazigi, 2015). Today, Syrian government contracts often are open only to Iranian companies (Yazigi, 2015). Many of these are lucrative contracts to rebuild the country’s war-ravaged infrastructure. As a result, Iran-Syria trade reached $1 billion in 2014, with 35 percent of Syria’s imports coming from Iran (Lucas, 2015; Black, 2015). In May 2015, Iran announced that it would be extending another $1 billion line of credit to Assad (Lucas, 2015). In addition to loans, Iran is now seeking collateral from the Syrian government in the form of real estate assets and state properties (Yazigi, 2015). Locals in Damascus also report that Iranians are buying up real estate in the city center at a rapid rate (Black, 2015).

28 Further illustrating the Damascus government’s reticence toward Iranian economic influence, Syrian Foreign Minister Walid Muallem warned U.S.Secretary of State John Kerry in 2010, “If we don’t succeed in opening up our economy, you’ll come back here in ten years and you’ll meet with Mullah Assad” (Remnick, 2015).
Public Diplomacy

Efforts to endear the Syrian people to the Islamic Republic form another component of Tehran’s political warfare strategy. However, attempts to forge bonds between the Syrian and Iranian publics do not appear to have met with overwhelming success.

Concerted attempts to pursue cultural exchange are relatively new, having begun only after the Islamic revolution and mostly at the behest of the Iranians, who were determined to export their revolutionary ideals (Maltzahn, 2009, pp. 33–50). Tehran’s outreach historically has focused on Iranian Cultural Center (ICC) programs that introduce Syrians to Persian language and literature as well as “Iranian Islamic culture” (Maltzahn, 2009, pp. 33–50). The programs also promote student and academic exchanges. The ICC in Damascus, which opened in 1983, is Iran’s most active in the world (Maltzahn, “Iran’s Cultural Diplomacy”). However, interest in the Damascus center’s activities appears limited, with most of the students studying Persian at the ICC being minority Shi’a (Maltzahn, 2009, pp. 33–50). According to an ICRO study, the areas with a higher density of Alawites, such as the coastal region, are more open to Iran’s efforts in the cultural realm (Maltzahn, “Iran’s Cultural Diplomacy”). In 1996, Iran opened a second center in Latakia.

Charitable activities appear to form a core part of Iran’s public diplomacy strategy in Syria. Tehran has assigned each Iranian province a Syrian province for which to gather donations of cash, food, and medical supplies (“Tashkil-e Setaad-e,” 2014). For instance, the Iranian province of Hamedan has been tasked to care for the people of Hama province. As of October 2015, the people of East Azerbaijan province had provided around $1.5 million in cash and an anticipated $100,000 in food and noncash donations to the Syrian people (“Ersaal-e Komakha-ye,” 2015). The donations are often delivered by religiously conservative Iranian nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) on the ground in Syria. For example, the Center for a Better Tomorrow (CBT), which was founded in 2013 by Iranian university and seminary students, has delivered aid to Syrians in Tartous, Latakia, Damascus, and Homs (“Komakha-ye Kheiri-ye,” 2014). An October 2014 CBT ceremony held in Tartous illustrates the ideological messaging that can accompany Iranian charity. As the organization handed out food and
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blankets to 120 households — with each household receiving a package worth $200 — the head of the CBT told the crowd, “As representatives of the revolutionary people of Iran, we support the Syrian people’s resistance against the terrorists and mercenaries of the Zionists and the U.S. There is no doubt that the goals and path of [our] two nations are one.”

The International Union of Unified Ummah is another Iranian organization founded by “university students” likely affiliated with the Basij (“Didaar-e Azaa-ye,” 2014). The organization advocates pan-Islamic unity. The union has been providing food and medicine to Palestinians living in Syria’s Yarmouk refugee camp (“Komakha-ye Kheirieh-ye Iran beh Soorieh Hargez Motevaghef Nashod,” 2015). In April 2014, members of the group formed the Peace Pilgrims Caravan and visited Homs to deliver food and toys to the city’s children (“Didaar-e Azaa-ye,” 2014). The Damascus ICC is also seeking ways to help the Syrian people.

In March 2015, IRGC Brigadier General Hamedani also touted the establishment of the Jihad al-Banaa (Iranian officials refer to it as Syria’s “Construction Basij”), which is tasked with rebuilding destroyed and impoverished areas (“Hamedani,” 2015). In April 2015, Iran’s cultural attaché to Syria met with the heads of several Syrian NGOs in Damascus to discuss ways in which they could learn from Iranian institutions, such as the Sisters Basij, that have three decades of experience helping people cope with the effects of war and assisting the families of martyrs (“Didaar-e Azaa-ye,” 2015).

Conclusion

Iran has shown a strong intent and capability to employ political warfare as a means of increasing its power in the Middle East. Tehran’s strategy ultimately is motivated by the fear that the West and its allies intend to overthrow the Islamic Republic, and the understanding that Iran must engage in unconventional measures to compensate for its military disadvantage.

As illustrated by its activities in Iraq and Syria, Iran likely will continue to exploit regional instability to establish proxy militias com-
posed of recruits from disenfranchised populations with the aim of using them both to pressure politicians and to become political actors in their own right. Iran will seek to inspire the region’s inhabitants with its revolutionary ideology, while attempting to co-opt grassroots movements pursuing democratic reform. It likely also will go after market share in weak economies as a means of exerting political pressure over dependent governments.

Iran’s political warfare strategy has been largely successful in Iraq. Tehran has succeeded in limiting U.S. power, creating loyal political parties and militias, and posing a challenge to the Iraqi clergy’s influence. The rise of ISIL has allowed Iran to strengthen its hold even further over Iraqi Shi’a militias and the Baghdad government. In the face of weak Iraqi institutions, some predict that the PMUs could transform eventually into a parallel state under Iran’s influence. However, the Islamic Republic will always have to contend with Iraqi nationalism among the general population. Therefore, Tehran’s ultimate objective is to encourage the degree of sectarian and ethnic fragmentation among Iraqis that will be necessary to block the return of a strong, nationalist Baghdad government, while simultaneously striving to prevent the outbreak of large-scale violence that could spill over into Iran.

Iran has conducted a significant level of political warfare in Syria, but has achieved less success than in Iraq. The lack of a large Shi’a population, combined with the largely secular nature of the regime’s Syrian backers, means that popular support for the Islamic Republic’s religious ideology is limited. While Tehran’s charity work in regime-held areas undoubtedly has created goodwill among the needy, without a history of extensive cultural exchange between Iran and Syria, it is unclear how long their hearts and minds will remain inclined toward a Shi’a theocracy. From a military standpoint, Iran has been effective in bolstering Assad’s forces, namely the NDF. But Iranian officials likely do not expect the NDF to provide unequivocal support to Tehran if the Assad government were to fall. Therefore, much of Iran’s political warfare efforts have focused on recruiting foreign Shi’a militias to fight

---

29 Indeed, Iranian officials have depicted the PMU network as an Iraqi version of the Basij, Iran’s omnipresent paramilitary force responsible for defending the Islamic revolution against both external and internal enemies.
in Syria. In a postwar situation without Assad, Iran would use these militants to ensure access to Hezbollah’s supply routes. The militias could also place pressure on any future Damascus government. While Iran has effectively exploited Syria’s isolation to its economic benefit, it remains to be seen whether increased Iranian market share will translate into long-term political influence. An isolated postwar Damascus government likely would be subject to Iranian political machinations. However, if Syria were to reengage with the global economy, Iran’s political influence would be diluted.

At the broader regional level, the Islamic Republic’s political warfare efforts are confronted by the rise in sectarian tensions, which challenges Tehran’s desire to be seen as the defender of all oppressed Muslims. Most damaging to Iran in this regard has been its role, alongside the Shi’a group Hezbollah, in crushing the mainly Sunni opposition to the Assad regime. In some cases, such as in Syria, Iran has fueled the sectarianism through its political warfare. In other instances, such as in Yemen and Bahrain, Iran’s Sunni rivals have highlighted sectarian differences to justify their own interventions (Scotten, 2015). Regardless of the cause, as long as the Sunni-Shi’a divide remains at the forefront of Middle Eastern geopolitics, the Islamic Republic’s ability to spread its revolutionary message and extend its influence will be limited.
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Introduction

The Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant has broken new ground for a terrorist group in achieving substantial reach through both military and nonmilitary means. The self-proclaimed Islamic caliphate not only holds vast swaths of territory in Syria and Iraq, but has employed sophisticated methods of governance and extortion, incorporated affiliates as provinces in countries as far-flung as Tunisia and Afghanistan, and pioneered an innovative, dispersed model of propaganda production and dissemination. This chapter will focus on those practices related to political warfare and in particular its innovative use of social media and other communications methods.

We begin this case study by examining ISIL’s theoretical and practical approaches to political warfare by means of analyzing ISIL strategy and internal documents, followed by an examination of how ISIL has applied these principles, according to a rearranged DIME construct. First, ISIL’s diplomatic practices include its use of affiliates and alliances, such as proxies and allied militant groups, as well as its occasional cooperation with some regional governments. Second, ISIL attempts to establish economic dominance through controlling independent sources of critical resources within its territory and exploiting smuggling routes for the black market oil trade with neighboring countries. Third, ISIL utilizes extensive intelligence and counterintelligence systems as well as irregular warfare and atrocities for maximum psychological effect. And finally, ISIL’s multilayered information operations campaign incorporates the above efforts, in addition to a targeted
online recruitment campaign, into its vast network of propaganda production and dissemination.

We then perform a deep dive to illuminate how ISIL’s English-language propaganda differs from its Arabic-language propaganda, in order to better understand how ISIL targets different messages to different audiences. The intent is to contribute to a better U.S. understanding of how a nonstate actor with global ambitions makes appeals across national and linguistic lines. This particular method of lexical analysis, enabled by RAND proprietary software, quantitatively compares English and Arabic propaganda text assembled from ISIL media releases in English and Arabic. The findings indicate that ISIL employs violence and emotive language liberally in Arabic media productions, likely with the aim of mobilizing rank-and-file members, while displaying a more international and marginally more restrained approach in its English-language propaganda. This wider lens appears to serve the dual purpose of intimidating and provoking its enemies while also appealing to more moderate potential supporters who are more interested in the utopian aims of ISIL than in violence. These disparities underscore the inadvisability of focusing exclusively on either English or Arabic editions of ISIL’s propaganda; only a multilingual approach can capture a holistic view of ISIL’s message.

Finally, the study presents insights gleaned from analyzing the strengths and vulnerabilities of ISIL’s multilayered information operations campaign. ISIL’s strengths include its uncompromising posture as well as its embrace of structured decentralization, the latter of which might be adopted by ISIL’s opponents. However, while ISIL’s rebranding of itself as a caliphate has proved a tremendous boon for its recruitment, it also represents a message of vulnerability; selling itself as a caliphate entangles ISIL in promises that it cannot keep.

**ISIL’s Strategy**

ISIL’s information operations campaign consists of three interlocking main lines of effort: recruitment, which is the overarching objective of its information operations; governance, which includes a sophisticated
intelligence apparatus; and media, which serves to amplify the reach of these efforts as well as multiply the psychological effects of ISIL’s brutally irregular warfare. ISIL’s economic strategy concentrates on establishing independent sources of money, weapons, oil, gas, and food as a key element of ISIL’s attempt to gain leverage against its opponents. While the extent to which ISIL views enduring agreements with foreign nations permissible remains ambiguous, foundational ISIL documents do acknowledge the potential value of temporary treaties.

This review of ISIL’s overall strategy relies on a number of primary source documents, including issues of Dabiq, ISIL’s long-form propaganda magazine in which it often presents detailed justifications of controversial actions; The Management of Savagery, written over ten years ago by al Qaeda sympathizer Abu Bakr Naji and reportedly drawn upon by ISIL; and the private notes of ISIL architect Haji Bakr, seized after his death. However, the review draws most heavily from a leaked internal strategy document written by Abu Abdullah Al-Masri in the latter half of 2014 entitled “Principles in the Administration of the Islamic State.” This document, reportedly intended as a “blueprint” to train “cadres of administrators” and written in the months following ISIL’s declaration of a caliphate, offers valuable insight into high-level ISIL guidance on political warfare concepts (Malik, 2015).

The “Principles” document suggests that ISIL realized it needed to overhaul its political warfare efforts in order to compete with the United States. The document argues that the United States had previously been able to destroy the Islamic State of Iraq (ISI) by founding the Sunni Awakening tribal forces and “portraying it as a treacherous terrorist state of hypocritical political projects.” In other words, the United States had won by using affiliates and luring away ISI support in a propaganda war. The document reports that ISIL has “learned from the prior leaders of the state,” and intends to “benefit from prior mistakes,” approaching political warfare in a more intentional way.

**Information Operations**

The “Principles in the Administration of the Islamic State” strategy document outlines the three main prongs of the information operations campaign: recruitment, governance, and media. ISIL’s recruitment
campaign is founded upon the declaration of a caliphate and the formation of training camps. ISIL’s governance plan includes a sophisticated information and intelligence apparatus designed to help ISIL expand and maintain control over territory. Finally, ISIL’s well-crafted media system empowers its recruitment and governance efforts, while strengthening its embrace of atrocities that are intended to deter opponents and energize supporters with maximum psychological impact.

ISIL’s first and most fundamental line of effort within the arena of information operations is recruitment. Key elements include the establishment of indoctrination and training camps and the declaration of a caliphate. In ISIL’s “Principles” document, the declaration of a caliphate is described primarily as a rebranding opportunity and recruitment boon.

The declaration of the caliphate could not have been solely motivated by a pragmatic desire to boost recruitment, however; at least some leaders likely felt a sincere religious obligation to reestablish the caliphate. This religious duty is naturally the objective cited in ISIL’s propaganda. When Al-Baghdadi gave his first sermon as ISIL’s self-declared caliph, he called the caliphate’s establishment “the duty of Muslims, which has been lost for centuries . . . and neglected by many Muslims” (“ISIS Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi First First Friday Sermon as So-Called ‘Caliph,’ ” 2014).

However, the internal strategy “Principles” document declares that ISIL’s foundational aim in establishing the caliphate was finding “the means to preserve the revolutionaries of Syria on the jihadi trend.” It goes on to say that “the announcement of the caliphate was the result of the mujahideen’s realizing the lack of advantage in fighting against the idolaters without the existence of a leader and Caliph who could gather the Muslims under his banner.” While volunteers had been flooding into Syria to fight the Assad regime, ISIL bemoaned watching these volunteers being diverted into other groups with “private agendas.” In order to successfully compete with these other Syrian rebel factions, ISIL assessed that it had to step up its recruiting efforts: “the announcement of the caliphate was the obligation that gathers those arriving in the land of jihad . . . under one banner, one word and one Caliph.”
The “Principles” document outlines the establishment of training camps as the second key element of the recruitment process: indoctrination, intended to strip away and replace recruits’ previous identities and disincline them from straying. According to the “Principles” document, one such set of camps is designed to induce newly arrived foreign fighters to set “aside local tribalism [and] inclinations of nationalism and ethnic division,” making “his affiliation to the religion alone.” This involves encouraging the use of Arabic: the “Arabic character should be cultivated... in the muhajideen [immigrants]” as part of “laying aside the foreign identity that bears in its hidden nature hostility to Islam.” The document clarifies that indoctrination is required for both foreign and local recruits, with a “first preparation camp” including lessons on sharia (Islamic law) and even a “preparation camp for children,” complete with sharia lessons and even “training on bearing light arms.” This is followed by an insistence that indoctrination must extend beyond the training camps: “the mujahid remains in need of direction and tracking after his completion of the special training session.” The document suggests that military commanders, just before they send men into battle, mention “hadiths on the virtue of jihad and endurance... following the decisions and instructions of the field commander during the battle [and] the virtue of martyrdom in the path of God.”

The drive to increase recruitment has also inspired broader strategizing. An undated ISIL strategy document found in Pakistan, “A Brief History of the Islamic State Caliphate (ISC), The Caliphate According to the Prophet,” planned attacks in India and predicted that provoking a full-on U.S. attack would offer the organization another recruitment boon: “Even if the U.S. tries to attack with all its allies, which undoubtedly it will, the ummah [Islamic community] will be united, resulting in the final battle” (Carter, 2015).

The second major prong of ISIL’s information operations is governance. However, recruitment still remains the core objective underlying ISIL’s governance campaign. Governing territory serves two main purposes for ISIL. First, it allows ISIL to reap the propaganda and foreign recruitment benefits of being a caliphate. Second, it allows ISIL to maintain a domestic populace as a recruitment pool independent from foreign attempts to cut off immigration.
ISIL has endeavored mightily to establish the wide-ranging infrastructure of a state. A vast archive of ISIL administrative documents, assembled and translated by Aymenn Jawad Al-Tamimi, outlines a sweeping range of areas of state influence. These include educational plans, textbooks on Islamic doctrine and law for primary school children, the establishment of a “caliphate kindergarten center” as well as the “Central Cub Scouts of the Caliphate Institute,” pharmacy regulations, vaccination cards for children, applications for medical school, and exam timetables for nursing colleges. Regulations are required for fishing, receipts for oil and gas, and tax forms for electricity. In May 2015, the Services Department in Mosul went so far as to announce that it was “pleased to invite you to enter the Waritheen Hotel and the Amusement Park for free in relation to the conquest of Wilayat al-Anbar and the conquests in Bilad al-Sham. And praise be to God who supports [and] gives victory to the believers and lowers polytheism and the polytheists” (Archive of Islamic State Administrative Documents, Specimen 4H).

Integrated into ISIL’s governance structures is its sophisticated intelligence apparatus, which has allowed ISIL not only to take over but also keep control of occupied territory. When Samir Abd Muham-mad al-Khlifawi, the ISIL architect and former intelligence officer under Saddam Hussein known as Haji Bakr, was killed in 2014, a trove of his notes and documents were uncovered, revealing plans for an “Islamic Intelligence State”; these included the sketched-out organizational chart translated in Figure 5.1.

The first purpose for these far-reaching efforts at governance is allowing ISIL to realize the recruitment advantages of being a caliphate. The “Principles” introduction clarifies that the establishment of the Islamic State as a caliphate requires “a comprehensive system” with fully realized concepts. It warns that waging jihad and conducting da’wa—defending and evangelizing the true religion—are not sufficient functions for a caliphate. Instead, a caliphate requires establishing “an Islamic system of life, a Qur’anic constitution and a system to implement it.”

Furthermore, the “Principles” document describes controlling territory as essential for ISIL’s attempt to reap the recruitment benefits of statehood. The document even declares, “The state cannot remain
Figure 5.1
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without the existence of the land that allows for its continuation and expansion.” The document emphasizes that territorial control requires governing land, not just seizing it: “Indeed the Islamic State’s seizure of vast areas . . . does not suffice without the existence of an administration managing the interests and managing the crises.”

The “Principles” document advances the second primary benefit of governing territory as maintaining a recruitment pool independent from foreign influence, from which to train and generate both soldiers and technical experts. As the document points out: “the Islamic State cannot renew the Ummah’s blood without a human member capable of always producing.” It includes, among the stated aims of its internal societal program, “[r]aising a knowledgeable Islamic generation capable of bearing the Ummah and its future without needing the expertises of the West.”

ISIL’s propagandistic impulses extend to what seem to be the administrative details of governance; it appears to view even devising its own calendar and redrawing its internal borders as a way to counter its enemies’ information operations campaigns. The fifth chapter of the “Principles” document describes the previous drawing of borders after Sykes-Picot as a “dirty political decision” that drew “social, madhhabist [doctrinal], and ethnic differences in every region,” thereby “deepening the roots of the differences between the Sunni Muslims.” Likewise, in late 2014, the ISIL Shari’a Committee for the Observation of New Moons announced that it would work on devising a new calendar “until the Islamic State should be independent in its calendar and observation for the new moons from all the states of tawagheet [idolatrous tyranny] who have subsumed this issue for their personal and political whims and aims” (Archive of Islamic State Administrative Documents, Specimen 2P).

The third major prong of ISIL’s information operations is its media and propaganda system. The “Principles” document explains that, in the interest of advancing the aims of territorial control, resource control, and internal and external recruitment, “all of [the state’s] ideas and activities should be advertised.” To this end, the document instructs that one media foundation be in charge of “supervising the distribution of the media offices in the provinces and the [other]
media foundations,” defining publication and broadcasting priorities, inspecting the other foundations, and training media staff. The document tasks the provincial media offices with “covering the military operations and their results . . . as well as services’ facilities, implementing Shari’a rulings and the course of life in the province,” and printing and distributing these media productions within the province. The document stipulates that the other, auxiliary media foundations, should “not . . . be allowed to cover security operations or implementations of [judicial] rulings.”

ISIL’s propaganda system also serves as the connective tissue that allows ISIL’s deliberate embrace of atrocities to intimidate potential opponents and to lure its more bloody-minded potential supporters to its cause. This concept of the theater of violence is laid out in Naji’s foundational document, The Management of Savagery. Will McCants, of the Brookings Foundation, argues that this strategy manual, which evaluates tactics according to their psychological effects both on enemies and potential supporters, is “revered” by ISIL operatives (2015).

As the means that allows ISIL’s recruitment and governance efforts to be globally seen and known, ISIL’s propaganda system thus enables and multiplies the effects of the other two main prongs of ISIL’s information operations campaign.

**Economic Subversion and Control**

The “Principles” document characterizes the controlling of economic resources—and specifically establishing independent sources of money, weapons, oil, gas, and food—as a key element of ISIL’s attempt to gain leverage against its opponents. It argues that ISIL must establish “secure financial resources,” including “oil and gas and what the land possesses including gold as currency that does not deteriorate or decline,” so that its enemies “cannot pretend that it [the Islamic State] has no existence and might.” The chapter on the administration of wealth contends that “the might of the Islamic State can only be through its being free entirely from all bonds of tyranny that the West possesses as means of leverage against it.” These means of leverage include the “need of the mujahideen for support, wealth and weapons.” ISIL seeks resource independence in order to deny leverage to its enemies.
Accordingly, the plan laid out in “Principles” for controlling resources includes overseeing the production of all oil and gas extraction, manufacturing, and production; requiring specific state authorization for foreign investment in, extraction of, and production of oil and gas, gold and antiquities, weapons and ammunition, and water, flour, and livestock; setting up “factories for local military and food production” in order to attain “independence from the monopoly of arms dealers”; ensuring that each province must reduce excess expenditures, as each province “must operate independently”; establishing trade routes internal to the state; and conducting trade outside the state “without an intermediary” in order to avoid a “monopoly of the intermediary for business transactions and means of connection.” These are all forms of economic control that aim to establish independence in order to reduce adversaries’ leverage over ISIL.

This objective of resource independence appears to extend to currency itself. In the November 2014 issue of Dabiq, ISIL introduces its decision to mint its own currency as “an effort to disentangle the Ummah [Muslim community] from the corrupt, interest-based global financial system.” ISIL claims, in its hour-long video “Return of the Gold Dinar,” that it decided to mint its own currency in order to “break the U.S. capitalist financial system of enslavement” (Gidda, 2015). Even if the effect so far has been merely symbolic, ISIL has presented its decision to mint its own currency as an attempt to reduce its dependence on external financial systems and undermine the global economy by hurting the U.S. dollar and global financial system (Gidda, 2015).

**Diplomacy**

While the extent to which ISIL views enduring agreements with foreign nations permissible remains ambiguous, foundational documents do acknowledge the potential value of temporary treaties.

ISIL’s broad perspective on foreign relations appears to be that relations with other states or organizations may be entered into only if they are a valuable source of leverage. The “Principles” document instructs that “external relations... are among the foundations that show the strength and might of the state [and] alliances should be... a guarantee of force and leverage that the Islamic leadership can use in all
its matters with the external world.” The document specifies that “leadership is not allowed to . . . ally with a state or implement an agreement with it” if the agreement “violates sharia politics.” It mandates that any agreement must not include any provisions, even future ones, which “[touch] on the freedom and sovereignty of the Muslim state,” such as “bonds of debt or conditions of harmful exploitation.”

ISIL’s foreign relations doctrine apparently prohibits making treaties with certain nations. The “Principles” document stipulates that ISIL “is not allowed to deal with another state that has a history of hostility to Islam’s spread, the building of mosques and oppression of Muslims in its land.” ISIL would almost certainly apply this prohibition on diplomacy to countries such as the United States.

An article in Dabiq appears to complicate ISIL’s treatment of this issue, suggesting that temporary treaties with even Western nations may be possible. An article attributed to John Cantile in the March 2015 issue of the magazine argues that the United States and its Western allies should consider a truce with ISIL. Attributing this article to John Cantile, ISIL’s British hostage, allows ISIL to distance itself from the proposal. However, the fact that ISIL included the article at all is suggestive. A footnoted “Editor’s Note,” representing the ISIL establishment’s response to the idea, cautions readers: “A halt of war between the Muslims and the kuffār [infidels] can never be permanent, as war against the kuffār is the default obligation upon the Muslims only to be temporarily halted by truce for a greater shar‘ī interest,” citing the precedent of the Prophet’s ten-year treaty with the Hudayba in Mecca. Even the text attributed to John Cantile includes the following caveat: “Any truce between the West and the Islamic State would ultimately have to address the end of support for Arab and non-Arab tyrannical puppets in the Muslim world as well as an end of support for Israel.” While the idea of a truce between ISIL and Western nations is unrealistic, the possibility of ISIL making an at least temporary agreement with some more flexible government appears to exist.
ISIL’s Application of Political Warfare Tactics

Diplomacy

ISIL’s use of diplomacy so far seems to be restricted to nonstate actors, with the possible exception of tacit coordination with the Syrian regime. Its use of affiliates involves proxies formally incorporated as franchised “provinces.” Its postures toward rival groups vary, from friendly overtures to (or informal alliances with) independent militant groups, such as Ansar al-Sharia, to open enmity and attempts to discredit Jabhat al-Nusra and al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula and poach their supporters.

Projecting an image of global expansion, ISIL has collected pledges of loyalty from a range of violent Islamic extremist organizations and has officially incorporated some of them into the system of ISIL “provinces” (wilayat). ISIL has currently declared as many as 40 provinces: 12 in Iraq, 11 in Syria, 6 in Yemen, 3 in Libya, 2 in Saudi Arabia, 2 in Afghanistan, and 4 other provinces known as the Algerian Province, West African Province, Qawqaz Province in the Caucasus, and Sinai Province in Egypt (Winter, 2015; Zelin, “Picture or It Didn’t Happen,” 2015).

As an example of this incorporation process, the Egyptian terror group Ansar Beit al-Maqdis (ABM) pledged allegiance to ISIL in November 2014; the pledge of allegiance was accepted, and ABM was accordingly renamed “Sinai Province” (Kirkpatrick, 2014). ABM’s declared aims had included destroying Israel, implementing sharia law, and establishing an Islamic caliphate in the Sinai (“Ansar Bayt Al-Maqdis, 2015”). ABM began its militant activities in 2011 by launching rocket attacks against Israel but shifted to targeting Egyptian security and police forces in 2013 (Kingsley, 2015), avowedly in response to both the security force’s crackdown on Islamist dissidents after Egyptian president Muhammad Morsi was removed from power and the state’s ongoing counterinsurgency in the Sinai Peninsula (Barnett, 2013). Now, in its role as the Sinai Province of the Islamic State, ABM seeks to co-opt marginalized populations in the Sinai Peninsula by handing out flour and cash (El-Ghobashy, 2015). These attempts are a small-scale imitation of ISIL’s efforts at governance structures in Syria and Iraq.
As an example of a failed attempt at using economic inducements to attract affiliates, ISIL allegedly tried to enlist the Pakistani group Ansar al-Furqan to pledge allegiance to ISIL and join the organization as its “Baluchistan Province.” According to an individual claiming to belong to Ansar al-Furqan, after the group declined, ISIL attempted to “buy” its allegiance (SITE Intelligence Group, 2015).

While ISIL’s diplomatic and political interactions are largely aimed at affiliates and fellow adversary groups, it has some dealings with states. Despite its ideological rigidity, ISIL has demonstrated pragmatism as needed to achieve its ends or ensure its survival.

While hostage negotiations can hardly be considered meaningful diplomatic engagements, it is worth mentioning that ISIL has released some prisoners according to agreements reached with opposing governments. While the U.S. and British governments prohibited families of ISIL hostages from paying ransom to recover them, ISIL hostage Rye Ottoman was released in June 2015 after his family paid ISIL millions of dollars as a ransom (Orange, 2015). On a more government-to-government level, in September 2014, Turkish prime minister Ahmet Davutoglu announced that, following “intense efforts that lasted days and weeks,” ISIL had handed over 46 Turkish hostages to the Turkish intelligence agency. Similarly, in June of that year, 32 Turkish truck drivers whom ISIL had seized were released within a month, although the Turkish government provided no information regarding their release (“ISIL Released Turks Held Hostage in Iraq,” Al-Jazeera, 2014).

More significantly, ISIL appears to have coordinated at least tacitly with the Assad regime. In the wake of the U.S. invasion of Iraq in 2003, ISIL’s precursor AQI apparently enjoyed special status with the Assad regime, which reportedly facilitated a massive flow of Islamic militants into Iraq (Scarborough, 2013). Iraqi officials reported that Syrian border guards were assisting Islamic militants in openly crossing the border into Iraq; many of these militants joined the AQI-affiliated insurgency against the U.S. occupation. Later, in the early days of the Arab Spring, the Assad regime reportedly released Islamic radicals from its prisons (Engel, 2014). As recently as January 2014, during fighting between ISIL and other rebel factions, Der Spiegel reported that Syrian regime aircraft “regularly bombed only rebel positions, while
the Islamic State emir ordered his fighters to refrain from shooting at the army” (Reuter, “The Terror Strategist,” 2015). This cooperation also seems to have extended to the economic front via oil smuggling.

**Economic Subversion and Control**

ISIL’s economic tactics include oil smuggling, resource control, extortion, and minting its own currency. As ISIL’s internal “Principles” strategy document argues, establishing independent sources of oil, gas, food, revenue, and currency is integral to its strategy of reducing its opponents’ leverage as well as establishing its legitimacy as a state in order to reap the recruitment benefits of statehood. ISIL seeks resource independence in order to strengthen its claim to statehood and to deny leverage to its enemies.

ISIL’s tacit cooperation with the Assad regime appears to extend to smuggling oil to the Syrian government as well as to some of ISIL’s other publicly avowed enemies. Crude oil travels via middlemen to the Assad regime forces, Kurdish areas, Turkey, and even to Syrian rebels supported by the United States, according to RAND expert Ben Bahney (Behn, 2015). In November, the U.S. government levied sanctions on George Aswani, who had allegedly been serving as an intermediary for the oil trade between ISIL and the Assad regime (“ Civilians Pay,” IRIN News, 2015). While Kurdish parliament members have denied accounts of ISIL selling oil in Iraqi Kurdish areas, KRG officials had made 15 arrests of businessmen and military officials suspected of trading with ISIL as of October 2015 (Hendawi and Abdul-Zahra, 2015).

ISIL’s export of oil to Turkey garnered significant negative attention from Western governments, and Turkey responded with steps to dampen the smuggling operations and regain control of its side of the 100-kilometer length of its border through which foreign fighters were entering ISIL-held territory and ISIL crude oil was exiting to Turkey (Behn, 2015). There have also been reports of equipment for extraction and refinement being imported across the Turkish border into ISIL-held territory. In late 2015 the Turkish prime minister’s office claimed that it had “effectively stopped oil smuggling” from ISIL-held territory, claiming that it had thwarted 3,319 acts of smuggling into Turkey from Syria.
and apprehended over 5.5 million liters of smuggled oil (Hendawi and Abdul-Zahra, 2015). RAND expert Howard Shatz noted in November 2015 (Interview with Howard Shatz, 2015) that Turkey had launched a major operation to stop the flow of ISIL oil to Turkey via pipeline (Ganor, 2015).

ISIL appears to have partially achieved its objectives of controlling its own critical resources and sources of revenue, fuel, and food in a bid for independence from foreign funders. As of December 2015, approximately half of its monthly revenues, assessed at around $80 million, were generated by taxes and property confiscation; the other half were generated primarily by black market oil sales inside and outside of ISIL-held territory (Kaplan, 2015).

ISIL closely tracks its sophisticated oil and gas production and distribution system. Oil and Gas Divisions generate receipts for oil and gas sales, tracking and regulating the flow of fuel inside and outside its territory (Archive of Islamic State Administrative Documents, Specimen 5U). The Rikaz Department in Al-Khair Province sent out a notice outlining the procedures for distribution of “gas bottles” to the populace; residents must present a “marriage proof document” such as a “family register” or “original marriage bond” in order to receive the fuel (Archive of Islamic State Administrative Documents, Specimen 4R).

ISIL has also sought to control sources of food within the territory it occupies. An ISIL report obtained by Der Spiegel in 2014 listed pretexts, ranging from alleged embezzlement to dissolute behavior, that ISIL could use to seize a flour mill as part of a veiled campaign to seize “all strategically important facilities like industrial bakeries, grain silos and generators” (Reuter, “The Terror Strategist,” 2015). When sweeping across Iraq in 2014, ISIL reportedly seized wheat stored in silos, in amounts worth up to $200 million. ISIL now controls an expanse of fields that, as Bloomberg’s Cam Simpson and Matthew Phillips reported in November 2015, have “historically produced half of Syria’s annual wheat crop, about one-third of Iraq’s, and almost 40 percent of Iraqi barley, according to UN agricultural officials and a Syrian economist” (2015).

ISIL’s objective of reducing its dependence on external resources in order to weaken its opponents’ leverage also extends to currency. ISIL has
substantial currency reserves, partially generated by one-time acquisitions, such as when it looted Mosul’s banks, which alone may have accounted for between $500 million and $1 billion (Trumbull, 2015).

ISIL has begun minting its own currency, vowing to return to the use of precious metals as the basis for value and as an attempt to reduce its dependence on external financial systems and undermine the global economy. However, these moves may be mostly symbolic; a month after the “Return of the Gold Dinar” video in August 2015 denounced the “U.S. capitalist financial system of enslavement,” ISIL was still paying its fighters in U.S. dollars (Gidda, 2015).

On other occasions, ISIL has sought to undercut the use of other nations’ currencies directly. In September 2015, the Hisba Department of Aleppo Province prohibited the use of two new Syrian banknotes, enjoining “all exchange shops” that they “must not exchange or circulate these notes. Rather they are to be received from people and removed from the lands of the Islamic State” (Jawwad, 2015).

Military and Intelligence
ISIL’s military tactics have been covered extensively elsewhere, so this section will focus on ISIL’s intelligence and counterintelligence methods. However, it is still worth noting ISIL’s exceptionally heavy and deliberate use of irregular warfare tactics and barbaric killings as part of a psychological operations campaign. ISIL repeatedly surpasses its parent organization, al Qaeda, in terms of its well-publicized atrocities, which are both mass-produced and carefully orchestrated for maximum shock value.

ISIL’s brutal campaign against the anti-ISIL vigilante group Mosul Brigades offers a prime example of ISIL’s exploitation of the theater of violence. In June 2015, ISIL released a video showing 16 men, allegedly including some members of the Mosul Brigades, being blown up in a car, drowned in a cage, and decapitated by explosive neck-collars, in a naked attempt at intimidating the Mosul-based resistance (Lando, 2015). ISIL in Mosul has undertaken a campaign of systematically killing Mosul Brigade members. ISIL also retaliates against assassinations of its own militants by accusing former ISIL security person-
nel of espionage and collaboration with the Iraqi army and publicly executing them in order to intimidate others (Paraszczuk, 2015).

The litany of ISIL’s terrorizing atrocities is near endless. In the latter half of 2014, ISIL massacred more than 500 members of the Albu Nimr tribe, which had resisted ISIL’s advance, burying 200 Albu Nimr bodies in a single ditch near Hit (Wolf, 2015). Over the course of three days in Sirte, Libya, ISIL militants killed over 50 members of the Feryan tribe, which had refused to pledge allegiance to the organization (“Libya,” 2015). ISIL has undertaken a campaign of sexual slavery against the Yazidi in Iraq; as a female author wrote in the May 2015 issue of ISIL’s Dabiq magazine, “I and those with me at home prostrated to Allah in gratitude on the day the first slave-girl entered our home. Yes, we thanked our Lord for having let us live to the day we saw kufr [infidels] humiliated and its banner destroyed.” A captured head logistician for ISIL suicide attacks in Baghdad said, when asked about how he selected his targets: “It was about hitting as many people as possible—especially police officers, soldiers and Shiites I thought, at some point these Shiites . . . who experienced an explosion would start to think and that they would be afraid. . . . My idea was to continue until all of them converted. Or emigrated” (Reuter, “I’m Not a Butcher,” 2015).

But the focus here is on how ISIL has employed intelligence and counterintelligence measures to great effect. Laying the groundwork for its rapid expansion, ISIL in 2012 and 2013 began infiltrating villages under the pretext of setting up Islamic missionary centers, selecting a few attendees to spy on their own villages. These attendees were asked to assemble lists of powerful families, their sources of income, local brigades and their leaders’ political orientations, and information usable for blackmail, such as homosexuality or extramarital affairs. After using this covert infiltration and intelligence-gathering to prepare the ground for takeover, ISIL would then move into the villages openly, systematically eliminating potential opponents. In Raqqa in the summer of 2013, disappearances quickly climbed into the hundreds.

Parallel structures of ISIL security emirs are replicated at the local, district, and provincial levels of administration; the ISIL intelligence services monitor not only external enemies and local populaces,
but also ISIL fighters and officials (Reuter, “The Terror Strategist,” 2015). A trove of ISIL intelligence documents obtained by Der Spiegel in 2014 revealed an extensive surveillance system, including lists of Assad regime spies who had been placed in rebel factions and lists of ISIL’s own informants who had been placed in both rebel factions and government militias (Reuter, “The Terror Strategist,” 2015). ISIL has also infiltrated Kurdish militias (Reuter, “Rational Monster,” 2015).

ISIL’s current intelligence branches continue to gather information on internal threats, especially tribes. In March 2015, when sending a statement to “the sheikhs and tribes of Wilayat Ninawa” requiring their presence at a conference, the Tribes Department in Ninawa Province copied the Islamic Military Police, Islamic Police, and ISIL intelligence services on its request to “let us know immediately those who reject and refuse” (Archive of Islamic State Administrative Documents, Specimen 4I). An ISIL administrative form from the Committee to Track the Affairs of the Tribes has various columns for noting each individual’s age, position, and place of residence, in addition to whether or not he had participated in fighting ISIL and whether or not he had handed over his weapons (Archive of Islamic State Administrative Documents, Specimen 8C).

For ISIL’s counterintelligence operatives, the Internet is an area of great concern. In March 2015, the Aleppo Province general administration reminded its “brothers not to disclose news and information of the movement of [their] brothers through use of the Internet,” counseling them: “When the Prophet (PBUH) wanted to conduct a raid, he would conceal it under another purpose. . . . And he would say: ‘War is deceit’ ” (Archive of Islamic State Administrative Documents, Specimen 5E). An Intelligence Services Official in Furat Province sent a “Central Public Security Directorate” to be distributed to “all Internet users”; it forbade the use of the Internet, warning, “Whoever is found with an Internet connection inside his home, office or any private place will expose himself to severe reckoning” (Archive of Islamic State Administrative Documents, Specimen 9A). Other provincial agencies have taken different measures, such as the Public Security Department of Raqqa Province, which announced in July 2015, “To all Internet shop owners. . . . You must ensure to record the IDs of
users except soldiers of the Islamic State and their families” (Archive of Islamic State Administrative Documents, Specimen 6O). Shortly afterward, the province restricted Internet use to the registered Internet cafés, thereby tracking all Internet users other than ISIL soldiers and family members (Archive of Islamic State Administrative Documents, Specimen 9A).

These counterintelligence measures extend to controlling mobile phone usage. In 2014, the Ninawa Province Media Office announced that mobile phone networks would be cut off in Mosul, after spies inside the province had been “confirmed” to be using “various devices of connection to provide the enemies of the Islamic State with information that has brought about losses to the Dawla of many of its knights” and after discovering that anti-ISIL coalition “aircraft ha[d] been able to monitor the phones of the mujahideen and follow their movements” (Archive of Islamic State Administrative Documents, Specimen 8Z).

Other counterintelligence measures may include fighters wearing black masks, not only to protect identity but also to make it more difficult for enemies to differentiate units and assemble estimates of forces. At other times, manipulating expectations of a black wardrobe, groups of ISIL fighters have been known to infiltrate disorganized associations of Syrian rebel factions by simply changing into jeans and vests (Reuter, “The Terror Strategist,” 2015). As a countermeasure against the Mosul Brigades—who systematically target and assassinate ISIL militants using strangling, sniper rifles, and booby-trapped vehicles—ISIL has issued guidelines advising its fighters in Mosul to wear black masks to avoid being identified, to drive unmarked cars, and to wear beards to blend in better. ISIL has also reportedly tried to conceal the Mosul Brigade’s successful assassinations, explaining away the deaths of fighters strangled, stabbed, or killed by guns with silencers as the result of being killed in combat or by coalition air strikes, and bringing their bodies to and from the morgue under cover of darkness (Paraszczuk, 2015).

In such a way, ISIL’s sophisticated intelligence and counterintelligence apparatus weaves seamlessly with its deliberate embrace of atrocities in order to achieve maximum psychological impact. This is achieved, of course, with the assistance of its information operations campaign.
Informational and Cyber

ISIL employs a multilayered propaganda production system and a resilient, decentralized dissemination method to great effect in its efforts to recruit supporters and pressure its opponents. Foreign fighters have answered Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi’s call for *hijra* with an alarming surge of emigration, spurred on in part by ISIL information operations on social media and targeted recruitment campaigns, which are facilitated by a radicalization process that involves a shift from open to encrypted communications. Cyber-warfare, or at least publicly observable cyber-warfare, appears to be far less central to the ISIL information operations effort than media productions or recruitment.

ISIL exploits social media in innovative ways. Partially decentralizing its propaganda production and almost entirely decentralizing its propaganda dissemination, ISIL relies on a multilayered set of media centers to produce its official media publications, then leverages an extensive and relentless network of supporters on social media in order to distribute its message.

A range of outlets produces official ISIL propaganda. Al-Furqan Media, Al-Hayat Media, Ajnad Media, and Al-I’tisam Media produce and release top-level messaging, such as the sermons of Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, audio addresses from official ISIL spokesperson Abu Muhammad al-Adnani, and issues of the sleek English-language magazine *Dabiq*, French-language magazine *Dar al-Islam*, and Turkish-language magazine *Constantinople*. Other outlets include the A’maq News Agency and Al-Bayan Radio Station (Zelin, “Picture or It Didn’t Happen”). Beyond those centrally controlled media organizations, ISIL provincial media offices produce locally focused situation reports and messages, such as the “Victory from God and an Imminent Conquest” video series from the Al-Khayr Province Media Office, or “To the Defiant Tribes of the Sinai,” a statement from the Sinai Province Media Office (Zelin, “New Video Message from the Islamic State”; “New Statement from the Islamic State”).

Aaron Zelin’s analysis of the 123 media releases from ISIL in a single week in April 2015 found that top-level ISIL outlets represented 22 percent of the media releases, while the other 78 percent came from province-level media centers, suggesting that ISIL media production
has decentralized drastically over the last two years. Zelin, who runs Jihadology, the jihadist primary source material online archive, also found that while only 58 percent of ISIL’s provinces are in Iraq and Syria, a disproportionate number (81 percent) of the media releases came from provinces inside the two countries; Libyan provinces accounted for a distant third, at 11 percent of the 123 releases in the study (Zelin, “Picture or It Didn’t Happen”).

Zelin also argues that over the latter half of 2015, the ISIL media machine’s output had declined in terms of both quality and quantity. Zelin tracked the number of nonmilitary ISIL photos from Syria and Iraq from January to November 2015. For each country, counted separately on a three-month rolling basis, he found a steady rise from January until the peak months of June and August 2015, followed by a steady decline until the data ended at the end of November 2015. He attributed the decline to the elimination of ISIL media operatives and territory lost by ISIL, and cited experts such as Cori Dauber and J. M. Berger as agreeing with him that the quality of videos from provincial media offices had also declined, with the exception of those released by Raqqa Province (Zelin and Fellow, 2015).

In order to disseminate its official propaganda, ISIL has shifted away from a broadcast model, characterized by one-to-many sharing, to a dispersed and resilient form that relies on peer-to-peer sharing and deliberate lateral redundancy across multiple platforms. ISIL initially relied on official Twitter accounts to release its productions; after Twitter began suspending pro-ISIL accounts, ISIL adapted. It adopted what Ali Fisher, in his study on jihadi proliferation of social media, calls a user-curated “Swarmcast” method (2015). By crowd-sourcing the hosting and popularization of its content, ISIL inoculated its information operations from attempts to remove and block its content.

As soon as Twitter suspends one ISIL supporter’s account, the supporter creates a new account or moves to his previously created backup account, the name of which he has already promulgated to other supporters (SITE Intel Group, “Jihadists Circulate Guide,” 2015). As one ISIL supporter urged in an online blog, “To counter suspensions, you must support each other. Don’t make the brothers and sisters ask for a shout out. If someone you recognize has followed you
after a suspension, tell your followers to follow them.” YouTube videos are downloaded and re-uploaded by as many users as possible in order to achieve viral growth and maintain access to the content (SITE Intel Group, “Blog Post Suggests Ways,” 2015). Instead of following an official ISIL spokesperson account, which can easily be suspended, pro-ISIL users read and retweet posts on pro-ISIL hashtag channels. Even when hosting sites, such as YouTube and JustPaste.It, comply with requests to take down ISIL propaganda, supporters who downloaded the content before it could be removed simply re-upload the content and share the new link on a pro-ISIL Twitter hashtag (Fishwick, 2014).

ISIL content hosts and promoters are proactive and myriad, while the effort to block ISIL content and suspend ISIL users is reactive, with only a finite number of people empowered and dedicated to carrying it out. For instance, by the time the U.S. State Department counter-ISIL Twitter account (@dsdotar) returned from a weekend hiatus on Monday, May 19, 2015, the newly released fourth installment of the “Clanging of the Swords” video series had been viewed over 100,000 times, and enough users had downloaded the content to make it effectively permanently available online (Fisher). Even though the Brookings study on ISIL supporters online argued that the rate of Twitter suspensions may have limited the ISIL network’s growth, it also acknowledged that suspensions cannot be expected to fully interdict the spread of ISIL propaganda on Twitter (Berger and Morgan, 2015).

ISIL also welcomes supporters and members taking the initiative to create their own unofficial ISIL propaganda, in addition to disseminating official content (Winter, 2015). In Klausen’s 2014 study of tweets posted by 29,000 Twitter accounts belonging to Western ISIL foreign fighters, she found that disseminators outside the conflict zone, including a handful of particularly influential women, played a key role in this effort to “build redundancy by spreading the material, often posting and reposting material provided by the feeder accounts belonging to organizations and fighters based in Syria.” A report by the International Centre for the Study of Radicalisation and Political Violence (ICSR) also emphasized the role of disseminators based primarily in the West, arguing that many foreign fighters informed themselves
about the conflict by following unofficial disseminators rather than official ISIL channels (Carter, Maher, and Newman, 2014).

However, Klausen argues that while self-publication sites like Twitter and YouTube give online information the appearance of spontaneity and authenticity, the high degree of coordination between posters was so high that it was “improbable that it could have occurred by chance.” She found that ISIL closely regulates which of its fighters provide updates from the battlefield, as new arrivals to training camps must surrender their cell phones and “[u]nauthorized contact with family members” was allegedly punishable by death. The most frequently tweeted content in the dataset consisted of either religious instruction or battlefield reports; less than a fifth were interpersonal communications, and only a handful of tweets consisted of threats against the West, suggesting substantial ideological conformity across posts.

The effectiveness of ISIL’s social media campaigns can be hard to measure, but ISIL has clearly been highly successful in attracting foreign recruits. Der Spiegel reports that in 2012 ISIL leadership opted to focus on recruiting foreigners rather than local Syrians, and initially training them separately; the lack of connection to the populace made them more reliable and merciless enforcers, as well as easier to quickly move from place to place (Reuter, “The Terror Strategist,” 2015).

This effort has expanded drastically in the years since, particularly after ISIL’s dramatic territorial gains and declaration of itself as a caliphate. As Nicholas Rasmussen, director of the National Counterterrorism Center, testified to Congress in February 2015, “The rate of foreign fighter travel to Syria is unprecedented. It exceeds the rate of travelers who went to Afghanistan and Pakistan, Iraq, Yemen, or Somalia at any point in the last 20 years.” The Soufan Group estimated that between June 2014 and December 2015, the number of foreign fighters flowing into Syria had more than doubled, and concurred with the May 2015 assessment of the UN Security Council monitoring team that the number of foreign fighters who had traveled to join the current conflict in Iraq and Syria may have been as high as 30,000, from over 100 countries. While over a third of the fighters originate from Western countries, including the European Union, Canada, the United States, New Zealand, Australia, Russia, and the Balkans, slightly over
half come from the Arab world, particularly Tunisia, Saudi Arabia, Morocco, Jordan, and Turkey (Barrett, 2015).

By appealing to targets’ disaffection and lack of belonging, as well as to a desire to help protect a Muslim community under attack, ISIL’s use of social media sites such as Twitter and Facebook has proven highly effective at spreading its ideology and plays a significant role in its recruitment and fund-raising efforts (Barrett, 2014). While exposure to propaganda alone does not turn opponents or even potential recruits into members, it can furnish dissatisfied individuals with an internally coherent system of beliefs and significantly catalyze the radicalization process (Winter, 2015).

This radicalization process is assisted by ISIL’s online targeted recruitment activities. According to Henry Tuck from the Institute for Strategic Dialogue, ISIL has “units of specialized recruiters operating around the clock from Internet cafes in Iraq and Syria, interacting on an individual level with prospective recruits” (Shroder, 2015). J. M. Berger adds that while in-person recruitment has also been observed, it is dwarfed by online recruitment in countries such as the United States, and offers this rule of thumb: “In general, the role of offline recruitment becomes more significant the closer one gets to an Islamic State–contested territory (2015).

Berger’s 2015 study on ISIL’s use of online tailored interventions to turn passive supporters into active contributors suggests a common set of techniques used by recruiters both official and unofficial. After first contact is established, whether sought by the recruiter or the target, the recruiter constructs a “micro-community” around the target, keeping up an almost constant stream of contact and encouraging the target to “insulate against outside influences.” This is followed by a key turning point: a “shift to private communications,” such as direct messaging on Twitter or Facebook, or messaging applications like WhatsApp and Kik. At this point, the recruiter identifies and encourages the target to take action on behalf of ISIL, whether through social media activism, making hijra and emigrating to ISIL-held territory, or conducting terrorist attacks in the target’s home country.
The step in this radicalization process of urging a target to insulate himself from opposing influences is mirrored in a March 2015 technical guide from Ansaru Khilafa, a pro-ISIL website, which advises readers on how to subscribe to “the blocklist” on Twitter: a method of automatically blocking an ever-growing swath of anti-ISIL accounts. The author explains, “Everytime the owner of the blocklist blocks someone, your account will automatically block the account as well.” The guide encourages readers to block even Muslims, if those Muslims had been following the “major spammers which are taking down” pro-ISIL accounts or were somehow affiliated with enemies of ISIL.

Tech-savvy ISIL supporters also share advanced techniques intended to guard against detection. Another guide posted by the Ansaru Khilafa technical team gives detailed, step-by-step instructions to ISIL supporters on how to use GPG4USB to encrypt files and text messages, how to encrypt the messages while offline, and how to send the encrypted messages via Tor-based e-mail channels (“Registering on Twitter Without Phone Verification, Part 1”; “Registering on Twitter Without Phone Verification, Part 2”). The previous month, the team posted a sophisticated two-part guide advising ISIL supporters on how to evade Twitter’s phone verification requirement when registering for an account from an IP address outside of the Untied States. The guide’s suggested methods include using a proxy VPN such as CyberGhost in order to register with Twitter using a U.S.-based IP address, or using JonDo IP-Changer proxy software. The guide reminds ISIL supporters not to use an e-mail address for which they used their real IP address to register, and advises that they avoid GMail, Microsoft, and Yahoo! and instead register for Tor-based e-mails such as Mail2Tor, Sigaint, or RuggedInbox.com while using the Tor Browser Bundle. The guide cautions that “this method does not provide 100% anonymity if the intel agencies truly consider you a high-value target,” warning that intelligence agencies will ask Twitter and then CyberGhost for the IP addresses used to register for their services and accordingly be able


to identify the user’s real IP address. The guide, citing a range of NSA capabilities, further counsels that intelligence agencies can decrypt and hijack VPNs for anyone who is actually under surveillance, but says, “This danger does not apply to registering with the e-mail services I mentioned as you registered with them through Tor, which as of our current understanding, is secure.”

The movement of some ISIL supporters from open to encrypted communications is sometimes mirrored at the level of ISIL media organizations. Two days after the Paris attacks in November 2015, an ISIL propaganda dissemination telegram channel announced that it was launching a “dark web” version of the Isdarat website, which archives ISIL propaganda, and provided links using .onion for both Tor and normal users (SITE Intelligence Group). FBI director James Comey testified to Congress in July 2015 about the threat posed by ISIL supporters’ shift to encrypted direct messaging platforms.

Cyber warfare, or at least publicly observable cyber warfare, appears to be far less central to the ISIL information operations effort than media productions or recruitment. Publicly visible cyber offensives, led by self-proclaimed, pro-ISIL hacking groups such as the Cyber Caliphate and Islamic Cyber Army (ICA), appear to consist primarily of hacking websites and either defacing them or reposting personal information about ISIL’s enemies, which sometimes had already been available publicly online. These releases often consist of “kill lists” of U.S. military personnel’s location and contact information (SITE Intelligence Group, 2015). For instance, in November 2015, the Cyber Caliphate posted names, phone numbers, zip codes, and departments of 36 U.S. military personnel, sourcing the information to a Justpaste.it document created in August 2015 (SITE Intelligence Group).

A particularly active pro-ISIL hacking group that was formed in early September 2015, the ICA undertook seven hacking campaigns in its first two months; however, SITE Intelligence Group assesses that the ICA’s capabilities have not been shown to “extend beyond basic defacements and re-posting data from publicly-available sources

---

3 For Tor users: http://isdratetp4donyfy.onion; for non-Tor users: http://isdratetp4donyfy.onion.link
or previously-claimed alleged hacks." Sometimes, the claims of hacking are clearly disingenuous. For instance, when the ICA disseminated physical and e-mail addresses of French government officials, including the address of France’s Élysée Palace, on Twitter and Telegram and claimed that this data had come from hacking operations under its “#WorldUnderHacks” campaign, the information had already been publicly available. However, not all of the ICA’s claims can be so handily dismissed as puffery; under the same campaign, the ICA posted 276,817 Twitter usernames and passwords, which they purported to have hacked, when the account information had not already been available online (SITE Intelligence, 2015).

With the exception of hacks of personal information used to populate public “kill lists,” pro-ISIL hackers appear to focus on website defacement, which is, in essence, another form of propaganda intended to intimidate opponents and galvanize supporters. Website defacements and “kill lists” are sometimes linked. On another occasion, the ICA defaced Iranian websites with a message threatening to publish “sensitive and classified information” of the Iranian government, including personal information of Iranian military personnel, if Iran did not stop its “war on the Islamic State.” The ICA claimed to have taken data from the Iranian Ministry of Health and the Ministry of Education (SITE Intelligence, 2015). Another pro-ISIL hacking group, calling itself Rabita Al-Ansar, attacked the Bermuda Broadcasting Company website in May 2015 and displayed photographs that purportedly showed the television programming having been changed to pro-ISIL propaganda.

Another facet of ISIL’s information operations is its campaign of sexual slavery. ISIL’s systematic campaign of enslavement and sexual assault, particularly against the Yazidi women of Iraq, can be seen as a means of intimidation but also as a recruitment tool. The October 2014 Dabiq article “Revival of Slavery before the Hour,” in which ISIL declares its embrace of the abhorrent practice, claims that “the desertion of slavery had led to an increase in fahishah (adultery, fornication, etc.), because the shar’[i] [legitimate] alternative to marriage is not available, so a man who cannot afford marriage to a free woman finds himself surrounded by temptation towards sin.” When coupled with ISIL’s promises to match up emigrant husbands and wives, this may help lure
men who are excited by this twisted version of religiously sanctioned sexual “freedom” or simply by the idea of sexual violence.

To further support the practice of sexual slavery, ISIL commissioned a woman named “Umm Sumayyah Al-Muuhajirah” to defend the practice. In an article entitled “Slave Girls or Prostitutes?” in the May 2015 edition of Dabiq, she wrote that she was alarmed that Islamic State supporters denied the use of female slaves “as if the soldiers of the Khilāfah had committed a mistake or evil.” She continued to defend the practice by asserting it is not intended for male fighters’ sexual pleasure nor the destruction of an enemy, but as a traditional means to encourage the slaves to convert to Islam. She proclaimed,

I write this while the letters drip of pride. Yes, O religions of kufr [disbelief] altogether, we have indeed raided and captured the kāfirah [infidel] women, and drove them like sheep by the edge of the sword…. Or did you and your supporters think we were joking on the day we announced the Khilāfah [caliphate] upon the prophetic methodology?

By choosing a woman to defend sexual slavery, the editors of Dabiq carefully shaped their message in an attempt to appeal to previous or potential supporters who had denounced the practice as an affront to women.

ISIL’s multilayered information campaign is not only relentless, using a decentralized dissemination method to amplify its resilience and reach, but sophisticated and deliberate, with targeted recruiting and a multilingual message carefully shaped to appeal to different audiences.

Examining How ISIL Messaging Varies Across Language Platforms

In this section we present original research findings on how ISIL’s English-language propaganda quantitatively differs from its Arabic-language propaganda, as well as the implications of those differences. This effort applies a lexical analysis method to quantitatively compare
English and Arabic text corpora, constructed from a year of ISIL publications and releases in both English and Arabic. The analysis finds that while ISIL’s Arabic messaging, apparently targeted more to people already within the rank and file, emphasizes violence and violent jihad, ISIL’s English messaging has a more international focus.

**Previous Research**

Observers agree that ISIL targets its messages to a variety of linguistic audiences. While Arabic dominates the ISIL propaganda landscape, media releases are often translated or even published in other languages, primarily English. In its ISIL Twitter census, Brookings found that three-quarters of ISIL supporters on Twitter selected Arabic as their primary language, and that out of 20,000 ISIL supporter accounts, 107 countries were represented (Berger and Morgan, 2015). Zelin’s analysis of an entire week of ISIL media releases found that all 123 releases were published in Arabic; 8 of these were translated into English, and a handful were also translated into Russian, Kurdish, French, and Urdu. He also found that picture albums and videos, which can partially transcend language barriers, accounted for 88 percent of the media releases (Zelin, “Picture or It Didn’t Happen”).

Scholars have found that themes of ISIL propaganda can vary along with its target audience. Winter’s in-depth study of ISIL propaganda distilled its messaging into six overlapping narratives: brutality, mercy, victimhood, war, belonging, and utopia. He argued that while brutality dominates the attention span of Western media, utopianism and belonging are what attract new recruits (2015). ISIL apparently hopes that brutality deters international publics from becoming active opponents, that mercy appeals to active opponents and encourages them to become potential recruits, and that belonging and utopianism lure potential recruits into becoming disseminators or active members. Zelin’s 2015 study analyzed the distribution of ISIL messaging along eleven themes, the six most prevalent of which, in descending order of prominence, were military, governance, da’wa (call, or evangelism), hisba (enforcement of adherence to Islamic principles), promotion of the caliphate, and attacks by the enemy (Zelin, “Picture or It Didn’t
Many ISIL productions blend these themes into potent, multilayered messages, facilitating ISIL’s attempts to achieve its strategic objectives.

Systematic and quantitative analysis of the variance between ISIL’s English, Arabic, and other language productions has been lacking, though the phenomenon has occasionally been examined qualitatively. For instance, Rita Katz of the SITE Intelligence group noted differences in how the ISIL media releases in different languages reported on the San Bernardino attacks in December 2015. Several days after the attack, the various language editions of al-Bayan Radio news bulletins reported on the attack; but while the Arabic edition called the attackers, Tashfeen Malik and Syed Farooq, “supporters” of ISIL, the English edition referred to them as “soldiers” of ISIL, the Russian edition called them “mujahideen,” and the French edition called them “sympathizers.” The English version in particular suggested a stronger message of association and approval than the Arabic and French editions, which distanced ISIL from the attackers.

Scott Shane and Ben Hubbard have gone deeper in their qualitative study of the subject, arguing that the message of ISIL’s English-language media productions is “far softer” than that in its Arabic-language media, which “flaunts violence toward its foes,” especially Shi’a elements in Iraq and Syria, with videos that “linger on enemy corpses and show handcuffed prisoners casually machine-gunned.” Shane and Hubbard assert that, in contrast, ISIL English-language productions emphasize jihad “as a means of personal fulfillment.” In one such video, a British fighter asks, “Are you willing to sacrifice the fat job you’ve got, the big car, the family?” and then answers his own question: “Living in the West, I know how you feel — in the heart you feel depressed. . . . The cure for depression is jihad” (2014).

Lexical Analysis of ISIL Propaganda in Arabic and English

Given the gap in the current literature, RAND undertook a quantitative analysis of how ISIL’s propaganda varies across language barriers. The English and Arabic text corpora used in the below analysis was composed of ISIL media released in both English and Arabic between
February 1 and December 9, 2015. The approach that emerged as most effective for identifying distinctive keywords was comparing the English official corpus to FROWN, a baseline corpus representative of general-use English, and then separately comparing the Arabic official corpus (which had previously been translated to the English corpus) to the same baseline FROWN corpus.

The analysis found that ISIL’s English-language and Arabic-language propaganda overlap substantially on some themes but differ markedly on other critical themes in both substance and treatment. Both the English and Arabic propaganda place strong emphasis on ISIL’s status as a territory-holding state and “caliphate,” with many over-present terms like “caliphate,” “lands,” and the name of Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, as well as basic Islamic religious principle and concepts, such as God, the Prophet Muhammad, and shari’a or religious law. However,
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4 This method highlights similarities and differences between corpora by calculating log likelihoods for the over-presence or under-presence of keywords as well as identifying words that co-occur more often than would be predicted by chance, called collocates. All words from the baseline were included in the keyword comparisons, and a minimum frequency cut-off of three instances was employed for both keywords and collocates. All top collocates included in the foregoing analysis had pointwise mutual information (PMI) scores of over 12. All top keywords included in Figures 1 and 2 had log-likelihood scores, indicating that they were present in the target corpus more than would be predicted from their presence in the baseline corpus, and had over-presence log-likelihood scores of over 100, which is considered highly significant.

5 The corpus of English-language, official ISIL propaganda comprised 270,570 words from 44 media releases. These included full-length issues of Dabiq magazine, radio reports, statements, and video transcripts. ISIL media outlets represented included Hayat Media Center, Al-Itisam Media Foundation, Al-Bayan Radio, Furat Media Center, and the Raqqa, Jazeera, West Africa, and Ninawa Provincial Media Offices. The corpus of Arabic-language, official ISIL propaganda manually translated into English comprised 62,777 words from 73 media releases. These included statements, video transcripts, photo reports, infographics, martyrdom announcements, and speeches from ISIL’s vaunted caliph, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, and official ISIL spokesperson Muhammad al-Adnani. ISIL media outlets represented included Furqan Media Foundation, Hayat Media Center, Al-Bayan Radio, Furat Media Center, Al-Naba’ Publishing, and the Damascus, Homs, Aleppo, Khayr, Anbar, Sinai, Fezzan, Ninawa, Kirkuk, Salah al-Din, Baghdad, Furat, Diyala, Aden, Sanaa, Janoub, Dijlah, Aden, Sanaa, Hadramawt, Baraka, Barqa, Algeria, and West Africa Provincial Media Offices. An absence of Arabic-language publications as lengthy as the full-length Dabiq magazines accounts for the considerable difference in word counts between the two corpora.
marked differences between the two sets of propaganda emerge when it comes to violence and holy war, as can be seen in Figure 5.2 below.

The Arabic-language propaganda appears targeted more to the rank and file of ISIL supporters who need to be stirred into a frenzy, rather than a skeptical purveyor who needs to be won over, or a foreign government that needs to be logically rather than emotionally deterred. Arabic-language productions focus more than their English-language counterparts on bloody, warlike concepts, such as “soldiers” and “body parts,” as well as “defeated” and “destroying.” This different emphasis is echoed in the greater proportion of lofty, jihad-related keywords and collocates — or words that co-occur more often than would be predicted by chance — in the Arabic-language media releases, including collocates such as “mujahideen” and “martyrdom.”

The Arabic-language material also includes more emotive and religiously tinged positivity, with terms like “honor,” “victory,” and “glad tidings,” and intense, urgent language like “final outcome.” The appeal to followers is also more personal, with substantially more and varied pronouns; it speaks directly to its audience with “you” and “your,” ingratiates itself with its audience by referring to “we” and “us,” and separates the audience from its enemies, referring to “they” and “their.”

In turn, ISIL’s English-language propaganda gives more prominence to coverage of “the enemy,” potentially suggesting that it is targeted more toward local, regional, and foreign potential opponents that it seeks to either deter or provoke. There are more mentions of Arab and Middle Eastern governments opposed to ISIL, such as Iraq and Egypt; Eastern nations and individuals opposed to ISIL, such as Russia and Japan; and violent jihadist organizations opposed to ISIL, such as the al Qaeda-affiliated Jabhat al-Nusra.

The numbers of top keywords and collocates related to ISIL’s regional “Shi’a enemies,” such as Iran, the Iraqi government, and the Syrian regime are marginally higher for the Arabic-language propaganda, and references to countries and institutions of the West are roughly equal between the two sets.
The English-language releases represented in Figure 5.2 display twice the emphasis of the Arabic-language releases on enemies farther afield, such as “Jews,” “infidels,” “hypocrites,” and “Crusaders,” a term that ISIL sometimes uses to slander both Easterners and Westerners. This more international focus, as opposed to a focus on the specific region of Syria and Iraq, is borne out in Figure 5.3 below, which shows how the main keywords and collocates of the two propaganda sets vary in terms of locations referenced.

Specifically, this figure displays the most prevalent coded themes of the top 150 keywords as ranked by log likelihood calculations and the top 30 bigrams and top 30 trigrams as ranked by frequency for each corpus, where the coded theme was markedly more prevalent in one corpus than the other. The two target corpora were the official ISIL English-language propaganda and official ISIL Arabic-language propaganda that had been translated into English, and the target corpora were compared to FROWN, a baseline corpora that is representative of general-use English. While the ranking and identification of keywords and collocates is a statistically rigorous process, the authors make no claim of statistical significance for the hand-coded themes displayed in the figure.
Figure 5.3
Top Keywords and Collocates by Coded Location

The above figure also shows English-language media productions emphasizing Syria over Iraq. The Arabic-language media productions exhibit the opposite, focusing on Iraq more than on Syria. This imbalance may suggest that ISIL views the plight of Syria as having a broader appeal than its operations in Iraq, at least for the audiences in Western nations who are more likely to read English-language propaganda. This view may be accurate, given that the Syrian crisis was what initially sparked the unprecedented deluge of foreign fighters to the area and became a cause célèbre for Sunnis across the world, who were outraged by the international community’s passivity in face of the atrocities committed by the Assad regime. Alternatively, the relative emphasis of ISIL’s Arabic-language propaganda on Iraq may point toward an operational focus on Iraq. This explanation would accord with the domination of

7 Specifically, this figure displays the most prevalent coded locations of the top 150 keywords as ranked by log likelihood calculations and the top 30 bigrams and top 30 trigrams as ranked by frequency for the two target corpora of official ISIL English-language propaganda and official ISIL Arabic-language propaganda that had been translated into English, compared to FROWN, a baseline corpora that is representative of general-use English. While the ranking and identification of keywords and collocates is a statistically rigorous process, the authors make no claim of statistical significance for the hand-coded themes displayed in the figure.
Iraqis among ISIL senior leadership that has been noted by some observers (Sly, 2015).

While all propaganda should be treated with caution, these findings suggest that Western governments should use a barrel rather than a teaspoon of salt when consuming ISIL’s English-language propaganda. This is because, even more so than the Arabic-language propaganda, ISIL’s English-language propaganda seems to be intended to manipulate the West, whether through provocation or intimidation.

Regardless of the reasons for these disparities between ISIL’s Arabic- and English-language media productions, the imbalances outlined above underscore the inadvisability of focusing exclusively on one language of ISIL propaganda. Only a multilingual approach will be able to capture a holistic view of ISIL’s message. For instance, an exclusive focus on ISIL’s English-language propaganda, as is common in Western media, may overestimate ISIL’s attention to the “far enemy.”

The end result is that while ISIL’s Arabic messaging, apparently targeted more to people already within the rank and file, emphasizes violence and violent jihad, ISIL’s English messaging has a more international focus. This may serve the dual purpose of alternately intimidating and provoking its enemies, but also attracting more moderate supporters and potential emigrants who are perhaps more interested in the utopian aims of ISIL than in violence.

ISIL’s information operations campaign weaves together almost all elements of its political warfare strategy. Its diplomatic overtures to affiliates seek to send an image of an expanding caliphate attractive to recruits. Its intelligence apparatus and violent atrocities serve to cow potential opponents into submission even while whipping its base into a frenzy. Finally, its independent sourcing of critical economic resources, as well as its sophisticated government institutions, are intended to enable the caliphate to appear strong, retain its fighters, and pacify its populace, which represents a potential recruiting pool to both ISIL and its enemies.

Finally, the study presents insights gleaned from analyzing the strengths and vulnerabilities of ISIL’s multilayered information operations campaign. ISIL’s strengths include its uncompromising posture as well as its embrace of structured decentralization, the latter of which
might be adopted by ISIL’s opponents. However, while ISIL’s rebranding of itself as a caliphate has proved a tremendous boon for its recruitment, it also contains a probable message of vulnerability; selling itself as a caliphate entangles ISIL in promises that it cannot keep.

One of ISIL’s key advantages in its information operations is its extremism and refusal to compromise; those qualities enable internal coherence. ISIL can easily expose inconsistencies and contradictions in American foreign policy, which teeters between realpolitik and idealism, brokers compromises between global security and the national interest, and balances the demands of international and domestic politics. The U.S. government signs deals with Iran and bombs Sunnis in Iraq, even as it supports Saudi Arabia bombing Shi’as in Yemen. This may confuse people in the Muslim world, unless they decide that the only consistency in American foreign policy that they can depend on is that America acts in its own national interests. The American message gets perceived around the world as supporting democracy, but also dictatorships. The U.S. message is complicated; it is nuanced. The United States and its allies moderate to govern. They try to strike a middle ground, and that exposes them to accusations of hypocrisy.

ISIL’s message, in contrast, is simple, because ISIL does not have to care about the middle ground; in fact, it actively wants to destroy it. The seventh issue of Dabiq is entitled “From Hypocrisy to Apostasy: The Extinction of the Grayzone.” ISIL propaganda achieves internal logical consistence by simplifying the world to a point where its worldview has no internal contradictions. Its incarnation is brand new, so it has few past actions to contradict. More than that, its extremism is absolute. It does not compromise. And that makes it impervious to nuanced argument that tries to dismantle its message from within its set of assumptions.

Even as ISIL’s claim to a caliphate empowers it, it also makes it vulnerable. By declaring itself a utopia, ISIL has made promises that it cannot keep. Rising prices, food shortages, undrinkable water, and insufficient health care (Sly, 2014; Chastain, 2015) can all be leveraged as cracks in the façade of ISIL’s glorious caliphate. In November 2015, a spokesman for the U.S.-led coalition against ISIL reported that desertions from ISIL are rising (Martel). ISIL defectors, especially those
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fighters who travelled to join ISIL but then fled, are those with the most credibility to undermine ISIL (Neumann, 2015). In order to level devastating claims of hypocrisy against ISIL, these deserters must be empowered to talk about their disillusionment with the organization.

Conclusion

ISIL’s information operations are distinguished by a multilingual decentralized propaganda system, with multiple tiers of content production and dispersed propaganda dissemination via social media. This system has been made resilient by peer-to-peer sharing and deliberate lateral redundancy across multiple platforms. Additional resiliency derives from ISIL’s use of disseminators outside conflict zones. Finally, official and unofficial recruiters perform targeted interventions, particularly online, in order to flatter, isolate, and radicalize recruitment targets. Unofficially affiliated hackers deface others’ websites and obtain and post “kill lists” containing personal information of targets.

As for the other activities ISIL undertakes, this chapter’s examination of ISIL’s political warfare practices finds that its most intensive political activities that might be termed diplomatic are robust efforts to develop and support overseas affiliates and other militant jihadist organizations. However, ISIL has also engaged in tacit cooperation with some governments, primarily in order to facilitate needed imports of war materiel and fighter flows, as well as exports of oil, gas, and other sources of revenue.

ISIL demonstrates significant intelligence and counterintelligence capabilities that assist in all aspects of its operations, to include nonkinetic political warfare activity. It uses religious proselytization centers in areas of planned expansion to recruit local collectors. It monitors local tribes, resistance organizations, and even its own fighters and officials, including their Internet usage. Use of cell phones is tightly controlled, faces are concealed, and grooming standards are altered as counter-targeting measures. Online communications are restricted in battle zones, and online supporters are instructed in the use of encrypted communications systems.
While ISIL has conducted maneuver warfare on a scale rarely seen by nonstate actors, its use of armed force includes systematic assassination campaigns against local leaders or organizations deemed to pose a threat, in addition to use of suicide vests and vehicle-borne improvised explosive devices (VBIEDs). The use of force is conducted with a major emphasis on amplifying its psychological effect and dissemination through media. For example, ISIL has staged hundreds of public executions and other displays of barbarism, including sexual slavery.

Although ISIL’s economic activities have been carried out largely to create revenues for warfighting and to sustain its caliphate, its pursuit of these aims has also in some cases entailed political objectives. Perhaps most prominent is its effort to establish and mint its own currency as a means of demonstrating the state-like status it achieved in parts of Iraq and Syria. It has also used currency, fuel, and food as weapons by establishing, tracking, and controlling independent sources of critical resources within held territory. The extortion of domestic populations under its control may serve as a control mechanism as well as a source of revenues, as an impoverished population has less autonomy and therefore ability to escape or rebel.

One of ISIL’s strengths, which the U.S. government could conceivably learn from and adapt to its own uses, is ISIL’s embrace of decentralization in information operations. The U.S. State Department recently announced an end to producing its own English content and a shift to helping Arab governments shape more “localized” anti-ISIL messages to counter ISIL’s message (Miller and DeYoung, 2016). While this represents a step in the direction of decentralization, it is a far cry from the sort of decentralized Twitter army that ISIL relies upon for a steady drumbeat of support. This online swarm is what enables ISIL’s resilient propaganda dissemination methods, as well as the enveloping sense of belonging offered not only to alienated Muslims who emigrate to ISIL-held territory but also to those who just advocate for others to do so. ISIL taps into the desire among frustrated youth to do something real that can bring them a sense of glory and belonging, even without leaving their computer screens.

Countering ISIL effectively may require developing an equally compelling sense of community to compete with the sense of belong-
ing that ISIL has managed to create. If anti-ISIL forces could tap into that same fervor, the effects could be significant. As ongoing research by RAND has shown, the current online opposition to ISIL is fragmented by national and sectarian lines, with the most prominent ISIL opponents either shouting into isolated echo chambers or hurling insults at ISIL supporters. The idea of a U.S. government embrace of an online citizen militia may seem far-fetched, but expecting a few dozen U.S. analysts and experts to compete with thousands of highly motivated and creative ISIL supporters is equally or more unrealistic. Chapter Eight will survey the current state of U.S. strategic communications and information operations and evaluate options for improving current practices.
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The preceding case studies have shown that each actor—be it the United States, Russia, Iran, or ISIL—employs its own unique form of warfare below the threshold of conventional war. This is by no means an exhaustive list. At least two states not covered in this study deserve special mention—Great Britain and China—since the former was at the forefront of political warfare during the nineteenth and first half of the twentieth century; and the latter, as noted in this chapter’s distillation of current practices, is actively engaged in political warfare today. While each of these actors has its idiosyncrasies, some broad commonalities exist in the practice of political warfare today. This chapter draws on the lessons from the preceding ones to discuss eight attributes that help define the modern practice of political warfare.

1. Nonstate actors can conduct political warfare with unprecedented reach.

The idea that nonstate actors can engage in political warfare is not particularly new, nor is the idea that they can have global impact. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, Anarchists, Marxists, and other groups managed to organize, communicate, and operate across borders (Hoffman 2006, pp. 7-11). Yet nonstate and pseudo-state actors today have more power to influence the international system than ever before. As Richard Haass claimed almost a decade ago, “One of the cardinal features of the contemporary international system is that nation-states have lost their monopoly on power and in some domains
their preeminence as well” (Haass, 2008, p. 45). Thanks to globalization, the world is increasingly interconnected, giving new power to nonstate actors. As John Arquilla and David Ronfeldt argued in their classic study *Networks and Netwars*, “The rise of networks means that power is migrating to nonstate actors, because they are able to organize into sprawling multiorganizational networks (especially ‘all-channel’ networks, in which every node is connected to every other node) more readily than can traditional, hierarchical, state actors” (Arquilla and Ronfeldt, 2001). And this, in turn, means that nonstate actors have new abilities to wage political warfare.

For nonstate actors, political warfare offers a chance to achieve their objectives, even if they lack the capability of waging conventional or nuclear war, and the advent of modern technology and globalization has lowered the barriers for nonstate actors wishing to engage in this form of conflict. The Internet allows for nonstate actors to easily spread propaganda messages across borders. With about 875 million guns already in circulation (only about a quarter of which are controlled by military, police, or other government agencies) and an additional 7.5 to 8 million small arms—portable, individual firearms (e.g., rifles, pistols, and light machine guns)—produced globally each year, nonstate actors have increased access to weapons and can now more readily engage in low-end military conflict (Al Jazeera, 2013; Peters, 2009). Modern communications and encryption technology further ease the means to conduct “covert diplomacy” — should a nonstate actor choose to do so. Global financial flows enable nonstate actors to transfer money to various proxies all over the world and hide these transactions.¹ In short, nonstate actors have the ability to wage political warfare across all four dimensions of power—diplomatic, informational, military, and economic.

Nonstate actors today capitalize on these newfound capabilities. Corporations are using at least some of political warfare’s tools (short of military) to serve their economic interests, while ISIL actively engages in this form of warfare to promote its jihadist ideology. And they are not alone. Before ISIL, al Qaeda created a multinational Salafist
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¹ For an overview, see Department of Treasury, 2015.
jihadist organization that leveraged Arab state weakness, anti-U.S. sentiment, and global networks to recruit, train, and facilitate its operations, financed by a multinational donor base and web of madrasas. Its appeal spawned numerous global affiliates, including al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula, al Qaeda of the Islamic Maghreb, Al Shabaab, Abu Sayyaf, Jemaah Islamiyah, and others (Bajoria and Bruno, 2012). Lebanese Hezbollah (LH) has evolved from a proxy force trained, armed, and directed by Iran to a social-political-military entity to a quasi-state force with a role in Lebanon’s government and with hybrid military capabilities that have been projected beyond its borders into Israel, Syria, and even South America (Masters and Laub, 2014). Colombia’s FARC and Sri Lanka’s LTTE also managed to expand from local actors engaged in small-scale conflicts to recruit for and finance their operations from globalized networks (Hoffman, 2006, pp. 204–6; “Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia,” 2015). And so, today, even relatively small nonstate actors have the ability to conduct political warfare on the global level.

2. Political warfare employs all the elements of power.

Political warfare is an inherently complex task: Its successful application often employs a combination of all the DIME elements of national power. Indeed, one of the striking findings of the preceding cases studied is just how rarely any actor — state or nonstate, democracy or authoritarian regime — relies on only one element of national power to conduct political warfare.

The United States used a mixture of diplomatic ventures, propaganda, armed proxies, foreign aid, and sanctions as it waged the Cold War, just as Russia and Iran use many of these same combinations — albeit with somewhat different flavors — in Ukraine and Syria, respectively, today. ISIL, too, combines propaganda and economic subversion (although more defensively to acquire weapons and resources than as a form of leverage against others abroad), along with terrorist activities in its quest to expand its influence.
At the same time, as political warfare often requires coordination across all facets of national power, states have historically tended to create specialized agencies to handle niche aspects of this form of warfare. Covert military operations have become the specialty of the Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps-Qods Force, the Russian Spetsnaz, and the U.S. Central Intelligence Agencies’ paramilitary wing. Some states set up specialized government agencies to handle the nonlethal dimensions of political warfare as well. Leaving aside its more indirect proxies, the Russian government controls the Rossiya Segodna as its official international informational agency.² Iran likewise has the Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting (IRIB), which controls all Iranian broadcasting (Pahlavi, 2012). Up until a few decades ago, the USIA before dissolving it in 1999. Earlier, during World War II, Britain had created the Political Warfare Executive, an organization subordinate to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of Information, to oversee propaganda— from leaflets to radio broadcasts (Overy, 2015, p. 382; PBS). Ultimately, this creates a tension in the conduct of political warfare: It often requires a broad-based approach, but the tools for conducting this form of warfare tend to be highly specialized. Perhaps, given this tension, many countries have needed to adapt their government structures to coordinate this form of warfare. Russia recently founded the National Center for the Management of Defense of the Russian Federation under the General Staff to help coordinate military efforts along with other agencies— such as the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Ministry of Emergency Situations (McDermott, 2014). For a time, China centralized its conduct of political warfare within the military. Some analysts even labeled the People’s Liberation Army’s General Political Department Liaison Department (GPD/LD) as “PLA’s principal political warfare command” (Stokes and Hsiao, 2013, p. 3). Even ISIL integrates its conduct of political warfare by embedding an economic targeting officer and an intelligence service officer (to assist with information efforts) down to the district level (see Figure 5.1). Whether or not an overarching separate coordinat-
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² Rossiya Segodna was established on December 9, 2013, by President Putin’s decree on “Measures to increase effectiveness of state media.” See RIA Novosti, n.d.
ing body is indeed necessary for the successful conduct of political warfare is beyond the scope of this study, but clearly one of the central challenges of those seeking to conduct political warfare is keeping the approach synchronized and the variety of agencies pointed in the same direction.

The application of political warfare methods can occur in numerous situations. They may include a low-cost method of competing with and cowing adversaries in ways that achieve all of the intended objectives. They may be used, as the historical survey illustrated, in a “hybrid” mode combined with more conventional use of military power. They may be a precursor to traditional warfare. In an era of growing near-peer competition and empowered nonstate actors, the use of political warfare to gain advantage may increase, because the dominance of any single actor has diminished. As defense expert and former Undersecretary of Defense Fred Ikle noted at the end of the Cold War, “Nor can we forget that POLWAR and PSYOP came back into prominence because of the relative military strengths of the contending powers. Without effective deterrence, POLWAR cannot protect us from unleashed might, whether conventional or nuclear” (Ikle, 1989, p. 10). The same may be true today. America’s adversaries turn to political warfare because they find it a relatively effective and low-cost form of competition that does not incur the risks of confronting the United States head on. The United States, in turn, uses political warfare because it offers additional options to policymakers.

3. **Political warfare relies heavily on proxy forces and means.**

Political warfare often is conducted in the shadows. Across the cases discussed here, many of the major organizations charged with conducting political warfare — Russia’s spetsnaz-GRU and FSB, the United States’ CIA, and Iran’s IRGC-QF — remain shrouded in secrecy. Often, the visible faces of political warfare are either the proxies — friendly political parties, nongovernmental organizations, loyal ethnic groups, and the like, who appear as independent but are actually backed, if
not controlled by, these states from behind the scenes—or else quasi-government agencies, like state-aligned corporations. This is not a new development, either. In an earlier era, the government-aligned British East India Company helped conquer and rule India for Britain. To a lesser extent, in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the private United States Fruit Company helped expand American control over the Caribbean (Omand, 1985, p. 5). While the British East India Company and United States Fruit Company may be gone, the practice of state-aligned corporations becoming tools of the state to exert leverage abroad remains alive and well today.

Russia maintains a spectrum of control over organizations—from direct control through loose affiliation—in order to wield power (see Figure 3.1). These cutouts perform a range of political warfare activities, from information operations to economic coercion. For example, Russia owns a majority stake in energy giant Gazprom, one of the major exporters to the countries of the former Soviet Union, and Russia has leveraged this energy dependence to attempt to wield influence abroad (Abdelal, 2013).

China also extensively uses cutouts—seemingly private business and cultural entities that are in fact controlled by the Chinese government and the PLA. According to the Asia-focused Project 2049 think tank, the number of civilian proxies for the GPD/LD has been growing and now includes the China Association for Promotion of Chinese Culture, China Association for Friendly International Contacts, China-U.S. Exchange Foundation, The Centre for Peace and Development Studies, External Propaganda Bureau, and China Energy Fund Committee (Raska, 2015; Parameswaran, 2015). According to China analyst J. Michael Cole, “The convoluted nature of the network—where global energy firms overlap with think tanks, foundations, the GPD/LD and intelligence operatives—makes it extraordinarily difficult for intelligence agencies (and the less security-aware targets) to distinguish between political warfare and more ‘legitimate’ activities” (Cole, 2015).

In Western democracies today, state-aligned corporations are still very much part of the political warfare arsenal. State-run industries—particularly in the energy and defense sectors—exist in many Western democracies. Even the United States, with its strong history of free
enterprise, still uses private and semi-private corporations to include various defense contractors to gather information and provide military assistance—all to serve its political objectives (see Singer, 2007; Shorrock, 2009; Cohen, 2010).

The use of proxies offers a host of potential strategic benefits. A propaganda message may seem more credible if it originates from a seemingly disinterested—and hence presumably objective—third party. Proxy military forces may offer the potential of added strategic surprise, better knowledge of local dynamics, and the possibility for the backer to walk away more easily, if something goes wrong (see Salehyan, 2010). Back-channel diplomacy may allow for a degree of candor with nefarious actors, otherwise impossible if the negotiations were to occur in the public eye.3 Seemingly private corporations may be regarded with less suspicion and enjoy more access than official state entities.

In twenty-first-century political warfare, the plausible deniability that comes from using unattributed means offers another strategic advantage: entrapping the target in a legal quagmire. Retired Air Force major general and staff judge advocate turned Duke law professor Charles Dunlap coined the term “lawfare.” In twenty-first-century warfare, Dunlap argues, “law has evolved to become a decisive element—and sometimes the decisive element—of contemporary conflicts” (Dunlap, 2009, p. 34). He notes that casting legitimate actions as illegal can undermine all-important public support (Dunlap, 2009, p. 35). Arguably, while lawfare can be applied to any actors, Western democracies and others who respect a rules-based approach to international order are perhaps particularly vulnerable and this, in turn, is one of the reasons why these methods are so appealing in political warfare.

The use of proxies or other unattributed means by potential adversaries to slow—if not undermine—the West’s response. For example, one of the concerns about the use of political warfare by Russia against the Baltics stems from differing Allies’ perceptions about what would clear the policy bar for an Article 5 response—the collective-defense clause of NATO. As the Economist recently pointed out, attribution problems may mean, “What might count locally as an intolerable
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3 See a discussion of clandestine diplomacy, see Scott, 2004.
assault on the Baltic states’ sovereignty may not be seen in Brussels as an ‘armed attack’ for Article 5 purposes” (“How NATO’s Article 5 Works,” 2015). Other analysts identify attribution problems as one of the core challenges behind a state’s ability to respond to cyber attacks. Even if states eventually solve the attribution problem in political warfare, it often takes time for the intelligence to be gathered, the legal arguments developed, and the decision to respond made — all of which make unattributed forces an appealing tool in the conduct of political warfare.

4. The information arena is an increasingly contested battleground, where perceptions of success can be determinative.

Thankfully, the twenty-first-century democracies have an additional tool in the battle against modern political warfare: The ubiquity of independent media aided by modern technology that can at least shed light on some secretive political warfare tactics. While print media outlets have declined in size and staff over the last decade, there has been a dramatic growth in the digital news industry (Jurkowitz, 2014). Among the larger digital news providers, the Yahoo-ABC digital network attracts some 127,995,000 viewers; CNN.com, 101,540,000; and NBC News Digital, 101,145,000 (Olmstead and Shearer, 2015). Moreover, the numbers of providers are growing. A Pew Study found that of its sample of 438 small news outlets designed as digital news providers, 30 percent started since 2010, and 85 percent started since 2005, and most of them filled gaps in local news and investigative journalism left by larger producers (Jurkowitz, 2014).

Arguably as important as the growth of digital outlets is the growth of informal media. More than a decade ago, Lucas Graves argued in Wired Magazine that, in 2005, “everyone’s a reporter.” He noted, “These days, ‘our man on the scene’ is often a swarm of amazingly prolific nonprofessionals posting up-to-the-minute stories and

4 For a discussion of this, see Tsagourias, 2012.
pictures of breaking news from their laptops” (Graves, 2005). If anything, Graves’s observation is even truer more than a decade later. Today, smartphones come with ever-better digital cameras and Internet connections, and thanks to social media, potential stories can spread around the world near instantly.

This growth in the number of reporters and outlets works in favor of those wanting to expose covert political warfare. The media played a role in helping to expose American attempts at covert military support during the Iran-Contra scandal and at aiding the Afghanist-mujahedeen during the 1980s. More recently, the media helped unmask Russia’s “little green men” in Ukraine, identifying them as GRU operatives (Rosenberg, 2014; Shevchenko, 2014). It should come as little surprise, then, that shortly after assuming control of Crimea, Russia decided to crack down on open media (Freedom House, 2014). Perhaps, though, the more important contribution of open media in unmasking political warfare’s shroud of secrecy is the more mundane type of reporting — revealing political corruption, payoffs, and foreign government influence.

At the same time as independent media are countering — or at least exposing — political warfare, actors today are investing heavily in information warfare as part of their political warfare strategies. Iran’s IRIB is in 45 countries with five foreign-language channels (Pahlavi, 2012, pp. 21–33). Within the last two decades alone, it launched the 24-hour Arabic TV channel Al-Alam (in 2003), the English-language channel PressTV (in 2007), and the Spanish language HispanTV (in 2011) (Pahlavi, 2012, pp. 21–23; Black, 2010). Russia, too, invests heavily in propaganda. According to some estimates, Russia funds the Rossiya Segodnya news and broadcasting company to the tune of $170 million annually (Tétrault-Farber, 2014) while it maintains the affiliated RT network — including RT International (flagship channel in English), RT America (English), Rusiya Al-Yaum (Arabic), Actualidad RT (Spanish), and the documentary channel RTDoc — with a 2015 budget (according to RT) of $225 million (Shuster, 2015). China similarly has ramped up its propaganda effort. Based out of Nanjing Military Region’s 311 Base (sometimes referred to as the Public Opinion, Psychological Operations, and Legal Warfare Base) in Fuzhou City,
Fujian Province, the PLA has broadcasted the “Voice of the Taiwan Strait” radio since the 1950s but recently expanded to other mediums as well, including social media, publishing, and business networks (Raska, 2015).

Western democracies also invest in information warfare, although perhaps to a lesser extent. The United States still maintains the Voice of America (VOA) and Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty (RFE/RL). Similarly, the United Kingdom still has the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC), whose express purpose is to “represent the UK, its nations, regions and communities” and to “bring the UK to the world and the world to the UK“ (BBC, n.d.). The BBC, VOA, and RFE/RL, however, assert their editorial independence from their parent governments. Still, thanks to the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, on a tactical level at least, the United States has renewed its focus on information operations.

Even nonstate actors are investing heavily in information operations. ISIL releases messages through multiple media organizations; issues an English-language magazine *Dabiq*, French-language magazine *Dar al-Islam*, and Turkish-language magazine *Constantinople*; and maintains the A’maq News Agency and Al-Bayan Radio Station. The Shi’ite terrorist organization Hezbollah has a long-standing interest in media. It established its first newspaper in 1984 (*Al-Ahd*), its first radio station (*Al-Nour*) in 1988, and its first television channel Al-Manar TV in 1991 (Hashem, 2015).

Today’s increasingly heated battle for control of the information domain fits neatly with the historical conception of political warfare. Some of the initial scholarship on political warfare conflated the term with psychological warfare. The focus on information warfare also is in keeping with the idea that political warfare — like many other forms of irregular warfare — is principally a battle over hearts and minds. There is no shortage of quotes — from classical British counterinsurgency theorist Frank Kitson to al Qaeda leader Ayman al-Zawahiri — extolling the importance of the psychological dimension and identifying psychological warfare as one of the most important elements, if not
the most important element, in irregular warfare campaigns.\(^5\) Judging simply on the inputs and the resources — both time and money — that they have sunk into information warfare, most of the actors covered here seem to agree.

Information warfare is an increasingly important battleground in modern political warfare in which the media can function as a double-edged sword. While independent media can help uncover political warfare, many actors are investing heavily in trying to control media flows. At the moment, it is impossible to say with any certainty — at least in the unclassified setting — the precise number of political warfare activities that remain covert and perhaps, more importantly, what percentage of covert political warfare activities are exposed by media coverage. As a result, it is impossible to say conclusively who is winning — the actors who want to conduct covert political warfare or those who want to expose it.

5. **Information operations create effects in various ways by amplifying, obfuscating, and, at times, persuading.** Factual evidence supplied in a timely manner is the best antidote to disinformation.

The ubiquity and instantaneous nature of communications provides all actors with opportunities to spread their messages worldwide and attempt to gain influence or leverage through this means. A variety of information and psychological effects have been achieved by ISIL, on a wide array of audiences, for example: Its brand has eclipsed that of al Qaeda in name recognition and sheer quantity of messaging; it has raised the largest multinational terrorist army in recent times, largely through its Internet recruitment and informational campaign; and it has successfully evaded attempts to squelch its message and track

\(^5\) “The main characteristic which distinguishes campaigns of insurgency from other forms of war is that they are primarily concerned with the struggle for men’s minds” (Kitson, 1973); “I say to you: that we are in a battle, and that more than half of this battle is taking place in the battlefield of the media. And that we are in a media battle in a race for the hearts and minds of our Umma” (Ayman al-Zawahiri to Abu Musab al-Zarqawi, July 9, 2005).
its digital footprint. Information operations can be seen as the accelerator or force multiplier of all other elements of power, magnifying acts and actors through sophisticated Potemkin subterfuge. If these measures fail to persuade or produce converts, they can certainly confuse, distort, and misinform in ways still useful to the actor’s ultimate objectives.

It is worth noting that even with today’s increased investment in information warfare, the cost of wielding this element of power still pales in comparison to other forms of coercion. Conventional military might come with a far higher price tag. The Russian defense budget is estimated at $50 billion (over 100 times what it spends on RT and Rossiya Segodya combined), and its airstrikes in Syria alone came with an estimated price tag of $4 million a day (Hobson, 2015). Economic sanctions can prove equally costly. The European Union’s sanctions against Russia are believed to have cost the EU some €40 billion in 2014 and €50 billion in 2015, a negative drag on its economy of 0.3 percent and 0.4 percent of its GDP, respectively (Szczepański, 2015, p. 4). Viewed in this light, information warfare is comparatively cheap.

Moreover, information warfare comes with fewer risks and a wider set of benefits. Unlike covert military action, information warfare seems to pose less of a risk of a conflict escalating into a full-fledged war. Unlike economic sanctions, information warfare does not carry the risk of hurting the sender’s own economy and consequently does not come with the same domestic political risks. And unlike covert diplomacy, information warfare offers an opportunity to affect a wider audience and thus have a larger strategic impact. For both financial and strategic reasons, it is easy to understand the lure of information warfare today.

Nonetheless, when examined closely, these case studies present a mixed finding about information warfare’s effectiveness in the modern age. In the case of Russian information operations, the analysis suggests that much of Russian propaganda—including relatively expensive endeavors like RT—may neither be as well-watched nor well-believed as some might presume. Similarly, American propaganda efforts during the Cold War may have played an important morale-building function, but their ultimate effect on the conflict remains unclear. By contrast,
Iran has used social media and propaganda to recruit Shi’ite forces aggressively in both Iraq and Syria (Smyth, 2015; “Iran Quds Chief Visited Russia Despite U.N. Travel Ban,” 2015). ISIL has leveraged information operations to recruit and radicalize. Russia also has shown a capacity for disinformation—at the very least, they can confuse audiences about their actions and intentions. Russia can mislead international audiences (at least for a time) about the presence of its soldiers in Ukraine (see Giles, 2016, p. 37).

This mixed finding hints at four major trends shaping modern information warfare’s effectiveness. First, information warfare starts at home and can prove quite effective at its domestic function: ensuring regime stability. In some cases, the state can still control the media, advances in modern technology notwithstanding. In Russia, the state controls much of the media, particularly in the television and radio spheres (Krasnoboka, n.d.). Other actors, like ISIL, may have less technical capacity to control the number of radio or television stations, but can compensate for this deficiency with brutality, allowing their propaganda to convey a simple, vivid—if violent—message about the domestic consequences of defying the Islamic state.

Second, in contrast, the democratization of information generally undercuts information warfare’s ability to persuade external audiences. The spread of the Internet and the rise of multiple small media outlets allow people to tap into more sources of information than ever before. From an information warfare standpoint, this increases the challenge of selling positive messages, especially to skeptical audiences, since whatever the propaganda message is, it has to compete with a variety of alternative and oftentimes more trustworthy sources. For example, RT finds itself challenged to compete with other news outlets in the West, such as BBC or CNN, which routinely draw higher ratings on both television and on social media.

Third, however, modern technology makes it easier to reach sympathetic external audiences and to amplify the impact of the political warfare’s diplomatic, military, and economic dimensions. Increased access to information cuts both ways: Just as it is easier for the average person to draw on information from benign sources, people can also more readily access propaganda material, too—especially if they are
searching for it. Thus, the democratization of information sources acts only as a check on propaganda if the individuals in question are curious enough to seek out alternative viewpoints.

Fourth, and perhaps most troubling, modern technology makes disinformation easier. As Keir Giles argues in a recent analysis of Russia’s disinformation attempts, “By comparison with the pre-Internet era, the effective seeding of disinformation is now vastly simpler. Noisy and unsubtle exploits such as hacking the Twitter feed of a major news agency to plant disinformation have taken place, but even these are unnecessary when stories can be introduced into the media by other, seemingly natural and legitimate, means” (Giles, 2016, p. 26). According to Giles, while Russia’s disinformation campaign may seem “clumsy, counterproductive, obvious and easily debunked,” the campaign may be succeeding at two other goals: controlling the flow of information at home, while obfuscating the truth abroad (Giles, 2016, p. 32). Through a variety of means, from trolls to bots to state-run media networks, and aided by Western media’s own interest in “balanced” reporting, Russia hopes to “influenc[e] mass consciousness, and creating an environment in which it is hard to distinguish quality information, in order to undermine the objectivity of Western media reporting and hence influence the information available to policy-makers” (Giles, 2016, p. 33). Ultimately, Russia may not succeed at convincing the majority of Western audiences that its viewpoint is right, but it may succeed in making sizeable swaths of the population doubt the truth. Arguably, the same applies to the other cases as well.

It is too simplistic to say that information warfare “does” or “does not” work in modern political warfare. Watching RTV and PressTV or reading Dabiq may not turn most audience members into supporters of Russia, Iran, or ISIL. Still, information warfare can certainly help preach to the converted and perhaps sway those already somewhat sympathetic to the cause. More broadly, disinformation campaigns can help “muddy the waters” and confuse the truth. For many actors, these latter functions may slow or paralyze Western decisionmaking and thus provide a sufficient victory.

For democracies, the best antidote to disinformation campaigns is compelling factual evidence supplied in a timely manner. In his
1989 essay on political warfare (POLWAR) and psychological operations (PSYOPS) in the “modern context,” Fred Ikle writes, “truth is democracy’s best POLWAR and PSYOP weapon” because “the goals of democracy can only be accomplished with methods compatible with democracy” (Ikle, 1989, p. 7). Ikle and others argue that democracies have faced unique challenges when conducting political warfare partly because a democratic government cannot wholly control the flow of information. As Stanfield Turner noted, investigative journalism by the 1980s had already curtailed the U.S. government’s ability to employ covert propaganda abroad and to secretly fund guerilla groups (Turner, 1985, p. 175). Even bracketing the freedom of press issues, the U.S. government has routinely struggled to speak with a unified voice. Senators and congressmen speak their minds, as do soldiers, civil servants, and even political appointees. The essence of a democracy is not just freedom of press but also freedom of speech. As a result, the U.S. government’s ability to coherently “spin” situations has been limited (for an example of this argument, see Ikle, 1989, p. 6; and Lord, 1989, p. 25). If anything, the advent of the Internet, social media, and the general ease of sharing information has only increased the challenges of keeping secrets and sending coherent, cohesive messages. As such, rather than risk getting caught in a lie, it has generally been more prudent for the United States and other democracies to avoid deceptive spin altogether and to rely on the truth as their best weapon.

6. Detecting early-stage political warfare requires a heavy investment of intelligence resources.

Political warfare places a high demand on intelligence, for two reasons. First, knowing what political messages will resonate is challenging enough in domestic politics; knowing what messages will resonate with a foreign audience proves even harder. Second, political warfare often must also confront principal-agent problems — that is, where the local political and military groups may have different objectives than the United States. As a result, even when political warfare is tactically successful — as it was in backing the Christian Democrats in Italy and
the mujahedeen in Afghanistan – the final outcomes may not be what the United States desired. Even more problematically, the United States can find itself without an agent that aligns with its intent or that it can control. As Codevilla notes, “The search for the ever-elusive ‘moderate faction’ seems to have become a substitute for knowledge about, and leverage over, foreign situations” (Codevilla, 1989, p. 91). While Codevilla was describing the American attempts to find a suitable anti-apartheid group, the same argument can be made about more recent American attempts at political warfare — such as the failed attempt to build a moderate Syrian army.

Detecting and then countering political warfare requires detailed, accurate intelligence. As Hans Speier wrote in one of the early works on political warfare, “If a response by action is the objective of political warfare and the test of its success, propaganda must be directed with a clear understanding of what kind of action is both practical and politically desirable” (Speier, 1948, p. 14). To successfully conduct psychological operations, one has to know the target population’s attitudes and culture. A similar lesson is arguably even truer when it comes to backing foreign political and guerilla groups. As Codevilla argues, “Conducting political warfare by trying to build up foreign groups requires reliable intelligence about those groups’ motivations as well as about their capacities. With such intelligence, support of foreign groups is a leap in the dark” (Codevilla, 1989, p.88). Ultimately, intelligence may not always be able to find the “right” agent (in some cases, such agents might not exist), but at least it can help identify where differences lie.

7. Political warfare can generate unintended consequences.

Political warfare, like all forms of warfare, often comes with unintended consequences. The overthrow of Mossadegh in Iran helped set in motion a series of events that led to the rise of Ayatollah Khomeini. The backing of the mujahedeen in Afghanistan led to the eventual rise of the Taliban several years later. While such kinetic actions pro-
vide the most vivid examples of unintended consequences, the same can apply to political and information tools of political warfare as well. The 1976 Church Committee, for example, exposed abuses of power in CIA-funded propaganda campaigns, and those abuses ended up getting published in English and then circulated throughout the American and foreign markets (Turner 1985, p. 82). More recently, the revelations about U.S. intelligence practices by contractor Edward Snowden created worldwide headlines, caused diplomatic tensions, and led Congress to restrict some large-scale data collection and monitoring practices.

Unintended consequences, however, do not always turn out for ill. For example, although the CIA’s funding of cultural activities during the Cold War was principally a tool to combat Communism, it had the indirect effect of sponsoring many of the authors, playwrights, and artists who became staples of Western civilization to include playwright Tennessee Williams and historian Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. As University of Michigan literature professor Gorman Beauchamp argues, “A good case could be made . . . that in aiding and abetting these NCL (Non-Communist Left) luminaries, the CIA not only achieved its aim of wooing the Western intelligentsia away from its romance with Communism, but that, however incidentally, it stimulated and enriched the intellectual and artistic life of the West” (Beauchamp, 2001). Needless to say, not all commentators share Beauchamp’s positive view.6 Still, it underscores the fact that political warfare can lead to unpredictable outcomes.

8. Economic leverage is increasingly the preferred tool of the strong.

Over the course of the twentieth century, states have increasingly turned to economic warfare as a tool of political warfare. A recent book by Robert D. Blackwill and Jennifer M. Harris, War by Other

6 For a left-wing and generally unfavorable critique of the CIA’s funding of cultural activities, see Petras (1999).
*Modern Political Warfare* surveys the rising employment of trade, investment, monetary, commodity, and energy policies as well as economic sanctions, cyberspace, and aid for explicitly political aims. While the United States has in recent decades promoted economic policies on their merits, the authors describe a long history of U.S. economic measures undertaken to increase political advantage. While that approach can backfire if it is seen as a zero-sum game, the authors argue, for example, that an aggressive policy to increase energy independence in Europe and Asia will diminish the leverage that Russia seeks over many Eurasian countries (Blackwill and Harris, 2016, pp. 210, 217).

With the growth of globalization and the increasing interconnectivity of world markets, sanctions became an increasingly popular form of coercion. According to data compiled by the Peterson Institute for International Economics, states employed sanctions almost three times as frequently during the 1990s as they did in the first half of the twentieth century. As shown in Figure 6.2, the targets of sanctions literally spanned the globe. Between 2000 and 2012, at least 20 states were targeted by sanctions—spread across North America, Africa, Europe, the Middle East, and Asia. Moreover, sanctions prove effective. According to a Peterson Institute study, sanctions produced modest policy changes 51 percent of the time, regime change and democratization 31 percent of the time, a disruption of military adventures 21 percent of the time, and military impairment 31 percent of the time (Hufbauer, Schott, and Elliott, 2008, p. 159).

Despite this dramatic growth, the power of sanctions to coerce remains limited. Perhaps more so than for any other tool of political warfare, size matters when it comes to economic sanctions. Sanctions are a potential tool of the strong—large economies or those endowed with key natural resources—but most other states lack this option. While Russia has tried to turn its oil and natural gas resources into political leverage against Ukraine and Europe, and while the United States has used its economic size to hold sway over Iran, Cuba, and other actors, ISIL and Iran have fewer economic tools at their disposal to influence international politics. They can flout sanctions and use their oil wealth to buy influence, but they lack the ability to sanction.
Even great powers face constraints. Thanks to the globalized economy, the targets of sanctions can often find ways to mitigate the economic impact of sanctions and lessen their coercive power. For example, Russia provided 39 percent of Europe’s natural gas and 33.5 percent of its oil in 2013 (Eurostat, 2015). But when Russia turned off the gas supply to Ukraine after the crisis there in 2013, Europe found workarounds—first by the “reverse flow” of natural gas from Western to Eastern European states and then by slowly shifting to alternative sources of energy (Harrison and Princova, 2015). Even the U.S. record on sanctions is decidedly mixed. Its long-standing sanctions against Cuba failed to prompt that country’s transition to democracy. Similarly, sanctions directed against the Democratic Republic of Korea have failed to stop its nuclear program. For a variety of reasons, effective unilateral sanctions often prove challenging (Pape, 1997;
Figure 6.2
Targets of Economic Sanctions

A World of Sanctions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Start Date</th>
<th>End Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Burma</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Korea</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haiti</td>
<td>2001–2005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td>2002–2004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea-Bissau</td>
<td>2003–2004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivory Coast</td>
<td>2004–2005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syria</td>
<td>2004–2005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>2004–2005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uzbekistan</td>
<td>2005–2009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea</td>
<td>2005–2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palestine</td>
<td>2006–2007</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>2006–present</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiji</td>
<td>2006–present</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somalia</td>
<td>2010–present</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>2010–present</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libya</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


NOTE: Data through May 2012
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Pape, 1998; and Elliott, 1998). Sanctions need to be multilateral — to cut off all economic avenues — to be effective, as seen with the international sanctions against Iran to persuade it to halt its nuclear development; even then, though, success is not guaranteed.

Outside of sanctions, actors can use economic inducements as a means of political warfare. States can channel funds to proxies to change the balance of power and to manipulate the internal politics of a targeted state. States can also use the promise of foreign aid to an
adversary state to shift its politics. Russia attempted to sway Ukraine’s president Viktor Yanukovych away from signing an association agreement with the European Union with the promise of buying $15 billion of Ukrainian bonds and cutting the price of gas from $400 to $268.50 per 1,000 cubic meters. Likewise China is well known for offering foreign aid packages to further its national interests and especially to help it gain access to natural resources.

Liberal democracies also use foreign aid as a means of achieving their political objectives. The United States has used foreign aid to accomplish its political objectives. In the aftermath of the Second World War, the United States embarked on an ambitious endeavor to rebuild Western Europe, partly as a means to forestall the growth of Communism and to check Soviet power. The project blossomed into one of the largest foreign aid endeavors in U.S. history, with over $75 billion (in 2010 dollars) dedicated in a single year. Since then, the American foreign aid budget has remained largely flat, hovering around $25 billion (see Figure 6.3).

Foreign aid—like sanctions—requires significant resources; and even then, success is not guaranteed. Despite its multibillion-dollar offer, Russia’s aid to Ukraine failed to prevent its decision to sign an association with the European Union. Still, especially in comparison to the price tag and the risks associated with some other tools of political warfare, wealthy states are willing to take the gamble, making economic warfare an increasingly attractive tool of political warfare for the strong.

---

7 BBC, 2013.
8 For an analysis of China’s foreign aid practices, see Wolf, Wang, and Warner, 2013.
9 For general overview, see Alsenia and Dollar, 2000; for an example of United States using foreign aid to influence United Nations Security Council members, see Kuziemko and Werker, 2006; for Japan using foreign aid to influence whaling decisions, see Strand and Tuman, 2012.
9. Political warfare often exploits ethnic or religious bonds or other internal seams.

As in previous eras, shared bonds—ethnic, linguistic, or religious—often provide the basis for political warfare. Russia leverages ethnic Russians in Ukraine and conceivably elsewhere in the former Soviet space to attempt to influence Europe. Iran plays on religious bonds with other Shi’ite communities Iraq, Syria, and elsewhere in the Middle East. ISIL focuses its message on disaffected Sunni populations, particularly in Iraq and Syria, but around the world as well.

Actors choose proxies who share their heritage in the conduct of political warfare for at least three possible reasons. First, on a basic level,
religious and ethnic lines offer an already clear cleavage for an outside actor to manipulate, which can prove particularly useful if that actor seeks to cause conflict.\(^\text{10}\) It is not surprising that Russia has sought to capitalize on the alleged grievances of Russian-speaking populations in Ukraine to prevent its drift into the West’s orbit, while Iran has targeted Shi’ite minorities in Yemen as a means of undermining Yemen’s neighbor and Iran’s rival, Saudi Arabia (see Abdo et al., n.d.).

(But even when there is less of a shared ethnic or religious bond, actors often try to capitalize on preexisting disputes in the targeted societies for their political warfare goals. The United States is a classic example. The United States parlayed both the Islamic Mujahedeen’s religion-based battle in Afghanistan and the Contras’ ideology-fueled battle against the Communist Nicaraguan government into its broader fight against the Soviet Union, despite the fact that it did not share much of a religious or ethnic bond with either proxy. In cases such as this, ideological, ethnic, and religious cleavages simply offer exploitable seams for political warfare.)

Second, employing co-ethnic and co-religious groups might offer actors a modicum of international political legitimacy, claiming they are simply exercising the “responsibility to protect” minorities from abuse. As detailed by political scientist Martha Finnemore, the norm of intervening on behalf of an oppressed minority who shares a common ethnic or religious bond has deep historical roots (see Finnemore, 1996). Russia repeatedly has used this Western norm to justify its actions in Georgia, Ukraine, and elsewhere.\(^\text{11}\)

Finally, co-ethnic and co-religious groups may help ease the principal-agent problem of political warfare. For states, the problem with conducting political warfare through proxies is that two sets of interests may not be aligned. As a result, the risk for the principal (in this case, the state) is that the agent (the group) may pursue its goals, rather than the states’ objectives (see Salehyan, 2010). Choosing a proxy with shared religious or ethnic ties may mitigate the principal-agent problem (Salehyan, 2010, p. 505). Since the state (or actor) already

---

10 For a discussion of this concept, see Mueller, 2000; Kaufman, 2001.

11 For a discussion of Russia’s manipulation of Western norms, see Burai, 2016.
shares a common bond with the group, the state may better understand what messages may resonate with the group, what economic incentives might drive it to action, and what military capabilities it might have. Ideally, the state can then turn this understanding into better means for control. Moreover, the closer the shared bond, the more likely the proxy will actually pursue the states’ — rather than its own — goals. With a strong enough bond, the two sets of interests become one and the same. In other words, given better knowledge of the proxy, the state might be able to conduct more effective political warfare. In this sense, it should come as no surprise that in both the Russian and Iranian case studies, political warfare efforts worked hand in glove with seemingly benign attempts at cultural promotion — the closer the ethnic or religious bond these groups feel to the motherland, the more easily they are co-opted.

Iran appears to be particularly adept at reaching out to Shi’a constituencies in Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, and Yemen and using aid, trade, religion, education, and a host of “soft power” outreach strategies, in addition to its widely publicized employment of the IRGC, to raise, train, and advise militias in all these countries. Iran has also reached out to Arab audiences the world over with a Pan-Islamic message and has sought to build alliances beyond Shi’a Islam. These overtures are most successful when an intermediary carries the message or burden, as in the case of Iraqi Arab militias sent to largely Arab Syria. Similarly, ISIL relies on indoctrination to forge a common identity among the plethora of foreigners drawn to fight in its ranks.

10. Political warfare extends, rather than replaces, traditional conflict and can achieve effects at lower cost.

Despite its prevalence today, political warfare does not replace conventional warfare but rather extends the spectrum of warfare. Political warfare’s tools operate below the threshold of conventional warfare, employing means of coercion short of triggering a full-scale state-on-state conflict. And yet, conventional warfare still exists. In fact, most of the actors analyzed here also fought conventional conflicts. Iran
fought Iraq during the 1980s, Russia fought Georgia in 2008 and most recently a limited intervention in Syria. The United States fought wars in Afghanistan, Iraq, and elsewhere. Even ISIL has employed more conventional warfare in Syria and Iraq. Political warfare simply pushes the threshold to lower levels, forming a continuous range of conflict with “no hard-and-fast line” between the more kinetic means of conventional conflict and political warfare (Mazarr, 2015, p. 38).

Defense analyst Michael Mazarr argues that political warfare is unlikely to replace the traditional use of force if nations are willing to take risks to protect their interests:

Gray zone strategies allow states to capitalize on others’ vulnerabilities, but they seldom, if ever, offer avenues to achieve decisive results on their own. Beijing cannot be certain of achieving its ultimate goals in the South China Sea through gradual gray zone tactics and techniques alone. If others resist sufficiently, China will ultimately need to decide whether to escalate to more elaborate forms of aggression. (Mazarr, 2015, p. 121)

What political warfare offers is the chance to achieve an actor’s political objectives at a lower cost. If the objectives are sufficiently modest—such as intimidating a weaker adversary or causing destabilization or fragmentation of an alliance—political warfare may suffice. An actor may always opt for political warfare as a first resort and escalate later to hybrid or full-scale conventional warfare if the desired objectives are not met. Sometimes, the actor may settle for a lesser objective if the costs appear to be too high, or if the outcome satisfies current requirements. This could be the case in Georgia, Ukraine, and Moldova, where “frozen conflicts” have stopped the westward leanings of these countries, at least for the moment.

Moreover, as these case studies have demonstrated, political warfare may be most effective in certain economic and social conditions. The Russian, Iranian, and ISIL case studies all illustrate, to varying degrees, that while political warfare may be able to exploit tensions within society or capitalize on existing discontent, these effects are just as much a function of the targets’ weakness as of the inherent strength of the aggressor.
For the most part, this study seems to confirm Mazarr’s suggestion that political warfare can succeed by itself only in certain circumstances. In most of the case studies, political warfare was used to check a foreign power’s influence (as was the case for Iran’s use of political warfare against the United States or the U.S. use of political warfare against the Soviet Union) or achieve fairly limited objectives (as with Russia’s use of political warfare against Estonia over the Bronze Statue incident). It may achieve larger aims, such as Russia’s annexation of Crimea and ISIL’s dramatic takeover of territory. These tactics may succeed when no party wishes to escalate or confront the aggressor. This method of advancing aims is best understood as part of the spectrum of warfare. It fills an important niche in the strategic panoply to increase one’s influence and leverage while reducing an adversary’s influence and leverage, but it does not replace either conventional war or more conventional forces.

One implication that may be drawn from this attribute is that political warfare is a long-term strategy. As Stanfield Turner remarks, “Propaganda changes people’s minds only over time; political action usually requires patient, adroit maneuvering; and paramilitary action is guerilla warfare, a gradual wearing down of the enemy over a long period. Even the seeming[ly] quick, decisive, small-scale operation that restored the Shah in 1953 was but the final act of a slow process” (Turner, 1985, p. 88). Turner’s point is well taken. Even the early Cold War coups d’état — in Iran, Guatemala, and Chile — did not happen overnight and required lengthy preparation.

As noted above, the elements of political warfare do not work in a vacuum. It usually must be nested in a whole-of-government approach that employs multiple tools — often a balance of force and psychological tools — to accomplish its desired ends. Angelo Codevilla argues that the “Marshall Plan, combined with stationing troops and active black, white and gray propaganda effort, prevents rise of Communism in Western Europe, but it is unlikely that propaganda alone would have been effective” (Codevilla, 1989, p. 84). And while the Marshall Plan needed American military might — and American boots on the ground — to be successful, the converse is also true. Coups d’état in Iran, Guatemala, and Chile required sophisticated political action and
information warfare ultimately to succeed. In sum, political warfare is neither simple, nor a silver bullet; success requires a slow, methodical, and multifaceted approach.

**Of Terms and Attributes**

A heated debate exists today over what to call measures of coercion below the threshold of kinetic conflict. For some, the preferred terms of art are “measures short of war,” “irregular warfare,” “netwar,” “soft war,” “hot peace,” or simply “operating in the gray zone.” Ultimately, as Antulio J. Echevarria argues:

> While the original aim of such labeling, or re-labeling, may have been to draw the attention of busy policymakers to rapidly emerging security issues, it has evolved into something of a culture of replication in which the labels are repeated more out of habit than conscious reflection. This habit has led to a wealth of confusion that has clouded the thinking of policymakers and impaired the development of sound counter-strategies. (Echevarria, 2016, p. 1)

While this monograph has employed the term “political warfare” because of its historical roots, the debate over the correct terminology — while academically important — may be of lesser significance than understanding the phenomenon. In other words, understanding political warfare’s attributes may be more important than deciding on the label itself.

The common element in all of these formulations is the application of a host of measures, short of conventional war, as a way to advance an actor’s interests without incurring the costs of a full-scale military operation. Indeed, political warfare may share the same objectives as more conventional uses of force — such as weakening or deterring an adversary, changing a regime, or dislodging an occupying power. What varies in political warfare — or the other terms for this

---

12 For example, Codevilla argues that the United States needed to recognize the Shah’s restoration in order for the 1953 Iran coups to succeed (Codevilla, 1989, p. 89).
area of activity—is the manner in which these objectives are pursued. Echevarria argues again, that “what makes gray zone conflicts ‘interesting’ for a contemporary strategist is that they occur below NATO’s Article 5 threshold, and below the level of violence necessary to prompt a UN Security Council Resolution” (Echevarria, 2016, p. 12). In other words, political warfare aims to push the boundaries of conflict without crossing an internationally recognized line.

In order to strike this delicate balance, state and nonstate actors need a range of diplomatic/political, informational, and economic measures, as well as uses of military and intelligence forces short of conventional combat. To prevent sparking an accidental conventional war, they frequently obscure attribution for their actions and operate covertly through the use of proxies. In this fight, information warfare plays an important, if double-edged role: Successful manipulation of media can help maintain this shroud of secrecy or at least a fiction of plausible deniability, although thanks to the diversification of media sources, controlling the media becomes an increasingly difficult task. Alternatively, actors can try to prevent political warfare from becoming conventional wars by employing legal means of coercion. For example, sanctions and foreign aid—as tools of economic warfare—have the advantage of being legal and distinct from conflict.

Ultimately, political warfare—both as a term and a concept—itself is not new, but its importance may be increasing. As Mazarr notes, many of these tactics “are classic ‘salami-slicing’ strategies, fortified with a range of emerging gray area or unconventional techniques—from cyberattacks to information campaigns to energy diplomacy” (Mazarr, 2015, p. 2). But its practice may be on the rise as of late. According to some analysts, political warfare may “be becoming the tool of choice for states wanting to reframe the global order in the 21st century” and may become the “default mode for conflict in the coming decades” (Mazarr, 2015, pp. 4, 101). And so no matter what label one slaps on the concept, it is essential for policymakers to understand its attributes and know how to respond accordingly.
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Information warfare is a critical component of political warfare. Indeed, information activities play a prominent role in each of the case studies presented in this report. During the Cold War, the Voice of America broadcast programs in over 30 languages. Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty and other U.S. programs used leaflet-laden balloons and covertly funded cultural activities to counter the Soviet threat. While U.S. informational activities continue, the United States Information Agency was disbanded after the Cold War. Today, Russia, Iran, and ISIL devote substantial funding and organizational manpower to conduct messaging. Russia runs two major satellite television agencies to broadcast pro-Russia content both within Russia and around the world. Russia also makes effective use of social media by using bots and trolls on Twitter to support Russian propaganda themes and to attack adversaries. Iran not only broadcasts propaganda on satellite television but also uses an array of proxies and cultural programming to convey its message. For its part, ISIL has revolutionized the art of propaganda by enlisting its cadre of supporters around the world to help disseminate ISIS-produced content on social media.

Given the importance that state and nonstate actors place on information warfare, it seemed prudent for this study to examine modern-day U.S. communication efforts. Consequently, we interviewed over

---

We should note that the focus of this analysis is on U.S. Government communication, information and influence capabilities as opposed to strategic communications writ large. According to Joint Publication 1-02, Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and
20 active and retired U.S. government experts in persuasive messaging. In accordance with our scope, the vast majority of these experts worked within the U.S. Department of State (DoS) and U.S. Department of Defense (DoD), and they shared a specific focus on both the newly developed Global Engagement Center (GEC) within DoS and the MISO forces within DoD. During these interviews, we asked participants to identify key challenges to U.S. communication efforts and ways the United States could address these challenges.

These interviews yielded an abundance of information, out of which we identified six critical themes. These themes include the following:

- Leadership must empower communicators to quicken response times and take risks.
- The pros and cons of non-attribution need to be weighed.
- The use of influencers is a critical requirement for both the GEC and MISO.
- MISO requires both increased manpower and new media training.
- CENTCOM’s model of web operations could be emulated.
- Interagency coordination remains a fundamental challenge.

Associated Terms (Washington, D.C.: The Joint Staff, November 10, 2010), the strategic communications is defined as “Focused United States Government efforts to understand and engage key audiences to create, strengthen, or preserve conditions favorable for the advancement of United States Government interests, policies, and objectives through the use of coordinated programs, plans, themes, messages, and products synchronized with the actions of all instruments of national power.” Christopher Paul of RAND provides an excellent critique of this term (Paul, 2010) in which he argues that the term encompasses a panopoly of meanings to include (1) “Enterprise level strategic communication”; (2) “Strategic communication planning, integratin and synchronization processes”; (3) “Communication strategies and themes”; (4) “Communication, information and influence capabilities”; and (5) “Knowledge of human dynamics and analysis or assessment capabilities.” For this reason we specifically scoped this chapter to focus on communication, information and influence capabilities.

---

2 We recognize the limitations of this study; for instance, we did not interview representatives of the Broadcasting Board of Governors, public affairs officers within the Department of Defense, representatives of the National Security Council, or U.S. commanders overseeing operations in Iraq.
We should note that several key organizational developments in the civilian U.S. government information bureaucracy inform this analysis. First, as noted, the USIA was dismantled in 1999. Originally established in 1959, the USIA served as an independent agency under the executive branch charged with conducting public diplomacy in support of U.S. foreign policy. Its mission was to explain and advocate U.S. policies abroad, provide information about U.S. policy and the U.S. people, facilitating strong connections between Americans at home and those abroad and to advise the President and U.S. government on the relationship between U.S. policy and foreign attitudes (USIA Overview, 1998). The organization led the propaganda fight against the Soviet Union and was then dismantled in 1999. Its communication portfolio was split up between the U.S. State Department and the newly created Broadcasting Board of Governors which now controls the Voice of America, Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty, Radio Free Asia, Radio and TV Martí, and the Middle East Broadcasting Networks (BBG, 2016).

Starting in 2011, the U.S. Department of State underwent two consecutive organizational changes to enhance its ability to counter-message al Qaeda and subsequently ISIL. First, to counter al Qaeda’s media and recruitment operations, the Obama administration established the Center for Strategic Counterterrorism Communications (CSCC). The CSCC was charged in part with “using communication tools to reduce radicalization by terrorists and extremist violence and terrorism that threaten the interests and national security of the United States” (White House, 2011). Second in March 17, 2016, the White House issued Executive Order 13721, which effectively dissolved the CSCC and in its place established the Global Engagement Center (GEC) within DoS (White House, 2016). The GEC mission is two-fold. First, it has as a key responsibility for coordination and synchronization of U.S. government communication efforts against the Islamic

---

3 Of course there has also been development on the Department of Defense sector to include the re-naming of the military’s Psychological Operations forces, Military Information Support Operations Forces, the development of web capabilities at U.S. Central Command (see below section titled, “CENTCOM’s model of web operations could be emulated”).
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1. Leadership must empower communicators to quicken response times and take risks.

Rapid communications are inherently risky. The news media seem to devote an extraordinary level of attention to government communication efforts. Within DoS, the Global Engagement Center (GEC) and its DoS predecessor, the Center for Strategic Counterterrorism Communications (CSCC), have both been subject to numerous media exposés (see for example, Cooper, 2016; Miller, 2015; Silverman, 2016). As one senior official from the CSCC noted, for a bureaucratically small and underfunded organization, the CSCC had received a “huge amount of attention because of what it was supposed to do” (interview 2, 2016).

With this attention comes bureaucratic risk. The DoD Office of Strategic Influence, developed shortly after 9/11 to counter jihadi ideology, was shuttered due to publicity (Hess, 2002). Various sources suggest that a segment by John Oliver on his HBO talk show Last Week Tonight that ridiculed a CSCC video, “Welcome to ISIS Land,” played a critical role in hastening the office’s demise (interviews 2 & 10, 2016). A former CSCC official observed that the White House will “hang you out to dry…. They will quickly tout your successes, but if something goes wrong, they will not back you up” (interview 5, 2016). Just speaking to the press carries risk. “Sometimes, people have a wide discretion, but you are taking your career in your hands if you speak to the press.

4 The Executive Order establishing the CSCC also called for interagency coordination in counter-terrorism communications.

5 Per Executive Order 13721, the GEC is charged with supporting government-wide counter-terrorism communication efforts that are directed at foreign audiences (White House, 2016). The GEC replaced the CSCC, an office created on September 9, 2001.
without clear guidance…. If you say the wrong thing, you are toast; nobody protects you” (interview 6, 2016).

This risk of publicity and the consequent fear of losing one’s career have several critical implications for communications. First and most significantly, communications are slow. Within DoS, the process for answering media questions is a measured and deliberate one with great care taken to ensure that relevant embassies and representatives of the regional and functional bureaus, and sometimes even the White House, have an opportunity to clear answers to anticipated policy questions. Even at the CSCC, which has often engaged in tweet wars with ISIS, responses are relatively slow. A former CSCC official lamented that the “hierarchical nature of government makes it mis-aligned and inflexible when it comes to responding quickly.” In contrast to the “real world” where you would respond to a tweet within seconds or minutes, they would at best respond within hours. “That is fast for the U.S. Government. It is slower than the real world,” observed the official. Many noted that communications were also slow in the military. According to doctrine, the combatant commander has authority to approve individual influence messages for dissemination but that the commander can delegate the decision down to a subordinate level. One MISO officer commented that many commanders are very risk-averse and maintain approval at the general officer level, a decision certain to delay messaging, especially in the new media environment (interview 5, 2016). In addition, relevant U.S. ambassadors must also approve messages disseminated within their countries. As one bright spot, however, web operations within CENTCOM benefit from a streamlined approval process in which messaging themes are pre-approved by DoS, while military approval authority rests below the rank of colonel. This allows units to respond quickly to developing events and adversary messages (interview 11, 2016).

---

6 The challenge apparently became worse when CSCC disseminated content in English. “Once we went into English, we got into trouble and we would respond too quickly. In U.S. government terms, we were responding too fast, we were reckless, you see. Slower than the real world and too fast for the government world. Government is about control” (interview 2, 2016).
Beyond speed, the second major challenge with bureaucratic communications is risk-taking. This is especially felt within the GEC, where, as a high-profile and newly standing organization, staffers feel that a wrong or inadvertent turn can jeopardize the organization’s bureaucratic life. Some staffers, however, noted the importance of failure in learning and ultimately improving operations. The technology sector learns by failure, they note, and ISIS does, too. ISIS can disseminate “ten IO themes, and maybe one of them sticks. We can’t do that. We are so afraid that it will end our funding” (interview 10, 2016).

Several staffers walked through different concepts that they felt were necessary to push the envelope against ISIS and to help restrain the large number of potentially radicalizing individuals that can be identified on public social media channels. But in the words of one analyst, “Everyone is terrified to try.”

Related to this reticence is a general fear of countering ISIS ideology using the English language. According to a former CSCC official,

Once it is in English, it is everyone’s business. Everyone is a critic, everyone has an opinion. The traffic in this space is excessive. In Arabic, you don’t have to worry about the New York Times looking over your shoulder or John Oliver or ACLU. But once in English, you are part of the English language twitterverse. [We get it] from the right and from the left. We get it from Islamists and anti-Islamists. If you go in English, you are taking your life in your hands. (Interview 2, 2016)

Currently, GEC’s primary focus is on its Arabic-speaking audience in the Middle East and so communication in English is not a priority. However, concerns persist that communicating in English is a dangerous and best-avoided endeavor. As one interlocutor noted, it is best to be “less turbulent in the public world” (interview 10, 2016).

Implications
Success in counter-messaging requires senior leaders, from the White House to military commanders, to empower subordinates to accept risk. In reference to influence communications, a former CSCC official argued that communicators “need to be linked to political leadership
and empowered. . . . You need an entity that will have political cover from the White House.”

This has several implications. First, communicators should develop systems that allow them to quicken the pace of messaging approval and response. CENTCOM web operations are a prime example of effectively using DoS coordination, fast review cycles, and subordinate delegation to expedite response times to at least approximate the speed of the World Wide Web. To be effective, senior leaders must trust more junior subordinates to clear products within appropriate limits.

Second, senior leaders must not just empower but also encourage subordinates to accept risk. With the development of effective and speedy processes for approving products, it is critical that communicators take reasonable risks in the pursuit of success. This will include using the English language to counter U.S. adversaries. With this risk-taking, mistakes will happen; and a press, fascinated by propaganda, will take notice. Senior leaders, especially within the White House, must be willing to provide the necessary political cover to the bureaucracy, modify plans and operations accordingly, and push on.

2. Unattributed communications may have counterproductive effects that should be anticipated and mitigated.

One question that confronts military influence planners is whether or not to attribute message products directly to the U.S. government. According to doctrine, the combatant commander can choose to directly acknowledge U.S. created products, acknowledge in a delayed fashion for sensitive activities, or attribute the product to a concurring partner nation. But the DoS does not have such choices and can disseminate products only with U.S. acknowledgment.

Interviews with MISO officers and staff suggest different arguments for and against direct attribution. The primary argument in favor of non-attribution focuses on credibility. Specifically, the United States lacks credibility in some regions of the world and among some specific target audiences. In such cases, MISO efforts can have a greater effect
if they are unattributed or if their attribution is delayed until a later point in time. Observed one MISO staffer at the U.S. Special Operations Command (SOCOM), “Target audiences are most receptive when they trust the source. How they feel about the source is important. And with U.S. government attribution, that trust is reduced. So non-attribution is [often the] best.” Another observed, “There are some target audiences that can’t be reached with an attributed voice” (interview 1, 2016).

In contrast, attributed messages have their advantages. First, using non-attributed communications is a bureaucratically cumbersome process, requiring a specific legal finding and senior official approval. One strategic communications expert noted that one can often be “more agile and responsive” by using U.S. attribution. “We would rather have an effect immediately with attributed voice than get a traditional military activity finding” (interview 1, 2016). In addition, he argues, the need for non-attribution really depends on the message and target audience. “I think there are a lot of effects you can have with attributed voice.” The downside of routinely going with a non-attributed voice “is you miss the realm of the possible with an attributed voice. Ways you can mobilize others, shape opinions, and get messages out” (interview 1, 2016). Non-attributed messages lack the authenticity and personality that otherwise come with proxy influencers who have their own history, personality, and following. Non-attribution also carries its own political risks. During Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF), one influence program called for the creation of non-attributed video games targeted at Middle Eastern teenagers in “high risk/unfriendly areas.” The game provided players a first-person shooter scenario where they could play the role of the “Iraqi Hero” who shot insurgents trying to kill civilians. Ultimately, the program was shut down in part due to negative publicity over its non-attribution status (interview 5, 2016).

3. The use of third-party influencers is a critical requirement for both the GEC and MISO.

As previously noted, on March 17, 2016, the GEC replaced the CSCC as the main hub for counter-terrorism communications. The CSCC
employed a variety of tactics to counter ISIS but ultimately was maligned for its attempts to directly tweet against ISIS using a U.S.-attributed Twitter account (Suebsaeng, 2014). The GEC has subsequently sought to limit such a direct and “top-down” messaging effort and instead focuses on helping both government and civil society partners to develop and disseminate counter-extremism messages. Its director Michael Lumpkin noted, that “this ‘partners-first’ approach is necessary to change the context and stimulate and amplify the voices of influential and peace-promoting actors to counter the violent extremist propaganda in their regions, and expose Daesh’s [ISIL’s] true nature.”

The use of this partners approach theoretically offers several key advantages over alternative U.S.-centric messaging efforts. First, in many ways it mimics ISIS’s own messaging strategy, which relies on a cadre of supporters as well as key elites to send credible messages and amplify ISIL’s own propaganda messages. In addition, the approach avoids a critical weakness of U.S.-centric campaigns, specifically that the United States is not seen as a credible source among those in the Middle East and elsewhere who are most at risk of radicalization. Second, it overcomes a U.S. reluctance to directly counter the theological underpinnings of radical Islamic ideology, owing to the particular lack of U.S. credibility in interpreting Islamic theology and concerns about separation of church and state. Third-party anti-ISIS influencers in the Middle East are under no limitation and can use theological arguments, drawing on Koranic texts, to undermine the ISIS message.

To accomplish this objective, the GEC works to empower a variety of different partners. It seeks to promote engagement from various state actors, to include those in the Middle East, to more actively counteract ISIS messages. An example of this is the Sawab Messaging Center, a counter-ISIS online messaging center that is a joint U.S.-UAE effort (State Department, 2015). A similar center is under development in Malaysia. The GEC also seeks to work with civil society and nongovernmental organizations to promote the creation of content and raise the profile of key and local, credible anti-extremism messengers (interview 9, 2016). In one example, the GEC is working to establish an online radio station in east Africa that will air youth-produced programming that seeks to counter the rise of extremist propaganda in
the region (Lumpkin, 2016). As Richard A. Stengel, Under Secretary for Public Diplomacy and Public Affairs, noted in testimony before Congress, “Instead of direct messaging to potential ISIL sympathizers, much of our work focuses on supporting and empowering a global network of partners—from NGOs to foreign governments to religious leaders—who can act as more credible messengers to target audiences” (Stengel, 2016).

Of course, such efforts face many challenges. Extremists have sought to silence such influencers with threats and intimidation. ISIS recently issued death threats against several prominent Muslim theological actors (Goodstein, 2016). Some have commented that there is a limited resource of effective and mature civil society actors in the Middle East (interview 10, 2016). Even willing, credible voices must receive some form of financial incentive to spend their time and resources developing and disseminating content. The GEC also experiences a number of bureaucratic challenges operating within the Department of State. While the ultimate success of this approach is an open question, the GEC seems aware of and seeks to address many of these challenges.

The DoD undertakes its own approach to working with influencers. During Operation Iraqi Freedom, psychological operations units promoted events that highlighted prominent Iraqi artists who called for peace and democratic governance. Today in Iraq, MISO units are performing an advise-and-assist role to help Iraqi forces improve their

---

7 The GEC is positioned within DoS, and this position has been a source of friction for both GEC and DoS officials. Conversations with the start-up GEC and traditional state department staffers suggest a continuing friction between the organizations. GEC staffers report being encumbered by State’s byzantine bureaucratic offices. One GEC staffer noted, “We are value added to our partners if we are quick and agile. But at State we are ‘slowed to the speed of the building’” (interview 10, 2016). Part of the challenge is that the GEC does not have grant authority, a key weakness given that part of their mission is to provide funding to third-party influencers. Obtaining such grants today requires that GEC staffers work closely with regional bureaus. The staffers must also clear GEC field programs with individual country ambassadors, a process that can significantly delay and stifle communications.

Within the broader State Department, there is a perception among at least a few officials that the GEC could be more cooperative with the broader State Bureaucracy (interview 6, 2016). It was argued for example that the organization had an independent streak that did not open doors in a State Department that cherishes relationships and cooperation (interview 6, 2016).
own influence efforts (Moore, 2015). MISO units are also working to empower anti-ISIS voices on the Internet with sharable anti-ISIS content (see section below on CENTCOM web ops) (interview 11, 2016). In addition, one prominent MISO officer, as part of his United States Army War College thesis, strongly argued for a strategic influence approach centered on supporting “indigenous natural allies” to “create a competing social movement and ideological narrative” (Garcia, 2013). Despite these efforts, MISO doctrine is relatively quiet on the topic of influencers. Joint Publication 3-13.2 Military Information Support Operations, FM 3-05.301 (2007) Psychological Operations Process Tactics, Techniques and Procedures and FM3-53 (2013) Psychological Operations, key doctrine texts for MISO, remain relatively silent on the issue. JP 3-13.2, for example, devotes most of its attention on this issue as part of a reference to a brief paragraph on “indigenous assets.” Most of this and the other documents, however, focus on U.S. focused product development and dissemination.

**Implications**

The use of proxies, though more challenging than conventional top-down communications, represents a potentially effective approach to overcoming limited U.S. government credibility while also harnessing the influence, following, and authenticity of local credible actors. We recommend that MISO forces as well as the GEC and other communication elements within the U.S. government increasingly look for opportunities to work with relevant proxies as a way to supplement other communication campaigns. This would include working MISO forces working with relevant civil society actors in locations allowed by current authorities as well as focusing on building the capacity of partner nation psychological operations forces. In particular, this should be a goal of the SOCOM working group currently studying future employment of digital communications. Developing doctrine to guide such efforts will be increasingly critical.
4. MISO requires both increased manpower and new media training.

MISO is challenged by significant manpower shortages and limited new media training. Numerous interviewees spoke about manpower shortages for MISO units. According to one senior MISO officer, “There is a huge demand signal from operations. We are operating on a 1:1 cycle [time spent in garrison vs. in deployment] when SOCOM is pushing for a 2:1 cycle. There is demand for what we do, and that has reached a level not seen before” (interview 8, 2016). With this 1:1 cycle, a number of potentially unmet needs could be addressed with more manpower, the interviews suggest. First, currently only ten O-6 MISO billets exist, and several interviewees suggested that more O-6 personnel could help fill several strategic positions, such as an “integration and deconfliction officer” for MISO teams assigned to U.S. embassies in Europe. Meanwhile, interviews with the GEC suggested that it could also benefit from additional lower-grade MISO officers and enlisted personnel who could help fill in a major staffing deficit within GEC (interview 10, 2016). Third, some organizations such as CENTCOM have had to resort to hiring contractors because of too few trained MISO soldiers. Fourth, it was argued that it is critical to place MISO personnel in Pentagon and Combatant Command (COCOM) plans in order to help military planners “bake in” the messaging and influence operations into their military planning efforts. Regardless of the merit of each of these individual proposals, it does appear that there is growing demand for MISO personnel.

Beyond manpower shortages, others attest to training limitations. This training deficit is most acutely noticed with regard to web operations. Web influence operations in CENTCOM currently rely on contracted support to fill in key communications and language specialty positions. In addition, a senior MISO officer noted, “We need to educate the force, and pipeline does not do that. . . . How do we deal with Facebook, Snapchat, and Instagram? How do we leverage deep data analytics” (interview 8, 2016)? This was also the focus of testimony in front of the House Armed Services Committee by Major General Christopher Haas, U.S. Special Operations Command
Director, Directorate of Force Management and Development. He noted, “The current conflicts have identified that we have a need to continue expanding our MISO training, primarily with regards to the Web” (Haas, 2015).

As also noted by MG Haas, SOCOM is in the process of developing a comprehensive plan capturing all aspects of this requirement—a key aspect of the requirement being training.

This training will incorporate social media use, online advertising, web metrics, and web design, among many other topics. Such a training solution will also enable us to stop being so dependent upon a contracted solution. In the interest of managing expectations, however, such training cannot happen overnight, and we may always need some level of contracted support in translation and IT expertise. We will be dependent upon contractors in the short term as we train the force. (Haas, 2015)

**Implications**

There is broad recognition that the present MISO force structure must grow and that it must receive effective and state-of-the-art training in web operations. Articulating the exact size of that growth and the exact nature of the training is beyond the scope of this report, but is currently under consideration by SOCOM. In light of our observations, we urge policymakers to give strong credence to SOCOM findings and provide the funding necessary to effectively enhance both manpower and capacity within the MISO forces.

**5. Interagency coordination remains a fundamental challenge.**

In 2011, Dr. Christopher Paul, a strategic communications expert at the RAND Corporation, testified before the House Armed Services Committee, warning that “[DoD] Subordinate formations still decry the lack of guidance for strategic communication and a lack of higher level themes and messages…. Room for improvement clearly remains”
(Paul, 2011). This observation came on the heels of numerous strategic communication assessments that had offered a similar conclusion and had decried the poor state of interagency coordination for “persuade, influence and inform” communications (see Paul, 2009, for a review of published strategic communication recommendations).

Based on interviews conducted for this study, five years after this testimony, the challenges remain the same. Numerous interviewees articulated a fundamental problem with receiving consistent communication themes and messages that can inform U.S. government messaging within DoD. One interviewee lamented there being “no broad national themes” for countering Russia’s propaganda (interview 3, 2016). Another noted, “If I am going to influence a country, I don’t know what to say that correlates to a national-level plan” (interview 7, 2016). Still another senior MISO officer recounted that shortly after 9/11, a lack of national-level themes and messages emanating from the NSC forced him to dissect presidential speeches in order to draw messaging guidance for operations in Afghanistan. He said national-level guidance had improved little in the subsequent 15 years (interview 8, 2016).

Without such guidance, different U.S. agencies, to include DoS and DoD and others, will convey conflicting themes and messages that lead to confusion and information fratricide (interview 8, 2016). One MISO officer noted that “DoD has a lot of tools, but if not orchestrated, all people hear is static.” A State Department official agrees with this assessment: “Because we don’t observe any discipline of messaging, there are always people saying the opposite of whatever we say it is. So, confusing messaging is part of our problem. We have met the enemy, and he is us” (interview 6, 2016).

Several interviewees complained that there is an absence of a clear lead for communications. Referring to the DIME concept (Diplomatic, Informational, Military, and Economic), one source complained: “The DIME… the D, M, E have very clear leads. The I has no lead. It is an orphan. The organizational construct for the U.S. government to yield information is not optimized… Who is pulling it together? You tell me” (interview 7, 2016). Other interviewees noted deleterious effects that result from the fact that no single U.S. agency has the broad
authority to coordinate and synchronize all U.S. government communication efforts.\footnote{As one reviewer of early drafts of this report noted, “Do we want speed or well coordinated long lead in times? How can we balance the two delicately? We recognize that this is an excellent question. Ideally, if effective coordination processes are put in place, then the interagency can promulgate key coordinating themes and messages to subordinate elements. Subordinate elements can than draw on those themes to message in real time.”}

**Implications**

The study interviewees shed light on several options for improving the coordination and synchronization of U.S. government communications. Overall, the need to balance speed and consistency of messaging will require a nuanced handling of communications.

First, some interviewees recommend a Joint Interagency Task Force (JIATF) model, which can be stood up on an issue-by-issue basis. The GEC is an example of such a model. Staffed, at least lightly, by interagency offices, it has responsibility for coordination and synchronization of U.S. government communication efforts against the Islamic State. To accomplish this mission, the GEC disseminates anti-ISIS themes across the interagency offices and holds numerous interagency meetings to shape a coordinated message. In theory, as other crises emerge, the United States can authorize new JIATF structures to counter the ISIS threat. Observed one DoD officer, “You need [a synchronization hub] by functional issue rather than a single [and overarching] communications hub. The GEC focus on countering ISIS and terrorism writ large is really appropriate” (interview 7, 2016). Indeed, there is some evidence that the United States is moving in this direction. The Portman Murphy Bill, currently under consideration by Congress, seeks to authorize a new interagency organization tasked with countering Russian propaganda.\footnote{One critique leveled against the JIATF model, however, is that there would still be a need to coordinate across JIATFs. In such a case, “Who is your synchronizer? Who would arbitrate a dispute between different JIATFs?” (interview 10, 2016).}

Second, many individuals interviewed for this study recommended some type of regeneration of the old USIA. A former employee of the USIA and now retired State Department official recommended...
that such a model would be critical for the United States today. He envisions an “empowered entity that does political warfare, that talks about telling America’s story to the world but also aggressively goes after adversaries. . . . None of the structures, neither [Public Diplomacy] at State nor [Information Operations] at DoD nor [Broadcasting Board of Governors] do what is needed. Some have elements that would be part of an answer. This will increasingly be important” (interview 9, 2016). He also noted that such an organization would have to be “well linked to political leadership and empowered” and will need “political cover from the White House” (interview 9, 2016). Another individual observed that such an organization would need authority to disseminate messages across areas of operation or countries so that, for example, one could send a tweet to three countries without getting the approval of three ambassadors (interview 3, 2016).

The final option is to maintain the status quo, adding no new coordination structures and keeping message coordination centered at the White House. One respondent said that a USIA-type entity might be a good idea, but only if it were resourced correctly. His assumption was that such resources would never be granted, however, and so it would be “more effective if you build out multiple teams and work on coordination, rather than having all OPCON [operationally controlled] through a central point” (interview 11, 2016). Likewise, a GEC staffer opined that the current GEC interagency coordination efforts are working well, thus mitigating the need for a new agency.\footnote{As this individual noted, “We can get around by integration and synchronization. If another agency wants to pursue a given theme or action, I can say, ‘please don’t do that.’ And they can come back and say, no, it is important for such and such reason. If they then massage the message to adjust to my concerns, that coordination is achieved” (interview 10, 2016).}

Another GEC official seconded this observation, stating that the GEC had an interagency deconfliction issue it could not solve (interview 12, 2016). Others, however, wish to shift the control of messaging to the NSC (as opposed to DoS), but suggest this would require a significant increase in the NSC’s capability. “NSC needs to be more forceful to do what the executive branch wants to do on a problem set, such as ISIS and Russia (interview 7, 2016). This individual also suggested that the United
States closely examine coordination efforts in other countries. He notes that Colombia has an information secretariat, which plays a USIA-type role within the ministry of presidency, and that there would likely be value in studying this as well as other entities (interview 7, 2016).

Which of these options is best? In an ideal scenario, the NSC would effectively conduct coordination and synchronization of communications, as the NSC is the only institution that has the full authority to task subordinate departments and agencies, unless the President designates a lead agency (e.g., State). Consequently, efforts to push this coordination role out to any single department, without providing full tasking authority, will provide only a limited solution. Complaints about the NSC’s limited oversight of strategic communications continue even after 15 years of conflict. Short of a major overhaul of NSC operations, this portends poorly for any near-term improvements. And even if NSC did serve this coordination role, there would still be a need for a robust office that could execute strategic-level communications. The JIATF model, of an issue-focused organization that
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11 It is true that the NSC can designate an agency to lead interagency coordination as is the case with the GEC. Several interlocutors within the GEC note that despite this “lead” status, the GEC “can’t mandate” the actions of other agencies. However, as noted, the GEC remains satisfied that it can effectively shape the interagency via interagency meetings and senior leader engagement. It was also noted that it could work through the NSP Deputies Committee meetings were an irresolvable issue to arise (interview 12, 2016).

12 There remains some debate as to which agency within the U.S. Government should have responsibility for strategic level influence communications. Currently, the Department of Defense has only a wrt for tactical and operational level influence communications, in fitting with its Title Ten authorities. Some in the Department of Defense, however, argue that its Title Ten wrt should be expanded to include broader strategic level communications. One senior MISO officer interviewed for this study argued that the military has both the resident expertise and manpower for executing influence operations. During Operations Iraqi Freedom for example, the DoD had significantly increased authorities to conduct broad and expansive communication campaigns aimed at stopping the flow of foreign fighters into Iraq. Others however believe that the DoD should remain operationally and tactically focused on supporting U.S. military campaigns and avoid broader and more strategic influence efforts. Here the argument is that moving the strategic information fight to the DoD would be an excessive expansion in DoD authorities and would militarize the information fight at a time when many key target audiences eschew military involvement. It is also argued that the U.S. Department of State can much more effectively leverage nongovernmental organizations as well as global footprint of U.S. embassies.
could be stood up as crises arise, is one potential solution. However, the process of standing up such an entity will invariably delay an effective U.S. response when it is needed most urgently.\footnote{Here, the CENTCOM perspective is useful, specifically that even in times of peace, it is critical to keep a standing communication hub operational so that it can effectively surge during crises.} That leaves the option of crafting a new agency, possibly drawing on the USIA model.\footnote{Developing such an organization would involve some significant lead time however once established, the center would in theory be situated to respond to crises at a more rapid rate.} The benefit of such an institution would be its devoted focus to the information fight. Such an effort should be closely linked to and empowered by the White House, and it could play a key role in helping the White House coordinate and deconflict interagency communications.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Effective Statecraft and Integration of Measures Short of War

This chapter explores the strategic requirements for effective political warfare, the organizational and operational requirements for effective responses by the U.S. government, and the requirements for coordinated action with other partners – including cases in which a coalition, alliance, or other sovereign country plays the leading role. The chapter concludes with recommendations for the U.S. military, and U.S. special operations forces (SOF) in particular as they provide many of the capabilities used in political warfare.

The research for this chapter was conducted primarily through 40 interviews with currently serving and retired officials from the U.S. State Department, other U.S. policymaking entities (such as the National Security Council and the Department of Defense), and U.S. allies and partners, including European, Canadian, and Australian civilian and military officials. The interview research was supplemented by reviews of relevant official documents and scholarly literature.

Strategic Requirements for Effective Offense and Defense in Political Warfare

To respond effectively to aggression that falls short of conventional war, the U.S. government needs not only a suite of methods that achieves the desired effects, but an overarching strategy and set of organizing principles for applying those methods. In most cases, the aggression may be directed against U.S. partners, allies, or vital interests abroad.
rather than the U.S. homeland. This introduces a further complexity in the form of a requirement to coordinate the U.S. strategy and approach with those partners and allies.

The United States, as all countries, must have some organizing principles to determine its national interests, their relative values, and the lengths to which it will go to defend those interests. Governments must also decide when and where not to intervene, as not every challenge short of war requires a response. Former U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, in his recent book *World Order*, argued that a first step in establishing a strategic framework is to determine the hierarchy of U.S. interests, the goals it intends to pursue, and the values it seeks to defend. Otherwise the U.S. government cannot hope to craft an effective approach to the contests that roil the international system today (Kissinger, 2014, pp. 372–73). This framework is particularly important to serve as a compass to direct the U.S. government’s attention to those areas where creeping, ambiguous attempts at subverting the established order or challenging U.S. or allied interests should be countered—ideally early to prevent or preempt a worsening crisis and also ideally by the least costly effective means available.

The multiplicity of threats at any given time, and certainly in today’s turbulent world, requires policymakers to scale U.S. responses appropriately in relation to both the threat to U.S. interests and also its available resources. Resource constraints are another factor forcing clarity of purpose and efficacy in approach. The issue of resource constraints has become more salient in recent years. As MIT political scientist Barry Posen argues in his critique of “Liberal Hegemony,” the tendency to rely on military levers of power will exhaust the United States (Posen, 2014). Yet failing to deter and halt aggressors who have
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1 Each U.S. administration does endeavor to answer these questions in the form of a national security strategy, to greater or lesser effect. Typically, though, the resulting strategy documents are broad statements of objectives that do not closely tie them to the ways and means of achieving them, and rarely acknowledge the implicit choices being made due to limited means or interests. The Quadrennial Defense Review is a congressionally mandated assessment that is limited to the military element of national power and aims primarily to establish defense program priorities. In the past decade, the Quadrennial Diplomacy and Development Review has sought to do the same for diplomacy and development programs.
the ability to destabilize critical allies or entire regions is a risky and ultimately costly gambit as well. Therefore, the task of the policymaker is to define U.S. interests clearly and forge a strategy to defend them.

The salient features of an effective offense are (1) an enunciated strategy based on shared values to garner international approval and support; (2) cost effective tactics, which entails both low-end military tools and less-expensive diplomatic, informational and economic measures; and (3) a burden-sharing scheme to distribute tasks to those with the greatest competence, insight and efficiency in particular activities. The primary features of an effective defense follow the same principles above along with (1) proactive use of detection and preventive measures to deter would-be aggressors, even if this protective umbrella carries some risk of overstretch; and (2) heavy investment in remediying economic and political vulnerabilities to bolster a target country’s identified vulnerabilities.

A retired senior U.S. diplomat interviewed for this study argued that the strategy must be clearly broadcast as an affirmative and inclusive call for promoting and defending a rules-based international order. This positive formulation does not frame the overarching U.S. goal as conducting “warfare,” but envisions robust proactive measures as needed, including coercive ones, as well as deterrence and defense. This strategy should include a disposition to undertake necessary reforms. Articulating such a vision would provide impetus for a large coalition of partners willing to undertake various roles in a coordinated effort.

Currently, the post–World War II international institutions and the basic Westphalian rules by which sovereign states manage competition and seek to resolve their disputes is under strain from both domestic and foreign pressures. Thus, promotion and defense of the order may also entail reforms to enhance its essential stabilizing functions, which rest on its defenders’ consent that the process possesses a basic legitimacy. As Kissinger notes in his recent book, the international system is under strain because the dynamics of global capitalism are de-linked from the dynamics of state control, and challenges to the old order arise from both domestic frictions and revisionist state powers such as Russia, an emerging power China, and alternative models posed by radical Islam.
This study has illustrated how adversaries seek to use low-cost measures short of conventional war to achieve their aims. The United States should adopt the same approach of seeking less costly rather than more costly means of response, provided they are effective. Recent works by David Gompert and Robert Blackwill — as well as the seminal *Soft Power* by Joseph Nye — have explored nonmilitary tools (including reputational credibility and attractive values) and how they might be used in these circumstances. Rather than serve as the global 9/11 service, the Nixon Doctrine’s relied on a network of strong regional partners to police given areas (Brands, 2014). The Reagan Doctrine’s use of nonstate “freedom fighters” to contest Soviet aggression and proxy states represents another type of cost-saving alternative to large-scale U.S. military presence or interventions, yet they also avoid the high risks of quasi-isolationism that some offshore balancing strategies might entail.

To summarize, the United States will be in a stronger position if it can determine what it stands for, and not just what it is against. Such a values-based approach may garner more internal and external support from those who are motivated by its potential benefits and may thereby enhance the chances of its success, as numerous interviewees argued. Second, therefore, given the multiplicity of challenges, the United States must exercise discipline to ensure that it can in fact defend and promote those interests it deems vital and critical. Third, the lowest-cost effective approaches should be given priority over more expensive ones, and these can include early preventive and counter-escalatory approaches if the United States can develop sufficiently successful formulas to produce the desired return on investment. Finally, burden-sharing among partners yields a more effective and efficient approach.

**Organizational Requirements and the Leading Role of State**

The need to devise effective approaches to political warfare challenges received wide support among the dozens of civilian and military U.S.
and non-U.S. officials and experts interviewed for this study. Among the challenges, Russia and ISIL were cited as two examples of contemporary actors whose transgressive behavior and transregional reach are considered sufficiently threatening to require collective and multifaceted responses. Yet, these practitioners and experts note, the U.S. government chronically struggles to create an effective “whole-of-government” response that employs a full panoply of the tools at its disposal, not to mention leverages the resources of the wider society. As one interviewee noted, “An ever-present problem with ‘gray zone’ activities is that no U.S. government agency has the lead, and we have been reluctant to develop a forcing function—an entity with the authority to ensure the actions and activities of our various governmental agencies are integrated and supportive of presidential decisions” (interview with U.S. government official in Tampa, April 19, 2016). That, in fact, should be the organizational goal for countering political warfare.

While wide agreement exists that an effective response is needed to address threats short of conventional war, interviewees frequently cited a lack of day-to-day, routine coordination among the various U.S. departments and agencies. No military-type command and control is exercised over the entire government. The growth of the National Security Council staff in recent years may be attributed in part to the effort to replicate and extend this degree of control, but this development has been criticized as leading to overinvolvement in the tactical levels of policy execution while still failing to produce effective overarching strategies for policy guidance. That is, this development has still failed to link policy objectives to clear, feasible, and resourced plans to accomplish the desired aims (Ries, 2016). Thus, the growth of the NSC staff to a historical high of 500 personnel replicates many functions
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2 A number of analysts have used political warfare to describe adversaries’ activities. Center for Strategic and International Affairs Fellow Anthony Cordesman recently used the term to describe Russian behavior in Syria (Cordesman, 2015). Similarly, Asia experts—including Princeton professor Aaron Friedberg and others—use the term to refer to China’s campaign to wield political influence abroad against the United States and its allies (Parameswaran, 2015). Some analysts do argue that therefore political warfare should also be employed as part of the American strategy. For example, Council on Foreign Relations Senior Fellow Max Boot and Brookings Institution Fellow Michael Doran called for the United States to rebuild its own capacity to wage political warfare (Boot and Doran, 2013).
performed elsewhere in government without being sufficiently large or broad enough in scope to develop detailed, integrated strategies for each critical problem.

**Designating State as the Lead**

The offensive and defensive approach to political warfare outlined above is tantamount to old-fashioned muscular statecraft, in which political knowledge of countries and regions is married to diplomatic skill, backed as needed by the threat of force or coercion. The leading role for designing and implementing such an approach would naturally fall to the State Department as the Cabinet traditionally considered as first among equals.

When asked which department or agency should lead the overall response to conflicts short of conventional war, the majority of those consulted during this study, both civilian and military, believed that the State Department is the appropriate entity given that, as one interviewee stated, “it is the one part of the government created expressly to do that, to represent and advance the nation’s foreign policy goals overseas” (Ries, 2016). A military interviewee said, “DoS should have the lead in executing the strategy while being supported by the remainder of the government” (interview with U.S. military official, April 18, 2016). The reason given is that the activities documented in the earlier chapters show that political warfare or “gray zone” challenges are heavily nonmilitary in nature, and the primary responses are also likely to be nonmilitary or at least nonkinetic in nature.³

As part of its duties, the State Department tracks the political, economic and cultural developments of countries around the world, and engages in a wide array of interactions to promote U.S. interests and goals. The President, supported by his National Security Council, will shape the policy guidance, but the Secretary of State is historically
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³ Even the military contributions are likely to be nonkinetic, ranging from signaling and deterrent activities such as forward deployed presence, patrols, exercises, and military assistance to friends and allies, to more active but low-visibility, clandestine, or covert measures undertaken normally by special operations forces or intelligence services with heavy reliance on local agents. Early and ongoing intelligence collection and analysis is required to detect and interpret the adversary’s typically ambiguous and/or concealed activities.
the acknowledged lead cabinet member in matters of foreign affairs. The guidance issues from the White House, and the State Department crafts specific policies and programs to carry it out. Such guidance from the White House includes communications guidance, as noted in the previous chapter. But the machinery to develop and execute detailed responses to nonmilitary threats does not exist at the White House, and by portfolio and mandate would properly reside at State.

In addition to this overarching role in calibrating and coordinating the application of DIME measures as a coherent response, due to its knowledge of the countries and regions, the State Department, along with the USAID, possess the country familiarity and niche specialties to diagnose and address the political aspects of the conflict. Most political warfare threats gain traction from conditions inside a country or region, and measures to address them must necessarily be tailored to individual countries’ characteristics. As one State Department official stated, “DoS should work on conditions that give rise to political warfare, to address the common variables that we see in conflict areas, whether prone to ISIL or other FTOs [foreign terrorist organizations] or Russia related or other state-generated conflicts” (interview with U.S. State Department official, Washington, D.C., April 12, 2016). Another State Department official emphasized that the coordinating role must be a collaborative one, given the important roles of defense and intelligence: “State should lead but collaborate with DoD and the intelligence community in both the Washington and chief-of-mission environment. . . . The best mechanism on the military side will be SOF capabilities working together, with embassy oversight pulling things together” (interview with U.S. State Department official, Washington, D.C., April 12, 2016).

Most of those interviewed judged that the U.S. country team, led by the U.S. chief of mission, was, by itself, an inadequate interagency organizing construct. Why? The most significant foreign policy challenges span more than one country, and to be effective, an overarching approach must be developed, with appropriate allowances for variation.

That said, the standing interagency construct at the State Department is the country team, and when led by a capable chief of mission, it routinely achieves the type of whole-of-government synchronization
that is particularly required to confront threats that are also using a full DIME set of tactics and resources. The presidential authority conferred on the chief of mission does create the needed “forcing function,” enabling the ambassador to harmonize the array of activities that are overseen by the country team’s various departmental and agency representatives for best effect. The country team is also a vital source of knowledge and thus must be integral to the effort to craft a regional approach. The country team’s diverse members can also, by their posting in the country, gain a deep and collective appreciation of the challenges and environment to craft the best possible approach to addressing the problems in concert with the sovereign host government. However, one veteran U.S. diplomat noted a worrying tendency for U.S. departments and agencies to still send personnel around the world to conduct missions that are not coordinated with the country team (interview with U.S. State Department official, Washington, D.C., July 6, 2016).

Despite the many strong attributes of the country-team construct, therefore, the majority of interviewees agreed that two related functions must be performed above the level of the country team, and that both can be performed by an entity led by State: (1) interagency policy planning and coordination, and (2) coordination for regional problems that exceed the reach of one country team.

Interviewees differed regarding whether additional written authorization is needed to ensure or codify State’s leading role in this realm. One currently serving diplomat believes that no additional organizational changes are required, and no additional government directives are needed, given the long-standing primacy of the State Department in conducting the nation’s foreign policy. The only requirement, in this view, is that the White House enforces this primacy, by itself operating through the State Department and ensuring that others do so. Others believe more explicit guidance is needed, given the nearly constant communications and travel by staffers of all the U.S. government’s departments and agencies, and the tendency of the very large military bureaucracy to fill gaps that it perceives.

Other respondents agreed that explicit direction from the White House for State leadership on specific issues is necessary. A military interviewee agrees that it is desirable that “DoS be afforded the requisite
authority to integrate and synchronize the variety of elements of national power in support of an approved “gray zone” campaign (interview with U.S. military official, April 18, 2016). A senior retired diplomat with experience in multi-country interagency policy execution believes a presidential decision directive is required to explicitly enforce a State Department-led process and create structures as necessary to plan and implement whole-of-government strategies. “The president needs to declare the national policy on a given issue so that the chiefs of mission know where they fit, and everyone at the interagency table knows. It is the equivalent of the president’s [chief of mission] letter. Then, State can coordinate planning and execution” (interview with retired senior U.S. diplomat, Washington, D.C., June 20, 2016).

State Department-led interagency coordination has occurred in the past through various organizational structures. One interviewee recommended that the Under Secretary of State for Political Affairs should be the “belly button” for coordination of U.S. government policy response to Russian and Chinese revanchist activities. He cited the precedent of former Under Secretary of State for Political Affairs Tom Pickering as the first of three coordinators of U.S. government support to Plan Colombia, a decade-long multifaceted program to assist the Colombian government’s battle against drug trafficking and guerrillas that spanned military and counternarcotics assistance from both State and DoD; judicial, law enforcement, and intelligence support; development aid; and an Andean free trade pact. With congressional backing, the plan also promoted democracy, pluralism, and human rights. Another more recent example is the State Department’s Special Representative for Afghanistan and Pakistan, who, along with a robust team, has guided interagency policy planning and execution for the past decade. (However, that office has at times encountered difficulties, some of them personality-based, in working with the White House and the Pentagon, which have also had czars and internal structures simultaneously devoted to this effort.)

Overall, these previous State-led structures implemented the broad policy guidance issued by the White House and formulated through the principals, deputies, and interagency policy committee process. This organizational structure has been an occasional rather than routine
occurrence, and many of those interviewed believe it must become a standing practice. The other rationale for a State Department–led structure is that it can articulate the broader U.S. national interest behind a concerted approach, one that transcends narrower military, economic, or other rationales, in its role representing U.S. foreign policy. “We have allowed the TTP [the Trans-Pacific Partnership] to become about car parts, when it is about a strategic values-based response. We have to start talking about the attack on the international system,” an interviewee stated. “Putin is pursuing measures short of war very successfully to tear apart Europe. Taken in totality, these threats to the international order definitely amount to an existential threat” (interview with retired senior U.S. diplomat, Washington, D.C., June 20, 2016).

**Operational Requirements to Fill Seams and Gaps in the U.S. Government**

If a State Department–led organizational structure is deemed the most appropriate entity to orchestrate an interagency response to the political warfare or gray zone challenges, the question is whether the requisite capabilities and practices are in place to effectively implement this approach as a routine matter. Due to its vastly greater manpower and budget, DoD very often fills the gaps due to the lack of capacity or capability of the State Department. As one interviewee noted: “Often times, DoD has been the default U.S. government response—partly because it has the most capability and resources. [Yet] to be successful, our government’s response to the challenges will require an unprecedented level of interagency coordination with all elements of national power synchronized.” Thus, he concluded, in addition to evolving the organizational model for “gray zone” responses, “The U.S. also needs to grow non-military capabilities—current gray zone actions are overly militarized” (interview with U.S. government official, Tampa, Fla. April 19, 2016).

This military official finds ready agreement among many at the State Department, who believe that this default to relying on military organizations to lead results in the prioritization of military approaches
and military-oriented thinking. A senior diplomat asserted that the outcomes in Iraq and Afghanistan to date reflect this over-emphasis on military measures at the expense of critically needed nonmilitary approaches to achieving the endgame of relative peace and stability and sufficient capacity for those governments to tend to their people’s needs.

These are not new critiques, but in the view of both military and civilian officials, the continuing failure to address them systematically will preclude successful responses to the hybrid, asymmetric, irregular, and political challenges of today’s environment. The 6,500-person diplomatic corps does not need to become as large as the 1.3 million active-duty armed forces, but it needs sufficient personnel to accomplish key tasks, conduct coordinated planning, undergo training, and receive at least some of the educational opportunities that are routinely afforded to the nation’s uniformed services. Military personnel receive the opportunity to earn advanced degrees during their careers, and they have up to a year to prepare for deployed assignments, normally visiting their predecessor units one to three times during that year. In contrast, civilian personnel receive a few weeks training and are lucky if they arrive in their post before their predecessor departs.

Despite some additional hiring in the Foreign Service ranks over the past decade, Congress has routinely declined to approve multiple administrations’ requests for more robust funding, even though in 2016 the State Department’s budget was $27 billion versus $516 billion for DoD, of a total $3.5 trillion in federal government spending (Inside.gov, 2016). A recent survey of congressional staff indicated that there is little sense of clarity about the perceived gaps at State or sense of urgency to remedy them. “A majority of respondents (61 percent) said they and their offices were not interested in the issue of professional formation and development of Foreign Service members. . . .

4 Despite this overall disparity in funding, the budget for civilian public diplomacy and information, to include the seven civilian-run international radio and television stations overseen by an independent federal agency, the Broadcasting Board of Governors (BBG), is larger than the MISO budget. The BBG FY15 budget was $742 million, with a staff of 3,590 (Broadcasting Board of Governors, n.d.).
At the same time, [only] 33 percent said they thought there is sufficient training” (Kralev, 2013).

The other issue, somewhat related to resources, is whether the State Department’s current practices are conducive to performing the roles described here. These gaps in practices are illustrated by two examples, one of which did not result in the needed coordination and another of which holds promise of doing so.

In the first example, a military command sought State Department participation in a multi-week planning session to develop joint planning guidance. The relevant bureau sent one senior official, but only for one day. The command’s leadership visited Washington and briefed State Department officials three times, but, according to a senior military adviser assigned to the State Department, the diplomats found the 50-page briefing deck dense and difficult to understand. The command subsequently produced a white paper, at the adviser’s suggestion, and then an executive summary. Ultimately, the Pentagon decided that the matter was sufficiently urgent to warrant producing a DoD plan. The military officials involved assured State Department officials that ample consultation would be conducted before the plan’s implementation. Yet the end result was that no overarching political-military plan was drawn up, and several of the interviewees indicated that there is disagreement over some of the proposed activities. One embassy, approached with a request to approve an activity within three days, balked at the short timeline as well as the proposed activity.

One of the military officials involved expressed frustration at the lack of State Department involvement in crafting the plan. “Instead of criticizing our effort, why not participate? We are happy to follow, if you will lead,” said a U.S. military official who was involved with the extensive planning effort. At one level, this example illustrates the lack of sufficient State Department personnel to participate in week-long planning efforts, yet it may also indicate a lack of commitment to interagency planning. The State Department does assign a foreign policy advisor to major military commands, but that person typically engages with the command group and commander to provide senior-level advice and does not have the time to participate in the military’s lengthy planning cycles. The result of such lack of coordination,
however, according to a senior diplomat, is that “the theater campaign plan contains very little that is of use to or relevant to the chief of mission” (interview with U.S. official, Washington, D.C., July 6, 2016).

The second example illustrates a more constructive process, which could point toward a more integrated government effort. A Russian Information Group has been created, led by the State Department, with weekly videoconferences involving all relevant government departments and agencies, including those in the field. This working group identifies and discusses issues and exchanges information. A monthly meeting convenes the department directors and the military O-6 level to determine what issues they can address and which items should be elevated to the deputy assistant or assistant secretary and commanding general at quarterly meetings. This process has just begun, but participants are hopeful that it will be a productive and ongoing forum.

A similar effort to start a government-wide public diplomacy working group did not gain traction for lack of follow-through at senior levels. The commitment of senior leaders to such processes is essential if they are to function as intended. An interagency forum does not guarantee that a consensus or compromise will be found, of course. For example, several diplomats expressed wariness about U.S. military activities in the information realm, particularly when the topics concerned the delicate internal affairs of a country, such as minority populations.

One State Department official suggested that the most useful and palatable element of the newly redesigned MISO (Psyop) brigades is the Regional MISO Team, which conducts research and analysis to attribute adversary disinformation, which the host military or government then publicizes or uses as best serves its aims. A Baltic Working Group has also been formed to draw together the various DoS and DoD elements with programs in this subregion.

An interagency plan and approach to a given region will require both an overarching concept and lines of effort as well as the necessary variances that correspond to particular countries’ unique characteristics. For example, even in the case of the Baltic countries, a one-size-fits-all approach is not appropriate. Both Estonia and Latvia have large Russian minority populations, while Lithuania does not. Country teams and the countries themselves are invaluable sources
of information about these particularities. A number of interviewees note that State, Defense, and the intelligence community should work together to develop a common understanding of threats in each region, subregion, and country, as well as the most effective responses. That common picture of likely scenarios would provide the necessary baseline for determining needed actions. The above ad hoc organizational structures may represent partial attempts to establish such a baseline, but there has been no explicit guidance issued to develop a whole-of-government campaign plan even in the case of Russian aggression in Europe. Without that kind of guidance, collective action toward a common objective will be difficult to achieve.

Interviewees made a number of recommendations that would, in their view, enable the State Department to routinely play a more effective leading role in coordinating interagency whole-of-government efforts:

1. Strengthen the planning culture at the State Department by setting up dedicated planning cells with planning as their primary responsibility. The policy planning staff, led in the Cold War era by George Kennan, was historically the locus for overarching plans, but numerous interviewees suggested that the regional bureaus need dedicated planning cells for region-specific planning that align resources and programs to achieve needed operational outcomes. State’s Bureau for Conflict and Stabilization (CSO) has developed numerous planning tools, such as the Interagency Conflict Assessment Framework, but it is currently 25-percent understaffed, according to a bureau official. The CSO could become a planning center explicitly dedicated to supporting the planning needs of the regional bureaus and embassies. Its personnel could be seconded to the regional bureaus and country teams that require detailed political warfare analysis and plans.

2. Require in-depth training in interagency processes for diplomats to enable them to effectively lead interagency groups in both
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These recommendations were developed from interviews with current and former State Department personnel.
planning and implementation. One diplomat recommended a mandatory six-month course at the National Defense University for all newly minted Foreign Service officers for an immersive interagency education. An alternative would be to create an interagency program at the Foreign Service Institute, but NDU might be rebranded as an interagency organization as it currently hosts a very high number of both interagency and international attendees. As a parallel initiative, he recommended that State break down the rigid “cone” structure whereby Foreign Service officers are shunted into political, economic, public diplomacy, consular, or management stovepipes, which reduces the opportunities for many, particularly those outside the political cone, to become multifaceted senior leaders.

3. Elevate and incentivize the position of foreign policy advisers, or POLADs, who serve assignments at military commands around the world. This has, in fact, been happening gradually in the past decade. Recently, 400 Foreign Service officers applied for the approximately 40 positions available (interview with U.S. official at the State Department, June 24, 2016). If the State Department routinely selects its best officers for these jobs, and then promotes them to higher positions, including ambassadorships, then the position will become increasingly valued as a means to connect the U.S. military commands not only to State but also to the wider interagency community. Recent military commanders have elevated their POLADs to a position co-equal to that of the military deputy commander, including at European Command (EUCOM), and they have held the number two positions at Africa Command (AFRICOM) and Southern Command (SOUTHCOM). CENTCOM has relied on senior Foreign Service officers not only for expertise in how Washington works, but also for country-specific and functional expertise outside the military lane.

4. Establish a close and continuing relationship between the assistant secretary of state for each region and the U.S. geographic combatant command (COCOM) that oversees military activities in that region. The regional bureaus are functionally the
equivalent to the military commands, and one retired senior diplomat believes that they need to behave as such and be treated as such. The under secretary of state for political affairs, who oversees all the regional bureaus, should also be regularly engaged with the four-star COCOMs, particularly when the issues involve transregional threats that cross COCOM boundaries and require more than a purely military approach. Any military approach should ideally be nested under an overarching State Department–led U.S. government plan. Given the military commands’ vastly greater manpower and training in planning, this is currently out of reach for the State Department. But without it, the challenges to threats short of conventional war will go wanting for a coordinated interagency approach.

If the State Department is to take a leading role in crafting and coordinating responses to political warfare, its leadership positions must be occupied by seasoned, qualified diplomats with deep knowledge of the countries and regions in question. Thus, it would be imperative to reduce the ever-expanding number of political appointees that have been assigned to the department’s most senior, critical, and sensitive positions. Career Foreign Service officers have frequently made this recommendation, to little effect. Usually, ambassadorships are awarded to campaign donors, but in the best-case scenarios, these are in countries requiring little day-to-day or strategic crisis management—or else the bilateral relationship is managed largely in Washington. The most worrying trend, pointed out by several interviewees, is the growing practice of placing political appointees into the most senior positions of assistant secretary and above. According to a report by the American Academy of Diplomacy, career Foreign Service officers hold only 25 to 30 percent of those positions today versus upwards of 60 percent in 1975. This has a ripple effect, depriving the department of its most senior talent at
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6 This is the first issue singled out by the American Academy of Diplomacy’s report, “American Diplomacy at Risk,” April 2015, p.15.
the top, demoralizing the most talented officers, and — because the appointees have a role in the appointment of ambassadors — diluting the ability of those who know their peers to promote the best among them to the critical chiefs of mission positions.

6 Ensure that the regional and functional bureaus within the State Department operate synergistically to confront threats short of war. As the senior under secretary, the Under Secretary of Political Affairs is the logical person to ensure this synergy. While the department’s regional bureaus are the logical places for planning and coordination of integrated approaches to regions or subregions, the department’s functional bureaus contain many of the tools for increasing countries’ resilience and confronting threats short of war. These bureaus include Conflict and Stabilization Operations; Democracy, Human Rights and Labor; Population, Refugees and Migration; International Narcotics and Law Enforcement (which includes police training programs); and Political-Military (which includes foreign assistance and training of peacekeepers). Diplomats acknowledge that these separate programs and experts need to be more effectively pulled together into a coordinated effort that is tailored for each country and region (interview with U.S. State Department official, April 25, 2016). A departmental directive may be needed to ensure that regional bureaus and the under secretary for political affairs can achieve — and if needed, compel — the desired coordination with the functional bureaus. This may require revoking the ability of functional bureaus to nonconcur. Programs beyond State, such as the National Endowment for Democracy, form a vital part of democracy promotion efforts. A more operational culture could be fostered by instituting mechanisms to chart progress and identify obstacles. The integrated regional strategy for each region should ideally reflect the contributions of all civilian capabilities.
Instituting a more holistic and collaborative U.S. government effort is but one aspect of an integrated approach, for the U.S. government does not act in a vacuum. In all but a very few circumstances, the responses that the United States would mount to any political warfare challenges would be carried out in support of others, and possibly alongside allies or partners.

Thus, detailed planning necessarily requires engagement with the government of the country that is directly threatened. Once a common plan is formulated, assistance can be delivered bilaterally or as part of a coalition or alliance. The range of military activities in which others may seek assistance can range widely, from making deterrence more credible; to increasing military presence, posture, exercises, or aid; to activating defense plans and sending signals regarding measures to be taken in the event of military aggression. Subversive or low-grade activities can be actively countered through covert, clandestine, or overt means.

Countering aggression can also take positive, reinforcing forms, and these are generally referred to as strengthening a partner’s resilience. For example, measures to reduce vulnerability to subversion or coercion can include redressing the economic, social, or political grievances of populations or minorities that might be targets of recruitment by an adversary. The general cohesion of a society is also a factor in resilience: Any fractured society can be further rent by outside powers that play on, distort, or exacerbate these cleavages. In Ukraine, for example, Russians portrayed government supporters as fascists or Nazis; while in Europe, both far-right and far-left political parties exploit anti-immigrant, anti-European Union, and anti-NATO sentiments. Many threatened countries, such as Estonia, formally embrace and plan for resilience as a means of national defense. In all of these cases, support for building national resilience is another type of external support that friends and allies might provide.

The following sections use Estonia, NATO and Britain as examples of targeted countries, coalitions and individual allies in order to provide
detailed discussions of the respective roles they may play in an integrated approach to countering political warfare. While no example serves as a comprehensive illustration, a number of these practices and approaches could apply to countering subversion and coercion exercised in the Middle East or Asia by Iran, China, or other actors.

**Estonia as an Exemplar of Host-Nation Considerations**

Estonia is an example of a country that has been subjected to a steady campaign of threats and pressure from Russia, as the earlier case study described. In addition to seeking robust support from NATO to serve as a deterrent and to signal that the alliance will act on its Article 5 commitment to defend its member country in the event of a Russian military intervention, Estonia is undertaking its own whole-of-government effort to prepare for a range of contingencies. Estonia’s leaders believe that the Russians could seek to provoke or stimulate unrest in its Russian-dominated northeastern region and use that pretext to intervene to protect fellow Russians in the guise of a “peacekeeping” force. An ambiguous stand-off could pose a serious test for NATO, if the provocation were staged clandestinely by plainclothes Russians and attribution could not readily be established. Even if NATO is much more alert to such a scenario after the clandestine activity in Crimea, the current pressures facing Europe could prompt an opportunistic Russian leader like Putin to test the alliance, some Estonians fear. They point to just such an attempt by the Soviet Union in 1924, when the Communist International (COMINTERN) attempted to carry out a coup in Estonia by infiltrating Soviet GRU agents in hopes of sparking a wider uprising with the help of the Estonian Communist Party.

An Estonian national security official related various scenarios that the government is preparing for, which range from a military intervention that Russia could launch if it feels threatened elsewhere to “continuing to foment latent conflict that it can heat up if necessary through subversion, economic pressure, IO and cyber.” While Estonia is a small, flat country of 1.5 million people, it seeks to harden itself as much as possible. It is one of five NATO members that devote the 2-percent minimum of its GDP to defense spending. Moreover, its National Security and Defense Coordination directorate has conducted
government-wide exercises involving finance, education, justice, culture, and other ministries, as well as the country’s president, prime minister, and members of parliament. “Our conception is that it must be a whole of government and whole of nation effort,” the senior Estonian official said. “Our view is that in different stages of the conflict or different types of conflict, the military can be the supporting effort.” He described the strategic guidance and legal framework to “protect against the possibility that the government will become rudderless. This is to ensure that they cannot win by decapitating the government” (interview with senior Estonian official, Tallinn, June 3, 2016).

Sitting right on the border of Russia, Estonians are literally eyeball to eyeball with Russia’s 76th Regiment and intelligence services. The two countries’ border guards do cooperate in laying out buoys each spring to mark the border that runs 98 kilometers through waterways and flat land. A tour of the Estonian border stations reveals a network of high-tech border posts, where agents watch fishermen ply Lake Peipus and the Narva River while monitoring the dry riverbed that runs right into Narva city. A walking bridge connects workers, tourists, and shoppers, as does a multi-lane bridge into Ivangorod, Russia. This northeast area includes mines, factories, and the main electricity generating plant for the country — all potentially lucrative military targets. Next to the power plant, a tumbledown neighborhood of weekend cottages, nicknamed Venezia, is honeycombed with canals leading into the river and straight across to Russia.7

These physical characteristics illustrate how easily the northeastern border can be penetrated either overtly or in clandestine fashion. The Narva population, according to Estonian officials, is not actively pro-Russian but has suffered disproportionate unemployment and the dislocating effects of migrating from the top of the social strata to the bottom. “Mostly they live in their own [Russian-speaking] information space and just want to be left alone,” a U.S. special operator said. An Estonian official concurred: “They wear the St. George ribbons and show the Russian flag, but it is more a sign of their separateness.”
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7 These observations are drawn from a tour of Narva and the Estonian-Russian border area, June 2, 2016.
The Estonian government has taken some measures to reach out to its Russian population. The Estonian public television network recently launched TVE+, a Russian-language channel, but its programming is far less slick than the Russian offerings. Similarly, the government has hosted job fairs in Narva, but the positions rarely match the salaries of the higher-paid factory work. Additional measures to assimilate the Russian population might increase Estonia’s resilience to Russian political warfare, but Estonians view their national identity as part of their concept of national defense. Estonian citizenship requires that Estonians speak the national language, and secondary schools must teach in Estonian.

The whole-of-government effort extends to the Estonian military, which includes a special operations unit that deployed in combat missions to Afghanistan to gain experience and political capital for the potential day it might need to call in the favor from the United States. Estonia’s Special Operations Force works closely with the Estonian Defense League (EDL), a volunteer civilian defense organization that was revived when Estonia regained its independence. The EDL reports to the Estonian Ministry of Defense, which serves as a conduit for U.S. assistance. A former head of the EDL echoed this societal model of national defense, flipping the U.S. paradigm on its head: “Civilian resistance is necessary for the military to survive. Civil society is critical for deterrence and defense at all stages from Phase 0 through occupation. Civil defense forces form a critical bridge between society and the military. If this bridge works, civil resistance can succeed in an emergency. Civil society will form the local authorities, even as the elected leadership is killed” (interview with Estonian Ministry of Defense adviser, Tallinn, June 3, 2016).

Estonian SOF and the security services work closely with law enforcement and the border guard in peacetime, and both the EDL and border guard are forming additional units. The border guard cannot hope to weed out all Russian agents from the flood of 8,000 to 12,000 civilians coming and going each day, any more than the tiny Estonian military can hope to hold off Russian tanks until NATO forces arrive—especially given the airspace denial that Russia has achieved by moving its S-400 anti-aircraft system into Kaliningrad.
on the Baltic Sea. In the worst-case scenario, if its own hardening efforts and NATO’s umbrella prove an insufficient deterrent to Russian aggression, Estonia plans to mount a resistance against Russian occupation, using civilian resistance and unconventional warfare for which they are actively training.

The Estonian national security official said, “We would be happy to see the Estonian-U.S. SOF partnership furthered. Anything that relates to unconventional warfare is relevant.” Estonian and U.S. SOF operated closely together in Afghanistan over the past decade, and Estonian special operations plans include a variety of support roles by U.S. SOF, scaled according to the threat level. Estonian special operations officers have described their doctrine, planning, and preparations to mount this effort, along with the types of assistance they would most like to receive from abroad. These include training, planning, and preparation initially, plus direct support in the event of escalation to armed hostilities—complete with the provision of communications links, joint terminal air controllers (JTACs), intelligence, and air support (interviews with Estonian special operations officers, June 2016).

While Estonia is preparing for a variety of scenarios, its small defense budget forces it to make some choices. Given the futility of a conventional matchup against Russia, one Estonian special operations officer said the best materiel would be man-portable air defense systems (MANPADs) and anti-tank Javelins rather than the recently purchased armored personnel carriers. MANPADS could be used to good effect by Estonians fighting a guerrilla-style war, though risks include proliferation of weapons systems that pose a threat to civil aviation if they fall into the wrong hands. Estonian SOF have closely studied the irregular tactics employed in the recent decade of fighting elsewhere to adapt them to their own needs should they become insurgents themselves. The primary injunction is for them to become a seamless part of the whole-of-government effort. An admonition to work harmoniously with civilian agencies and the population is posted in their headquarters: “No [direct action] monkeys in unconventional warfare,” the poster reads, with a red line drawn through a photo of a fully kitted commando.
In July 2016, NATO announced at its Warsaw summit that a UK-led battalion would go to Estonia as part of a ramped-up four-battalion deterrence increment in the Baltics and Poland. Conversations with both Estonian and U.S. military officials indicate that the Estonians welcome the increased force presence but also want to ensure that it supports their concept and efforts. Some Estonian officials expressed concern that the U.S. forces and equipment sets planned for Poland and Germany are located too far away to be of much deterrent or practical use (interview with Estonian defense ministry officials, June 1, 2016).

In sum, this case illustrates three general principles for effectively supporting another country in measures short of conventional war:

• build a common approach;
• tap local knowledge;
• avoid redundancy or unwanted help.

Coalitions and the Evolving Role of SOF

In addition to bilateral support to a host nation confronted by aggression or coercion short of conventional war, coalitions may offer vital support. The agreed-upon measures will necessarily be the product of consensus, but that may result in a lowest-common-denominator approach. The members will sign up for those activities that are politically and practically feasible for them to perform, and in some cases they will impose limitations or caveats on their commitments. On the other hand, taking a common stand on an actual or threatened response endorsed by all members of a coalition or alliance sends a powerful message to would-be aggressors, and such signaling is an integral part of robust measures short of war.

NATO has performed this function within Europe and in out-of-area endeavors. NATO’s actions as a 28-member alliance can be seen as an overarching umbrella to present a strong front against efforts by Russia, ISIL, and others to undermine individual NATO members or weaken the alliance as a whole. Nested under this umbrella are bilateral efforts, such as those undertaken by EUCOM and Special Operations Command—Europe (which is now a subunified command of
SOCOM that falls under the operational control of EUCOM). At its July 2016 summit in Warsaw, NATO moved to bolster its “reassurance” measures with more explicit forms of deterrence, including the commitment to place not just the four rotational battalions in the Baltics and Poland but also four more in Romania and Bulgaria. The more obvious it is that NATO and the United States are in a position to act on their commitments at a moment’s notice, the more credible and effective their deterrent becomes. At the same time, the alliance must take care not to create or provoke the very aggression or paranoid reaction it seeks to forestall, and thus prompt war by miscalculation. Russia may, of course, claim that any such moves to strengthen deterrence, defense, and resilience are tantamount to provocations, so the diplomatic messaging is a critically important element of the response.

Through NATO SOF Headquarters, member countries’ SOF have progressively developed greater interoperability over the past decade, both in the field in Afghanistan as well as in institutional development. Their singular role in responding to conflicts short of war is confined to military assistance, according to NATO SOF doctrine, which defines three categories of activities: military assistance, special reconnaissance, and direct action. The doctrine does not include support to resistance or unconventional warfare, so any such support the United States or others wish to give must be provided on a bilateral basis unless the doctrine is revised. Military assistance is typically the only activity that NATO SOF carries out in peacetime, and it roughly corresponds with the U.S. doctrinal term Security Force Assistance (SFA), which is provided to build partner capacity. However, certain activities delineated under the military assistance doctrine might be interpreted to include some support activities that the Baltic countries or other NATO members may wish the alliance to provide to supplement preparations for resistance.

Paragraph 2.2.1. of NATOSOF doctrine defines military assistance (MA) as “a broad category of measures and activities that support and influence critical friendly assets through organizing training, advising, mentoring, or the conduct of combined operations. The range of MA includes, but is not limited to, capability building of friendly security
forces, engagement with local, regional, and national leadership or organizations, and civic actions supporting and influencing the local population” (NATO, 2013.)

Special MA activities include training, advising, and mentoring/partnering. Advising is a broad category that includes operational assistance, as the doctrine states: “These are activities that improve the performance of designated actors by providing active participation and expertise to achieve strategic or operational objectives.” The doctrine also specifically notes that MA may be used to build a partner’s preemption capabilities: “SOF do this through MA efforts to build indigenous defence and INTEL capabilities and DA on an adversary’s critical operational or strategic targets” (NATO, 2013).

Finally, the doctrine calls out the particular importance of “Early Presence,” that is, the proactive pre-positioning of SOF as an important factor determining their successful employment. “While a crisis is developing, SOF may be deployed to establish an early forward presence and initiate military and civilian liaison, conduct area assessments, provide an early command and control (C2) capability, or advise friendly forces. This provides the Supreme Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR) as the Strategic Commander of Allied Command Operations (ACO) and the operational-level commander with an increased understanding of a developing crisis and, if required, helps set the conditions for the initial entry of joint forces” (NATO, 2013).

Despite these elements of NATO doctrine that may permit the alliance to employ SOF in these ways, the deliberative nature of NATO decisionmaking will in all likelihood mean that its activities will remain in the realm of capacity building rather than proactive operational assistance. The early presence clause may not be invoked until a crisis has been recognized, moving NATO from its customary peacetime posture into a more robust reaction (discussions with a NSHQ official, February 1, 2016).

Individual NATO members may endorse efforts to develop a “support to resistance” concept that could eventually pave the way for a NATO doctrine that accepts resistance as a form of national defense, and allows for circumstances in which the alliance may explicitly support that form of defense. An easier path to obtaining NATO and
international support, though, would be for any resistance movement to form and declare a government in exile. At that point, those wishing to support the resistance can recognize the government in exile as a legitimate government and thereby defend its assistance as support to a recognized government.

Nonetheless, support to resistance for the near term is likely to remain a bilateral effort. If the U.S. government makes a policy decision to support a resistance movement, as it has in past periods, then U.S. SOF stands ready with highly detailed, codified, and published military doctrine on unconventional warfare, including an unclassified joint doctrine published in 2015 (as well as detailed doctrine on foreign internal defense to support recognized governments). Unconventional warfare doctrine, with its emphasis on the long lead time (several years) that is typically required to assess local conditions and develop the necessary human and physical infrastructure, suggests that U.S. SOF will likely play the most active role in planning and preparing to support the resistance of any allied member countries or other partners who seek U.S. help. Even so, U.S. SOF can directly support civil defense, as in the EDL case, only when explicitly permitted to do so by the host-nation government and U.S. directives. In most cases, this will mean supporting civilian defense groups that are legally part of or reporting to the defense ministry chain of command (or, when permitted by U.S. law or policy guidance, the ministry of interior) (interview with U.S. special operations official, February 1, 2016). This is a topic of ongoing discussion, since civilian defense organizations are important thickening agents in the Baltic countries’ defense schemes.

**Britain as a Political Warfare Innovator**

Some U.S. allies are moving of their own accord to adopt changes in policy, doctrine, and organization that will make them more capable of responding to threats short of conventional war. The United Kingdom is a particularly striking example for the array of innovations it is undertaking, partly due to military spending cuts and partly due to its assimilation of wartime lessons over the past decade. The UK army underwent a 25-percent reduction in manpower since budget cuts in 2010, but the British government has subsequently embarked on a sig-
nificant recapitalization in key areas. On the theory that early, proactive, and nonlethal responses make for a cost-effective defense, Britain has invested significantly in doctrinal and organizational adaptations. It has drawn upon a long history of doctrine and organization based on political warfare, which was developed in World War II largely as a psychological warfare specialty (Garnett, 2002).

What follows is not an exhaustive treatment of the British military evolution and investment plan but a summary that highlights changes in British policy, doctrine, and organization of particular relevance to political warfare or measures short of conventional war.

First, as a matter of policy, it may be no coincidence that one of the United States’ closest allies sees the current global challenges in much the same way as do the “gray zone” advocates in the United States. Britain’s official National Security Risk Assessment, published in 2015, sees a growing risk of international military conflict that will draw in the UK, including through its treaty obligations. The assessment states: “Our ability to respond effectively will be made harder by the growing use of asymmetric and hybrid tactics by states, combining economic coercion, disinformation, proxies, terrorism and criminal activity, blurring the boundaries between civil disorder and conflict (HM Government, 2015).” The document also names terrorism by ISIL, al Qaeda, and its affiliates as the primary “Tier One” threat.

The UK may be ahead of the U.S. government in adopting inter-agency task forces as a common organizational mode for coordinating a whole-of-government response. One current example is Her Majesty’s Government Counter-Daesh Task Force, which is comprised of members of all ministries and agencies, including intelligence, and housed at the Foreign and Commonwealth Office, the UK equivalent of the State Department. One UK diplomat remarked that achieving inter-agency coordination might be easier in a smaller government (interview, London, June 29, 2016).

Second, at the level of military doctrine, Chief of General Staff General Sir Nicholas Carter has internalized his extensive experience in Afghanistan to embrace the need for a wider view of maneuver to encompass information and other dimensions, as well as the need for adaptability among smaller forces to wage the full spectrum of con-
British forces will also, furthermore, most often act as part of a larger coalition, requiring adaptability to achieve interoperability. The UK army has developed doctrine calling for “integrated action” that combines maneuver, fires, information activities, and security capacity building as needed for complex conflicts, which it sees as the dominant form of conflict today. An internal UK army note was published last year, outlining the new doctrine to be published in its forthcoming capstone publication.

Information activities assume a particularly large and expansive dimension in British thinking about warfare today. An officer involved in developing the new army doctrine summarizes the thinking behind it: “We have to understand and take account of all actors. The population is critical to the outcome. There is no definitive victory and no clear end point such as a [formal] surrender. World opinion will determine if we won” (interview with UK army officer, London, June 27, 2016). In addition to Britain’s own experiences, he offered the example of Israel’s struggle with world opinion over its recent conflict in Gaza. “Israel lost the battle of perception and therefore lost in Gaza,” he said.

The British doctrine also calls for greater synergies with nonmilitary forces. “We need to blur the edges of capabilities,” the officer said. “If a state wants to use its tools, it makes sense to do it cooperatively and with as few gaps as possible.” He cited the UK military’s recent deployment under a civilian “two star” to Sierra Leone as part of the international assistance to African countries suffering from the Ebola epidemic as an example of the types of adaptation in command structures that he considers likely in the future.

British history is replete with examples of limited military operations that involved little to no conventional combat, he noted, recalling his own father’s deployment to Aden, Yemen. “We used to call them Military Operations Other Than War (MOOTW), and we applied

---

8 For complete remarks, see transcripts of the Chief of General Staff speeches on adaptability and integrated action, delivered at the annual UK land warfare conferences in 2016 and 2015, are posted at the Royal United Services Institute website. As of January 18, 2017: https://rusi.org/landwarfare
it in the Empire and post-colonial policing, and punitive actions, as opposed to [the] Crimea expedition to conduct war with a peer against another peer. These lesser cases are actually most of what we have done, but after the Cold War we chose to maintain forces and doctrine to deal with those occasional existential threats. Now we see that we have a revisionist power, but the most demanding task is not necessarily fighting another state but the irregulars mixed in with the civilians in the Ukraine.” He cited another example from the end of World War II, when 20,000 Greek Communists began marching toward Athens to seize it before the government in exile returned. The UK sent three infantry battalions to seize the high ground and key government installations to preempt the Communist takeover. It built up the Greek army and police, set up soup kitchens, sent a Greek unit to Crete to prevent it from committing atrocities in revenge, and flew British trade unionists in to verify and publicize that the 18-month operation did not constitute a repression of Greek citizens.

Third, the UK army has also embarked on a novel effort to retool some of its organizational structure and personnel for nontraditional missions. The locus of this activity is the 77th Brigade, a joint brigade that General Carter created following his last tour in Afghanistan. The transformational efforts of the UK army aim to remedy deficits it has discovered in 15 years of confronting irregular threats, as it fought in coalitions alongside the U.S. For example, Carter led British troops in Shi’a-dominated southern Iraq, where they encountered Iranian-backed militias and complex political machinations. One of his senior officers recalled how ill-equipped the coalition was to address this type of warfare. He said, “In Basra, we knew [we] were fighting the wrong enemy with the wrong tools — .556 ammo and tanks. The Badr Brigade [the dominant Shi’a militia with deep Iranian ties] was a veterans organization with a foreign policy, with political, economic and security lines of operations. We knew this but did not know how to address it. CPA [the Coalition Provisional Authority] wrote policy

---

9 The official website of the 77th Brigade is http://www.army.mod.uk/structure/39492.aspx.
papers…. In Afghanistan we encountered the same thing” (interview with UK army officer, June 27, 2016).

This officer views the current transformation ordered by Carter as critical to confronting the current threats, and he emphasizes how profound this change is for an organization that has been oriented largely to conventional warfare since the cold war. “The infantryman is conditioned to simplicity, to remove doubt, to act swiftly to kill in combat. This is entirely different from the gray areas in which we find ourselves,” he noted. In his view, the work on unrestricted warfare published by two Chinese colonels in 1999 constitutes the most insightful treatment of the modern mode of warfare, which conceives of the world as the battlespace in which close and deep fires are aimed at domestic and distant audiences, with time being a critical element.

To address the needed gaps, Carter created the 77th Brigade, which is a novel formation that is deployed in support of other military formations to assist them in conducting nontraditional warfare. This model for transforming military operations is intended to preserve conventional fighting competence but to add tailored capabilities as needed. The brigade includes a wide range of competencies that are currently located in U.S. SOF as well as some unique skills imported from the private sector and civil society. The brigade delivers both nonlethal military specialties and nonmilitary specialties, which are task organized into mission groups and smaller eight-person hybrid warfare teams. The nonlethal military specialties include psychological operations/media operations, civil affairs, and security capacity building at the ministerial or institutional (as opposed to tactical) level. The nonmilitary capabilities are specialists in political operations (i.e., understanding the politics of other countries), business, finance, informal economy, organized crime, nongovernmental and international voluntary organizations, and proxy forces.

When Brigadier Alastair Aitken assumed command of the 77th Brigade two years ago, he first set about defining the personnel requirements for the new unit. Working with British Special Forces, he developed selection criteria based on lateral thinking, creativity, emotional intelligence, and all types of communications skills, for both active-duty and reserve recruitment. He built upon a British reserve model
whereby senior business executives serve as top advisers to the military in areas of engineering and logistics as a special reserve. He obtained exemptions to allow him to recruit reservists with unique skills and recognition in technology, creative arts, and the above specialties— and to transform their terms of service. They may work remotely or part time, and they may provide reachback services to deployed troops. Similarly, he has arranged to place troops in training fellowships at companies or other organizations where they can gain discrete skills and build social networks to aid the brigade. “We want people who think differently, who can tear ideas apart, an idea factory,” an officer at the 77th Brigade explained. The Hybrid Warfare Center at Dennison Barracks is designed as a brainstorming center for a core of the 500-strong joint brigade, 40 percent of whose troops are reservists. The nascent effort is now supporting UK and coalition forces in Iraq and Africa. While the effectiveness of these innovations will require some time to determine, and very likely some additional refinement, the experimentation and organizational flexibility are useful models for emulation.

**Recommendations for Military and SOF Support to an Integrated Approach**

The employment of all elements of national power to counter threats short of war is, in the first instance, a description of effective statecraft. For diplomacy to succeed, it must be backed by sufficient leverage, which is the essence of political power, as Hans Morgenthau defined it. Political power emanates from the possession of sufficient military, economic, and reputational clout to achieve ends without resorting to force. Such power can be exercised through threats or incentives, and most likely a combination of the two. In this view, military power is a supporting element in the effort to achieve objectives without going to war. Many displays of military might and intent fall into the realm of signaling through presence, posture, exercises, and other shows of force that will involve either primarily conventional forces or a combination of conventional and SOF.
Special operations forces are particularly suited to a multitude of roles in the political warfare realm, due to their diverse capabilities and to their ability to operate at low levels of visibility in semipermmissive environments or behind enemy lines. The military, and primarily SOF, can play three overarching roles in responding to the challenges short of war. First, in sensitive, semipermmissive, or nonpermmissive environments, SOF are trained to help gather and synthesize information about ambiguous and possibly threatening developments that might signal subversion, coercion, or other attempts to destabilize critical regions, allies, or friends. Given the clandestine and subtle nature of these threats, a great premium for any effective response must be placed on early efforts to detect and understand what may be happening. Second, civil affairs and MISO can play a significant role in enhancing the resilience of targeted societies. These two SOF capabilities are already in use in many embassies to support diplomacy with host nations by addressing socio-economic conditions that generate conflict and meeting informational needs. In some cases, specific authorities or permissions may be needed to address conflicts that do not involve terrorism. Third, SOF can help prepare for, and support, national resistance to subversion and coercion; SOF aid in these missions by working with host-nation security forces as well as informal forces in countries where governance is weak, non-existent, or malign. Some European states’ defense strategies include reliance on national and civil resistance to counter subversion or invasion. Ideally the SOF capabilities should be available to support those resistance efforts where the host nation desires such support. In the case of the current fight against ISIL, the United States and coalition partners are working with an array of informal forces in Syria and Iraq, as they have also done in Afghanistan, Somalia, Libya, and elsewhere.

This final section draws upon interviews and other research to synthesize a number of implications and recommendations for the U.S. military and SOF in particular that may be useful in improving strategy, planning, and execution across the government to successfully mitigate, manage, or defeat aggression short of conventional war. These military capabilities are likely to be employed as part of a whole-of-government strategy, given the nature of political warfare as characterized in this study. The above sections indicate that the leading role may most often
be played by civilian entities, other countries, and possibly entire coalitions. Thus, the U.S. military and SOF roles in particular will necessarily need to nest closely with those other actors. It follows that many of the implications and recommendations emphasize a greater degree of collaboration with other governmental actors to understand the environment and form a plan of action. Other implications emphasize the military or SOF capabilities needed to address a diverse and increasing array of challenges short of war. At the same time, some of the challenges may not require any military role whatsoever.

While many military activities in support of a largely civilian response to nonconventional threats are not controversial, some areas of SOF activity may give rise to controversy, as they may risk disrupting diplomatic relations or triggering an escalation of crises. And in some areas the U.S. government has only rarely authorized SOF activity, such as in supporting resistance activities inside other countries. Policymakers will necessarily weigh risks and benefits in arriving at the most effective responses. In addition, developing and applying measures of effectiveness for the range of special operations activities will give policymakers greater confidence of the results they can expect to achieve.

**Recommendation 1:** To improve whole-of-government synergy, U.S. military commands, including deployed headquarters, should as a matter of course include civilian departmental representatives in order to understand, coordinate with, and support U.S. State Department and other civilian program execution. The extension of civilian reach — as a formal task — should be directed from national decision makers and written into the formal mission statements and plans of military organization as a requirement rather than an ad hoc or exceptional occurrence. Most efforts will benefit from a combined civilian-military effort, and organizations should routinely be formed with a diverse set of personnel. Such collaboration may need to be written into the instructions for military task forces and commands. In cases where U.S. missions or consulates are inadequate, the execution of civilian missions may require the use of military platforms and organizations. The U.S. military has a large number of platforms in the form of task forces, military commands,
and bases around the world. Thus, it may be that these platforms will serve as the physical locus for coordination of what could be nonmilitary or civilian-led efforts.

Over the past decade advances have been made. Over 80 foreign policy advisers and a similar number of USAID representatives are now assigned routinely to major military commands, but operational headquarters and task forces do not always include such personnel. A State Department official stated that, in her experience, the special operations community has been in the forefront in recent years of forming interagency task forces and welcoming civilian partners in efforts being conducted in Africa, South Asia, the Middle East, and elsewhere. “It’s in SOF’s DNA to take a civilian-military approach,” she said. “This provides a way to reach a common diagnosis and a military-diplomatic approach to addressing it” (interview, April 12, 2016). But other entities have not always been so welcoming. Despite a plan approved for State and DoD to tackle a failed state’s problems together, for example, a regional task force was unwilling to host a State Department team.

Recommendation 2: The Defense Department, and special operations forces in particular, should incentivize and improve selection and training for military advisers serving at State Department headquarters, U.S. embassies, and other diplomatic posts in order to increase their effectiveness. The U.S. military has for years assigned military advisers to the State Department, and more recently special operations personnel have been assigned as well, to Special Operations Support Teams (SOSTs) in Washington and to SOF Liaison Elements (SOFLEs) in embassies. The quality of the military adviser and his or her preparation can be determining factors in whether a given effort achieves the needed level of integration among the military and civilian entities. An astute adviser will understand the culture and process of the State Department and be proactive in helping his military colleagues navigate it successfully. He or she will also lean forward to ensure that State is informed of and invited to critical meetings convened by the military.

A particular problem concerns the placement of special operations personnel in embassies, where the normal tour for members of the country team is two years or longer. The special operations com-
munity, small and operationally oriented, is reluctant to assign advisers for longer than a year. The career path for upwardly mobile officers creates distinct disincentives for a two-year tour, and the result is that few star officers wish to serve in those positions. At a minimum, the SOF leadership needs to understand and take account of the impact this may have on the success of the SOF liaison within the country team, and seek ways to mitigate the negative impact and increase the liaison’s ability to offer value. USSOCOM has been willing to pay for the cost of housing a SOFLE at missions, but the issue goes beyond the financial burden on State’s much smaller budget. One interviewee suggested that liaisons should all serve a minimum one-year tour, and another suggested that the military services’ personnel models should incentivize this vital function. High-quality senior officers nearing the end of their careers who will make a final three-year commitment may be the ideal candidates for these positions.

The final issue regarding military advisers involves the chain of command: While a SOFLE continues to report to his or her military command, he or she must treat the embassy chief of mission as his or her boss as well. This deference to the chief of mission requires significant diplomatic skill and, in emergency circumstances, the intercession of the higher command to ensure that any disagreements are amicably resolved. The SOFLE must establish a constructive relationship with the senior defense official at the mission. If the liaison is not seen as a trusted member of the team, his or her utility will be limited.

Recommendation 3: The Defense Department, and special operations forces, should offer military planners to the State Department as the latter builds its own cadre of planners and increases coordination among regional and functional bureaus, to enable State to play a lead role in responses to political warfare. While the State Department enhances its own planning capacity, the U.S. military could formally second its trained planners to each State Department regional bureau and the policy planning bureau to provide a dedicated source of manpower to develop political-military plans that would complement the military theater campaign plans and, ideally, lay the foundation for those plans. These documents could serve as the forcing function for implementing a DIME approach
to threats short of conventional war. The documents could fill the gap between the normal diplomatic goals articulated in the Integrated Country Strategy and the military suite of plans that flow from the National Military Strategy, the Guidance for the Employment of the Force, and other military guidance. With the development of a set of plans on a routine basis, the expression “whole-of-government” will cease to be an aspirational phrase and will acquire a concrete form for measuring progress, effects, and areas for adjustment.

**Recommendation 4:** Military commanders should develop and maintain collaborative relationships with their civilian counterparts through regular visits and frequent communications to develop common understanding of and approaches to political-military conflicts. The military leadership should not rely solely on liaison and advisory personnel but, in addition, seek regular visits and make regular calls to key personnel at the State Department and embassies. One diplomat suggested that quarterly visits would be ideal to develop and maintain personal relationships with key civilian officials; and weekly or biweekly calls, to maintain communications on significant issues. This effort to resolve differences and develop a combined approach will provide direction to their subordinates and allow them to focus on detailed planning and execution. Without agreement at the top of the respective State and DoD structures, no coordinated U.S. government approach can be achieved. This agreement should logically precede engagement with the host country government to develop substantive plans and agreements.

**Recommendation 5:** DoD should routinely seek to incorporate State Department knowledge and the current insights of the U.S. country team into military plans in order to develop effective responses to political-military threats. The country team constitutes the most valuable source of current authoritative knowledge that exists within the U.S. government about a particular country. The U.S. country team members are constantly in touch with a wide array of actors in its assigned country, and one of its primary missions is to understand and report on significant political, economic, cultural, and security developments. The U.S. military, including SOF, can exploit this source of knowledge more
actively in conducting assessments, formulating military plans, and collaborating on government-wide plans. The theater campaign plan, the embassy’s integrated country strategy, and the regional bureaus’ plans should not be formulated in isolation from one another. U.S. military plans are often framed in extremely broad language and do not take into account critical information and holistic assessments of a country’s political dynamics. The development of threat scenarios and likely courses of action will be greatly improved by more extensive input.

Recommendation 6: The special operations community should make it a high priority to improve and implement fully resourced, innovative, and collaborative information operations. Extensive research, training and collaboration are required to improve the foundations and methods of this key discipline, as described in detail in Chapter Eight. Military Information Support Teams (MISTs) and Civilian Military Support Elements (CMSEs) are in high demand from many chiefs of mission, but there remains substantial unease in the diplomatic corps about perceptions of the “militarization of foreign policy” and the potential for unintended disruption of delicate relations during information operations in particular. U.S. diplomats are naturally wary of being accused of interference in another country’s internal affairs, as this can compromise their ability to function, sometimes severely. In past years, unfortunate diplomatic incidents have occurred when U.S. military personnel entered countries without embassy-granted “country clearance” or while gathering information in sensitive areas. A prolonged diplomatic crisis ensued when Pakistan detained a CIA contractor after he shot individuals who had accosted him and stolen his surveillance equipment. These risks always exist, and U.S. intelligence and other activity should not cease simply because they may run afoul in some way. Nonetheless, steps could be taken to address the unease and achieve greater integration.

For example, an experiment could be conducted to form blended civilian-military teams to carry out information operations. This would represent a significant departure from U.S. SOF’s normal procedures, but it mirrors similar steps taken in recent years to develop Cultural Support Teams and to partner with Spirit of America volunteers. As
the UK’s 77th Brigade is doing, perhaps an experiment to field blended Community Service Officer (CSO), USAID, and CMSE teams would be beneficial. MISTs already routinely work in embassies’ public diplomacy sections, but perhaps a further step could be to form standing teams of State public diplomacy and MIST personnel.

If these models prove successful, the demand for MIST and Civil Affairs personnel could grow in coming years, necessitating an expansion of their ranks. Currently, these small and heavily deployed units are just returning to a normal operational tempo. Any surge requirements would place them under strain again. They are perhaps the most valuable tactical contribution that SOF can make to whole-of-government efforts to counter political warfare. CMSEs recently deployed in a country conducted critical assessments of Russian national youth populations, revealing a very important distinction between their attitudes’ toward the West and their parents more hardline attitudes. Such insights can provide the basis for a nuanced and effective outreach program.

Finally, significant additional resources, education, and training should be provided to create a new generation of psychological operations (PSYOP) talent. MIST or PSYOP capabilities used to be firmly grounded in a tactical suite of radio broadcast and print leaflet operations. Today, those capabilities may still be necessary, but in addition, a major investment is needed to ensure that MIST becomes as expert in using social media and other cutting-edge information technologies as any entity in the U.S. government. These capability requirements span analytic tools, collection mechanisms, and delivery models. The entire U.S. military places a constant demand on the intelligence community for a wide variety of assets, including all-source analysts. MISO relies heavily on intelligence to conduct precision target audience analysis. However, satisfying the MISO requirements are far down the priority list when they should be at or near the top, if the information arena is indeed the critical battlefield. Intelligence support to MISO may be the most pressing requirement for developing a world-class military information capability that can lend support to civilian and whole-of-government organizations.
 Recommendation 7: Military commanders and the State Department should identify critical information requirements for political warfare threats, and the intelligence community should increase collection and analysis capabilities that are dedicated to detecting incipient subversion, coercion, and other emerging threats short of conventional warfare. The policymaking community has awakened to the need to develop a range of collection priorities of this type, as evidenced by the recent request for intelligence reporting on Russian economic aid to European political leaders, parties, and other entities (Foster, 2016). Tracing financial flows is a promising but difficult method to understand how and where countries are seeking influence for political purposes. Additional policy and legal issues must be navigated to determine legitimate targets of inquiry and permissible procedures for collecting information. However, the mapping of open source information about the influence networks of adversaries and potential adversaries is necessary to understand how political power is being amassed and wielded. Determining when those networks are being used for subversive, coercive, or aggressive purposes is necessary if sufficient warning is to be supplied to policymakers. Attributing cyber attacks is another area requiring technical resources and enhanced policy focus. Finally, unmasking adversary measures without compromising intelligence sources and methods poses an additional related challenge for policymakers when threats warrant countermeasures.

 Recommendation 8: DoD and State should support deployment of special operations forces in priority areas deemed vulnerable to political warfare threats as an early and persistent presence to provide assessments and develop timely and viable options for countering measures short of conventional war. Interviews with SOF have stressed this requirement above all others: Their ability to assess conditions and formulate and validate options for policymakers requires a presence on the ground in emerging trouble spots. The initial step required by doctrine is an assessment of the conflict and of the potential partners’ objectives, needs, and capabilities. While intelligence collection and analysis can be done remotely to a large degree, both the operational assessment and the formulation of concepts of operation require SOF to conduct phys-
ical inspections and face-to-face meetings. Otherwise, the U.S. government cannot expect the special operations community to provide sound and detailed options in a timely fashion. While military commands and DoD initiate the proposals for such deployments in nonwar zones, the U.S. chief of mission authorities grant country clearance for U.S. personnel to enter countries. Thus, both State and DoD support for this use of special operations forces is imperative.

A proactive stance may provide policymakers with more options, and risk mitigation strategies can alleviate downsides. The interviewees cited numerous cases in Eurasia, Syria, and Iraq where the options for countering Russia, ISIL, and other potential adversaries could not be developed in a timely manner because commanders were not willing to authorize site visits or contacts with exiles or expatriates. In the case of unconventional warfare or support to resistance, the interviewees stated that a minimum of three to five years is needed to conduct an assessment and, if warranted and approved, to build the needed infrastructure to support resistance. Policymakers must recognize that these missions are likely to go awry if ordered up without sufficient lead time. In addition, assessments should evaluate the likelihood that activities will be exposed in the ubiquitous global media environment. Proposals should include measures to mitigate exposure of any authorized sensitive, clandestine or covert activities. In some cases the effects of exposure may outweigh the benefits of such operations.
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Emile Simpson ends his book *War from the Ground Up* by cautioning against the blurring of lines between war and politics: “War is currently not compartmentalized as it should be. By increasingly merging it with regular political activity, and investing in operational ideas a policy-like quality, we are confronted with policy as an extension of war; that used to be the other way around.” (Simpson, 2012, pp. 243–44.) He is referring here to the Clausewitzian formulation that war is an extension of politics (policy, as Simpson translates it).

Despite Simpson’s plea, it is likely today that the continuum is blurrier than ever between peace and war, between political contests that are unarmed (but may involve an array of other coercive measures) and those that are armed. It may not be our choice to blur, but the reality in which we live. The choices of what to call things are still ours to make, however. The naming of types of conflict should clarify rather than confuse, and also represent the reality accurately.

It would not do to turn our back on “armed politics” as a phenomenon, since it is being so widely practiced by state and nonstate actors on all sides. As Simpson himself argues, “The use of armed force within a traditional conception of war on the one hand, and outside war, as ‘armed politics’ in a direct extension of policy, on the other, is an important distinction in the abstract. . . . The failure to distinguish [between these two] carries with it a risk of liberal powers potentially getting the worst of both parts; engagement in permanent conflicts in whose operational prosecution they are unskilled” (Simpson, p. 11).

The United States and its allies do not have the luxury of choice in modes of warfare, as enemies will choose to fight in the ways most
advantageous to them. Most often, they will, if they can, use a blend that Frank Hoffman dubbed hybrid warfare (Hoffman, 2007). This trend was first noted by Martin van Creveld in his work *The Transformation of War* (1991). On grounds that the attributes of conventional warfare are well known, well studied, and codified, this monograph has focused on the attributes of irregular warfare. The attributes identified through our case studies and listed in Chapter Seven serve as a descriptive starting point, and subsequent chapters identify the key elements of an effective response and the key changes the U.S. government needs to make to implement that response.

This study further argues that developing nonlethal measures to respond to these challenges, and more effectively orchestrating those measures under the State Department’s oversight, is the most prudent and cost-effective strategy for safeguarding the nation’s interests while avoiding unnecessary and often unproductive military interventions.
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## Table A.1
### Political Warfare’s Multiple Definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>George Kennan</td>
<td>“On the Inauguration of Organized Political Warfare,” 1948, paragraph 1</td>
<td>Political warfare is the logical application of Clausewitz’s doctrine in time of peace. In broadest definition, political warfare is the employment of all the means at a nation’s command, short of war, to achieve its national objectives. Such operations are both overt and covert. They range from such overt actions as political alliances, economic measures (as ERP—the Marshall Plan), and “white” propaganda to such covert operations as clandestine support of “friendly” foreign elements, “black” psychological warfare and even encouragement of underground resistance in hostile states.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Smith</td>
<td><em>On Political War</em>, 1989, p. 3</td>
<td>Political war is the use of political means to compel an opponent to do one’s will, <em>political</em> being understood to describe purposeful intercourse between peoples and governments affecting national survival. Political war may be combined with violence, economic pressure, subversion, and diplomacy, but its chief aspect is the use of words, images, and ideas, commonly known, according to context, as propaganda and psychological warfare.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelo Codevilla</td>
<td>“Political Warfare,” in <em>Political Warfare and Psychological Operations: Rethinking the US Approach</em>, 1989, p. 77</td>
<td>Political warfare is the marshaling of human support, or opposition, in order to achieve victory in a war or in unbloody conflicts as serious as war.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carnes Lord and Frank Barnett</td>
<td>“Introduction,” in <em>Political Warfare and Psychological Operations: Rethinking the US Approach</em>, 1989, p. xi</td>
<td>Political warfare is a term that is less well established in usage and doctrine, but one that seems useful for describing a spectrum of overt and covert activities designed to support national political-military objectives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carnes Lord</td>
<td>“The Psychological Dimension in National Strategy,” in <em>Political Warfare and Psychological Operations: Rethinking the US Approach</em>, 1989, p. 18</td>
<td>Political warfare is a general category of activities that includes political action, coercive diplomacy, and covert political warfare.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Army Special Operations Command 2015</td>
<td>“SOF Support to Political Warfare White Paper,” March 10, 2015, p. 2</td>
<td>Political Warfare encompasses a spectrum of activities associated with diplomatic and economic engagement, Security Sector Assistance (SSA), novel forms of Unconventional Warfare (UW), and Information and Influence Activities (IIA).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The United States today faces a number of actors who employ a wide range of political, informational, military, and economic measures to influence, coerce, intimidate, or undermine U.S. interests or those of friends and allies; many of these measures are often collectively referred to as “political warfare.” This report analyzes political warfare as it is practiced today by both state and nonstate actors, and provides detailed recommendations regarding the most effective ways that the U.S. government, along with its allies and partners, can respond to or engage in this type of conflict to achieve U.S. ends and protect U.S. interests.

The authors examine historical antecedents of political warfare and current-day practices through in-depth case studies of Russia, Iran, and the Islamic State. They use these cases to derive common attributes of modern political warfare. The authors then identify effective means for responding to these challenges. Drawing on documentary and field research as well as extensive semistructured interviews with practitioners in the U.S. government and elsewhere, they determine gaps in practices and capabilities for addressing political warfare threats. The report concludes with recommendations for countering political warfare by creating a more effective, coordinated, and cost-sensitive approach to effective statecraft, including specific measures for the U.S. State Department and the U.S. military, particularly the special operations community.